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Abstract 
 

In light of the growing social, economic, and legal impact of virtual worlds, this thesis explores 

copyright issues around virtual items: copyrightability, infringement, and liabilities arising 

from infringing uses. More specifically, it addresses the main question of how copyright laws 

apply to virtual items in virtual worlds. Looking at the nature and governance of virtual worlds 

and virtual items, it discusses the following secondary research questions: What are virtual 

worlds and virtual items? How are virtual items governed by virtual world developers? Are 

virtual items copyrightable works? Which rights of the copyright owner are potentially 

exploited in everyday use of virtual worlds? Who is liable for a potential infringement of these 

rights? These questions are explored through two distinct case studies, which are both compared 

and brought together to give a holistic perspective on the issue. Among many virtual worlds, 

this thesis focuses on World of Warcraft (WoW) and Second Life, developed by Blizzard 

Entertainment and Linden Research respectively. These two cases are significant not only due 

to their popularity but also due to their distinct orientations. While the first case represents 

game-oriented virtual worlds, whereby developers retain the monopoly over virtual item 

creation; the latter case is a non-game-oriented virtual world that offers users the freedom to 

create, use, exchange, and monetize virtual items as they like.  

 

Within this context, the thesis employed participatory and documental research for data 

collection. Participation in WoW and Second Life enabled the exploration of limits and 

opportunities of creating, customizing, selling, buying, and exchanging virtual items within the 

confines of these words. This experience was useful in creating and exploring potential 

copyright issues on virtual items in both WoW and Second Life. In addition, documental 

research was employed to gain detailed information on virtual item creation and explore how 

developers govern their virtual worlds through user agreements and other official 
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documentation. Therefore, official documents and sources of virtual world developers, 

community and user contents, and a review of news media on Second Life and WoW constitute 

the documental data source of this thesis. Through these data collection methods, 

copyrightability, infringement, and liability issues on virtual items are analyzed particularly in 

relation to the US and EU law, the two main copyright regimes. The US regime, based on 

common law system, and the EU regime, containing elements of both common and civil law 

systems, handle copyright issues differently. How these two regimes work in relation to virtual 

items are discussed throughout the substantive chapters of the thesis.  

 

The thesis is organized in five substantive chapters, each focusing on one of the aforementioned 

secondary research questions. Chapter 2 offers a conceptual framework for virtual worlds and 

virtual items. While virtual worlds are defined as persistent, social, interactive, immediate, 

avatar-mediated, and computer-based simulated environments; virtual items are conceptualized 

as computer-based simulated items that are utilized as rivalrous, persistent, and interconnected 

in virtual worlds. These definitions are further elaborated in the following substantive chapters 

through specific examples in WoW and Second Life. Chapter 3 moves on to investigate how 

virtual items are governed in virtual worlds of WoW and Second Life. Developers govern 

virtual worlds and virtual items through code and user agreements. While the first mechanism 

designates the nature of virtual worlds, user agreements set the rules for users’ interactions with 

each other, virtual items and the virtual world itself. Both the code and the user agreement 

mechanisms of WoW inhibit users to create any virtual item from scratch or use virtual items 

for real-world economic interests. In contrast, the developer of Second Life provides the means 

and opportunities for users to create virtual items from scratch and encourages them to make 

real-world money out of the virtual items they create. These differences in governance 

mechanisms of WoW and Second Life inform their virtual item systems, the ways in which 
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users can create virtual items, and the extent to which these items can be protected under current 

copyright laws. In other words, they designate whether virtual items can be considered as 

original works. Chapter 4 discusses copyrightability of virtual items created by WoW and 

Second Life users according to the US and EU regimes. Virtual items created by users should 

be original, and where necessary fixed, expressions of ideas to be protected by copyright. While 

WoW users are not given the means and opportunities to create any original virtual item; in 

Second Life, users are free to create original virtual items from scratch or upload items they 

created via a third-party software to the virtual world. Regardless of the two distinct copyright 

regimes and the different orientations of WoW and Second Life, the chapter highlights that 

discussing the copyrightability of virtual items require a case-by-case analysis. It argues that, 

virtual items, created by users, can be considered as original and fixed, hence copyrightable, 

works depending on the opportunities provided by the developer. Having discussed 

copyrightability of virtual items, Chapter 5 moves forward with the question of how the rights 

of the copyright owners on virtual items are potentially exploited in everyday use of virtual 

worlds. Users and developers may potentially exploit three exclusive rights of the copyright 

owners: reproduction, distribution, and public display. The US and the EU regimes regulate and 

interpret these rights differently. These differences become more evident especially with 

regards to the reproduction right. When a user logs in to a virtual world and sees a virtual item, 

she reproduces this item in the RAM of her PC. According to the RAM copy doctrine in the 

US, this reproduction is considered as fixed as the RAM copy is not in transit from one place 

to another. In the EU, this reproduction falls within the scope of exclusive rights of the copyright 

owner as well. However, this incidental reproduction is regarded as an exception within the 

scope of Article 5 of the InfoSoc Directive. Notwithstanding the different rationales behind 

their approaches, neither the US nor the EU regime consider virtual items to be distributed in 

everyday use of virtual worlds. Likewise, in both of the regimes, virtual items are considered 
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as publicly displayed / communicated to the public, although they handle the concepts of 

“copy”, “display”, “communication”, and “the public” differently. Chapter 6 shows that 

different governing mechanisms employed by Blizzard and Linden become especially 

important in the issue of liability. Who is liable for a potentially infringing use of a virtual item? 

Blizzard inhibits its users to create any original virtual item. This protectionist approach leaves 

no space for infringing uses of virtual items within the confines of WoW. Since users cannot 

create or upload potentially infringing works to the virtual world, Blizzard’s or users’ liabilities 

do not arise for a potential violation of the rights of the copyright owner over a virtual item. In 

contrast, users’ active role in creating virtual items in Second Life makes the issue of liability 

complicated for Linden. First, users may create or upload infringing virtual items in Second 

Life, paving the way for potential violation of the right holder’s exclusive rights. In other words, 

in this case, these users can be primarily liable for copyright infringement. Second, such 

infringing activities of users can also make Linden secondarily liable as a service provider for 

both the Second Life and Second Life Marketplace services. In the EU, Linden could be 

considered as too active to benefit from safe harbors designated for service providers for both 

of these services. In the US, service providers are protected more comprehensively and can 

benefit from safe harbors if they do not have the actual knowledge of a specific infringing 

activity or are not aware of the apparent conditions that lead to the infringing activity on their 

servers. Accordingly, in the US, Linden can benefit from safe harbors as long as it takes the 

necessary procedural requirements and removes or disables access to the infringing content 

upon being informed or becoming aware of the infringement. 

 

These findings speak for two main arguments concerning (1) the role of the governance of 

virtual worlds, and (2) the role of different jurisdictions in understanding copyrightability, 

infringement, and liability arising from the utilization of virtual items. First, although 
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representatives of the two distinct regimes of game-oriented and non-game-oriented virtual 

worlds, the cases of WoW and Second Life pinpoint how everything depends on the governance 

of virtual worlds by the developer through code and user agreements. The more the developer 

designs its virtual world as an entertainment-only game product (like WoW), the less the 

chances are for creating copyrightable real-world work, infringing any real-world exclusive 

right of a copyright owner, and leading to liability of users or the developer. In contrast to this 

approach, the more the developer blurs the lines between the real world and the virtual world 

by allowing users to create virtual items, sell them in a marketplace and make real-world money 

through these sales (like Second Life), the more it turns virtual world practices into extensions 

of the real world. This, in turn, increases the possibilities of real-world infringement of 

copyrightable works and endows users and developers with potential liabilities due to these 

infringing uses. Second, although virtual worlds cut across national boundaries, the governance 

strategies employed by the developers might have different legal consequences in different 

jurisdictions. The US and the EU regimes handle the issues of copyrightability, infringement, 

and liability differently. Among these, liability is the most apparent area where the US and the 

EU copyright regimes diverge, especially within the scope of liability of service providers. 

Service providers including virtual world developers are protected more comprehensively in 

the US than in the EU. This comprehensive protection has the potential to boost the 

development of new services as companies can innovate more freely without the risk of being 

liable for the potentially infringing activities taking place on their services. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Millions of people participate in virtual worlds, use and create virtual items, trade and exchange 

these items both in virtual worlds and the real world. Virtual worlds are not mere game 

platforms, and virtual items are more than entertainment products. They have significant social, 

economic, and legal impact. The number of virtual world accounts has exceeded 1 billion in 

2010,1 and has been increasing steadily.2 Considering that a user can have several accounts in 

the same virtual world or different virtual worlds,  the current number of virtual world users 

may be specified as hundreds of millions, participating in over 1000 currently active virtual 

worlds.3 Users spend many hours playing and exploring in virtual worlds, and creating, buying, 

selling or otherwise interacting with virtual items in these worlds. In some virtual worlds, users 

spend up to 90% of their times socializing with other users,4 as the virtual world they are in 

becomes a platform of an alternative reality and a space for creating and sharing expressions.  

 

Virtual items constitute a big real-world market. Studies estimate the value of the global virtual 

item market in 2017 as US$38,06 billion and expect it to reach US$189,76 billion by 2025.5 

Three cases clearly illustrate the real-world economic impact of virtual world and virtual items. 

The first example is Jon Jacobs. Jacobs is an actor and a director in the real world, and also a 

user of the Entropia Universe, a virtual world developed by MindArk, where he goes by the 

 
1 KZero Worldswide, 2011, cited in Gus Mastrapa, ‘Study Says Virtual World Accounts Number 1 Billion’, Wired, 
2010 <https://www.wired.com/2010/10/virtual-world-accounts/>. 
2 Yoonhyuk Yung and Suzanne D. Pawlowski, ‘Virtual Goods, Real Goals: Exploring Means-End Goal Structures 
of Consumers in Social Virtual Worlds’, Information & Management, 2014, 520–31 (p. 520). 
3 See https://www.mmorpg.com/gamelist.cfm and https://mmohuts.com/games/. 
4 See Section 2.3.3 in Chapter 2 for more information on LambdaMOO and other social virtual worlds. 
5 Adroit Market Research, ‘Global Virtual Goods Market Size 2017 by Gender (Female, Male), by Age (13-25, 
25-35, 35-45, 45+), By Region and Forecast 2018 to 2025’, 2019. This figure includes both sale of items from 
virtual world developers to virtual world users and sale of items between virtual world users themselves.  
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name Neverdie. In 2005, Jacobs mortgaged his real-world house to buy a virtual asteroid in 

Entropia Universe for US$100.000. He renamed the asteroid as Club Neverdie and built a night 

club, a mall and other destinations. Thousands of Entropia users began visiting Club Neverdie 

and Jacobs began making over US$200.000 a year in revenue thanks to the virtual world users 

spending money on goods and services offered by his virtual establishments. Jacobs sold Club 

Neverdie in 2010 for US$635.000 and established a real-world company called Neverdie 

Studios, specializing in virtual estate development in Entropia Universe. The company raised 

US$6 Million in funding.6  The second example is Ailin Graef. After joining Second Life in 

June 2004, Graef began designing and selling virtual fashion items and animations with her 

avatar called Anshe Chung. After earning enough money to buy virtual lands, she went into 

virtual real estate business in the virtual world. Buying, customizing, renting and reselling 

virtual real estate turned into such a successful business that in February 2006, she established 

a real-world company called Anshe Chung Studios, Ltd. to manage her business. In November 

2006, Graef became a millionaire, the first person to achieve this status by profits made entirely 

inside Second Life.7 The third case is Ryan Kunzmann. Kunzmann is a tech-support staff at a 

property management company. Drawing on his job experience in technology and property, in 

December 2017, Kunzmann bought 62 plots of land, about 1100 square feet apiece, for $15.000 

in Genesis City. Genesis City is a part of the virtual world of Decentraland, a blockchain-

powered virtual world, where users can buy and sell lands and all of the transactions are 

recorded on the Ethereum blockchain. Three months after his purchase, Kunzmann sold 3 of 

 
6 Oliver Chiang, ‘Meet the Man Who Just Made a Half Million from the Sale of Virtual Property’, Forbes, 2010 
<https://www.forbes.com/sites/oliverchiang/2010/11/13/meet-the-man-who-just-made-a-cool-half-million-from-
the-sale-of-virtual-property/#4a9a0b921cd3>; Aaron Saenz, ‘Man Sells Virtual Real Estate in Online Game for 
$635,000! WTF?’, Singularity Hub, 2010 <https://singularityhub.com/2010/11/21/man-sells-virtual-real-estate-
in-online-game-for-635000-wtf-video/>. 
7 Roger Parloff, ‘From Megs to Riches’, Fortune, 2005 
<https://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/2005/11/28/8361953/index.htm>; Roger Parloff, 
‘Anshe Chung: First Virtual Millionaire’, Fortune, 2006 <http://fortune.com/2006/11/27/anshe-chung-first-
virtual-millionaire/>; Aaron Saenz, ‘Entrepreneur Anshe Chung Makes A Fortune Selling Virtual Land, Banking 
and Fashion’, Singularity Hub, 2011 <https://singularityhub.com/2011/08/23/entrepreneur-anshe-chung-makes-
millions-selling-virtual-land-banking-and-fashion/>. 
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the 62 plots of his land for $15.000, compensating his initial investment. As of 2019, each plot 

of land in Genesis City costs as much as $30.000. Kunzmann plans on turning some of his land 

into a museum or an art gallery to further monetize his investment.8    

 

This enormous economic impact is not without its legal implications. The scholarly literature 

and the news media approached these stories of economic successes through the lens of 

property.9 Citing the real-world economic significance behind these stories, they highlighted 

the need to regulate ownership and related property rights over virtual items. A focus on 

property rights captures the significance of “owning” a virtual item and protecting it as a 

personal property in the virtual and the real world. However, this approach has the potential to 

bypass the dynamic nature and contested processes of creating and using virtual items, and how 

users can protect a work they created, inside and outside of a virtual world. A closer look at 

Graef’s case shows how copyright claimed over a virtual item can complicate the issue further. 

When CNET, a technology news company, carried out an interview with Graef’s avatar inside 

Second Life, this interview was interrupted by a huge protest inside the virtual world. Videos 

of this protest against Graef were uploaded to YouTube. Claiming that the appearance of her 

 
8 Camila Russo, ‘Making a Killing in Virtual Real Estate’, Bloomberg 
<https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-12/making-a-killing-in-virtual-real-estate>; Noelle Talmon, 
‘People Are Spending Tons of Money on Virtual Real Estate’, Pursuit <https://pursuit.ca/lifestyle/people-are-
spending-tons-of-money-on-virtual-real-estate/>. 
9 For example, see Theodore J. Westbrook, ‘Owned: Finding A Place for Virtual World Property Rights’, Michigan 
State Law Review, 2006 (2006), 779–812; Steven J. Horowitz, ‘Competing Lockean Claims to Virtual Property’, 
Harvard Journal of Law & Technology, 20 (2007), 443–58; Ronan Kennedy, ‘Virtual Rights? Property in Online 
Game Objects and Characters’, Information & Communications Technology Law, 17 (2008), 95–106; Samtani 
Anil and others, ‘Virtual Property: A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis’, European Intellectual Property Review, 
34 (2012), 188–202; John D. Sutter, ‘Can People Actually “Own” Virtual Land?’, CNN, 2010 
<https://edition.cnn.com/2010/TECH/05/10/virtual.property.second.life/index.html>; Michael Meehan, ‘Virtual 
Property: Protecting Bits in Context’, Richmond Journal of Law & Technology, 13 (2006), 1–48; Kurt Hunt, ‘This 
Land Is Not Your Land: Second Life, CopyBot, and the Looming Question of Virtual Property Rights’, Texas 
Review of Entertainment & Sports Law, 9 (2007), 141–73; Kenneth W. Eng, ‘Content Creators, Virtual Goods: 
Who Owns Virtual Property?’, Cardozo Arts & Entertainment Law Journal, 34 (2016), 249–79; Michael Zhou, 
Mark A.A.M. Leenders, and Ling Mei Cong, ‘Ownership in the Virtual World and the Implications for Long-Term 
User Innovation Success’, Technovation, 78 (2018), 56–65; Olivia Y. Truong, ‘Virtual Inheritance: Assigning 
More Virtual Property Rights’, Syracuse Science and Technology Law Reporter, 21 (2009), 57–86; Wayne 
Rumbles, ‘Theft in the Digital: Can You Steal Virtual Property?’, Canterbury Law Review, 17 (2011), 354–74. 
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avatar (including the design of the avatar and her clothes) is her copyrighted work (she created 

them herself), Graef made a Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) complaint to 

YouTube. She argued that the videos included her copyrighted artworks and have been posted 

to YouTube without her permission. As a response, YouTube took down the related videos.10 

Evidently, Graef utilized her copyright to tackle with the protest. Rather than claiming that she 

owned her avatar and the clothes, she made her case by underlining that the visual image of 

herself in the virtual world, including the avatar and her clothes, were her copyrighted works in 

the real world.  

 

The extension of copyright beyond the boundaries of virtual worlds and its legal consequences 

may be more visible in the following hypothetical scenario: Katie began her Second Life 

adventure in 2015. After exploring the virtual world and seeing the opportunities of creating 

virtual items, she decided to use her real-world skill in design and began designing house 

decoration products such as vases, wall clocks, mirrors, and decorative boxes in Second Life. 

She opened a firm called Katie Roberts Home Décor inside the virtual world and began selling 

products to the Second Life residents. Users bought her products for prices ranging from 250 

Linden Dollars11 to 50.000 Linden Dollars, which converted to around US$1 to US$200. After 

she began earning more than US$5.000 a month in Second Life, she quit her real-world job and 

became a full-time home décor designer in Second Life. As Katie’s success grew, so did the 

number of shops that “inspired” from her designs or straight-out copied them. One day, she was 

 
10 For more information, see Daniel Terdiman, ‘Anshe Chung YouTube Video Is a “Terms of Use Violation”’, 
CNET <https://www.cnet.com/news/anshe-chung-youtube-video-is-a-terms-of-use-violation/>. After the take-
down has created negative press, Ailin Graef and her business partner and husband Guntram Graef withdrew their 
complaint, and YouTube allowed the videos to be posted on the website. For more information, see Benjamin 
Tyson Duranske, ‘“Anshe Chung” Withdraws DMCA YouTube Complaint’, Virtually Blind 
<http://virtuallyblind.com/2007/01/21/anshe-chung-withdraws-dmca-youtube-complaint/>; Steve O’Hear, 
‘Second Life Mogul Regrets DMCA Complaint’, ZDNet <https://www.zdnet.com/article/second-life-mogul-
regrets-dmca-complaint/>.  
11 Linden Dollars are Second Life’s official currency.  
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browsing Second Life Marketplace,12 and saw a shop selling wall clocks and mirrors with 

designs exactly like hers. Luckily, the copycat shop paid the virtual world developer, Linden 

Research (Linden), for its items to be listed on the homepage of the Second Life Marketplace 

so Katie could easily spot them. The copycats that copied Katie’s designs were not limited to 

Second Life users. Katie used the design software GIMP for her products. Infringers sold her 

designs as GIMP template files on websites such as Etsy. Katie’s products were also sold on 

other virtual worlds such as IMVU without her permission. She was surprised even more, when 

she entered her favorite home décor shop in London. At the window display stood a real-world 

version of one of her most popular vases in Second Life. In this shop, this vase, supposedly 

designed by another promising young designer, featured a price tag of 750 British pounds. 

 

This hypothetical scenario shows that virtual items are digital creations, which can easily be 

reproduced and used, wholly or in part, on other virtual platforms or in the real-world by 

different stakeholders, creating potential legal issues. In the scholarly literature, copyright on 

digital creations is generally discussed with regards to works such as e-books, digital artistic 

works, and video games. Yet, virtual items are different from these conventional digital works 

both in terms of their creation and utilization, which are primarily shaped by virtual world 

developers. Within this context, virtual world users might create virtual items from scratch, 

customize virtual items pre-designed by virtual world developers, or create a new virtual item 

by bringing together items already created by other users or developers.13 Therefore, virtual 

items pose legal challenges with regards to their copyrightability and exploitation.14 These 

challenges stem from the uncertainties of applying current copyright laws to virtual items, 

 
12 Second Life Marketplace is the official, developer-managed marketplace in Second Life, where users can buy 
and sell virtual items using Linden Dollars. 
13 See Chapter 3. 
14 For example, see Martine Boonk and Arno R. Lodder, ‘Virtual Worlds: Yet Another Challenge to Intellectual 
Property Law’, in Global IP Summit Magazine, 2007 
<http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1079970>. 
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which constitute a new type of digital creation existing on a unique platform different from 

conventional hosting services.  

 

1.1. Research Questions  
 

In light of the social, economic and legal impact of virtual items, this thesis addresses legal 

uncertainties around copyright on virtual items. The central research question of this thesis is: 

“how do copyright laws apply to virtual items in virtual worlds?” This question can be broken 

down into further questions:15  

- What are virtual items and virtual worlds? 

- How are virtual items governed by virtual world developers?  

- Are virtual items copyrightable works?  

- Which rights of the copyright owner are potentially exploited in everyday use of virtual 

worlds?  

- Who is liable for a potential infringement of these rights? 

 

1.2. Methodology 
 

This thesis explores copyright issues (copyrightability of virtual items, infringing uses of virtual 

items, and liabilities arising from these infringing uses) by looking at the nature and governance 

of virtual items in virtual worlds. Copyright seeks for a “literary or artistic work” to be “created” 

by an author.16 In some virtual worlds, mostly in non-game-oriented virtual worlds (non-

GOVW), users can create potentially copyrightable virtual items because developers make it 

 
15 Each question is addressed respectively in the following substantive chapters. 
16 Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, art. 2. 
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possible for users to create items from scratch or upload them to the virtual world. In others, 

mostly in game-oriented virtual worlds (GOVW), developers retain the monopoly over virtual 

item creation. In light of this distinction, the aforementioned research questions around 

copyright on virtual items are explored by looking at two distinct case studies, which are both 

compared and brought together to give a holistic perspective on the issue. Among many virtual 

worlds, this thesis focuses on World of Warcraft (WoW) and Second Life, two of the most 

popular virtual worlds,17 as its two case studies. Developed by Blizzard Entertainment 

(Blizzard), WoW is a GOVW, where users seek to complete quests and level up their characters 

using developer-created virtual items. In contrast, Second Life, developed by Linden, is a non-

GOVW that gives its users the space to create virtual items and use these to communicate and 

socialize with each other. Not only do these two worlds respectively represent GOVWs and 

non-GOVWs, but they also employ two different virtual item systems. In WoW, Blizzard does 

not allow its users to create virtual items from scratch. While users can transfer virtual items to 

others, it is against the game rules to monetize them in the real world. In Second Life, Linden 

allows users to create virtual items from scratch and sell them to one another through Linden 

Dollars (or Lindens), Second Life’s official currency. Second Life users can convert their 

Lindens to a real-world currency using Second Life’s official exchange called LindeX18 or other 

 
17 With a total of over 100 million different accounts created up until 2014 (Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of 
Warcraft: Azeroth by the Numbers’ <http://us.battle.net//wow/en/blog/12346804>.) and over 12 million 
subscribers in its peak time (Blizzard Entertainment, ‘Press Releases: World of Warcraft Subscriber Base Reaches 
12 Million Worldwide’ <http://us.blizzard.com/en-us/company/press/pressreleases.html?id=2847881>.) WoW 
was selected as the “Most Popular MMORPG” in Guinness Book of World Records (Mark Langshaw, ‘Guinness 
Announces Gaming World Records’, Digital Spy, 2009 
<http://www.digitalspy.co.uk/gaming/news/a158552/guinness-announces-gaming-world-records.html>; Carol 
Pinchefsky, ‘World of Warcraft May Protect the Aging Brain’, Forbes, 2012 
<http://www.forbes.com/sites/carolpinchefsky/2012/02/28/world-of-warcraft-may-protect-the-aging-brain/>.) 
While Blizzard stopped sharing official information on the number of users, it is estimated that WoW still has an 
active userbase of more than 1 million users. See Gadgets 360 Staff, ‘World of Warcraft Subscription Numbers 
Reportedly Revealed’, Gadgets 360 <https://gadgets.ndtv.com/games/news/world-of-warcraft-wow-subscription-
numbers-battle-of-azeroth-1932930>. Second Life reached its peak with a number of 1.1 million users in 2007. As 
of 2017, it has over 800.000 active monthly users and continues to be one of the most popular virtual worlds in the 
world. Samuel Axon, ‘Returning to Second Life’, Ars Technica 
<https://arstechnica.com/gaming/2017/10/returning-to-second-life/>.  
18 https://secondlife.com/my/lindex/index.php (Requires a Second Life account). 
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authorized resellers19. Second Life was selected as the “Most Financially Rewarding MMORPG 

[massively multiplayer online role-playing game] for Players” in Guinness Book of World 

Records.20 Linden states that, until 2013, the total transactions among its users for virtual items 

was 3.2 billion USD.21 According to the latest official numbers, in 2017 alone, US$68 million 

was paid to the creators of virtual items, and there were 5 million virtual items created by users 

for sale in the marketplace.22 Therefore, both WoW and Second Life stand out among other 

virtual worlds, owing to their distinct orientations, virtual item systems, and their popularity 

among users. 

 

Within this context, this thesis employed participatory and documental research for data 

collection. As a researcher, I participated both in WoW and Second Life. I explored the limits 

and opportunities of creating, customizing, selling, buying, and exchanging virtual items within 

the confines of these virtual worlds. My personal experience was illuminating for both 

exploring possible and potential scenarios on copyright of virtual items in these two worlds, 

and for coming up with hypothetical scenarios on virtual item creation, usage, customization, 

trade, and exchange outside these worlds. These experiences were saved as screenshots from 

inside the virtual worlds and as notes. In addition, documental research was employed (1) to 

gain further detailed information on virtual item creation and usage scenarios and possibilities, 

and (2) to explore how developers govern their virtual worlds through user agreements and 

other official documentation. Therefore, official documents and sources of Blizzard and Linden 

(their user agreements, license agreements, terms of service, codes of conduct, community 

 
19 http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Linden_Lab_Official:Linden_Dollar_(L$)_Authorized_Reseller_Program 
20 http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/7000/most-financially-rewarding-mmorpg-for-players. 
21 Linden Research, ‘Infographic: 10 Years of Second Life’ <http://lindenlab.com/releases/infographic-10-years-
of-second-life>. 
22 Linden Research, ‘Celebrating 15 Years - Second Life Infographic & Town Hall Video’ 
<https://community.secondlife.com/blogs/entry/2349-celebrating-15-years-second-life-infographic-town-hall-
video/>. 
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standards, guides, guidelines, policies, web sites, patch notes, forums, and more), community 

and user contents such as guides23, and informational web sites24, and a review of news media 

on Second Life and WoW constitute the documental data sources of the thesis.  

 

The two cases of WoW and Second Life are explored by both comparing and bridging two 

contrasting examples to give a holistic picture of copyright on virtual items in virtual worlds. 

Although this comparison of most different cases is useful in presenting almost ideal types of 

developer-controlled and user-controlled virtual item systems, and therefore, unique copyright 

issues; it runs the risk of missing out on gray areas. These gray areas are covered through 

analyses of different hypothetical scenarios, which were developed through the insights I gained 

in my personal participation in WoW and Second Life. These scenarios are significant in 

expanding the discussion from what did happen to what might happen. In this way, a wide range 

of potential legal issues and disputes, such as copyrightability25, infringement26, and liability27 

are discussed. 

 

1.3. Contextual and Theoretical Background 
 

These issues are analyzed in relation to the US and EU law, the two main approaches to 

copyright. The US regime, based on common law system, and the EU regime, containing 

elements of both common and civil law systems, handle the issues around copyright differently. 

Regulations as well as district and circuit courts’ and the Supreme Court’s interpretations and 

decisions on copyrightability of works, violation of exclusive rights of the copyright owner, 

 
23 For example, WoWHead Guides (https://www.wowhead.com/guides) 
24 For example, WoWWiki (https://wowwiki.fandom.com/wiki/Portal:Main) 
25 See Chapter 4. 
26 See Chapter 5. 
27 See Chapter 6. 
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and liabilities of related parties inform this thesis’ discussion on copyright on virtual items in 

virtual worlds from the perspective of the US regime. In the EU, there are directives that 

harmonize different aspects of copyright issues, and the case law of the Court of Justice of the 

European Union (CJEU), which arguably created a broader European understanding of 

copyright.28 These directives and the CJEU’s case law are examined to understand the possible 

EU approach to copyrightability, infringement, and liability on virtual items in virtual worlds. 

These two approaches are compared and brought together in different scenarios of virtual item 

creation, customization, usage, exchange, and trade. Neither of the regimes has any laws 

specific to copyright issues on virtual items in virtual worlds and disputes and court decisions 

on the issue are limited. Therefore, the existing laws and court decisions on other types of 

works, specifically those on digital works, are examined and interpreted for virtual items and 

potential disputes arising from them. This analysis takes into account a discussion of the 

differences between virtual items and “conventional” digital works.   

 

The thesis, exploring copyright issues on virtual items, builds on a wide body of the scholarly 

literature on (1) the nature of virtual worlds and virtual items, and (2) governance of user 

behavior on the internet. First, a conceptual framework for virtual worlds and virtual items is 

established in Chapter 2. Drawing on Lastowka, Fairfield, Bartle and others, virtual worlds are 

defined and conceptually distinguished from interactive Web 2.0 services and other video 

games. Likewise, virtual items are identified as simulated items with specific characteristics, as 

also discussed by Fairfield, Hunter, Blazer and others. Substantive chapters are built on this 

theoretical discussion which presents what virtual world and virtual item are. Copyrightability 

of virtual items, infringing use of copyrighted works, and liability arising from these infringing 

uses are informed by how developers govern their virtual worlds.29 The second theoretical 

 
28 See Section 4.3.2 in Chapter 4. 
29 See Chapter 3. 
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discussion revolves around Lessig’s famous “code is law” argument. This thesis critically 

extends Lessig’s argument that computer code is the main online regulatory system. It 

highlights that in case of virtual worlds, computer code works also similar to natural laws, 

designing the virtual reality and designating what can and cannot happen inside the worlds. 

Governance of virtual worlds informs the relationship between the virtual reality and the real 

world. Can virtual items created in virtual worlds be copyrightable works in the real world? If 

so, can the rights of the copyright owner be exploited in the real world due to activities taking 

place in the virtual world? If so, who are the liable parties due to these potentially infringing 

uses? These secondary questions are discussed in light of the two brands of theoretical 

discussions on the nature and governance of virtual worlds and virtual items for the two cases 

of WoW and Second Life in the following three substantive chapters.  

 

1.4. Limitations and Insights 
 

There are two main limitations to this doctoral research. First, the thesis focuses mainly on two 

virtual worlds: WoW and Second Life. Focusing on these two cases runs the risk of bypassing 

a wide range of other potential copyright issues that might arise in other virtual worlds situated 

between these two extreme cases. The over 1000 virtual worlds that are active today might have 

additional copyright issues over virtual items. To alleviate this problem, other potential 

copyright scenarios are produced and discussed for virtual worlds. At the same time, a focus on 

two cases allows an in-depth analysis and a better comparison of most different cases of a totally 

developer-controlled virtual world and an almost totally user-controlled virtual item system. 

Looking at both the two extreme cases and grayer areas of virtual item creation, usage, and 

exchange, the thesis offers a comprehensive discussion of actual and potential copyright issues 

over virtual items.  
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The second limitation stems from the different statuses of the two copyright regimes selected 

for data analysis. The focus on EU copyright regime confines both the data sources and analysis 

to EU-wide directives and CJEU decisions, excluding national acts and court decisions. In 

contrast, in the US discussion, district court, circuit court, and Supreme Court decisions dating 

back for decades as well as the wide body of scholarly literature on copyright constitute a rich 

source for discussing the case of virtual items. As a result, the thesis made more use of case law 

in its discussions of copyrightability, infringement, and liability in the US. Still, the EU 

discussion is valuable because harmonization of copyright is still an on-going process in the 

EU through the related directives for specific types of works (computer programs, databases, 

and photographs)30 and the case law of the CJEU. It is argued that the CJEU is creating a new 

European understanding of copyright through case law, applying to all kinds of works going 

beyond the limits of harmonization of the specific directives. This means that the focus on the 

EU shows how the “CJEU-made” European understanding of copyright applies to new and 

unconventional works such as virtual items. It delineates the processes of defining the 

boundaries and horizons of copyrightability and copyright infringement.  

 

This thesis offers significant insights for developers and users of virtual worlds as well as 

lawmakers and judges. Although it does not put forward better design choices for developers, 

the thesis highlights how developers’ design choices might influence their real-world potential 

liabilities. For example, WoW and Second Life represent two distinct design choices. Blizzard 

keeps its virtual world and item system away from the real world as much as possible through 

choices such as not allowing users to create items anew and prohibiting real-world trade of 

virtual items. Linden, in contrast, brings together the real and the virtual by allowing users to 

 
30 See Chapter 4. 
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create virtual items from scratch and embracing and encouraging real-world transactions of 

virtual items. These choices have real-world consequences for the developers. They inform the 

extent to which developers can be held liable for direct or indirect copyright infringement taking 

place in their virtual worlds both according to the US and the EU law.  In the same manner, the 

thesis shows how users may or may not claim copyright over the items they create, customize, 

and possess in virtual worlds. It draws users’ attention to possible forms of copyright 

infringements in cases where users simply view or use virtual items created by others. Findings 

of the thesis also speak for lawmakers and judges both in the US and the EU by underlining 

how virtual items can be different from conventional digital works and by showing the distinct 

place of virtual worlds among other intermediary platforms such as hosting and access services. 

However, the thesis does not offer policy recommendations for the regulation of virtual items. 

Instead, it illustrates how potential issues over copyright on virtual items can be handled within 

the current copyright regimes as well as the risk and opportunities of applying current laws to 

the case of virtual items. Interpretation of copyright on virtual items through the lens of the 

current US and EU copyright regimes on conventional and digital works reveals the challenge 

and success of these regimes in covering the contemporary state of technology.  

 

1.5. Thesis Summary 
 

The thesis is organized in five substantive chapters, each focusing on one of the secondary 

research questions. Chapter 2 draws a conceptual framework for virtual worlds and virtual 

items. The working definitions for these terms constitute the baseline for discussing copyright 

on virtual items. Accordingly, drawing on the scholarly literature and referring to the historical 

development of virtual worlds as GOVWs and non-GOVWs, virtual worlds are defined as 

persistent, social, interactive, immediate, avatar-mediated, and computer-based simulated 
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environments. The settings of Second Life and WoW are described in detail in relation to this 

definition. Within this context, virtual items are defined as computer-based simulated items that 

are utilized as rivalrous, persistent, and interconnected in virtual worlds. These include chattels 

such as clothing and weapons, and real estate such as buildings. They are the creations of 

developers or users. This definition on virtual items is further elaborated in the following 

substantive chapters through specific examples in WoW and Second Life.  

 

Virtual items and how they are created inform the real-world relationship between the developer 

and the user. Chapter 3 investigates this relationship by concentrating on the governance of 

virtual items in virtual worlds, specifically in WoW and Second Life. Developers govern virtual 

items through two main mechanisms: code and user agreements. While code designates the 

nature of virtual worlds, user agreements set the rules for users’ practices in virtual worlds. 

Blizzard constructed the nature of WoW in such a way that it retains total control over creation 

and usage of virtual items. WoW users cannot create or modify any virtual item which is not 

pre-designed by Blizzard. Blizzard also prohibits users monetizing virtual items through its user 

agreements. In contrast, Linden provides the means and opportunities for Second Life users to 

create virtual items from scratch. It also encourages users to sell their virtual items to other 

users and make real-world money.  

 

These differences in WoW and Second Life inform their virtual item systems, the ways in which 

users can create virtual items, and the extent to which these items can be protected under current 

copyright laws. Chapter 4 discusses whether virtual items created by users in WoW and Second 

Life are copyrightable works. A work needs to be original / bear the characteristics of its author 

and fixed in a medium of expression (mostly in common law jurisdictions) to be considered as 

copyrightable. In light of this, the chapter first outlines the categories of works and how virtual 
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items are created in WoW and Second Life. Tracing item-creation processes and the technical 

structures of each world, the chapter then discusses copyrightability through the lens of the US 

and EU conceptualizations of originality and fixation. 

 

Having discussed copyrightability, Chapter 5 sets out to discuss the potential exploitation of 

exclusive rights of the copyright owner in everyday use of virtual worlds. It delineates the rights 

of copyright owners in virtual worlds in terms of reproduction, distribution, and public display 

/ communication to the public of virtual items. It discusses whether and which rights of 

copyright owners are potentially violated by looking at user and developer practices within the 

confines and opportunities offered by the technical structures of Second Life and WoW. This 

discussion draws on the legislative systems of the US and the EU to highlight diverse 

interpretations of copyright and its possible violations in virtual worlds.  

 

There are three main prerequisites of liability, the responsibility for the infringing use of a work: 

governance, copyrightability, and infringing use. Therefore, Chapter 6 builds on the previous 

chapters and discusses the liable parties for potential infringement of copyrighted works in 

virtual worlds. It specifically looks at the liabilities of users and developers due to potential 

infringement of reproduction and public display / communication to the public rights of the 

copyright owner in WoW and Second Life. The chapter further studies the issue of intermediary 

liability in the US and the EU to understand whether Blizzard and Linden might be held liable 

for infringements of WoW and Second Life users. In due course, the chapter discusses whether 

Blizzard and Linden can be considered as “service providers” as specified in the DMCA and 

the E-Commerce Directive31 and whether they can benefit from the safe harbors regulated for 

these service providers with regards to the different services they offer to their users.   

 
31 Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain legal aspects of 
information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market. 
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CHAPTER 2 

A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR VIRTUAL 
WORLDS AND VIRTUAL ITEMS 

 
2.1. Introduction 

This chapter draws a conceptual framework for discussing copyright on virtual items in virtual 

worlds. It begins by discussing virtual worlds, which is a highly controversial concept with 

competing definitions covering different services ranging from online multiplayer games to 

Web 2.0 services. Hence, the first section of this chapter critically assesses these debates and 

offers a tentative definition for virtual worlds. Building upon this conceptualization, the second 

section of the chapter offers a historical account of the evolution of virtual worlds and 

underlines how this evolution lead to the diversification of virtual worlds. Virtual worlds are 

the product of the developments in multiple areas including virtual reality, packet-switching 

networks, role-playing, and video games. The first virtual worlds, which had textual interfaces 

and basic rules, were accessed by only a handful of people among academia and privileged 

people with computers and internet access. This limited arena evolved to immersive worlds 

with complex rules, which are now used by millions of people. As of today, there are over 1000 

active virtual worlds,32 which can be split into countless different categories. The third section 

of the chapter offers such a categorization of virtual worlds based on their virtual item systems. 

It focuses on two particular virtual worlds, WoW and Second Life, with different virtual item 

systems, introducing the case studies of this thesis. The last section of this chapter dwells upon 

conceptualization of virtual items in light of the scholarly debates. Here, a working definition 

 
32 As of January 2019. See https://www.mmorpg.com/gamelist.cfm and https://mmohuts.com/games/. 
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for the concept is offered. Highlighting the diversity of different types of virtual items, this 

section specifies the types of virtual items in WoW and Second Life. 

 

2.2. Conceptualizing Virtual Worlds 

The concept of virtual worlds is vague and sometimes can be confused with other platforms. 

The term is used for a variety of different services ranging from social networking websites 

such as Facebook to MMORPGs such as WoW.33 This complexity has been stressed by many 

scholars. Rogers underlines the multifaceted nature of virtual worlds and states that “they 

combine nearly every aspect of modern popular culture. Part video game, part chat room, part 

auction site, part social network, they are capable of fulfilling a wide range of user needs”34. 

Some scholars prefer to explain virtual worlds more broadly, most likely because a detailed 

explanation might exclude specific types of virtual worlds. Taylor and Matteucci state that 

virtual worlds are “computer-based simulated environments which users access via an online 

interface and in which they can interact with other users and with the simulated environment”35. 

Similarly, Bartle asserts that virtual worlds are “computer-moderated, persistent environments 

through and with which multiple individuals may interact simultaneously”36. These broad 

definitions meet on a common ground by emphasizing two main characteristics of virtual 

worlds:  

1. Having an electronic / computer-based simulated environment, 

2. Having / enabling communication between users and interaction with the virtual world. 

 
33 For example, see Sung-Byung Yang and others, ‘Using Real Options to Investigate the Market Value of Virtual 
World Businesses’, Information Systems Research, 23 (2012), 1011–29. Yang and colleagues state that there are 
three types of virtual worlds: 3D virtual worlds such as Second Life, MMORPGs such as Lineage, and 2D or 3D 
social virtual worlds such as Facebook. 
34 Jacob Rogers, ‘A Passive Approach to Regulation of Virtual Worlds’, The George Washington Law Review, 76 
(2008), 405–25 (p. 406). 
35 Mark Taylor and Matteo Matteucci, ‘Virtual Worlds’, Computer and Telecommunications Law Review, 15 
(2009), 124–27 (p. 124). 
36 Richard A. Bartle, ‘Pitfalls of Virtual Property’, 2004, p. 2 <http://www.themis-
group.com/uploads/Pitfalls%20of%20Virtual%20Property.pdf>. 
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Among these, the term “simulated environment” is particularly significant as it is one of the 

elements, which distinguishes virtual worlds from interactive Web 2.0 services such as social 

networking sites and blogs. Even though many Web 2.0 services enable communication 

between users and assist users to build communities and socialize, they do not offer users a life-

like experience through a simulated environment. What should be understood from a simulated 

environment, however, is far from clear. While some scholars argue that virtual worlds are 

depictions of the real world37 that “[mimic] aspects of our own universe”38, others argue that 

virtual worlds cannot have a purpose of representing reality, and that their purpose should rather 

be creating completely new environments.39 However, the purpose of virtual worlds in 

mimicking the real-world should not be the center of focus. It is completely viable for a virtual 

world to exist where the known physical phenomena of our universe simply do not exist. At the 

same time, nothing prevents a virtual world to be created that imitate, for example, not only 

physical phenomena of our universe but also a real existing city, such as Amsterdam, in depth. 

In this sense, a simulated environment might be best perceived as a simulation of any kind of 

environment, which gives users a sense of time and space, and not necessarily mimics or is 

different from our own world.  

 

This approach is in line with Fairfield’s arguments on “pseudophysical” space, which he 

describes as “the sense of place and context users experience in a virtual world”40. Fairfield 

defines virtual worlds as “avatar-mediated, pseudophysical, social, persistent, synchronous, and 

 
37 Susan Abramovitch and David Cummings, ‘Virtual Property, Real Law: The Regulation of Property in Video 
Games: Part 1’, Entertainment Law Review, 21 (2010), 14–17. 
38 Westbrook, p. 783. 
39 Carlos Lopez, ‘A Short History of Virtual Worlds’ (presented at the Arte Y Arquitectura Digital, Net.Art Y 
Universos Virtuales, Barcelona, 2008), pp. 252–56 (p. 252) 
<http://www.artyarqdigital.com/fileadmin/user_upload/PDF/Publicaciones_Jornada_III/Arte_y_arquitectura_dig
ital_netart_y_universos_virtuales.pdf>. 
40 Joshua A. T. Fairfield, ‘Avatar Experimentation: Human Subjects Research in Virtual Worlds’, UC Irvine Law 
Review, 2 (2012), 695–772 (p. 698). 
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interactive shared spaces”41. These characteristics resonate the characteristics of virtual worlds 

listed by the Federation of American Scientists (FAS)42: persistence, shared space, graphical 

user interface (GUI), immediacy, interactivity, and socialization/community.43 The requirement 

of being “synchronous”, listed by Fairfield, is similar to the requirement of “immediacy” listed 

by the FAS. FAS states that immediacy is used in the sense that the interactions in the virtual 

worlds take place in real time. Fairfield conceives this in terms of “synchronicity” of virtual 

worlds. Accordingly, “players generally are required to be logged in at the same time in order 

to interact with one another”44. The requirement of immediacy is also applicable to a broader 

context encompassing interactions of users with the virtual world itself.  

 

Similar to Fairfield’s requirement of the pseudophysical space, other scholars stated the 

requirement of a GUI or a 3D space.45 However, as stated, virtual worlds do not have to mimic 

the features of the real world. A virtual world may be a two-dimensional world, such as the 

Flatland,46 where users are represented by 2D geometric figure avatars like squares or triangles. 

One might also argue that a virtual world does not even need a GUI in the first place. In fact, 

today’s 3D virtual worlds are derived from Multi-User Dungeons (MUD), which are text-based 

virtual worlds and have been in circulation since the 1980s. Many MUDs have completely text-

 
41 Fairfield, ‘Avatar Experimentation: Human Subjects Research in Virtual Worlds’, p. 698. 
42 Federation of American Scientists is a non-profit organization, founded in 1945, claiming to work to provide 
“science-based analysis of and solutions to protect against catastrophic threats to national and international 
security”. For more information, see www.fas.org. 
43 Taylor and Matteucci, p. 124. Please note that the virtual worlds almanac prepared by FAS was publicly available 
online on their website in 2014 on http://vworld.fas.org/wiki/Main_Page. In an e-mail correspondence with experts 
at FAS, Dr. Melanie Stegman and Pia Ulrich, I was informed that the almanac was removed from their website 
and was inaccessible.  
44 Fairfield, ‘Avatar Experimentation: Human Subjects Research in Virtual Worlds’, pp. 698, 699. 
45 Fairfield also uses the terms “3-D space” and “three-dimensional simulated physical space” in some of his 
articles while defining virtual worlds. For example, see Joshua A. T. Fairfield, ‘Anti-Social Contracts: The 
Contractual Governance of Virtual Worlds’, McGill Law Journal, 53 (2008), 427–76; Joshua A. T. Fairfield, 
‘Mixed Reality: How the Laws of Virtual Worlds Govern Everyday Life’, Berkeley Technology Law Journal, 27 
(2012), 55–116. 
46 Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions, is a novella written by Edwin Abbott Abbott, which is published in 
1884 and takes place in a 2D world called Flatland. The inhabitants of the Flatland are 2D geometrical figures. 
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based interfaces without any GUI.47 Like other virtual worlds, MUDs are persistent, avatar-

mediated, interactive, shared, and social spaces. Therefore, using the terms “pseudophysical 

space” or “simulated environment” would be more precise than using the terms “3D space” or 

“GUI” in defining the characteristics of virtual worlds. 

 

Many scholars highlight that virtual worlds are marked by avatars, which are used as a means 

for interaction and communication among users. Bainbridge explains that in virtual worlds, 

“people are represented by animated characters”48, and Arkhipov asserts that a virtual world 

“can be defined as a computer-based simulated environment designed to be populated by users 

represented by personae-like images called avatars which allow for communication between 

users”49.  In these “avatar-mediated” virtual worlds, the avatars do not necessarily have to be 

“animated characters” or “images”. The text-based MUDs are avatar-mediated as well, even 

though there is no GUI, henceforth no graphically represented avatar for the user or other 

participants of the virtual world to see. Yet, this does not change the fact that users are 

represented inside the virtual world.50 Since the user, as a real world being, cannot be present 

inside the virtual world with her physical self, she “needs some sort of agent […] to interact 

with the environment”51. Avatars work like “in-game personae”52 for users, which are “fictional 

creations of the imagination […] an embodiment of our imaginations, transformed into a 

manipulable object that exists in a virtual world”53. However, avatars in virtual worlds are 

 
47 MUDs will be explained in detail in the historical development section of this chapter. 
48 William Sims Bainbridge, ‘The Scientific Research Potential of Virtual Worlds’, Science, 317 (2007), 472–76 
(p. 472). 
49 Vladislav V. Arkhipov, ‘Virtual Worlds in Legal Studies: An Inquiry into the Subject of Research’ (IVR 2011 
Paper, 2011), p. 7 <http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2117762>. 
50 Complex relationships between non-graphical avatars of users, such as virtual sex, have been taking place in 
text-based MUDs for years. For more information, see Julian Dibbell, My Tiny Life: Crime and Passion in a Virtual 
World (New York: Henry Holt and Company, Inc, 1998). 
51 Greg Lastowka, Virtual Justice: The New Laws of Online Worlds (New Haven and London: Yale University 
Press, 2010), p. 45. 
52 Arkhipov, p. 6. 
53 Tiffany Day, ‘Avatar Rights in a Constitutionless World’, Hastings Communications and Entertainment Law 
Journal, 32 (2009), 137–56 (p. 137). 
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different from the avatars in social network websites such as Facebook. In virtual worlds, users 

are not present with their real-world identities, while in social network websites users – most 

of the time – use their real-world identifications, such as real name, surname, age, occupation, 

and profile photos. A similar distinction is also visible between GOVWs and non-GOVWs. 

While, in a virtual world, it is possible to use an avatar which has a different personality than 

the user’s real-world personality, it is also possible for the virtual world to be merely used as a 

communication platform where the user is present with her real-world identity. For instance, on 

one hand, in an MMORPG such as WoW, a user can choose to become an Orc, a mythical and 

evil creature, who has a different personality than the user’s real-life personality. On the other 

hand, in a non-GOVW such as Second Life, a university professor can choose to be present 

with her own identity (and therefore with her own personality) and give a lecture to her 

students.54 Whereas in the first example, the virtual world is used more like a “game”, in the 

second example, it is used as a “communication platform”. Hence, while in the first example, 

the avatar of the user has an “in-game personae”, in the second example, it does not. Bartle’s 

categorization points out three immersion levels of users in virtual worlds. Depending on that 

level, the user might be controlling an “avatar”, a “character” or a “persona” inside a virtual 

world. Bartle argues that an avatar is “a player's representative” in a virtual world, and a 

character is “a player's representation”, which is “a whole level of immersion deeper”.55 A 

persona, however, is the most immersive level of experience, where the user does not assume 

another identity but the user and the character are merged.56 From this perspective, the avatar 

controlled by the university professor in the previous example might refer to an “avatar” in 

Second Life, the Orc avatar controlled by the MMORPG user in WoW might refer to a 

“character”, and an avatar controlled by a virtual world user who interacts with the virtual world 

 
54 Of course, nothing stops the university professor or any other user to be present in Second Life with a totally 
different character. 
55 Richard A. Bartle, ‘Avatar, Character, Persona’ <http://mud.co.uk/richard/acp.htm>. 
56 Bartle, ‘Avatar, Character, Persona’. 
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by a virtual reality device such as Oculus Rift57 might refer to a “persona”. In this thesis, the 

requirement of being “avatar-mediated” for virtual worlds covers all the three immersion levels 

(avatar, character, and persona) described by Bartle.58 

 

Scholars agree that virtual worlds need to be “persistent” and “social”.59 The simulated 

environment (pseudophysical space) of virtual worlds distinguishes them from social 

networking websites. Likewise, being persistent, social (including the requirement of a shared 

space), and immediate (including the requirement of synchronicity) are the features of virtual 

worlds that differentiate them from regular video games. Regular video games usually have 

avatar-mediated and simulated environments. However, they are not persistent because when 

logged off from the game, the game does not continue to exist. They are not social or immediate 

because they do not offer an environment to be shared with other users. Some multiplayer video 

games pose an interesting challenge to this situation. Different from regular single player video 

games, multiplayer versions of first-person shooter games such as Counter Strike and Quake 

may be considered as social and immediate. However, the environments of these games are not 

persistent because they only last as long as one game session.60  

 

 
57 Oculus Rift is a virtual reality headset, developed by Oculus VR. In 2014, Facebook acquired Oculus VR for 
US$2 billion. In 2018, Oculus became a division of a new entity, established within Facebook, called Facebook 
Technologies, LLC. For more information, see James Batchelor, ‘Oculus Now Part of Facebook Technologies’, 
GameIndustry.Biz <https://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2018-11-19-oculus-now-part-of-facebook-
technologies>. 
58 Although the concept of avatar will play a role for some of the problems that will be discussed within the scope 
of this thesis in the coming chapters, a detailed discussion of digital identity, personality and avatars is outside the 
scope of this thesis. 
59 OECD, ‘Virtual Worlds: Immersive Online Platforms for Collaboration, Creativity and Learning’ (OECD 
Digital Economy Papers No. 184, 2011), p. 4 <http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/5kg9qgnpjmjg-en>; William Sims 
Bainbridge, ‘Introduction’, in Online Worlds: Convergence of the Real and the Virtual, ed. by William Sims 
Bainbridge (London: Springer, 2010), pp. 1–6 (p. 1); Bartle, ‘Pitfalls of Virtual Property’, p. 2; Greg Lastowka 
and Dan Hunter, ‘The Laws of the Virtual Worlds’, California Law Review, 92 (2004), 1–74 (pp. 5–7); Thomas 
Malaby, ‘Parlaying Value: Capital in and Beyond Virtual Worlds’, Games and Culture, 1 (2006), 141–62 (pp. 144, 
145); Edward Castronova, ‘On Virtual Economies’ (CESifo Working Paper Series No. 752, 2002), p. 23 
<http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=338500>. 
60 OECD, p. 8. 
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At this point, considering these distinctive features, virtual worlds can be defined as persistent, 

social, interactive, immediate, avatar-mediated, and computer-based simulated environments. 

This definition also draws on Lastowka’s understanding of virtual worlds, which he describes 

as “persistent, interactive, simulated social places where users employ avatars.” 61 While he does 

not conceive “being online” as a prerequisite for creating virtual worlds, today almost all virtual 

worlds are on the internet. Theoretically speaking, however, one could as well construct a 

virtual world that exist only within a local area network consisting of thousands of computers 

all of which connect to the virtual world’s server. 

 

The definition used in this thesis sets virtual worlds apart from interactive Web 2.0 services and 

also from regular video games. Both GOVW such as WoW, RuneScape, Star Wars: The Old 

Republic, Ultima Online, and non-GOVWs such as Second Life and Active Worlds can be 

included within the scope of this definition. While GOVWs are regularly referred to as MMOGs 

/ MMORPGs in literature; many different terms, such as virtual social worlds, massively 

multiplayer online real-life games, virtual reality platforms, and social-oriented virtual worlds 

are used for non-GOVWs. However, while GOVWs such as WoW are usually built with the 

purpose of being a game and carry game characteristics such as quests for users; they do not 

have to be used as a game. Similarly, while non-GOVWs such as Second Life are social worlds 

without game elements such as quests, they can also be used as games. Both types of virtual 

worlds can be utilized as games or communication platforms by users in practice. Therefore, 

the two types of virtual worlds can be better categorized by looking at how developers intended 

them to be used, i.e. these virtual worlds’ orientations. Consequently, in this thesis, the term 

GOVW is used for MMOGs / MMORPGs such as WoW, and the term non-GOVW is used for 

virtual worlds such as Second Life. 

 
61 See Lastowka, Virtual Justice: The New Laws of Online Worlds, p. 31. 
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2.3. History of Virtual Worlds 

2.3.1. Developments until MUDs 

Damer argues that if virtual worlds are defined in terms of their ability to simulate real-world 

experiences, then any form of imagined representation, from “the painted caves of our 

ancestors, [to] shadow puppetry, […] a good book, theatre play, or movie”62 could be 

considered as a virtual world. However, today’s virtual worlds create a reality that is different 

from the imagined realities of painted caves or theater plays. Aforementioned, they are 

persistent, social, interactive, immediate, avatar-mediated, and computer-based simulated 

environments. According to this definition, history of virtual worlds dates back only to the 

1970s, since virtual worlds could only surface after the emergence of computers and packet 

switching networks together with developments in role-playing and video games. Virtual 

worlds are a result of the developments in a wide range of areas covering histories of computer 

hardware, software, internet, role-playing, video games, virtual reality, and packet-switching 

networks. 

 

One of the first packet-switching networks, the Advanced Research Projects Agency Network 

(ARPANET) was established in 1969 between the University of California, Los Angeles and 

the Stanford Research Institute.63 Around the same period ARPANET was established and, a 

game called Maze War was created in the early 1970s by Steve Colley when he was working 

at NASA Ames Research Center. Maze War allowed players, who were represented by human 

eye-like avatars, to wander around a maze and shoot each other. Maze War could be played 

multiplayer and was the first game to employ virtual world features such as avatars and instant 

 
62 Bruce Damer, ‘Meeting in the Ether: A Brief History of Virtual Worlds as a Medium for User-Created Events’, 
Journal of Virtual Worlds Research, 1–1 (2008), 1–17 (p. 2). 
63 John Naughton, A Brief History of the Future: The Origins of the Internet (London: Phoenix, 2000), pp. 138, 
139. 
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messaging.64 The 1970s also witnessed the birth of tabletop role-playing games with complex 

game rules. In 1974, Tactical Studies Rules, Inc. released the Dungeons & Dragons (D&D) 

game. In D&D, similar to some GOVWs, players can create heroic fantasy characters such as 

warriors and mages, and embark on adventures that are controlled by one of the players called 

the Dungeon Master. D&D, which became rapidly popular,65 features complex game rules like 

many contemporary virtual worlds. It also influenced Will Crowther,66 a computer programmer 

who was working at Bolt, Beranek and Newman67, and who created the game Colossal Cave 

Adventure (simply known as Adventure or ADVENT68) in 1975. Colossal Cave Adventure was 

the first “interactive fiction” game that emphasized “exploring, puzzles, and story, typically in 

a fantasy setting”.69 In this game, players explored a cave by interacting with the environment. 

Like many of the games that followed, Colossal Cave Adventure described the environment to 

its players with texts such as “You are standing at the end of a road before a small brick building. 

Around you is a forest. A small stream flows out of the building and down a gully.”, “You are 

inside a building, a well house for a large spring.”70 In return, players interacted with the 

environment through commands such as “enter”, “road”, “upstr”, “downs”, “door”, etc.71 

Colossal Cave Adventure and subsequent text-based interactive adventure games such as Zork, 

influenced MUDs, which are the first virtual worlds. MUDs derived their features of being 

 
64 Damer, p. 3. 
65 In less than 10 years, D&D sold more than 20 million copies and not only created a huge tabletop role-playing 
games industry, but also became widespread through mass-cultural production of movies, TV series, books, and 
video games based upon its campaign settings such as Dragonlance, Forgotten Realms, Greyhawk, and Planescape. 
66 Before he created the game, Crowther was a D&D player, where he “took on the persona of ‘Willie the Thief’ 
among a circle of close friends”. See Rick Adams, ‘The Crowther and Woods “Colossal Cave Adventure” Game: 
Here’s Where It All Began...’ <http://rickadams.org/adventure/a_history.html>. 
67 Bolt, Beranek and Newman is the company which built ARPANET and is now known as BBN Technologies. 
68 The game could have a maximum six-letter and all uppercase filename because it was created to be used on a 
DEC PDP-10 computer. DEC PDP-10 computers used an operating system called TOPS-10, which limited the 
filenames to six-letters and the names had to be all uppercase. For more information, see Patrik Fuhrer, ‘Distributed 
Virtual Worlds: Abstract Model and Design of the MaDViWorld Software Framework’ (unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, 
University of Fribourg, 2004), p. 15.  
69 Dennis G. Jerz, ‘Somewhere Nearby Is Colossal Cave: Examining Will Crowther’s Original “Adventure” in 
Code and in Kentucky’, Digital Humanities Quarterly, 1 (2007) 
<http://www.digitalhumanities.org/dhq/vol/001/2/000009/000009.html>. 
70 Jerz. 
71 Jerz. 
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interactive, computer-simulated, and avatar-mediated from these previous interactive adventure 

games. They also enabled multi-user games over packet-switching networks, which made them 

persistent, social, and immediate, leading to the emergence of the first virtual world.  

 

2.3.2. MUDs – The First Virtual Worlds 

The first MUD, which is also called MUD1 to differentiate it from the MUD-genre in general, 

was created by Roy Trubshaw and Richard Bartle at Essex University in 1978.72 MUD1 was 

influenced by previous interactive adventure games such as Zork and Colossal Cave Adventure. 

Even the name MUD (Multi User Dungeon) comes from the name of a port of the game Zork.73 

After Essex University was connected to ARPANET, external users began connecting to 

MUD1 for the first time in 1980.74 In the coming years, Essex University allowed outsiders to 

connect to its DEC PDP-10 computer to play MUD1 during 2AM and 6AM and, as a 

consequence, MUD1 started to reach out to people outside the university.75 With this 

development, and especially after a company called Compunet began to host the game and 

allowed Commodore 64 users to connect and play the game from their homes,76 the social 

characteristic of MUD1 was further enhanced. Compunet hosted MUD1 for two years,77 and 

with the rising popularity of MUD1, different types of MUDs began to emerge.  

 

 
72 Richard A. Bartle, ‘Early MUD History’ <http://mud.co.uk/richard/mudhist.htm>. 
73 As Bartle, the co-creator of MUD1 would later say, “The ‘D’ in MUD stands for ‘Dungeon’ […] due to the fact 
that the version of ZORK Roy played was a Fortran port called DUNGEN”. For more information, see Richard A. 
Bartle, Designing Virtual Worlds (USA: New Riders Publishing, 2004), p. 5. Like Colossal Cave Adventure, which 
is also known as ADVENT; Dungeon was written for DEC PDP-10 and therefore could have a maximum 6-letter 
and all-uppercase filename: DUNGEN. 
74 Bartle, ‘Early MUD History’. 
75 Bartle, ‘Early MUD History’. 
76 Richard A. Bartle, ‘Adventures on the Magic Network’ <http://mud.co.uk/richard/chfeb85.htm>. 
77 Fuhrer, p. 17. 
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2.3.3. Habitat, TinyMUD and LambdaMOO: Non-GOVWs  

Before successful followers of MUD1 were created, a virtual world called Habitat, which was 

distinct from text-based MUDs, was published by Lucasfilm Games78 in 1986. Habitat was “one 

of the first graphical virtual worlds”79 and also the first virtual world that used the word 

“avatar”.80 Habitat’s developers described it as a “multi-player online virtual environment”.81 

While the users of Habitat were called “players”,82 Habitat was seen more like a “massively 

multiuser graphical chat space” rather than a “game space”.83 In a conference four years after 

the release of Habitat, its developers shared remarkable insights on how the way they saw and 

managed Habitat changed throughout the years as more users participated in the virtual world; 

“For the designer of an ordinary game or simulation, human diversity is not a 
major problem, since he or she gets to establish the goals and motivations on 
the participants' behalf, and to specify the activities available to them in order 
to channel events in the preferred direction. […] The idea behind our world 
was precisely that it did not come with a fixed set of objectives for its 
inhabitants, but rather provided a broad palette of possible activities from 
which the players could choose, driven by their own internal inclinations. […] 
It was clear that we were not in control. The more people we involved in 
something, the less in control we were. We could influence things, we could 
set up interesting situations, we could provide opportunities for things to 
happen, but we could not dictate the outcome. […] Propelled by these 
experiences, we shifted into a style of operations in which we let the players 
themselves drive the direction of the design. This proved far more 
effective.”84 

 

Thus, what started as a game turned out to be something different. Habitat evolved to be an 

interactive arena. Habitat showed that virtual worlds can be employed by users in a variety of 

ways, which do not necessarily overlay with what developers had in mind when they designed 

 
78 Lucasfilm Games is now known as LucasArts Entertainment Company.  
79 Lastowka, Virtual Justice: The New Laws of Online Worlds, p. 43. 
80 Lastowka, Virtual Justice: The New Laws of Online Worlds, p. 43. 
81 Chip Morningstar and F. Randall Farmer, ‘The Lessons of Lucasfilm’s Habitat’, 1990 
<http://www.stanford.edu/class/history34q/readings/Virtual_Worlds/LucasfilmHabitat.html>. 
82 Morningstar and Farmer. 
83 Edward Castronova, Synthetic Worlds: The Business and Culture of Online Games (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 2005), p. 291. 
84 Morningstar and Farmer. 
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their virtual worlds. Virtual worlds, especially non-GOVWs, are primarily shaped by their users 

in accordance with the opportunities and tools provided by the developer. 

 

Another example for non-GOVWs is TinyMUD.85 Until TinyMUD, with the exception of 

Habitat, virtual worlds usually followed the same hack-and-slash pattern. Users were busy 

leveling up their avatars, killing other users’ avatars, and finishing quests. However, TinyMUD, 

created by Jim Aspnes at Carnegie Mellon University in 1989, was not simply a game. Users 

could create new objects and locations inside the virtual world. In TinyMUD, instead of 

combating, users spent time creating objects and locations, interacting with the virtual world 

and communicating with each other.86 In this sense, TinyMUD, together with Habitat, can be 

seen as the starting point of non-GOVWs such as Second Life. TinyMUD had also a direct 

influence on the subsequent MUD-type non-GOVWs. LambdaMOO, created in 1990 by Pavel 

Curtis, was a MUD-type non-GOVW such as TinyMUD, and focused on social interaction / 

communication / item creation. The logon screen emphasized the significance of social 

interaction by describing LambdaMOO as “a new kind of society, where thousands of people 

voluntarily come together from all over the world”87 (emphasis added). A survey conducted 

with 583 participants of LambdaMOO showed how users spent their time in the virtual world. 

Accordingly, users spent 57.26% of their time on socializing, 14.63% of their time on exploring, 

14.14% of their time on building, 6.99% of their time on competitive gaming and puzzle 

solving, and 6.98% of their time on other activities.88 Distinct from GOVWs, users of 

LambdaMOO spent 86.03% of their time on interacting/communicating with other users, 

 
85 TinyMUD was influenced by AberMUD. AberMUD was developed by Alan Cox at the University of Wales at 
Aberystwyth in 1987. It quickly became popular because it could be run on Unix and influenced a horde of MUDs 
that could be run on Unix. For more information, see Bartle, Designing Virtual Worlds, p. 9.  
86 Dibbell, pp. 59, 60. 
87 Dibbell, p. 10. 
88 Elizabeth Reid, ‘Hierarchy and Power: Social Control in Cyberspace’, in Communities in Cyberspace, ed. by 
Marc A. Smith and Peter Kollock (London and New York: Routledge, 1999), pp. 107–33 (pp. 125, 126). 
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interacting with the virtual world, and building virtual items; and only 6.99% of their time on 

gaming activities.  

 

Although users could create virtual items and locations in these MUD-type non-GOVWs, 

governance of virtual items in virtual worlds was not a major problem. First, there were not as 

many virtual world users back then as there are today. Second, since there was no easy way to 

exchange virtual items for real money, virtual items could not be exchanged or sold for money. 

Therefore, in a context where commodification of virtual items was not possible, creations 

remained to be a part of the MUD experience rather than copyrightable and valuable works.  

 

MUDs lived their golden age in the early 1990s. Back then, services such as CompuServe and 

AOL provided their subscribers the opportunity to play in MUDs. Traffic generated through 

playing MUDs constituted around 10% of the pre-World Wide Web (WWW) internet.89 With 

developments in network infrastructure and rising connection speeds, along with developments 

in computing hardware, it became possible to provide users virtual worlds with relatively 

complex graphics. Therefore, MUDs slowly gave their place to these new kinds of virtual 

worlds, leading to the period of MMORPGs. 

 

2.3.4. The Period of MMORPGs 

Meridian 59, published by 3DO in 1996, was an important milestone in virtual world history 

for being credited as the first MMORPG.90 It was the first virtual world that was marketed with 

 
89 Bartle, Designing Virtual Worlds, p. 12. 
90 Castronova, Synthetic Worlds: The Business and Culture of Online Games, pp. 55, 56; Leigh Achterbosch, 
Robyn Pierce, and Gregory Simmons, ‘Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games: The Past, Present, and 
Future’, Computers in Entertainment, 5 (2008), 1–33 (pp. 8, 9); Tanla E. Bilir, ‘Real Economics in Virtual Worlds: 
A Massively Multiplayer Online Game Case Study, Runescape’ (unpublished Digital Media Degree Thesis, 
Georgia Institute of Technology, 2009), p. 17; Castronova, ‘On Virtual Economies’, p. 11; Joe Sanchez, 
‘Implementing Second Life: Ideas, Challenges, and Innovations’, Library Technology Reports, 45 (2009), 1–39 
(p. 10). 
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the use of the terms “massively multiplayer” and “persistent world”.91 It also had innovative 

first-to-be-seen features such as a monthly charging system instead of hourly charging.92 

However, it never became as popular as Ultima Online, which was released one year after 

Meridian 59. Ultima Online reached tens of thousands of subscribers only within the first weeks 

of its release, 93 and became the first MMORPG to reach 100.000 subscribers.94 With each user 

paying $9.95 per month to participate in the virtual world,95 Ultima Online is considered to be 

the first commercially successful MMORPG developed.96 The commercial success of Ultima 

Online was one of the main reasons why MMORPG genre exploded afterwards.97 These virtual 

worlds featured complex societies with unique political / legal systems and virtual economies. 

Among these, two virtual worlds with distinct styles stood out: WoW and Second Life.  

 

2.3.5. Second Life, World of Warcraft, and Virtual Worlds Today 

In 2003, Linden released Second Life, a virtual world where all places, chattels, and buildings 

are created by users.98 One year after the release of Second Life, Blizzard released WoW, one 

of the most commercially successful MMORPGs developed to this day. Besides their 

popularity, challenges presented by these virtual worlds in various areas reflected on scholarly 

debates around virtual worlds in a variety of fields including economics, sociology, gender 

studies, identity studies, psychology, and law.99  

 
91 Achterbosch, Pierce, and Simmons, p. 9. 
92 Achterbosch, Pierce, and Simmons, p. 9. 
93 Kelly Boudreau, ‘Online Role-Playing Games’, in The Video Game Explosion: A History from PONG to 
PlayStation and Beyond, ed. by Mark J.P. Wolf (Westport Conn.: Greenwood Press, 2008), pp. 173–76 (p. 175). 
94 Electronic Arts, ‘EA Announces Ultima Online (TM): Kingdom Reborn (Working Title); The Game That Firmly 
Established the MMORPG Genre Receives a Massive Visual Overhaul and New Content In 2007’ 
<http://investor.ea.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=314331>. 
95 Bartle, Designing Virtual Worlds, p. 21. 
96 William Sims Bainbridge, The Warcraft Civilization: Social Science in a Virtual World (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 2010), p. 206; Achterbosch, Pierce, and Simmons, pp. 9, 10. 
97 Castronova, Synthetic Worlds: The Business and Culture of Online Games, p. 53. 
98 Linden Research, ‘What Is Second Life?’ <http://secondlife.com/whatis/?lang=en-US>. 
99 As of 24.01.2019, a basic search on Google Scholar returns over 35.000 results for “World of Warcraft”, and 
over 13.000 results for “Second Life”. Searched on https://scholar.google.com. The search has been made with 
World of Warcraft and Second Life terms in quotation marks to eliminate irrelevant search results. 
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WoW and Second Life represent two distinct examples of virtual worlds. WoW, as a GOVW, 

follows the footsteps of previous MMORPGs, offers users game elements and only limited 

option for virtual item customization and does not allow users to possess virtual lands. In WoW, 

users choose a fantastic race such as night elves, blood elves, orcs, gobbling, trolls, the undead, 

and choose a “class” among death knights, druids, mages, warlocks, shamans, warriors, and 

more.100 In this “world of swords and sorcery”101, as Blizzard describes it, users “[fight] 

monsters and [complete] quests”102. Blizzard defines WoW as an “online game” and its users 

as “players”.103 Blizzard’s strict control over the design of the virtual world prevents real-world 

entities and commerce to officially exist in WoW. In its Terms of Use (ToU), Blizzard prohibits 

real world registered or non-registered trademarks and service marks to be used in the virtual 

world.104 Blizzard also considers character names that “consist of any references to the real 

world, including people and places”105 to be a violation of its naming policy. Through these 

terms, Blizzard keeps real-world elements out of its virtual world. 

 

Distinct from WoW, Second Life follows footsteps of previous non-GOVWs and does not offer 

users game elements such as quests but offers them the ability to create virtual items from 

scratch, possess virtual lands, and create events. Linden expects its users to create and change 

the world of Second Life as they please. While WoW is mostly created by Blizzard, the world 

of Second Life is mostly created by its users.106 Whereas Blizzard defines WoW as an “online 

 
100 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide’ <http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/game/>. 
101 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Beginner’s Guide’ 
<http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/game/guide/>. 
102 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Beginner’s Guide’. 
103 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Beginner’s Guide’. 
104 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Terms of Use’ <http://eu.blizzard.com/en-
gb/company/legal/wow_tou.html>. 
105 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Naming Policy’ <https://eu.battle.net/support/en/article/naming-
policy>. 
106 Linden Research, ‘What Is Second Life?’ 
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game”; Linden defines Second Life as a “3D world”, and emphasizes the fact that everything 

inside Second Life is created by the community.107 This led some scholars to evaluate Second 

Life as a “collaborative 3-D wiki space”.108  

 

Linden also allows real-world commercial companies, educational institutions, governmental 

agencies, museums, research institutions to be present in Second Life.109 Commercial 

companies such as Dell, Adidas, Coca-Cola, Mercedes-Benz, Toyota, Microsoft, Sony, IBM, 

Reuters, Wall Street Journal, and NBC are or had been present in Second Life with their real 

world identities.110 While some of these companies sell virtual items in Second Life, some 

promote their real-world products in the virtual world.111 However, it is not only commercial 

companies that create and sell virtual items in Second Life. Second Life Marketplace112 features 

millions of items created and sold by ordinary Second Life users.113 While Blizzard tries to keep 

real-world elements out of WoW, Linden endorses them.  

 

Despite their differences, both of these virtual worlds attracted millions of users. The success 

of WoW and Second Life encouraged developers to create more virtual worlds.114 Nevertheless, 

numbers show that developers tend to create more GOVWs than non-GOVWs. Studies estimate 

that GOVWs such as WoW constitute 70% of all virtual worlds while virtual worlds specifically 

 
107 Linden Research, ‘What Is Second Life?’ 
108 Maged N. Kamel Boulos, Lee Hetherington, and Steve Wheeler, ‘Second Life: An Overview of the Potential 
of 3-D Virtual Worlds in Medical and Health Education’, Health Information and Libraries Journal, 24 (2007), 
233–45 (p. 233). 
109 OECD. 
110 OECD, p. 4; Margaret Ostrander, ‘Talking, Looking, Flying, Searching: Information Seeking Behaviour in 
Second Life’, Library Hi Tech, 26 (2008), 512–24 (pp. 514, 515); Mark Stephen Meadows, I, Avatar: The Culture 
and Consequences of Having a Second Life (Berkeley: New Riders, 2008), p. 64. 
111 OECD, p. 15. 
112 https://marketplace.secondlife.com 
113 Linden Research, ‘Infographic: 10 Years of Second Life’. 
114 Virtual worlds listing websites today list over 1000 active virtual worlds, some of which have millions of users. 
See above at n. 2.  
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aimed at children constitute 26%115, and non-GOVWs such as Second Life constitute only 

3%.116 Despite this market domination of GOVWs, non-GOVW retain their significance and 

have been the center of focus in some of the most important lawsuits about virtual worlds.117 

 

2.4. A Categorization of Virtual Worlds  

Besides GOVWs and non-GOVWs, virtual worlds can be categorized in countless ways based 

on different independent variables. For example, based on the payment method of users for 

using the virtual world, virtual worlds might be categorized as; (1) Subscription-based virtual 

worlds (e.g., WoW), (2) Free-to-play virtual worlds (e.g., Entropia Universe), (3) Hybrid virtual 

worlds that offer both free-to-play versions and subscription-based versions (e.g., Second Life, 

RuneScape, EverQuest). Furthermore, based on user interface, they may be categorized in two 

groups; (1) Virtual worlds with graphical user interface (such as WoW and Second Life), and 

(2) Virtual worlds with textual user interface (such as many MUDs). Based on the platform of 

the client, some virtual worlds such as Order & Chaos Online are developed to be run on mobile 

platforms, while others are developed to be run on desktop platforms. Based on the technical 

architecture, virtual worlds can utilize client-server model (such as WoW and Second Life), 

where all data is hosted on the developer’s servers and accessed by the clients (users) or they 

can use peer-to-peer (P2P) network where data is distributed among peers without a central 

server.118 Nevertheless, all above-mentioned virtual worlds are created for public use. There are 

also private virtual worlds used by a variety of organizations. For example, OLIVE, a software 

platform run by the defense company Leidos, provides private virtual worlds that can be used 

 
115 These virtual worlds may or may not be GOVWs depending on the specific virtual world. 
116 OECD, p. 10. “Workspace worlds” constitute the rest 1%. 
117 For example, Bragg v. Linden Research, Inc. 487 F. Supp. 2d 593 (E.D.Pa. 2007) and Evans et al. v. Linden 
Research, Inc. 763 F. Supp. 2d 735 (E.D. Pa. 2011). 
118 As an example, see Davide Frey and others, ‘Solipsis: A Decentralized Architecture for Virtual Environments’ 
(presented at the 1st International Workshop on Massively Multiuser Virtual Environments, Reno, NV, USA, 
2008). 
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by commercial companies, governmental agencies, academia, and others119 for a variety of 

reasons including “collaborative meetings”, “training and learning”, “operational and remote 

applications”, and “specialized applications”. In these private virtual worlds, “[d]evelopers can 

build solutions around the OLIVE platform, such as disaster preparedness and medical 

simulation, or create new and innovative use cases such as groundbreaking behavioral therapy 

techniques or hazardous military training scenarios.”120  

 

Within this categorization, the two cases chosen for the purposes of this research mainly fall 

into the distinction between GOVW and non-GOVW. As explained in the previous chapter, 

Blizzard’s WoW is a GOVW, where participants are confined with virtual items pre-designed 

by the developer; whereas Linden’s Second Life is a non-GOVW that opens up a space for 

designing virtual items anew. However, both virtual worlds cut through the other 

abovementioned categorizations as well. For example, WoW is a subscription-based virtual 

world, while Second Life is a hybrid world offering both free and subscription options. At the 

same time, WoW is a public virtual world, whereas Second Life has both private and public 

parts. As discussed in the following chapters, these categorizations are intertwined with virtual 

item systems of these worlds.  

 

2.5. Conceptualizing Virtual Items 

Many scholars, including those who are against extending property rights to virtual items, use 

the term “virtual property” to describe virtual items.121. Employing the term virtual property 

 
119 https://www.leidos.com/products/simulation/olive#tab/value 
120 https://www.leidos.com/products/simulation/olive#tab/applications 
121 Kevin Deenihan, ‘Leave Those Orcs Alone: Property Rights in Virtual Worlds’, 2008 
<http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1113402>. 
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means accepting that virtual items are “property” in their essence, and implies one of the 

following; 

1. Virtual property is property (a subcategory of chattel / real estate, even though it is 

virtual), and therefore benefits from the right to property, 

2. Virtual property is a unique and distinct type of property (such as intellectual property), 

and therefore benefits from a sui generis virtual property right (a unique right ascribed 

to virtual items). 

 

Therefore, the term “virtual property” is loaded with the precondition that virtual items are 

inherently property-like objects that endow certain property rights to their owners. Nelson 

argues that “the virtual property metaphor confuses the debate by redirecting discussion away 

from the target—the attributes and nature of virtual items—and towards the source—the 

confused concept of property”122 and uses the term “virtual resources” rather than “virtual 

property”.123 In a similar vein, to refrain from presuppositions, this thesis will use the term 

“virtual item” to describe an item, which is utilized like real-world property in the virtual world.  

 

Fairfield provides a comprehensive conceptualization of virtual property, which envelops 

virtual items as well as resources such as domain names, websites, and e-mail accounts. He 

holds that virtual property is code that embodies real world characteristics.124 This 

conceptualization highlights that virtual property (including virtual items) are essentially 

computer code. In today’s virtual worlds, many of which are built on client-server model,125 

 
122 John William Nelson, ‘The Virtual Property Problem: What Property Rights in Virtual Resources Might Look 
Like, How They Might Work, and Why They Are a Bad Idea’, McGeorge Law Review, 41 (2010), 281–310 (p. 
285). 
123 Nelson. 
124 Joshua A. T. Fairfield, ‘Virtual Property’, Boston University Law Review, 85 (2005), 1047–1102 (p. 1053). 
125 Mirko Suznjevic, Ognjen Dobrijevic, and Maja Matijasevic, ‘MMORPG Player Actions: Network 
Performance, Session Patterns and Latency Requirements Analysis’, Multimedia Tools and Applications, 45 
(2009), 191–214 (p. 194); James Kinicki and Mark Claypool, ‘Traffic Analysis of Avatars in Second Life’ 
(presented at the NOSSDAV 2008, Braunschweig, 2008), pp. 69–74 (pp. 69, 70). 
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they reside on developers’ servers, and are displayed to users via a graphical or textual interface. 

According to Fairfield, this computer code mimics real world characteristics by “[sharing] three 

legally relevant characteristics with real world property: rivalrousness, persistence, and 

interconnectivity”126. 

 

Unpacking this conceptualization through the lens of virtual items in virtual worlds, 

rivalrousness gives the possessor of the virtual item a right to exclude others from using that 

item. Fairfield states that “by design, we make code that can only be possessed by one person. 

Thus, rivalrousness exists also in code. If one person controls rivalrous code, nobody else 

does.”127 In many virtual worlds, different users can use the exact same virtual item. The same 

copy of a hat that an avatar wears can be worn by another avatar. Is the underlying code of the 

avatar’s hat a rivalrous code that can be accessed only by its user or is there only one piece of 

code that can be accessed by different users whose avatars are wearing the same hat? Although 

this is a technical question, one should keep in mind that, if technically feasible, the underlying 

code may be non-rivalrous for virtual items in virtual worlds. However, the graphical display 

of this code, the virtual item, does appear and is utilized by users as rivalrous.  

 

According to Fairfield, the second characteristic of virtual item is persistence. Giving the 

example of e-mail addresses, he argues that “when an email account owner turns her laptop off, 

the information in that account does not cease to exist. It persists on the server of her Internet 

Service Provider.”128 Similarly, in virtual worlds, when a user logs off from the world, her items 

do not cease to exist. Depending on the virtual world, her item might or might not be visible to 

others, but in any case, they continue to be hosted on the servers of the developer. Nevertheless, 

 
126 Fairfield, ‘Virtual Property’, p. 1053. 
127 Fairfield, ‘Virtual Property’, p. 1054. 
128 Fairfield, ‘Virtual Property’, p. 1054. 
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not all virtual items are designed to be persistent by virtual world developers. In the early days 

of MUDs, most MUDs were reset frequently. A reset in the virtual world caused the world to 

return to its primary state with everyone losing the virtual items they possessed.129  

 

Fairfield states that interconnectivity is the third characteristic of virtual items; 

“Objects in the real world are also naturally interconnected. Two people in 
the same room experience exactly the same objects. Objects in the real world 
can affect each other, by the laws of physics. Similarly, code can be made 
interconnected, so that although one person may control it, others may 
experience it. […] They may not be able to control it without the owner's 
permission, but - as with real estate in the real world - with the owner's 
invitation they may interact with it.”130 

 

Interconnectivity of virtual items is a consequence virtual worlds’ immediate (synchronous) 

and interactive nature. According to the client-server architecture of virtual worlds, all users 

(clients) connected to the virtual worlds (developer’s server) can experience the same thing at 

the same time. This allows users to interact with the virtual world and each other’s virtual items 

synchronously.  

 

Blazer conceives the three characteristics described by Fairfield – rivalrousness, persistence, 

and interconnectivity – as “indicia”, and adds two more indicia; “secondary markets” and 

“value-added-by-user”.131 However, while Fairfield argues that rivalrousness, persistence, and 

interconnectivity are the characteristics of the “code”; Blazer argues that these are “common to 

most forms of virtual property, which a court should use to identify legally protectable virtual 

property interests on the Internet”132 (emphasis added). If these indicia are common to most 

forms, and not all forms, of virtual items, and if they are to be used by courts to identify property 

 
129 Benjamin Tyson Duranske, Virtual Law: Navigating the Legal Landscape of Virtual Worlds (Chicago: 
American Bar Association, 2008), p. 82. 
130 Fairfield, ‘Virtual Property’, p. 1054. 
131 Charles Blazer, ‘The Five Indicia of Virtual Property’, Pierce Law Review, 5 (2006), 137–62. 
132 Blazer, p. 139. 
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interests on virtual items, then these indicia are “conditions” for legal protection of virtual items. 

This is a different claim than stating that rivalrousness, persistence, and interconnectivity are 

characteristics of the underlying code that originates virtual items.  

 

In the case of virtual worlds, these characteristics are applicable for the virtual items themselves 

(representation of the code). Recalling the virtual hat used by different users, the display that is 

originated by the code, the virtual item, is utilized as rivalrous, persistent and interconnected. 

Hence, virtual items mimic real-world property characteristics in these simulated environments 

i.e. virtual worlds. In this regard, virtual items can be defined as computer-based simulated 

items that are utilized as rivalrous, persistent, and interconnected in virtual worlds. 

 

From this perspective, the term virtual item excludes user accounts and avatars (characters) of 

users. Virtual world user accounts represent the real-world relationship between users and 

developers, shaped by the license of the virtual world. In other words, user accounts are not 

virtual, they are real. Avatars cannot be considered as virtual items either, despite the fact that 

they exist in the virtual world. They mimic characteristics of real-world living beings rather 

than real-world items. Therefore, within the scope of this thesis, virtual items encompass virtual 

chattels (such as clothing, weapons, armors, ornaments, food & drinks, household goods, etc.) 

and virtual real estate (such as buildings).  

 

In many virtual worlds, such virtual items are created by developers and displayed to users via 

a graphical or textual interface. In some virtual worlds, users have the option to change and 

enhance virtual items such as changing their color or making them more powerful by adding 

magical runes. In others, users even have the option to create virtual items from scratch. 

Therefore, a virtual item; 
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1. Can be created by virtual world developers and users may have no option in changing 

or enhancing it, 

2. Can be created by virtual world developers and users may have the option to change or 

enhance it,133  

3. Can be assembled by users through developer-created virtual item pieces, 

4. Can be designed and built from scratch by users.134 

 

These outline the agents creating virtual items and the structures that enable or prohibit virtual 

item creation. Therefore, these methods through which virtual items are created will be 

significant in discussing the copyrightability of virtual items in the following chapters.  

 

2.6. Conclusion 

This chapter drew a conceptual framework for the thesis by looking at the scholarly debates on 

the conceptualization and history of virtual worlds, and definitions and categorizations of 

virtual items. Accordingly, it defines virtual worlds as “persistent, social, interactive, 

immediate, avatar-mediated, and computer-based simulated environments”. These 

environments can be game-oriented or non-game-oriented virtual worlds. Both types are the 

products of the developments in the history of computer hardware and software, video games, 

packet switching networks, and role-playing games. The first virtual world dates back to 1978 

when MUD1 was developed. After the release of other game-oriented MUDs, in the late 1980s, 

Habitat and TinyMUD were created and they became the precursors of non-GOVWs where 

users interacted with each other, socialized, and built / created items rather than completing 

quests.  

 
133 For example, Blizzard allows users to upgrade some of their virtual items in WoW. For more information, see 
Blizzard Entertainment, ‘Item Upgrades in 5.3’ <http://us.battle.net/wow/en/blog/9241762/>. 
134 Linden Research, ‘What Is Second Life?’ 
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Contemporary virtual world developers built upon the previous experiences in creating virtual 

worlds. These virtual worlds diversify and specialize in different ways and can be divided into 

different categories such as public virtual worlds / private virtual worlds, graphical virtual 

worlds / text-based virtual worlds, GOVWs / non-GOVWs. This thesis prioritizes 

categorization of virtual worlds on the basis of their virtual item system to study copyright on 

virtual items. Accordingly, it focuses on WoW and Second Life as case studies that represent 

distinct virtual item systems, and popular GOVWs and non-GOVWs respectively.  

 

This chapter defines the controversial term of virtual items as “computer-based simulated items 

that are utilized as rivalrous, persistent, and interconnected in virtual worlds”. This definition 

excludes user accounts, which represent the real-world relationship between the user and the 

developer as well as avatars, which mimic characteristics of real-world living beings rather than 

items. It includes chattels such as clothing or weapons and virtual real estate such as buildings. 

From this perspective, recalling the hypothetical scenario of Katie introduced in the previous 

chapter, Katie’s designs of home décor items are digital products that can be purchased by 

Second Life users using Linden Dollars in the virtual world. A dinner table designed by Katie 

and purchased by a Second Life user may be viewed together and simultaneously by other users. 

Avatars together may use the table and sit around it, and it would continue to exist regardless 

of the fact that Katie remains in or logs off from the virtual world. In other words, Katie’s 

products are digital creations utilized as real-world products, hence can be considered as virtual 

items. However, how Katie’s designs can be created and used are subject to the rules and 

regulations set by the virtual world developer. As the following chapter illustrates, Blizzard and 

Linden govern virtual items in accordance with their user agreements as well as the codes that 

make up WoW and Second Life. 
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CHAPTER 3 

GOVERNANCE OF VIRTUAL ITEMS IN 
VIRTUAL WORLDS 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Discussing users’ rights on virtual items in virtual worlds involves the examination of users’ 

interaction and relationship with these items. The cycle of production, circulation, and 

consumption of virtual items is primarily designated by the developer through code and user 

agreements. Code works in strikingly similar ways to natural laws in the real world, dictating 

what can(not) happen inside a virtual world, consequently determining the virtual item system. 

Lessig’s famous argument “code is law” highlights that regulation of any action in cyberspace 

is primarily determined by code, the software and hardware of cyberspace. Here, Lessig draws 

on the two meanings of “code” at once: legal code and computer code. He argues that it is the 

computer code rather than legal code that primarily regulates behavior in cyberspace.135 

However, virtual worlds, by their nature, differ from other Web 2.0 services. They are both 

real-world end-products and simulated realities. In this sense, code of virtual worlds does not 

only regulate real-world activities of users with regards to the virtual world as an end-product. 

Working similar to natural laws, it constructs the reality of the virtual world and regulates the 

behavior of avatars inside this simulated reality.    

 

User agreements, including license agreements and use policies, are the supplements of code, 

and come into place to ensure developer’s control over the virtual world. Code and user 

 
135 Lawrence Lessig, Code: Version 2.0 (New York: Basic Books, 2006), pp. 23, 24. Some scholars choose to alter 
this idea. For example, Mortensen states that code is not “finalized” like law, but it is instead changed constantly 
by the developer. Therefore, code is similar to “rule” rather than to “law”. For more information, see Torill Elvira 
Mortensen, ‘Humans Playing World of Warcraft: Or Deviant Strategies?’, in Digital Culture, Play, and Identity: 
A World of Warcraft Reader (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 2008), pp. 203–23. 
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agreements complement each other in the regulation of virtual items. As discussed below in the 

following section, a popular example is the situation where the developer wants to ban the sale 

of virtual items in exchange for real-world money. The developer can make it impossible for 

users to exchange virtual items inside the virtual world; yet, this would also prevent transfer of 

virtual items in exchange for virtual currency. In this situation, as the developer cannot 

intervene to the exchange of money between two users in the real-world, she has to rely on user 

agreements and make selling of virtual items for real-world money against use policies instead 

of impossible.136  

 

Approaching the cases of WoW and Second Life in terms of code and user agreements reveals 

significant insights in understanding users’ and developers’ roles as creators, owners, and 

consumers of virtual items. In other words, this examination is essential in order to grasp 

whether users meet the requirements for having IP rights on virtual items. This chapter first 

analyzes the code of WoW and Second Life, the main instrument used by developers to regulate 

their virtual worlds.137 It looks at whether and how users can create, modify, and use virtual 

items in each of these worlds. The chapter continues with a discussion of the second instrument 

developers use to regulate their virtual worlds: user agreements. Overall, the chapter lays out a 

holistic approach to the governance mechanism of virtual items, both from the users’ and 

developers’ perspectives as creators, owners, and consumers of virtual items. 

 

 
136 However, the extent to which the developer can utilize user agreements as a mean to regulate user behavior is 
a debated issue. See Joshua A. T. Fairfield, ‘Nexus Crystals: Crystallizing Limits on Contractual Control of Virtual 
Worlds’, William Mitchell Law Review, 38 (2011), 43–95. For a discussion on the interaction between “game-
rules” in virtual worlds and real-world regulations, see Greg Lastowka and Dan Hunter, ‘Virtual Crimes’, New 
York Law School Law Review, 49 (2004), 293–316; Joshua A. T. Fairfield, ‘The Magic Circle’, Vanderbilt Journal 
of Entertainment and Technology Law, 11 (2009), 823–40. 
137 Here, analyzing the code is used in the meaning of analyzing how the developer built and structured the virtual 
world by using the code. This chapter does not analyze the source code.  
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3.2. Governing Virtual Worlds via Code 

Virtual property system of a virtual world is not a given; rather, it is deliberately designed by 

the developer and mimics real-world capitalist property systems.138 As Lessig puts it, “code is 

never found; it is only ever made”.139 Code regulates the primary conditions of virtual items and 

property systems in virtual worlds. It dictates whether or not users can create virtual items, give 

virtual items to one another, possess virtual items, even whether virtual items exist in the virtual 

world in the first place.  

 

From this perspective, as virtual worlds are created by developers completely through code, it 

is argued that virtual worlds are “the most ‘Lessigian’ of all spaces of online interaction”140. 

However, virtual worlds, by their very nature, bring a more complicated picture. The “code” of 

virtual world can be conceptualized in two different ways: 1) the code makes up a virtual reality 

that is constructed by the developer / user, loaded with virtual avatars some of which are 

controlled by real-world people, 2) the code makes up a real-world end-product of a real-world 

company, which is sold / licensed to real-world people. The first conceptualization, the 

simulated reality inside the virtual world, is not always an extension of the real-world like other 

Web 2.0 services such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and others. Lessig’s argument may be 

problematic when applied to this conceptualization. Lessig claims that our essential liberties 

should be preserved in the cyberspace. He notes that “if we’re to preserve a state of liberty, we 

need to worry about much more than bad law”141 and that we should pay attention to the changes 

 
138 See Chapter 2. 
139 Lessig, Code: Version 2.0, p. 6. 
140 Viktor Mayer-Schonberger and John Crowley, ‘Napster’s Second Life? - The Regulatory Challenges of Virtual 
Worlds’, Northwestern University Law Review, 100 (2006), 1775–1826 (p. 1791). Similarly, Jankowich argues 
that “Lessig's argument that ‘code is law’ would appear to be most true in an entirely coded virtual world”. See 
Andrew E. Jankowich, ‘Property and Democracy in Virtual Worlds’, Boston University Journal of Science and 
Technology Law, 11 (2005), 173–220 (p. 177). 
141 Lawrence Lessig, ‘Continuing the Work of Code’, Cato Unbound, 2009 <https://www.cato-
unbound.org/2009/05/11/lawrence-lessig/continuing-work-code>. 
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in “code”. To do that, Lessig argues, cyberspace should be a regulated arena. He claims that 

“cyberspace, left to itself, will not fulfill the promise of freedom”142. However, the simulated 

reality inside the virtual world does not necessarily have to entail “a state of liberty”. It is 

possible to create a virtual world of dictatorship where free speech does not exist, and avatars 

have to assume roles of repressed citizens with no rights.  

 

According to the second conceptualization, it is fair to argue that our (the real-world users’) 

relationship with the virtual world as an end-product should be constructed in a way where the 

state of liberty is preserved. On the one hand, we, as avatars inside the virtual world (within the 

scope of the first conceptualization of virtual worlds), may have no “virtual” rights. Transfer of 

virtual items or their reproduction / dissemination may be impossible, allowed or punishable by 

death (of the avatar). On the other hand, we, as users in the real world (within the scope of the 

second conceptualization of virtual worlds), can and should exercise our real-world rights, 

though limited to our engagement with the virtual world as a real-world end-product. Within 

the scope of this second conceptualization, we can ask whether we can reproduce or disseminate 

the virtual items in the real world. Can we rent a server space, build a private server and re-

implement the world of WoW? Do we, as users and not as avatars, have copyright in the real-

world on virtual items we create inside virtual worlds?  

 

Defining virtual worlds as “the most ‘Lessigian’ of all spaces of online interaction” may cause 

Lessig’s argument to be extended to the simulated reality inside virtual worlds. However, is the 

state of liberty argument viable inside the simulated reality of the virtual world? Approaching 

the issue from the point of view of virtual items, as we will see in the next sections,143 virtual 

items may be created with virtual skills (for example, by pushing a “create” button), or may be 

 
142 Lessig, Code: Version 2.0, p. 4. 
143 Virtual Items in World of Warcraft and Virtual Items in Second Life.  
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created with real-world artistic skills (for example, by using a design software or related 

advanced in-world tools). This brings us to the question of subjectivity: who should enjoy the 

real-world liberties? Is it us – the real-world users – who should enjoy our liberties within the 

scope of virtual items we create, or is it the avatars we control in the virtual world who should 

enjoy our liberties inside the virtual world? The answer to this question rests in a separation of 

two conceptualizations of virtual worlds as simulated environments and real-world end-

products. However, Lessig sidesteps such a distinction. In a piece he wrote at the tenth 

anniversary of his famous book Code: And Other Laws of Cyberspace144, when explaining that 

code in cyberspace may have greater impact in shaping human behavior than real-world 

regulation, Lessig gives an example from Second Life and says that “software code of Second 

Life doesn’t permit you simply to walk away (so to speak) with another person’s scepter.”145 Is 

this something we should worry about in terms of our liberties in the real world or should we 

see this condition as a part of the simulated reality of Second Life?  

 

Rights and liberties should be contextually considered. Looking at virtual worlds from within, 

we are merely avatars roaming inside a constructed reality, constituting a part of this reality. 

Looking at virtual worlds from the outside, we are consumers of a real-world end-product, using 

the software created by a real-world company. This distinction sets virtual worlds apart from 

other Web 2.0 services where it is impossible to look solely from within. “Code” of Facebook, 

Twitter, YouTube and other similar services shape our (the real-world consumers’) behavior 

whereas the “code” of Second Life both shapes our behavior and creates the simulated reality 

itself. In this regard, the fact that virtual worlds are “entirely coded”146 suggests that code in 

virtual worlds is not only similar to laws in terms of regulation, but also laws in terms of natural 

 
144 Lawrence Lessig, Code: And Other Laws of Cyberspace (New York: Basic Books, 1999). 
145 Lessig, ‘Continuing the Work of Code’. 
146 Jankowich, p. 177. 
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laws.147  Just like natural laws, code of virtual worlds primarily works in the construction of the 

reality itself rather than only the regulation of a constructed reality. In other words, code 

determines how objects or actors can behave in the environment it creates. It is possible to write 

the code and create the virtual world in a way so that there is no gravity or linear time. In this 

regard, code in virtual worlds is concerned more with the behavior of avatars than the behavior 

of real-world users. For example, let us assume that we create an avatar with a thieving 

profession (considering that the simulated reality of the virtual world allows this creation). 

There is also another avatar who is a police officer or a sheriff. If she sees our avatar stealing a 

virtual item, our avatar might be put in a jail or even executed by hanging. Yet, all of these 

actions (stealing, getting caught, being put on a jail, or being executed) would take place within 

the scope of the simulated reality of the virtual world. The developer might also have chosen to 

write the code in a way which makes it impossible to steal a virtual item in the first place. Going 

back to Lessig’s Second Life example, Linden might have written the code in a way that permits 

avatars to take scepters in others’ possessions and just walk away. The fact that virtual worlds 

are simulated realities coded by developers does not show us that they are “the most ‘Lessigian’ 

of all spaces of online interaction” where “code is law” argument is most valid. Lessig’s 

argument that code shapes behavior in cyberspace may be more valid in terms of our (the 

consumers’) relationship with the virtual world as an end-product. However, code in virtual 

worlds also, and primarily, shapes avatars’ behavior inside the virtual world by creating a 

simulated reality.  

 

The developer, as the creator of the simulated reality, determines the natural laws of the virtual 

world through code. Users and the avatars cannot act against the code unless there is a bug that 

allows them to act in ways the developer has not intended, or they exploit the code in various 

 
147 Lessig, Code: Version 2.0, p. 24. 
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ways. This situation connotes Carl Sagan’s note on natural laws: “there are no penalties for 

breaking laws of Nature, because there are no crimes: Nature is self-regulating and merely 

arranges things so that its prohibitions are impossible to transgress”148. However, one 

characteristic of code of virtual worlds is distinct from natural laws of the real world: Code of 

virtual worlds is not unchangeable and absolute like natural laws. 

 

The Ever-Changing Code 

Developers constantly change the code for keeping the virtual world updated throughout the 

years it remains active.149 Main reasons for changing the code include adding new content, 

changing the existing content, adding new features, updating graphics and / or user interface, 

enhancing security, and fixing bugs.150 Code is almost never perfect. Similar to other software, 

virtual worlds have bugs, which may enable users to act against the “natural laws” of the virtual 

world. In other words, the incorrect code may lead to different consequences from the 

developer’s initial intentions when she wrote the code.  

 

Second Life and WoW both had bugs which were later fixed by their developers, possibly still 

have unnoticed bugs that are going to be fixed when noticed, and possibly will have new bugs 

when the developers introduce new features to their virtual worlds. For example, in WoW, a 

famous bug called the “corrupted blood incident” caused a wide-spread epidemic throughout 

Azeroth, the world WoW takes place in. Initially, developers designed a non-player character 

 
148 Carl Sagan, Cosmos (London: Abacus, 2014), p. 229. 
149 For example, Second Life was released in 2003 and WoW in 2004 and they are still active and used by hundreds 
of thousands of users. 
150 Bug, which is defined as “an error in a computer program or system” 
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/bug?searchDictCode=all), is a glitch in the source code of 
the virtual world, which causes the world to behave differently than the developer intended. For more information 
on virtual world updates and user activity and growth, see Wu-chang Feng, David Brandt, and Debanjan Saha, ‘A 
Long-Term Study of a Popular MMORPG’ (presented at the The 6th ACM SIGCOMM Workshop, Melbourne, 
Australia, 2007). 
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named Hakkar the Soulflayer151 in the raid zone Zul'Gurub152 and gave him the ability to cast a 

spell called Corrupted Blood. This spell dealt damage to avatars over time, made them sick, and 

could be passed on to other avatars who stood close to infected avatars. While the developers 

designed this disease in a way so that avatars could not carry the disease with them outside of 

Zul'Gurub; they did not take into account that pets of users could also get infected with the 

disease and could carry the disease with them outside of the raid zone and that other avatars 

and non-player characters could get infected. This bug caused the disease to be spread 

throughout world of WoW in just a couple of hours. It was reported that big, populous cities 

were empty, full of dead, and uninhabitable after the incident.153 Developers fixed the bug after 

a couple of days.154 This incident has been covered in medical academic journals, and it has 

been discussed whether virtual worlds could be used for real-world epidemic research.155 In 

Second Life, a famous bug has led to discussions in a United States district court. In 2006, a 

Second Life user acquired virtual lands at a price lower than market rates. Although not an in-

world bug, the user could access Second Life’s virtual land auction website, which should not 

have been accessed by the public, and acquire lands at low prices. The user, a lawyer in the real 

world, brought a lawsuit against Linden when they learned about his activities and disabled his 

 
151 For more information, see WoWWiki, ‘Hakkar the Soulflayer’ 
<http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Hakkar_the_Soulflayer>. 
152 For more information, see WoWWiki, ‘Zul’Gurub’ <http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Zul%27Gurub>. 
153 For more information, see WoWWiki, ‘Corrupted Blood’ <http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Corrupted_Blood>. 
154 Among many other changes, patch numbered 1.8.0, released a few weeks after the raid zone Zul’Gurub has 
been introduced to the world, “fixed a bug that would allow Hakkar's Corrupted Blood ability to target pets.” See 
WoWWiki, ‘Patch 1.8.0’ <http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Patch_1.8.0>. 
155 For example, see Ran D. Balicer, ‘Modeling Infectious Diseases Dissemination through Online Role-Playing 
Games’, Epidemiology, 18 (2007), 260–61; Eric T. Lofgren and Nina H. Fefferman, ‘The Untapped Potential of 
Virtual Game Worlds to Shed Light on Real World Epidemics’, The Lancet Infectious Diseases, 7 (2007), 625–
29; Stuart Oultram, ‘Virtual Plagues and Real-World Pandemics: Reflecting on the Potential for Online Computer 
Role-Playing Games to Inform Real World Epidemic Research’, Medical Humanities, 39 (2013), 115–18. For 
more information on the coverage of this incident in medical academic journals, see Jessica Smith, ‘Guide to the 
Corrupted Blood Plague Documentation Collection’, 2012 
<https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:xy157wz5444/CB%20Collection%20Guide.pdf>; Laura Blue, ‘World of 
Warcraft: A Pandemic Lab?’, Time, 22 August 2007 
<http://content.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1655109,00.html>. 
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account. The case, heard in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of 

Pennsylvania, was settled when the parties reached a confidential agreement.156 

 

Another reason for changing the code is adding and changing features. In order to keep current 

users active and draw new users, developers constantly add new features to and change existing 

features of virtual worlds. Developers name these changes in code as “patches”157, “releases”158 

or “expansions”159. Blizzard released seven expansions160 and around 170 patches for WoW 

between 2004, the virtual world’s release date, and January 2019.161 With these patches and 

expansions, Blizzard did not only fix bugs and update the virtual world graphics, but also added, 

changed or removed races, classes, professions, abilities, quests, AI-controlled creatures and 

non-player characters, locations as well as countless virtual items.162 As for Second Life, Linden 

released over 480 updates for the virtual world from 2003, the virtual world’s release date, and 

January 2019.163 

 

Changes in the code also affect the avatars and virtual items they possess. In GOVWs, the 

changes in virtual items and avatars are made, to a great deal, to balance “gameplay”164. In 

GOVWs, most virtual items and types of avatars are created by developers. In these types of 

virtual worlds, a race or a class should not be more powerful than others in order to balance 

 
156 Bragg v. Linden Research, Inc., 487 F.Supp.2d 593 (E.D. Pa. 2007). 
157 For example, Blizzard names it updates as “patches” for WoW. 
158 For example, Linden Research names its updates as “releases” for Second Life. 
159 Developers usually use the names expansion / expansion pack / expansion set for major updates to the code 
rather than minor ones. For example, Blizzard names major updates for WoW as expansions. 
160 The names of these expansions are The Burning Crusade (2007), Wrath of the Lich King (2008), Cataclysm 
(2010), Mists of Pandaria (2012), Warlords of Draenor (2014), Legion (2016), and Battle for Azeroth (2018).  
161 For more information, see https://wowwiki.fandom.com/wiki/Patches and 
http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/game/patch-notes/.  
162 https://wowwiki.fandom.com/wiki/Patches, http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/game/patch-notes/. 
163 For more information, see http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Category:Release_Notes. 
164 Balancing gameplay is designing the game in a way so that “[one user’s] circumstances or [her] chosen means 
of playing the game are roughly equivalent to everyone else's, in terms of giving [her] a fair shot at winning”. See 
Mark Newheiser, ‘Playing Fair: A Look at Competition in Gaming’, Strange Horizons, 2009 
<http://www.strangehorizons.com/2009/20090309/newheiser-a.shtml>.  
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player-versus-player (PvP)165 and player-versus-environment (PvE)166 combat as well as 

developer-created quests. Virtual items should also be well-adjusted so that one user possessing 

a virtual item would not become significantly more powerful than another who does not.  

 

To achieve this, in WoW, Blizzard changes features of avatars and virtual items constantly. It 

adds, removes, and alters features of virtual items, even if they are in the possession of users. 

One user may login to WoW one day and see her once powerful sword to deal much less damage 

or see spell casted by her mage avatar to deal much more. Lawrence believes that since virtual 

items in GOVWs are “the product of a software developer's creativity”167, developers get to 

decide whether virtual items should become more or less powerful or have other certain 

features. As the next section discusses, this proves to be true for WoW. 

 

In non-GOVWs such as Second Life, the absence of game elements rules out the need to balance 

gameplay. In such virtual worlds, changes in the virtual item system, virtual items and avatars 

are made, to a great extent, to enhance graphics and update / change the methods used by users 

to create virtual items. Since virtual items in these virtual worlds are not “the product of a 

software developer's creativity”168, developers choose not to directly interfere with user-created 

items. Nevertheless, they still determine what kind of virtual items can be created in or uploaded 

to their virtual worlds. For example, before 2007, Second Life only supported primitives, which 

are basic objects created from certain shapes. In 2007, Second Life began supporting sculpted 

primitives, which allowed users to create / import more complex virtual items.169 In 2011, 

 
165 PvP is a situation where one or more users are opposed by other user(s) in the virtual world and usually fight 
each other. 
166 PvE is a situation where one or more users are opposed by computer-controlled characters and usually fight 
them. 
167 Dan E. Lawrence, ‘It Really Is Just a Game: The Impracticability of Common Law Property Rights in Virtual 
Property’, Washburn Law Journal, 47 (2008), 505–49 (p. 518). 
168 Lawrence, p. 518. 
169 Second Life Wiki, ‘Sculpted Prim’ <http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Sculpted_Prim>. 
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Second Life began supporting meshes (3D models).170 With many new abilities such as 

controlling the number of polygons and vertices, users began importing even more complex 

virtual items to Second Life. 

 

These examples show that the developer, who determines the natural law (code) of the virtual 

world, can change the natural law at any time, altering users’ relationship with virtual items. 

How can users create, modify, transfer, sell, monetize and engage with virtual items under the 

developers’ control and governance of virtual items and virtual worlds? The answer to this 

question involves a double-edged analysis bringing in user and developer dimensions. 

 

3.2.1. Virtual Items in World of Warcraft 

3.2.1.1. Users’ Control on Virtual Items in World of Warcraft 

Users Creating / Changing / Customizing Virtual Items 

In WoW, users are able to create virtual items through skills called professions.171 Depending 

on the profession of the chosen avatar, users are able to create items such as weapons, armors, 

clothing, jewels, mechanical mounts and pets, and more. A user having a crafting possession 

can create virtual items from raw materials gathered using a gathering profession. For example, 

if a user’s character knows the mining and blacksmithing professions, she can mine minerals 

using her mining skills, and then build a sword using her blacksmithing skills. Yet, minerals 

are not the only materials needed to create virtual items. Users also need scrolls or journal-like 

documents, which are called plans, schematics, technique, design, patterns, or recipe. These 

describe the characteristics of the items and users need to possess them in order to create the 

 
170 Second Life Wiki, ‘History of Second Life’ <http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/History_of_Second_Life>. 
171 Currently, there are 11 primary and 4 secondary professions in WoW. Users can select up to two primary 
professions and limitless secondary professions. Primary professions are Alchemy, Blacksmithing, Enchanting, 
Engineering, Herbalism, Inscription, Jewelcrafting, Leatherworking, Mining, Skinning, and Tailoring. Secondary 
professions are Archeology, Cooking, First Aid, and Fishing. For more information, see Blizzard Entertainment, 
‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Professions’ <http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/profession/>. 
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items they describe. Documents can be bought from vendor non-player characters (NPCs) or 

other users in exchange for virtual currency or can be dropped from world characters. 

 

Among the total of 15 professions in WoW, 9 are considered as crafting professions and enable 

creation of virtual items within the scope of the definition this thesis embraces. These 

professions are blacksmithing, engineering, leatherworking, tailoring, jewelcrafting, cooking, 

inscription, alchemy, and enhancement. For example, a user, having a blacksmithing skill of at 

least 160, can create a virtual item called Hardened Iron Shortsword. In order to create this item, 

the user needs the plans of the Hardened Iron Shortsword and the following materials: 6 pieces 

of iron bar, 1 piece of heavy grinding stone, 3 pieces of heavy leather, 2 pieces of strong flux, 

and 2 pieces of lesser moonstone.172   

 

 

Figure 1: Hardened Iron Shortsword173 

Hardened Iron Shortsword Features174 

Item Level 32 

Binds when equipped 

One-Hand Sword 

17 - 32 Damage Speed 2.70 

(9.08 damage per second) 

+5 Attack Power 

Durability 75 / 75 

Requires Level 27 

 

 
172 WoWWiki, ‘Hardened Iron Shortsword’ <http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Hardened_Iron_Shortsword>. 
173 Image taken from: Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Weapon - Sword - 
Hardened Iron Shortsword’ <http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/item/3849>. 
174 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Weapon - Sword - Hardened Iron 
Shortsword’. 
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Similarly, a user with an engineering skill of at least 500 can create a mechanical mount called 

Sky Golem. In order to create this item, the user needs the schematic called Chief Engineer 

Jard's Journal and the following materials: 30 pieces of Jard's Peculiar Energy Source and 30 

pieces of Living Steel.175 

 

 

Figure 2: Sky Golem176 

Sky Golem Features177 

Item Level 85 

Mount (Flying) 

Use: Teaches you how to ride the Sky Golem. This is a flying 

mount. 

Requires Level 80 

Requires Expert Riding 

 

 

As an example of leatherworking profession, a user with leatherworking skill of at least 440 

can create a leggings called Giantmaim Legguards if she possesses the patterns for the item as 

well as the required materials. 

 

 
175 WoWWiki, ‘Sky Golem’ <http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Sky_Golem>. 
176 Image taken from: Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Miscellaneous - Mount 
- Sky Golem’ <http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/item/95416>. 
177 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Miscellaneous - Mount - Sky Golem’. 
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Figure 3: Giantmaim Legguards178 

Giantmaim Legguards Features179 

Item Level 200 

Binds when equipped 

Legs Mail 

37 Armor 

+28 Agility 

+32 Stamina 

+18 Critical Strike 

+20 Haste 

Durability 120 / 120 

Requires Level 80 

 

 

As an example of tailoring profession, a user with tailoring skill of at least 350 can create a robe 

called Robe of Eternal Light. In order to create this item, the user needs the patterns for the item 

as well as the required materials. 

 

 
178 Image taken from: Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Armor - Mail - Legs - 
Giantmaim Legguards’ <http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/item/43458>. 
179 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Armor - Mail - Legs - Giantmaim 
Legguards’. 
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Figure 4: Robe of Eternal Light180 

Robe of Eternal Light Features181 

Item Level 159 

Binds when picked up 

Chest Cloth 

18 Armor 

+25 Intellect 

+26 Stamina 

+16 Haste 

+16 Spirit 

Blue Socket 

Blue Socket 

Blue Socket 

Socket Bonus: +4 Spirit 

Durability 165 / 165 

Requires Level 70 

Requires Tailoring (350) 

 

 

The same kinds of requirements are needed to create virtual items in all professions in WoW: 

a virtual skill for blacksmithing, engineering, leatherworking, tailoring, jewelcrafting, cooking, 

inscription, alchemy, or enhancement professions, the patterns for the item, and the required 

materials. 

 

 
180 Image taken from: Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Armor - Cloth - Chest 
- Robe of Eternal Light’ <http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/item/34365>. 
181 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Armor - Cloth - Chest - Robe of Eternal 
Light’. 
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Using a crafting profession is the only way users can create virtual items in WoW. As the above-

mentioned examples suggest, in all professions, both the design and the features of items created 

by users are pre-determined by Blizzard. Any user, having the required virtual raw materials 

and in-world virtual skill can create the exact same items. A Hardened Iron Shortsword created 

by two different users feature the same design and characteristics, both of which are determined 

by Blizzard. In fact, all virtual items in WoW, including the ones that can be created by users, 

are determined by Blizzard. Currently,182 there are 111.300 distinct virtual items existing in 

WoW,183 and users can create 899 different items using blacksmithing skill,184 469 items using 

engineering skill,185 1088 items using leatherworking skill,186 731 items using tailoring skill,187 

1146 items using jewelcrafting skill,188 342 items using cooking skill,189 347 items using 

inscription skill,190 and 479 items using alchemy skill.191 Users of WoW cannot create anything 

new, in the meaning of adding a new content to the virtual world. As a consequence, creation 

of an item in WoW requires virtual skills of crafting professions rather than real-world design 

and modelling skills, as in the below-discussed case of Second Life. Considering that the user 

has all the raw materials and in-world skills necessary to create a virtual item, all she needs to 

do is to click the “create” button and the pre-designed item is automatically created. Recalling 

aforementioned point in subjectivity over liberties, here the creation of virtual item resides in 

the developer and the code she wrote. Here, code dictates the kinds of virtual items that can be 

created by utilizing predetermined virtual skills, which are also designated by the code.    

  

 
182 These numbers were retrieved on 12 February 2019. 
183 WoWHead, ‘Items’ <https://www.wowhead.com/items>. 
184 WoWHead, ‘Blacksmithing’ <http://www.wowhead.com/skill=164/blacksmithing>. 
185 WoWHead, ‘Engineering’ <http://www.wowhead.com/skill=202/engineering>. 
186 WoWHead, ‘Leatherworking’ <http://www.wowhead.com/skill=165/leatherworking>. 
187 WoWHead, ‘Tailoring’ <http://www.wowhead.com/skill=197/tailoring>. 
188 WoWHead, ‘Jewelcrafting’ <http://www.wowhead.com/skill=755/jewelcrafting>. 
189 WoWHead, ‘Cooking’ <http://www.wowhead.com/skill=185/cooking>. 
190 WoWHead, ‘Inscription’ <http://www.wowhead.com/skill=773/inscription>. 
191 WoWHead, ‘Alchemy’ <http://www.wowhead.com/skill=171/alchemy>. Not all of these items would be 
considered as “virtual items” within the scope of the definition this thesis embraces.  
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Likewise, users have a limited option in changing and customizing virtual items. As the 

aforementioned examples indicate, users cannot change the design and even names of virtual 

items. Users can only change features of virtual items by methods such as adding gems into the 

sockets of items or enchanting the items. This way, virtual items can have additional bonuses 

or powers depending on the gem that is added or enchantment that is used.192 For example, a 

user can add the Deft Sardonyx gem to a socketed item or apply Greater Striking enchant to an 

item to give it additional powers. 

 

 

Figure 5: Thumbnail of the Deft Sardonyx gem193 

Deft Sardonyx Features194 

Binds when picked up 

Unique-Equipped 

+6 Agility and +12 Haste 

"Matches a Red or Yellow Socket." 

 

 

Figure 6: Thumbnail of Enchant Weapon - Greater 

Striking195 

Features of Enchant Weapon - Greater 

Striking196 

Use: Permanently enchant a melee weapon to do 4 additional points 

of damage. Cannot be applied to items higher than level 600. 

 
192 Gems cannot be inserted into all virtual items. In order to insert gems, the item should have slots called sockets 
into which gems can be inserted. 
193 Image taken from: Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Gem - Orange - Deft 
Sardonyx’ <http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/item/88935>. 
194 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Gem - Orange - Deft Sardonyx’. 
195 Image taken from: Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Consumable - Item 
Enhancement - Enchant Weapon - Greater Striking’ <http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/item/38848>. 
196 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Consumable - Item Enhancement - Enchant 
Weapon - Greater Striking’. 
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Nevertheless, the features of these gems and enchantments are pre-determined by Blizzard. In 

other words, how much additional power / bonus the gem or enchantment is going to give to 

the virtual item is already determined by Blizzard. At the same time, since gems and 

enchantments add different bonuses / powers to virtual items, users can create virtual items with 

different features by adding different gems into the sockets of virtual items or using different 

enchantments on virtual items. For example, a user can insert the Rigid Ocean Sapphire gem 

into a virtual item and get the bonus of +16 Critical Strike197 or insert the Solid Star of Elune 

gem and get the bonus of +12 Stamina198. Since these gems carry different bonuses, one user 

who inserted Rigid Ocean Sapphire gem into an item would get a different item than another 

who inserted Solid Star of Elune gem into the same item. Therefore, gems and enchantments 

give users the ability to slightly customize their virtual items. Still, like the virtual items, the 

amount and attributes of customization are pre-determined by Blizzard. The amount of user 

input in customizing the virtual items is limited with choosing which gem to insert and which 

enchantment to use.  

 

Users Selling / Monetizing Virtual Items 

In WoW, users can freely sell and buy virtual items from each other in exchange for the in-

world medium of exchange, which is gold, silver, and copper coins.199 Blizzard provides an 

official interface called the Auction House where users sell virtual items to each other. The 

Auction House works similar to e-Bay’s bidding system. Just like a user on e-Bay selling her 

real-world item, a WoW user puts her virtual item to the Auction House and other users bid on 

 
197 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Gem - Blue - Rigid Ocean Sapphire’ 
<http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/item/52235>. 
198 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Gem - Blue - Solid Star of Elune’ 
<http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/item/24033>. 
199 100 copper coins is equal to 1 silver coin, and 100 silver coins is equal to 1 gold coin. These coins are converted 
to each other automatically. As soon as one user reaches 100 copper coins, Blizzard automatically converts them 
to 1 silver coin, and the same is applicable between silver and gold coins.  
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the item. The highest bidder can get the item. Optionally, the user can designate a buyout price 

and others can simply pay the buyout price and get the item without participating in the open 

bid. Whereas in e-Bay users bid and buy with real-world money online, in the Auction House 

of WoW, users bid and buy with virtual WoW money. 

 

 

Figure 7: Auction House.200 The user is searching for a leather headgear. The headgear that the user clicked on, 
called the Nightscape Headband, has a bidding price of 3 gold and 77 silver coins, and a buyout price of 3 gold 
and 98 silver coins. The user can bid on the item by increasing the current bidding price and hope to be the highest 
bidder when the bidding time ends, or she can pay the buyout price to buy the item immediately.  
 

WoW’s in-world economy resembles free market economy system. Blizzard leaves users free 

on deciding a price for their virtual items, and based on supply and demand, a price is 

determined for certain virtual items in the market. For instance, according to the observation of 

McArthur et al., right after Blizzard introduced the inscription skill to WoW, prices of powerful 

glyphs, created with the inscription skill, were high because there was a high demand but not 

enough skilled scribes to create powerful glyphs. As more users mastered the skill, the price of 

powerful glyphs decreased gradually.201 Nevertheless, this free-market operates through the in-

 
200 Image taken from: WoWWiki, ‘Auction House’ <http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Auction_House>. 
201 Victoria McArthur, Robert J. Teather, and Wolfgang Stuerzlinger, ‘Comparing 3D Content Creation Interfaces 
in Two Virtual Worlds: World of Warcraft and Second Life’, Journal of Gaming and Virtual Worlds, 2 (2010), 
239–58 (p. 247). 
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world currency of Blizzard rather than real-world money. Blizzard specifically prohibits use of 

real-world money for buying and selling virtual items and specifies this activity as a “serious 

violation” of its terms of use, which may result “in an immediate and permanent account 

'ban'”202.  

 

3.2.1.2. Blizzard’s Control on Virtual Items in World of Warcraft 
 

Blizzard Creating / Changing / Selling Virtual Items 

Having the monopoly over dictating what users can and cannot create in the virtual world, 

Blizzard has also intervened in virtual items in WoW countless of times. With almost every 

patch, Blizzard has added or removed virtual items or changed their attributes in WoW.203 These 

interventions include big changes such as removing a total of 114 items from WoW with patch 

1.11.0204 and over 200 items with patch 2.4.0205. Besides, Blizzard has also altered the attributes 

of virtual items, including the ones that are already in the possession of users. As an example, 

the name of the ring “Witching Band” was renamed as “Witches Band” with patch 2.3, and its 

attributes were changed with patch 3.0.2, giving avatars bonus in spell power instead of healing 

spells.206 A user, wearing the ring for getting a bonus for healing spells, would have found it 

non-functional with patch 3.0.2. In addition to cases where some features or entire virtual items 

have been changed or removed from WoW, there are also instances where they have been 

deleted from inventories of users. For example, Blizzard’s patch 4.2.0 removed keyring bag 

slot from the virtual world, deleted all obsolete keys from the inventories of users, and added 

gold to user inventories as compensation. This was officially announced as follows; 

 
202 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Termination of Service’ <http://eu.blizzard.com/en-
gb/company/legal/wow_termination.html>. 
203 WoWWiki, ‘Patches’ <http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Patches>. 
204 WoWWiki, ‘Removed in Patch 1.11.0’ 
<http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Category:Removed_in_patch_1.11.0>. 
205 WoWWiki, ‘Removed in Patch 2.4.0’ <http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Category:Removed_in_patch_2.4.0>. 
206 WoWWiki, ‘Witches Band’ <http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Witches_Band>. 
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“Keys which no longer serve a purpose in the game will be removed from 
player inventories. Compensation for the keys will be automatically provided 
in the form of each key's vendor sell price in gold. Keys which are obsolete 
quest items will be removed from player inventories.”207 

 

Thus, in WoW, Blizzard gets to decide which virtual items are “obsolete” and which are not, 

and which virtual items serve a purpose and which do not. Blizzard may also decide to make 

items merely non-functional rather than removing them from users’ inventories. For example, 

with patch 5.0.4, Blizzard removed enchants that modify head gear from the world.208 In their 

official blog, Blizzard stated that “putting head enchants on the various faction vendors wasn't 

working well with [their] design intentions” and that “once [they] decided to no longer offer 

new head enchants, [they] made the older ones non-functional”.209 These cases suggest that 

Blizzard has a total control over virtual items, including adding them to and deleting them from 

WoW as well as changing their names, look, and attributes, regardless of whether or not they 

are in the possession of users. This means that Blizzard sets the natural laws that can make it 

possible or impossible to create, use, possess, or sell virtual items.  

 

Another way through which Blizzard maintains its hold over virtual items is their trade. 

Blizzard sells a limited number of virtual items and services in exchange for real-world money 

through its Battle.net Shop.210 These items include pets, mounts, helms, and services including 

level-90 character boost, faction change, appearance change, character transfer, race change, 

name change, and various guild services. The scope of trading virtual items expanded with 

 
207 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Patch Notes - Patch 4.2.0’ 
<http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/game/patch-notes/4-2-0>; WoWWiki, ‘Patch 4.2.0’ 
<http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Patch_4.2.0>. 
208 WoWWiki, ‘Patch 5.0.4’ <http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Patch_5.0.4>. 
209 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Beheading the Faction Enchants’ 
<http://us.battle.net/wow/en/blog/6195247>. 
210 World of Warcraft Products section of Battle.net Shop can be accessed at 
https://eu.battle.net/shop/en/product/game/wow. 
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Patch 6.1.2, released in March 2015,211 when Blizzard launched WoW tokens and began selling 

them through its Battle.net Shop.212  

 

The limited scope of trading virtual items in real-world money resides in Blizzard’s business 

model, a pay-to-play model, where users buy WoW software and expansions sets, and pay a 

monthly subscription price to use WoW.213 This model is in contrast with the free-to-use model, 

where developers usually offer the virtual world for free, do not charge monthly subscription 

prices, and mostly earn money by selling in-world virtual items and services or showing users 

advertisements. In line with the pay-to-play model, Blizzard chooses to sell cosmetic items 

rather than the ones that may affect gameplay.214 Besides, Blizzard tries to limit the exchange 

of powerful virtual items between users both in exchange for real-world money and in-world 

currency. While users can exchange items among themselves using the Auction House, most of 

the powerful virtual items in WoW are bind-on-equip, bind-on-pickup, or bind-on-use items, 

which may not be exchanged between users. As their names suggest, when these items are 

equipped, picked up, or used by users, they are bound to the avatars of users; thus cannot be 

transferred to other users via the Auction House or by other means. Many items, created by 

 
211 WoWWiki, ‘Patch 6.1.2’ <http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/Patch_6.1.2>. 
212 Despite their stance against real-world trade of virtual items, in April 2015, Blizzard introduced WoW tokens, 
which are used to get 30 days of use time for WoW. WoW tokens are sold by Blizzard for 20USD / 20EUR or 
other local prices depending on where users access WoW from. However, Blizzard specified price of one WoW 
token as higher than one month of subscription price for WoW. They claim that this is an intended pricing because 
the main motive of introducing WoW tokens is offering users a secure way to buy gold with real world money. 
There are two ways users can use WoW tokens. Users can buy WoW tokens with real-world money from Blizzard 
and sell them in Auction House in exchange for WoW gold, which enables them to buy virtual gold with real-
world money. Users can also buy WoW tokens from the Auction House with WoW gold and add 30 days of use 
time to their subscription, which enables them to buy use time with virtual gold. This way, the in-world virtual 
gold price of WoW tokens is determined by supply and demand and may be different in different regions. For 
more information, see Blizzard Entertainment, ‘WoW Token’ <https://eu.battle.net/shop/en/product/world-of-
warcraft-token>. 
213 As of February 2019, WoW users pay a monthly price of 15USD / 13EUR depending on where they subscribe 
from. Users pay less if they choose to subscribe for three or six months. The payment method may differ depending 
on where users subscribe from. For example, in China and South Korea, Blizzard can charge subscribers an hourly 
rate rather than a monthly payment for using the virtual world.  
214 Blizzard sells mounts, which adjust to the character level; pets, which are mostly used in pet vs. pet battles; and 
helms, which do not give any additional powers or abilities to user characters. 
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users in WoW using virtual professions, are bound to avatars. In this regard, Blizzard can 

interfere with users’ ability to circulate the items they created by dictating that users may not 

give away or sell the items they created to others. This design choice of Blizzard was reflected 

by Ion Hazzikostas, the lead game designer for WoW at Blizzard, in an interview, as follows; 

“…since day 1, one of the distinguishing features of our game and the game 
economy was that the best items in the game and the most powerful items are 
only obtainable through personal exploits […] You have to earn that yourself, 
gold won’t get you those things […] [T]he strongest items in World of 
Warcraft are the ones that you earn yourself through direct accomplishment, 
and aren’t buying from another player.”215 

 

His words reflect on Blizzard’s clear stance against companies that sell virtual gold for real-

world money, known as “gold farming” companies. Blizzard has filed a US federal lawsuit 

against In Game Dollar LLC, also known as Peons4Hire, which is a gold farming company,216 

and sent complaint letters to PayPal against gold farming companies that accept payment over 

PayPal for selling WoW gold, accusing them of intellectual property violation.217 

 

This stance stems from Blizzard’s clear distinction between WoW as a real-world end-product 

that can be purchased and WoW as a simulated reality, experienced by users through their 

avatars. The code written by Blizzard draws the boundaries of permissible behaviors of avatars 

and the qualities of virtual items that can be created, used, possessed or sold. Blizzard’s great 

control over the natural laws of WoW does not endow avatars with real-world liberties and 

distinguishes its constructed reality from the real world.    

 
215 VentureBeat, ‘World of Warcraft’s New Real Money-for-Gold Effort Brings More Free-to-Play to Blizzard’s 
Cash Cow’ <http://venturebeat.com/2015/03/02/world-of-warcrafts-new-real-money-for-gold-effort-brings-
more-free-to-play-to-blizzards-cash-cow/view-all/>. 
216 Blizzard Entertainment, Inc. et al. v. In Game Dollar, LLC. et al. (C.D. Cal. 2007). For more information on 
the case, see Benjamin Tyson Duranske, ‘Blizzard v. In Game Dollar Update: Injunction Entered, Peons Not 4Hire 
in World of Warcraft Anymore’, Virtually Blind <http://virtuallyblind.com/2008/02/01/peons4hire-blizzard-
injunction/>. 
217 Mathew McCurley, ‘Blizzard Strikes Gold Sellers with Paypal Notices’, Engadget 
<http://www.engadget.com/2011/01/28/blizzard-strikes-gold-sellers-with-paypal-notices/>. This will be 
discussed further in the next chapter. 
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3.2.2. Virtual Items in Second Life 
 

3.2.2.1. Users’ Control on Virtual Items in Second Life 
 

Users Creating / Changing / Customizing Virtual Items 

Second Life is defined as a “virtual world created entirely by its users”218 by Linden. It 

distinguishes itself considerably from WoW in terms of content creation. In contrast to WoW, 

where users are limited to in-world tools and methods to create virtual items; Second Life 

provides an arena where users can use both the in-world tools and third-party software to create 

virtual items. 

 

In-world building tools in Second Life can be used to create primitive objects also known as 

“prims”.219 They provide extensive modification options to create and modify virtual items such 

as setting a name, making the item ignore physical laws such as gravity, making the item rigid 

or flexible, designating the position and size of the item, designating the color, texture, 

transparency, shininess of the item, allowing or prohibiting future owners from copying, 

modifying, reselling the item. In other words, in contrast to WoW, in Second Life, users have 

certain options to lay out and tweak the natural laws that influence the virtual items they create.  

 

 

 

 

 
218 https://www.lindenlab.com/. 
219 See Figures 9-12. 
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Figure 9: Create Tool allows 

creation of prims.220 

 

Figure 10: Focus Tool changes 

the point of view of the 

camera.221 

 

Figure 11: Move Tool allows users to 

move the item.222 

 

 

Figure 12: Edit Tool and its various tabs.223 

 

 
220 Image taken from: Second Life Wiki, ‘Building Tools’ <http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Building_Tools>. 
221 Image taken from: Second Life Wiki, ‘Building Tools’. 
222 Image taken from: Second Life Wiki, ‘Building Tools’. 
223 Second Life Wiki, ‘Building Tools’. 
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While the in-world building tools in Second Life are relatively complex compared to WoW, 

third-party software can be used to create even more complex virtual items. For instance, 

Second Life users can use a graphics editor to create textures for virtual items. Second Life 

recognizes various graphics file formats.224 A graphics editor can produce an output in one of 

these formats and it can be used to create graphics to be uploaded to Second Life.225 A variety 

of software is utilized by Second Life users to create textures, ranging from free software such 

as GIMP and Paint.NET to paid editors such as Adobe Photoshop.226 In a similar way, Second 

Life users can use 3D modelling software to create 3D models, also known as “meshes”,227 and 

then upload them to Second Life. Users can use software which can produce output in a format 

that is recognized by Second Life,228 such as Blender and Autodesk 3ds Max.229 These third-

party software are not exclusive for creating virtual items in Second Life. They are tools used 

to create real-world designs and end-products by professionals outside the realm of virtual 

worlds. 

 

Virtual items, created outside of Second Life, are saved in a format recognized by Second Life, 

and then imported to the virtual world. Therefore, the kinds of skills required to create virtual 

items in WoW and Second Life are different. In WoW, users need to have an avatar with certain 

experience and skill points to create a virtual item or else they will fail to create the item. Pre-

designed by the virtual world developer, such virtual items require virtual skills rather than real-

world design, modelling, and programming skills to be created by the users. In contrast, in 

 
224 Such as Truevision TGA (.tga), Bitmap (.bmp), Joint Photographic Experts Group formats (.jpg or .jpeg), and 
Portable Network Graphics (.png) file formats. 
225 For more information on supported graphics file formats, see Linden Research, ‘Uploading Assets’ 
<https://community.secondlife.com/t5/English-Knowledge-Base/Uploading-assets/ta-p/700165>. 
226 Second Life Wiki, ‘Texture Tools’ <http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Texture_Tools>. 
227 For more information on meshes, see Second Life Wiki, ‘Mesh’ <http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Mesh>; 
Second Life Wiki, ‘Mesh Background Information’ 
<http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Mesh_background_information>. 
228 Second Life recognizes COLLADA (.dae) file format for meshes. 
229 Second Life Wiki, ‘Mesh/Creating a Mesh’ <http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Mesh/Creating_a_mesh>. 
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Second Life, there are no virtual experience or skill points required for creating virtual items. 

In most situations, there are even no pre-created virtual items. As McArthur et al. state, in 

Second Life, “[u]sers must learn how to create 3D objects, apply textures and script the object’s 

behaviour. This requires a broad range of real-world skills, including 3D modelling and 

programming.”230 

 

It is not only static forms of virtual items i.e. 2D textures and 3D models that are created by 

users. Second Life users can create animations, sounds, music, and scripts for virtual items or 

avatars and consequently determine how items behave in the virtual world and how avatars can 

interact with the items. Like textures and models, users can use third-party software to create 

the animations, sounds and music. These can be created on their own right and other users can 

buy these animations, sounds, and music and apply them to their own virtual items or avatars. 

For example, users can create sounds for specific items or create sounds independently such as 

sounds of ocean waves, seagulls, trees, and birds so that people can buy them and place them 

on their land.231  

 

  

 
230 McArthur, Teather, and Stuerzlinger, p. 240. 
231 For example, see beach environmental pack on https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Beach-environmental-
pack-OFFER-Waves-Sound-Of-Nature/870878. 
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Figure 13: A dancing animation, sold for 265 Linden 

Dollars, which users can buy and make their avatars 

dance accordingly.232 

Figure 14: An animation for couples, sold for 599 

Linden Dollars, which users can buy and make their 

avatars pose together accordingly.233 

 

Therefore, creation of virtual items in Second Life is shaped by users’ imagination and their 

real-world competence to use third-party software that is compatible with Second Life. Here, 

complexity of items may require using different tools and methods. For example, creation of a 

seemingly single virtual item such as a yacht,234 involves usage of different real-world software 

and skills: 3D modelling software such as 3DS Max or Blender to create sculpted prims or 

meshes, third-party graphics editor such as Adobe Photoshop or GIMP to create textures, third-

party sound and music editing software such as Reason or Logic Pro to create relevant sound 

and music, third-party animation creation software such as Poser to create animation so that 

avatars can interact with items inside the yacht.  

 

  

 
232 Image taken from: https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/AM-MOCAP-The-SHMONEY-dance-transfer-tags-
Bobby-Shmurda/6453771. For more information, see the website. 
233 Image taken from: https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Quixotica-Couple-Pose-Collection/3535257. For 
more information, see the website. 
234 See Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Pictures of a 128-meter yacht called Oceana sold for 30.000 Linden Dollars235 on Linden Marketplace. 
The yacht and everything inside it have been created by user(s). User creation is not limited with static virtual 
items but also include all animations for interacting with the dinner table, pool table, hot tub, piano, bed, and more 
as well as music that can be played by turning the radio on or playing the piano.236 
 

The ways in which virtual items behave and users interact with them are also created by users. 

For example, users can determine how windows, doors and other objects inside the yacht can 

open, close and otherwise behave when used by avatars. Users determine this behavior using 

the Linden Scripting Language, a programming language with a syntax similar to C and Java 

programming languages.237 Just like other programming languages, Linden Scripting Language 

needs a compiler to convert the programming language into machine language. A compiler is 

built into Second Life.238 With Linden Scripting Language, users can program behavior of 

virtual items. For example, they can write a script for a door and determine how it opens and 

closes, or they can write a script for a teleporter so that other users can teleport from one location 

to another. Thus, in Second Life, users go beyond creating static 2D and 3D items and determine 

how these items behave and how avatars can interact with these items. The scripts written using 

 
235 30.000 Linden Dollars is equivalent to US$114,95 on LindeX, the official virtual exchange of Second Life, as 
of 12 February 2019.  
236 Images taken from https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Oceana-128-Meter-Super-Yacht-4000-
Animations/6031849?id=6031849&slug=Oceana-128-Meter-Super-Yacht-4000-Animations. For more 
information on the yacht, see the website. 
237 Dana Moore, Michael Thome, and Karen Zita Haigh, Scripting Your World: The Official Guide to Second Life 
Scripting (Indianapolis, Indiana: Wiley Publishing, 2008), p. 4. 
238 Moore, Thome, and Haigh, p. 313. 
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the Linden Scripting language can be tied to a specific item or created and sold by users 

independently.  

 

In addition, scripts can be a bridge between the simulated reality inside the virtual world and 

the real world. For example, there is a script that is used for hotel owners in Second Life.239 A 

user can create a bell and tie this script to the bell so that when a customer arrives and taps the 

bell, she will be asked to write a comment and this comment will be sent to the hotel owner via 

in-world messaging (if she is online) or via e-mail (if she is offline). While Blizzard clearly 

separates the simulated reality and the real world in WoW, Linden brings together these two 

realms intentionally. In this hybrid space, the boundaries of the two worlds are blurry. Users 

can assume roles of both avatars and developers, experience the realities of the real world, the 

simulated reality created by Linden and the reality they choose to create, all at the same time.  

 

 
239 See Figure 16.  
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Figure 16: A script used for a customer service bell.240 

 

In Second Life, when creating an item, users can also set permissions and determine whether 

future owners can “modify”, “copy” or “resell/give away” the virtual item.241 For example, a 

user can create a t-shirt and check modify and copy permissions and uncheck resell permission 

so that the future owner can change the color / texture of the t-shirt or turn it into a long sleeve 

but cannot resell it or give it away. Similarly, the user can allow the future owner to resell the 

t-shirt or give it away but can forbid her to make any modifications on the t-shirt or multiply it 

by copying.  

 

 
240 Taken from: Moore, Thome, and Haigh, pp. 90, 91. For more information about the script, see Moore, Thome, 
and Haigh, pp. 89–95. 
241 See Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: Permissions window.242  

 

Users Selling / Monetizing Virtual Items 

The flexibility of creating virtual items in Second Life is also visible in the Second Life Market 

Place, the official marketplace website featuring millions of user-created items.243 The 

marketplace includes items ranging from free items to items that cost a few million Linden 

Dollars,244 Second Life’s official virtual currency. While users cannot officially sell an item in 

exchange for a real-world currency, they can convert Linden Dollars to US Dollars via LindeX, 

Second Life’s official exchange service.245 When buying and selling Linden Dollars, users trade 

with each other. Linden does not buy and sell Linden Dollars directly but manages the LindeX 

exchange. Therefore, like WoW tokens, USD price of Linden Dollars is determined by supply 

and demand.246 However, in contrast with Blizzard, Linden does not prohibit its users making 

 
242 Linden Research, ‘Object Permissions’ <https://community.secondlife.com/t5/English-Knowledge-
Base/Object-permissions/ta-p/700129>. 
243 Linden Research, ‘Infographic: 10 Years of Second Life’. 
244 For example, a vehicle called AE85 VOSSEN costs 2.999.999 Linden Dollars as of 12 February 2019. See 
https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/AE85-VOSSEN-FULL-PERMS/14831281. 2.999.999 Linden Dollars equal 
to around US$11.494 pursuant to daily average exchange rate of 12 February 2019. 
245 https://secondlife.com/my/lindex/index.php (Requires a Second Life account). 
246 While Linden does not directly interfere with Linden Dollar prices, LindeX features a system called Automatic 
Circuit Breakers. This system halts Linden Dollar trade when there is a big positive or negative movement in the 
average exchange rate. When there is a 10% change during a 12-hour period, the trade is halted for 1 hour, when 
there is a 20% change during a 12-hour period, the trade is halted for 2 hours, and when there is a 30% change 
during a 12-hour period, the trade is “close[d] until at least noon the following day”. For more information, see 
https://secondlife.com/my/lindex/index.php (Requires a Second Life account). 
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real-world money by using Second Life. Instead, it promotes earning real-world money by 

running an official marketplace and an official exchange service, and by advertising how much 

USD Second Life users make by using Second Life,247 once more blurring the boundaries 

between Second Life and the real world.  

 

3.2.2.2. Linden’s Control on Virtual Items in Second Life 

Linden Creating / Changing / Selling Virtual Items 

In line with Linden’s emphasis on a user-created virtual world, Second Life chooses only to 

facilitate and regulate virtual item creation and exchange rather than directly creating and 

selling virtual items to users with the exception of virtual lands. Almost all virtual items existing 

in Second Life have been created by users.248 Even virtual chattels, which are given by Linden 

exclusively to users with a premium subscription, are created by Second Life users and not by 

Linden.249  

 

In contrast to Blizzard, Linden avoids interfering with virtual item creations as well as 

modifications and deletions, and leaves these areas to users. However, in some situations, 

Linden can delete virtual items that users possess. Linden states that it examines copyright 

violation notifications sent in accordance with the DMCA. When a virtual item in Second Life 

infringes copyright of a right holder, she can send a notification to Linden and Linden removes 

the relevant item from Second Life. Linden also states that if a user repeatedly infringes 

copyrights of right holders, they can terminate the account of the user.250 Linden also reserves 

 
247 In June 2013, Linden released “10 Years of Second Life” infographic and stated that total transactions among 
Second Life users for virtual items amounts to 3.2 Billion USD. See Linden Research, ‘Infographic: 10 Years of 
Second Life’.  
248 There are some virtual items that are provided to users by Linden such as default avatar clothes, virtual homes 
that are given to premium members, virtual lands, virtual currency, and developer-created virtual items in 
developer-created and maintained virtual regions. 
249 https://secondlife.com/my/account/membership.php (Requires a Second Life account). 
250 Linden Research, ‘DMCA: Digital Millennium Copyright Act’ <http://secondlife.com/corporate/dmca.php>. 
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the right to delete virtual items of users when it finds them offensive or illegal.251  The purpose 

of deleting virtual items from their respective virtual worlds is different for Blizzard and 

Linden. While Blizzard constantly adds, changes, and deletes virtual items from WoW to 

balance “gameplay” i.e. for in-world affairs; Linden deletes virtual items from Second Life to 

comply with the DMCA or other relevant laws i.e. for real-world affairs.  

 

In other words, not only the simulated environment can reach the real-world but also real-world 

regulations can interfere with and shape the simulated environment of Second Life. This 

situation offers a response to Lessig, who encouraged us to “[ask] the makers of Second Life 

whether the citizens of that space find themselves more constrained by the commercial code of 

their geo-jurisdiction or by the fact that the software code of Second Life doesn’t permit you 

simply to walk away (so to speak) with another person’s scepter.”252 Lessig assumed that code 

may have greater impact in shaping behavior than law in cyberspace. Second Life shows that 

real-world law may have such an impact that virtual items in the possession of users can be 

deleted from the users’ accounts as well as the virtual world. 

 

Second Life’s extension to the real world can also be seen in Linden’s business model. Linden 

does not employ a free-to-use model with in-world item sales and / or advertisements or a pay-

to-use subscription model with a monthly subscription price. It utilizes a hybrid model. While 

it is free to create an account and use Second Life, Linden offers premium membership for 

US$9,50 a month253 with benefits such as access to exclusive virtual items254 and premium-only 

areas, Linden Dollar rewards, expanded user support, and buying land in the mainland.255  

 
251 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’ <http://www.lindenlab.com/tos>. 
252 Lessig, ‘Continuing the Work of Code’. 
253 As of February 2019. Users pay less if they choose to subscribe quarterly or annually.  
254 These exclusive virtual items are created by users and not Linden.  
255 For more information, see https://secondlife.com/premium/. 
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Linden also makes money from various kinds of transactions among users. For example, when 

a user sells an item through Second Life Marketplace, Linden charges 5% of the listed price as 

commission.256 Similar to other online auction companies such as e-Bay, sellers in Second Life 

can buy enhancements for their Marketplace listings, such as appearing on homepage or 

category page, prices of which range from 299 Linden Dollars to 2899 Linden Dollars. Also, 

Linden offers potential buyers of virtual items the option to buy the item in exchange for US 

Dollars instead of Linden Dollars. Even if a user sells a virtual item in exchange for Linden 

Dollars, Linden can sell this item in US Dollars to other users for a price in US Dollars specified 

by Linden “in [its] sole discretion”257. In this case, Linden can designate an exchange rate 

different than the LindeX exchange258 and charges the buyer an additional US$0,30 per 

purchase.259 Linden also charges transactions made through LindeX. For example, when buying 

Linden Dollars, Linden charges US$0,30 per transaction. It also charges 3.5% of the total value 

when selling Linden Dollars. When users decide to cash out their US Dollar credits in LindeX, 

Linden charges US$1 for transfers to PayPal, US$10 for US check, and US$15 for international 

check.260 Linden also charges an additional value added tax (VAT) for users living in the EU.261 

With these methods, Linden goes beyond working similar to an intermediary platform, and 

 
256 Since listed price of virtual items in Second Life Marketplace is in Linden Dollars, the charged commission by 
Linden during this sale is also in Linden Dollars. 
257 Linden Research, ‘Second Life Marketplace Fee and Listing Policies’ 
<https://marketplace.secondlife.com/listing_guidelines>. 
258 Linden states that with this exchange rate, users pay generally between 10 to 15 percent more than they would 
pay if they bought Linden Dollars through LindeX and made they payment with Linden Dollars.   
259 For example, a user can list a virtual car in Second Life Marketplace for a price of 8000 Linden Dollars. Linden 
can add the option for the potential buyer to buy this car for US$40. If the buyer chooses to buy the car in exchange 
for US Dollars rather than Linden Dollars, Linden can sell the car for US$40 and pay the actual seller 8000 Linden 
Dollars. For prices and commissions related to Second Life Marketplace, see Linden Research, ‘Second Life 
Marketplace Fee and Listing Policies’. 
260 Linden Research, ‘Second Life Pricing List’ <http://secondlife.com/corporate/pricing.php>. 
261 VAT rates vary between countries. For more information, see Linden Research, ‘Second Life Pricing List’. 
Linden charges VAT for “purchases from the Land Store”, “land use fees”, “Private Region fees”, “land auctions” 
and “LindeX transaction fees”. For more information, see Linden Research, ‘Value Added Tax’ 
<http://secondlife.com/corporate/vat.php>.  
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actually sells virtual items created by users to other users in exchange for a price it designates. 

Thus, it once again transgresses real-world and virtual world activities.  

 

In short, working like natural laws, code regulates behavior in virtual worlds. However, code 

itself is not enough for ensuring developer’s control in the virtual world. Revisiting the popular 

example of virtual item sale (e.g. in WoW), a developer might ban the sale of virtual items in 

exchange for real-world money in her virtual world. However, as long as people can transfer 

virtual items to each other, as the developer cannot intervene exchange of money between two 

users in the real world, virtual item sale can still take place (where the virtual item is exchanged 

in the virtual world and money is exchanged in the real world). Therefore, the developer has to 

rely on user agreements, which are real-world contracts, to assert her control.  

 

3.3. Governing Virtual Worlds via User Agreements 

Besides code, the second instrument developers use to regulate their virtual worlds is user 

agreements, including license agreements and use policies. Similar to code in the real world, 

license agreements and use policies constitute “a set of rules that are accepted as general 

principles, or a set of written rules that say how people in a particular organization or country 

should behave”262. In our situation, that particular organization/country is the virtual world.  

 

Both WoW and Second Life feature extensive license agreements and use policies. In order to 

use WoW, users need to accept the End User License Agreement (EULA), Terms of Use (ToU), 

Termination of Service, and Anti-Cheating Agreements of WoW as well as EULA and ToU of 

Battle.net service through which WoW is used. Users may need to accept additional agreements 

such as the Blizzard Entertainment Terms of Sale if they choose to buy digital content. Second 

 
262 http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/code. 
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Life has only one Terms of Service (ToS) agreement; however, this agreement features many 

use policies for subjects ranging from IP and trademark policies to gambling and skill gaming 

policies. Additionally, users need to accept other policies for different actions such as the 

Second Life Marketplace Fee and Listing Policies if they choose to list a virtual item in the 

Second Life Marketplace, or the Policy on Ad Farms and Network Advertisers if they wish to 

advertise in Second Life. 

 

This section will examine terms of the relationship between the user and the developer and 

terms on IP rights on virtual items. The developer can define the virtual world and virtual items 

in different ways such as digital content or a service / parts of a service licensed to the user. 

This, together with the way the developer defines the user as a consumer, a creator, or a licensee 

of a service, frames the relationship between the user and the developer. Starting from this, the 

developer can recognize full, limited, or no IP rights for users on virtual items in her virtual 

world.  

 

3.3.1. World of Warcraft 

3.3.1.1. Regulating WoW and the Relationship between Users and Blizzard 

In the WoW ToU, Blizzard states that WoW is a “massively multi-player on-line role-playing 

game”263, and defines WoW as a “proprietary on-line service”264. In fact, Blizzard uses the term 

the “Service” for defining WoW throughout the ToU. Users have to act in accordance with a 

license granted to them by Blizzard: 

“Blizzard Entertainment hereby grants, and you hereby accept, a limited, 
revocable, non-transferable, non-sublicensable, non-exclusive license to use 
the Service solely for your own non-commercial entertainment 
purposes…”265 

 
263 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Terms of Use’, sec. preamble. 
264 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Terms of Use’, sec. preamble.  
265 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Terms of Use’, sec. 1. 
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The non-transferability principle is also highlighted in Blizzard’s statement that the license is 

granted for a specific licensee and that users “may not offer any Account for sale or trade”266 to 

others. This, in fact, may “result in suspension or termination of the Account at Blizzard 

Entertainment's sole and absolute discretion”267.  

 

WoW ToU terms form the basis of Blizzard’s monopoly of control not only over user accounts 

but also over user characters and possessions in WoW. Apart from suspending or terminating 

the service at its own will, Blizzard states that they can also “[m]odify a character or an Account, 

including without limitation, reducing or removing experience points, skills, levels, in-game 

currency or items”268 if users engage in activities against “Rules of Conduct”269 of WoW. 

Blizzard can also suspend or terminate users’ access to WoW or their account if they violate 

rules of conduct, which are determined by Blizzard and listed in the WoW ToU non-

exhaustively. According to WoW ToU, Blizzard can stop providing the WoW service all 

together at a time it finds appropriate, provided that they give users a three months prior 

notice.270  

 

In short, Blizzard conceives WoW as a real-world end-product, an entertainment service, which 

is licensed to users. By restricting any real-world commercial activity among users, the WoW 

ToU highlights Blizzard’s clear distinction between the commercial real world and WoW, the 

“non-commercial entertainment” site. This distinction extends to terms on IP and shapes the 

ways in which IP rights on virtual items is managed by Blizzard. 

 
266 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Terms of Use’, sec. 1. 
267 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Terms of Use’, sec. 1. 
268 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Terms of Use’, sec. 6. 
269 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Terms of Use’, sec. 6.  
270 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Terms of Use’, sec. 9. 
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3.3.1.2. Terms on IP  

Blizzard regulates IP rights on virtual items in WoW ToU, WoW Termination of Service, 

Battle.net End User License Agreement (Battle.net EULA), and Battle.net ToU agreements.271 

In all of the different user agreements, Blizzard uses a similar language. This shows Blizzard 

has a coherent and overarching idea on how to regulate virtual items in WoW. 

 

In WoW ToU, Blizzard states that users cannot “buy or sell for "real" money or exchange gold, 

weapons, armor, or any other virtual items that may be used in World of Warcraft outside the 

World of Warcraft platform”272. WoW ToU’s “Selling of Items” section explains this 

prohibition at length: 

“Blizzard Entertainment either owns, or has exclusively licensed, all of the 
content which appears in World of Warcraft. Therefore, no one has the right 
to "sell" Blizzard Entertainment's content, except Blizzard Entertainment! So 
Blizzard Entertainment does not recognize any property claims outside of 
World of Warcraft or the purported sale, gift or trade in the "real world" of 
anything related to World of Warcraft. Accordingly, you may not sell or 
purchase virtual items for "real" money or exchange items outside of World 
of Warcraft. Please note that Blizzard is entitled to and will prevent any such 
illegal sales.”273 (Emphasis added) 

 

In addition, Blizzard sees sale of virtual items for real-world money such a serious violation 

that they reserve the right to immediately and permanently ban accounts of users who engage 

in such activities.274 These show that Blizzard considers all virtual items inside WoW as its own 

and retains all rights with regards to these items. Blizzard explicitly highlights its ownership 

over all virtual items in WoW ToU: 

“All title, ownership rights and intellectual property rights in and to World 
of Warcraft (including without limitation any user accounts, titles, computer 
code, themes, objects, characters, character names, stories, dialogue, catch 

 
271 As of June 2018, Blizzard has merged these agreements into one single agreement titled Blizzard End User 
License Agreement. See https://www.blizzard.com/en-us/legal/fba4d00f-c7e4-4883-b8b9-
1b4500a402ea/blizzard-end-user-license-agreement.  
272 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Terms of Use’, sec. 3. 
273 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Terms of Use’, sec. 8. 
274 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Terms of Use’, sec. 8.  
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phrases, locations, concepts, artwork, animations, sounds, musical 
compositions, audio-visual effects, methods of operation, moral rights, any 
related documentation, "applets" incorporated into World of Warcraft, 
transcripts of the chat rooms, character profile information, recordings of 
games played on World of Warcraft, and the World of Warcraft client and 
server software) are owned by Blizzard Entertainment or its licensors.”275 
(Emphasis added) 

 

Similarly, Battle.net EULA states that all “virtual content” such as “virtual goods, currency, 

potions, wearable items, pets, mounts, etc.” as well as all “accounts” are owned or licensed by 

Blizzard.276 Battle.net ToU further requires users to accept that users do not have any right in 

any content in WoW.277 Apart from “virtual goods” and “currency”, Blizzard also claims that 

they own all user accounts by stating that users “have no ownership or other property interest 

in the account”278 and that users “acknowledge and agree that all rights in and to the account 

are and shall forever be owned by and inure to the benefit of Blizzard”279.  

 

In short, through these agreements and terms, Blizzard defines WoW, with everything inside it, 

as its own service, and regulates the scope of rights over WoW and its content. By making 

WoW unavailable for commercial real-world activities for users and by making it impossible 

to create virtual items from scratch, Blizzard ensures its monopoly over all rights on all virtual 

items in WoW, including IP rights. Accordingly, as everything in WoW, including user 

accounts, is owned by Blizzard, users have no right on any virtual item in WoW, and therefore 

they cannot trade virtual items in exchange for real-world money.  

 

 
275 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft Terms of Use’, sec. 13. 
276 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘Battle.Net End User License Agreement’, sec. 2 <http://eu.blizzard.com/en-
gb/company/legal/eula.html>. 
277 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘Battle.Net Terms of Use’, sec. 9 <http://eu.blizzard.com/en-
gb/company/about/termsofuse.html>. 
278 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘Battle.Net Terms of Use’, sec. 9. 
279 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘Battle.Net Terms of Use’, sec. 9. 
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3.3.2. Second Life 

3.3.2.1. Regulating Second Life and the Relationship between Users and Linden 

Linden regulates the usage of Second Life through Linden ToS, Second Life Terms and 

Conditions and related policies that are tied to these agreements. Similar to Blizzard, Linden 

states that Second Life is a “service” that can only be used in accordance with a license granted 

to users by Linden, which is “non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-sublicenseable, limited, 

personal [and] revocable”280. One apparent difference between the licenses WoW and Second 

Life is the absence of the requirement to use the virtual world for “non-commercial 

entertainment purposes” in the latter. This reflects greatly on how developers constructed their 

virtual worlds for different purposes. While Blizzard draws distinct boundaries between real 

and virtual world activities, Linden allows Second Life activities to be commercialized in the 

real world. Indeed, one of their mottos is “Earn Money: Start a business & earn real profits from 

the virtual world”281. Thus, for Linden, Second Life can be used as a space which is an extension 

of the real world.  

 

This difference is also visible in how Linden and Blizzard define themselves in their user 

agreements. Both developers claim that they provide a “service” to their users. Linden further 

states that it is “a service provider that enables its users to interact online and display and 

communicate information and Content chosen by those users”282. In this regard, Linden 

highlights that both the Second Life “service” and “Linden Inworld Content”, including content 

created or licensed by Linden that exists in Second Life, are licensed to users. This is more 

apparent in the following statement by Linden; 

“Linden Lab provides access to Linden Inworld Content and hereby grants 
you a non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-sublicensable, limited, revocable 

 
280 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 2.2. 
281 www.secondlife.com 
282 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 1.4. 
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license to use, reproduce, distribute, prepare derivative works of, display, and 
perform the Linden Inworld Content solely Inworld…”283 

 

Unlike Blizzard which conceives WoW holistically as one service, Linden distinguishes Second 

Life and the in-world content. It grants users a license to use a service (Second Life, as an end-

product) and an additional license to use and “reproduce, distribute, prepare derivative works 

of, display, and perform”284 in-world content that is created or licensed by Linden.  

 

As users can also create and sell virtual items in Second Life, Linden specifically regulates sale 

of virtual items created by third parties and users. In ToS, while acknowledging the trade of 

virtual items among users, Linden claims that it “does not control and is not responsible or 

liable for the quality, safety, legality, truthfulness or accuracy of any such user conduct, User 

Content or user services”285. Accordingly, Linden is merely “a service provider that enables its 

users to interact online”286. In order to ensure its non-liability, Linden requires users to release 

Linden of any claim they may have against third parties; 

“You agree not to hold Linden Lab liable for the Content, actions, or 
inactions of other users. As a condition of access to the Service, you release 
Linden Lab […] from claims, demands, losses, liabilities and damages 
(actual and consequential) of every kind and nature, known and unknown, 
arising out of or in any way connected with any dispute you have or claim to 
have with one or more users”287 

 

However, as discussed above, Linden still interferes with interaction between users. As, 

discussed above, it can sometimes set a USD price “in [its] sole discretion” for items sold by 

others in Second Life Marketplace. With this action, Linden goes beyond being a platform that 

 
283 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 2.2. 
284 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 2.2. 
285 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 1.4. 
286 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 1.4. 
287 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 9.1. 
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simply enables interaction between users. Despite its claim on non-liability in ToS, it actually 

sets prices for items sold in Second Life Marketplace and collects the money from the sale. 

 

In addition, Linden asserts that it may terminate the accounts of users “for violation of [the] 

Agreement”288, “to protect the best interests of the Service and the community or if [they] 

believe [users] [pose] an unacceptable risk to the community”289, and “upon a general 

suspension or discontinuation of the Service”290. Linden states that it may discontinue the 

service any time it wants291. Linden may also “change, limit access to, and/or eliminate any 

aspect(s), feature(s) or functionality”292 of Second Life, including users’ virtual items, “as it 

sees fit at any time without notice”293. Users can also terminate their accounts any time; 

however, in case they do so, they “shall be entitled to no compensation or other payment, 

remedy, recourse or refund”294. The lack of any kind of compensation is valid for virtual items. 

Loss of all virtual items tied to a specific account is a consequence of account termination, 

either by Linden or by the user. Linden specifies that upon termination of the user account, 

users “will lose access to [their] Account and all licenses, Content, and data, and [they] 

understand this is a risk of participating in the Service”295, and that “[a]ll licenses granted by 

Linden Lab to use the Service, including without limitation any Linden Dollar Licenses will 

automatically terminate”296. While Linden encourages users to create virtual items for Second 

Life, they also warn users that they might “permanently lose access” 297 to all their creations in 

case of account termination or termination of the Second Life Service by Linden.  

 
288 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 5.2. 
289 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 5.3. 
290 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 5.4. 
291 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 1.2. 
292 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 1.2. 
293 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 1.2. 
294 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 5.1. 
295 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 5.5. 
296 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 5.5. 
297 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 5.5.  
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3.3.2.2. Terms on IP Rights 
 

One of the biggest differences between the WoW ToU and the Linden ToS is the way they 

regulate users’ IP rights on virtual items. While Blizzard states that everything appearing inside 

WoW is owned by Blizzard, Linden states that its IP rights are limited with the “service” and 

do not include virtual items created by users. Linden specifies: 

“You acknowledge and agree that Linden Lab and its’ licensors own all right, 
title, and interest in and to the Service, including all Intellectual Property 
Rights therein, other than with respect to User Content.”298 (Emphasis added) 

 

Here, Linden distinguishes its own rights on Second Life as an end-product and the users’ rights 

on the content they create inside this service. It does not claim any IP rights on users’ virtual 

items. Indeed, it underlines that users “retain any and all Intellectual Property Rights [they] 

already hold under applicable law in Content [they] upload, publish, and submit”299 (emphasis 

added). Linden seeks to avoid infringement of third parties’ IP rights by requiring users to have 

the necessary rights or licenses on the content they create in or upload to Second Life: 

“In connection with Content you upload, publish, or submit to any part of the 
Service, you affirm, represent, and warrant that you own or have all 
necessary Intellectual Property Rights, licenses, consents, and permissions 
to use and authorize Linden Lab and users of Second Life to use the Content 
in the manner contemplated by the Service and these Terms of Service.”300 
(Emphasis added) 

 

Nevertheless, Linden obliges users to give itself and other users a broad license to use their 

virtual items in various ways. The license granted by users to Linden is significantly broad. As 

seen in the following ToS term, it involves economic rights and mediums for Linden’s interests: 

“[Y]ou hereby grant to Linden Lab, and you agree to grant to Linden Lab, 
the non-exclusive, unrestricted, unconditional, unlimited, worldwide, 
irrevocable, perpetual, and cost-free right and license to use, copy, record, 
distribute, reproduce, disclose, modify, display, publicly perform, transmit, 
publish, broadcast, translate, make derivative works of, and sell, re-sell or 

 
298 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 2.1. 
299 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 2.3. 
300 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 2.3.  
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sublicense (through multiple levels)(with respect to Second Life, Inworld or 
otherwise on the Service as permitted by you through your interactions with 
the Service), and otherwise exploit in any manner whatsoever, all or any 
portion of your User Content (and derivative works thereof), for any purpose 
whatsoever in all formats, on or through any media, software, formula, or 
medium now known or hereafter developed, and with any technology or 
devices now known or hereafter developed, and to advertise, market, and 
promote the same.”301 

 

The emphasis on non-exclusivity indicates that users do not transfer their IP rights exclusively 

to Linden. Instead, they give Linden a broad license to exploit user content in various ways, not 

limited with the Second Life medium. Users are also obliged to grant license to other users. As 

the following statement in Linden ToS shows, the scope of this license granted is narrower and 

the medium through which other users can exercise their licenses is limited only with Second 

Life. 

“You agree that by uploading, publishing, or submitting any Content to any 
publicly accessible areas of the Service, you hereby grant other users of that 
aspect of the Service a non-exclusive license to access the User Content 
through the Service, and to use, reproduce, distribute, prepare derivative 
works of, display, and perform the Content Inworld or otherwise on the 
Service solely as permitted by you through your interactions with the Service 
under these Terms of Service.”302 (Emphasis added) 

 

Besides, Linden also requires users to waive their moral rights on virtual items in the following 

statement, provided that this is permitted by law: 

“Except as prohibited by law, you hereby waive, and you agree to waive, any 
moral rights (including attribution and integrity) that you may have in any 
User Content, even if it is altered or changed in a manner not agreeable to 
you. To the extent not waivable, you irrevocably agree not to exercise such 
rights (if any) in a manner that interferes with any exercise of the granted 
rights.”303 (Emphasis added) 

 

As this ToS highlights, waiving moral rights depends on the IP laws of particular geo-

jurisdictions. Moral rights may be waived, not waived, or not even exist, depending on the laws 

 
301 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 2.3.  
302 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 2.4. 
303 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 2.3. 
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of particular countries. This is another instance which shows how real-world laws affect users’ 

rights on virtual items they create or possess inside Second Life.  

 

Linden regulates interactions between users in Second Life also through two specific types of 

virtual items it creates: virtual currency (Linden Dollars) and virtual lands. Linden does not 

define virtual currency and virtual lands as virtual items but as “features” of the service that is 

“licensed” by Linden to users.  Linden asserts that “"Linden Dollars" are virtual tokens that 

[they] license […] representing contractual permission from Linden Lab to access features of 

the Service”304. In this sense, Linden does not conceive Linden Dollars as “real currency or any 

type of financial instrument […] redeemable for any sum of money from Linden Lab at any 

time”305. This gives Linden “the right to manage, regulate, control, and/or modify the license 

rights underlying […] Linden Dollars as it sees fit”306. In line with this broad right on Linden 

Dollars, Linden also states that it can “revoke the Linden Dollar License at any time without 

notice, refund or compensation”307, provided that certain conditions are met.308  

 

Regulating Linden Dollars as a licensed feature in ToS does not totally overlap with Linden’s 

marketing of LindeX. Linden defines LindeX as “the official virtual exchange of Second Life” 

and also states that users can “buy” and “sell” Linden Dollars without referring to anything 

about the afore-mentioned licenses.309 In ToS, Linden explicitly pinpoints to this incongruity 

 
304 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 4.5. 
305 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 4.5. 
306 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 4.5. 
307 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 4.5.  
308 In Linden ToS, these conditions are listed as follows; “(i) the Linden Dollar program is suspended or 
discontinued; (ii) Linden Lab determines that fraud or other illegal conduct is associated with the holder's Account; 
(iii) Linden Lab imposes an expiration date on usage of Linden Dollars in compliance with applicable laws and 
regulations; (iv) the holder's Account is terminated for violation of these Terms of Service; or (v) the holder 
becomes delinquent on any of that user's Account payment requirements, ceases to maintain an active Account or 
terminates this Agreement.” 
309 Linden Research, ‘Buying and Selling Linden Dollars’ <https://community.secondlife.com/t5/English-
Knowledge-Base/Buying-and-selling-Linden-dollars/ta-p/700107>. 
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and states that when it uses the terms “buy” and “sell” for Linden Dollar trading, it does not 

mean the transfer of Linden Dollars. It actually “[indicates] the transfer of Linden Dollar 

Licenses”310 (emphasis added). Linden claims that, in legal terms, what users are doing is 

transferring “license rights” to others and that “the terminology [using the terms "buy" and 

"sell"] used is solely for the purpose of enabling this use of the Service”311.  

 

Similar to Linden Dollars, virtual land is also specified as a licensed feature by Linden in ToS. 

More specifically, Linden claims that virtual land “is Inworld space that [they] license”312, “the 

graphical representation of three-dimensional virtual world space”313, and that “[w]hen [users] 

acquire Virtual Land, Linden Lab […] grants [them] a limited license ("Virtual Land License") 

to access and use features of the Service associated with the virtual unit(s) of space 

corresponding to the identifiers of the Virtual Land within the Service”314. As virtual land is 

specified as a licensed feature just like Linden Dollars, Linden says that they can “revoke the 

Virtual Land License at any time without notice, refund or compensation”315, provided that 

certain conditions are met.316  

 

Similar to Linden Dollars, Linden uses the terms “buy” and “sell” as well as the term “rent” for 

virtual lands,317 which does not totally coincide with how they are regulated in Linden ToS as 

“licensed features”. In this regard, Linden says that “the use of the words "Buy," "Sell" and 

 
310 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 4.6. 
311 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 4.6. 
312 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 4.8. 
313 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 4.8. 
314 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 4.8. 
315 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 4.8.  
316 These conditions are listed as follows in Linden ToS; “(i) Linden Lab determines that fraud, illegal conduct or 
any other violations of these Terms of Service or other Second Life policies is associated with the holder's Account 
or Virtual Land; or (ii) the holder becomes delinquent on any of that user's Account's payment requirements, ceases 
to maintain an active Account or terminates this Agreement.” 
317 Linden Research, ‘Introducing: Buying Land’ <https://secondlife.com/land/>; Linden Research, ‘Selling and 
Renting Land to Others’ <https://community.secondlife.com/t5/English-Knowledge-Base/Selling-and-renting-
land-to-others/ta-p/700135>. 
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similar terms carry the same meaning of referring to the transfer of the Virtual Land License as 

they do with respect to the Linden Dollar License”318. Accordingly, users do not buy or sell 

virtual lands but virtual land licenses. Linden’s use of the term “renting” refers to the rent of 

licenses. As users are licensees, not owners, of virtual lands, Linden says that it “has the right 

to manage, regulate, control, modify and/or eliminate such Virtual Land as it sees fit”319.  

 

These agreements reveal Linden’s business model. As a marketing strategy, Linden represents 

Second Life as a space where users can freely create, use, and trade virtual items. Accordingly, 

these in-world activities may have even real-world economic benefits. Within this scope, IP 

rights are endowed to the users. However, Linden’s ToS illustrates that Linden has a great 

control over virtual items even when they are created by the users. The ToS underlines that 

virtual items are licensed by users to Linden, and gives Linden the right to exploit user content 

in various ways. This discrepancy between the business model and marketing strategy is also 

seen in Linden’s regulation over virtual lands and virtual currency it creates. Virtual lands and 

currency are regulated as licensed features of the Second Life service, even if terms such as 

“buy” and “sell” are used for these “features” in official Linden documentation.   

 

WoW and Second Life User Agreements Terms Comparison320 
 

Terms of Use / Terms of Service 
Agreement Terms 

WoW Second Life 

Terms on providing the service 
and the relationship between the 
developer and users 

  

Is providing the virtual world 
defined as a service? 

Yes Yes 

 
318 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 4.8. 
319 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 4.8.  
320 Unless stated otherwise, these terms are written for WoW ToU and Linden ToS agreements. 
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Can the developer change the 
agreement? 

Yes, unilaterally, at any 
time, without prior 
notice321 

Yes, unilaterally, at any 
time, without prior notice 

Can the developer suspend the 
agreement or user’s access to the 
virtual world? 

Yes, unilaterally, 
provided some conditions 
are met 

Yes, unilaterally, 
provided some conditions 
are met 

Can the developer terminate the 
agreement or user’s access to the 
virtual world? 

Yes, unilaterally, 
provided some conditions 
are met 

Yes, unilaterally, 
provided some conditions 
are met 

Can the developer shut down the 
virtual world all together? 

Yes, without any 
responsibility or liability 

Yes, without any 
responsibility or liability 

Terms on IP rights of users   

Do users retain IP rights on virtual 
items they create? 

No Yes 

Can users create derivative works 
based on items created by the 
developer? 

No Yes, but only in the 
virtual world. 

Do users have to grant the 
developer a license to 
use/copy/modify/reproduce and 
otherwise exploit virtual items? 

N/A322 Yes 

Do users have to waive their moral 
rights they have in virtual items? 

N/A323 Yes 

 

3.4. Conclusion 

Using the same instruments of code and user agreements, Blizzard and Linden created two 

distinct virtual worlds with different virtual item systems. Blizzard constructed and regulates 

WoW as a real-world end-product, where this product, with every item inside it, is created and 

 
321 Blizzard states that it notifies users of any such change and that user’s continued use of WoW for 1 more month 
after the change means that the user has accepted the changes. For more information, see Blizzard Entertainment, 
‘World of Warcraft Terms of Use’, sec. 12 <http://eu.blizzard.com/en-gb/company/legal/wow_tou.html>. 
322 While this is not applicable for virtual items in WoW, Battle.net ToU requires users to grant Blizzard a broad 
license to exploit “any communications, images, sounds, and all the material and information that [users] upload 
or transmit through” WoW. For more information, see Blizzard Entertainment, ‘Battle.Net Terms of Use’. 
323 While this is not applicable for virtual items in WoW, Battle.net ToU requires users to waive any moral rights 
they have in User Content, which means “any communications, images, sounds, and all the material and 
information that you upload or transmit through” WoW. For more information, see Blizzard Entertainment, 
‘Battle.Net Terms of Use’. 
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owned by Blizzard. Blizzard holistically licenses this product to its users for non-commercial 

entertainment purposes, drawing a clear line between virtual world and real-world realities. 

Owning the WoW service as a whole, it holds a total control over virtual items. WoW users 

cannot add new content to the virtual world and are limited to “creating” virtual items that are 

pre-designed by Blizzard. They cannot customize virtual items or sell them in exchange for a 

real-world currency. In contrast, Linden intentionally brings together the two realms of the real 

and virtual worlds. It conceives Second Life as a “virtual world created entirely by its users”324. 

Second Life users can add new content to the virtual world, can customize and change them, 

and can sell their virtual items in exchange for Linden Dollars, which they can convert to US 

Dollars through LindeX. While users can create virtual items and retain IP rights on them, in 

an attempt to protect itself commercially, Linden obliges users to grant it and other users a 

broad license with regards to the virtual items they create in or upload to Second Life. 

Furthermore, similar to Blizzard, Linden retains the rights to delete virtual items that are in the 

possession of users, suspend or terminate the agreement or user’s access to the virtual world, 

and shut down the virtual world without any responsibility or liability. Remembering the 

hypothetical scenario of Katie described in the introduction chapter, it is plausible to suggest 

that there is no room for Katie’s designs in WoW, as Blizzard does not provide any creative 

space for its users and any means to monetize on virtual items. In contrast, Katie’s virtual home 

décor items can be considered as an integral part of what constitutes the world of Second Life 

since almost everything inside the virtual world is created by users. User agreements grant Katie 

copyright on the items she creates. Nevertheless, the ways in which Katie can design her virtual 

home décor items as well as the complexity of these items are limited with the tools and means 

provided and allowed by Linden. Furthermore, Linden holds broad rights on and control over 

 
324 https://www.lindenlab.com/. 
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Katie’s items including monetizing on them and deleting them from its virtual world at any 

time.  

    

The two cases of WoW and Second Life and their governance through code and user agreements 

show that Lessig’s famous argument “code is law” should be contextually studied. Virtual 

worlds are both real-world end-products and simulated realities where code works in shaping 

both the behavior of the user’s interaction with the end-product in the real-world and setting the 

“reality” of the virtual world. The more the developer separates these two worlds (such as the 

case of Blizzard in WoW), the more “code” works in the construction of a simulated reality. 

The more the developer brings together these two worlds (such as the case of Linden in Second 

Life), the more the developer needs to bring in real-world applicable contracts such as user 

agreements for governing its virtual world (which is no longer only “virtual” but also is an 

extension of the real-world).325  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
325 As of January 2020, users have to agree to 19 documents in the forms of policies, terms, standards, or guidelines, 
in order to create an account in Second Life. This number is only 6 for WoW.  
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CHAPTER 4 

VIRTUAL ITEMS AS COPYRIGHTABLE 
WORKS 

 

4.1. Introduction 

Using the code and user agreements, developers construct and govern WoW and Second Life 

in distinctive ways. The differences in these virtual worlds inform their virtual item systems, 

the various ways in which users can create virtual items, and the extent to which these items 

are protected under copyright laws. Copyright protects works, in other words, “form of 

expression of ideas”326. A standard of merit or quality is not among the requirements of 

copyright protection.327 According to the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and 

Artistic Works (Berne Convention), introduction of formalities as a requirement for copyright 

protection is prohibited. Therefore, a work is protected by copyright as soon as it is created.328 

This does not mean that all forms of expression of ideas are automatically protected by 

copyright. First, a work needs to be original.329 After all, “[o]riginality is [t]he sine qua non of 

copyright”330. Second, apart from originality, some countries, especially common law countries, 

require the work to be fixed in a medium.331 In light of the different virtual item systems of 

 
326 WIPO, Understanding Copyright and Related Rights (Geneva: WIPO), p. 5 
<http://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/intproperty/909/wipo_pub_909.pdf>. 
327 Hector MacQueen and others, Contemporary Intellectual Property: Law and Policy (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2011), p. 54. 
328 Berne Convention art. 5(2) states that “[t]he enjoyment and the exercise of [the rights granted by signatory 
countries to their nationals] shall not be subject to any formality; such enjoyment and such exercise shall be 
independent of the existence of protection in the country of origin of the work.” 
329 Continental European countries mostly do not use term “original” but rather look for a reflection of the author’s 
personality in the work. This will be further discussed in The Requirement of Originality section of this chapter. 
330 Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 345 (1991). This also holds true for the 
EU. In the EU, the requirement of originality has been harmonized for certain categories of works such as computer 
programs, photographs, and databases through various directives. This harmonization expanded horizontally 
through the CJEU’s case law, starting with the Infopaq International v. Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-
5/08), 2009 and continuing with subsequent decisions. This will be discussed in detail under the section, “The 
Requirement of Originality”, of this chapter. 
331 For example, in the US and the UK, fixation is a requirement for certain types of works to receive copyright 
protection. 
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WoW and Second Life, and considering the requirements of copyright protection, this chapter 

provides a critical discussion to the question of whether virtual items, created by WoW and 

Second Life users, are copyrightable works within the scope of the US and the EU copyright 

regimes.  

 

This chapter is developed in three main sections. First, it analyzes virtual items in terms of the 

categories of works protected by copyright and according to the virtual worlds in which they 

exist. Can virtual items be independent works or are they only a part of the virtual world, which 

itself is one single complex work? Or is a virtual item one single work on its own, or is it a sum 

of individual elements, which are separately protected as works? Second, the chapter focuses 

on the first requirement of copyright protection: originality. Do the virtual property systems of 

WoW and Second Life allow users to create original works? This question is addressed within 

the scope of the US and the EU copyright regulations and case law. Third, the chapter dwells 

on the issue of fixation, which is a requirement for copyright protection, mostly in common law 

countries. Both Blizzard and Linden utilize the client-server model, where users (clients) 

connect to the main servers of the developers to use the virtual worlds. In this type of virtual 

world architecture, can virtual items be considered as fixed works? If so, are they fixed on 

clients’ PCs or developers’ servers? These discussions help us understand whether virtual items, 

created by WoW and Second Life users, can be copyrightable works.   

 

4.2. Categories of Works Created in WoW and Second Life: A 

Work Inside a Work Inside a Work? 

A work, which consists of many works, which consist of many other works: This may be one 

way to describe virtual worlds from copyright’s point of view. It is difficult to define virtual 

worlds under a single category such as artistic or literary works. This situation troubled courts 
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since 1980s both in common and civil law jurisdictions, particularly within the scope of video 

games. Video games per se have been categorized as films, audiovisual works, multimedia 

works, or denied protection, in different countries and by different courts.332 The fact that they 

are complex works with an underlying source code and heavy audiovisual elements makes 

copyright protection of video games still a controversial issue today. While some argue that 

video games should be protected as audiovisual works because they consist of a “series of 

related images”,333 others argue that video games per se should not be subject to copyright 

protection. For example, Boyden states that games per se are uncopyrightable systems. Even 

though their constituent elements, such as code, graphics, and plots, are copyrightable; they 

“have an uncopyrightable core: the actual play of the game”334.  

 

From this perspective, categorizing virtual worlds as audiovisual works is controversial. In 

basic video games, interactivity of users is limited compared to today’s virtual worlds. Unlike 

most video games ascribing users a single goal to achieve, the scope of virtual worlds is wider. 

In virtual worlds, users are usually not given a single objective. Even if they are, they have 

countless ways of achieving that objective. In other words, in virtual worlds, users do not have 

to play the role of a protagonist of a story, which is already written by the game developer. 

Even in the earliest virtual worlds such as Habitat,335 developers were not in control of how 

 
332 Julian Stein, ‘The Legal Nature of Video Games - Adapting Copyright Law to Multimedia’, Press Start, 2 
(2015), 43–55 (pp. 50–53). 
333 For example, the US District Court for the District of Nebraska stated that “[t]he [US Copyright Act] defines 
audiovisual works as "works that consist of a series of related images which are intrinsically intended to be shown 
by the use of machines or devices such as projectors, viewers, or electronic equipment, together with 
accompanying sounds, if any, regardless of the nature of the material objects, such as films or tapes, in which the 
works are embodied." […] The subject matter of the plaintiff's copyrights are the games' visual displays and 
accompanying sound effects. The games' visual displays are a series of related images. These images are 
intrinsically intended to be projected on a cathode ray tube by means of electronic equipment. These characteristics 
of the plaintiff's games clearly establish that the plaintiff's works are copyrightable audiovisual works”. See 
Midway Mfg Co. v. Dirkschneider, 543 F. Supp. 466, 479-80 (D. Neb. 1981). 
334 Bruce E. Boyden, ‘Games and Other Uncopyrightable Systems’, George Mason Law Review, 18 (2011), 439–
80 (p. 479). 
335 See Chapter 2. 
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their virtual worlds were going to be experienced by users. Recalling the words of Habitat’s 

developers, “[t]he more people we involved in something, the less in control we were. We could 

influence things, we could set up interesting situations, we could provide opportunities for 

things to happen, but we could not dictate the outcome.”336 It can be argued that the less users 

interact with the video game, the more it can be considered as a “series of related images” pre-

designated by the developer. The more opportunities users have in interacting with the video 

game, the more diverse series of images can be created as a result. Consequently, the less likely 

the video game per se is protected as a single audiovisual work. Hence, considering the 

complexity of interaction in today’s virtual worlds, virtual worlds are far from being a “series 

of related images” designated by the developer. Virtual worlds are partially shaped by its users 

and users may have a role in constructing these “series of related images” in virtual worlds.  

 

Nevertheless, the individual elements that make up the virtual world could be protected as 

literary or artistic works. Virtual worlds, like most video games, consist of different individual 

elements. These elements might be related to audio (music, sounds), video (moving and static 

images), texts, and source code. If these elements meet the requirements of copyright 

(originality, and where necessary, fixation), then they could be protected as works. As a WIPO 

study suggests, while video games per se might not be protected as audiovisual works in each 

jurisdiction, “it is irrefutable that the individual elements included in video games can deserve 

independent copyright protection”337. The CJEU also holds that elements of video games can 

be protected by copyright. In Nintendo v PC Box,338 the CJEU stated that video games are 

 
336 Morningstar and Farmer. 
337 Andy Ramos and others, ‘The Legal Status of Video Games: Comparative Analysis in National Approaches’ 
(WIPO, 2013), pp. 8, 9 
<http://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/copyright/en/activities/pdf/comparative_analysis_on_video_games.pdf>
. 
338 Nintendo Co. Ltd, Nintendo of America Inc., Nintendo of Europe GmbH v PC Box Srl, 9Net Srl (Case C‑355/12), 
2014.  
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complex matters, which do not only consist of a computer program but also audio-visual 

elements, which, together with the entire work, are protected by copyright.339  

 

In a typical video game and in most GOVWs, these individual elements, including the virtual 

items, are created by the developer as a part of the video game or the virtual world. Here, the 

developer is usually the sole creator of the game’s elements, which can be individually 

protected as literary or artistic work. In contrast, non-GOWVs such as Second Life can be used 

as platforms to create literary, artistic or musical works by users if they are provided with 

necessary means and tools to create such works. A user can create architectural plans or 

compose music in the virtual world if the world provides users with tools and means at the level 

of architectural design software such as Autodesk’s AutoCAD or at the level of music 

production software such as Propellerhead’s Reason.340  

 

The question we pose for video games or virtual worlds can be asked for virtual items: Are 

virtual items audiovisual works or are they a sum of different individual elements, which might 

be copyrightable as literary or artistic works individually? Virtual items themselves may 

encompass different sub-elements and this becomes particularly visible in Second Life where 

users can create complex virtual items. Considering the example of the yacht sold in Second 

Life Marketplace, a seemingly single virtual item may include elements such as pools, tables, 

 
339 Nintendo Co. Ltd, Nintendo of America Inc., Nintendo of Europe GmbH v. PC Box Srl, 9Net Srl (Case 
C‑355/12), 2014 at para. 23.  
340 Here, AutoCAD and Reason are given only as examples to design and music production software. A virtual 
world does not necessarily have to provide tools and means at the level of complexity of these software. Also, it 
is important to note here that the works created by users do not have to be or relate to virtual items. For example, 
as long as the virtual world permits users to write something in literary form, the user can write a poem in the 
virtual world. As the Berne Convention prohibits introduction of formalities as a requirement for copyright 
protection, a work is protected by copyright as soon as it is created. See Berne Convention art. 5(2). In this regard, 
a user can create a copyrightable work, a poem, by using the virtual world merely as a platform. However, a poem 
is not regarded as a virtual item within the scope of the definition this thesis embraces. For more information on 
the definition, see Chapter 2.  
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and even a piano together with songs that can be played with this piano.341 Within this context, 

individual elements of virtual items may deserve copyright protection, considering they meet 

the requirements of copyright. These individual elements might belong to different categories 

of works.342 For example, the design of the piano inside the yacht might be protected as a 

pictorial / graphic work and the songs that are played with the piano might be protected as 

musical works. Furthermore, the program written using the Linden Scripting Language, which 

designates how the table and seats behave when interacted with, might be protected as a literary 

work.343  

 

This view is also upheld by the CJEU. In Infopaq I344, the Court stated that elements of works 

can be covered by copyright protection if they, considered in isolation, meet the test of 

originality i.e. if they are intellectual creations of the author.345 However, there can also be a 

scenario where a developer does not wish the virtual items in her virtual world to be protected 

under copyright laws individually. She may claim that the virtual item is dependent on her 

virtual world and that it cannot exist outside the realm of this virtual world independently. In a 

similar vein, the Canadian Federal Court of Appeal discussed whether some judicial decisions 

are works themselves or only constitute a part of the judicial decisions volume in which they 

appear (which itself is one single work). The Court stated; 

 
341 See Figure 15 in Chapter 3. 
342 Here, we do not draw a conclusion that virtual items (or elements of virtual items) in WoW or Second Life can 
be copyrightable. The discussion of whether virtual items in WoW and Second Life are copyrightable is presented 
in the following sections where the requirements of originality and fixation are discussed. 
343 Besides rights and relevant works regulated in the International Convention for the Protection of Performers, 
Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations (Rome Convention) and other neighboring rights and 
relevant works regulated in national laws, works can be broadly categorized in two groups: literary and artistic 
works. This broad categorization is followed in the Berne Convention. National laws may further sub-categorize 
literary and artistic works. For example, US Copyright Act does not use the term “artistic works” but further uses 
sub-categorizes such as pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works. See Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC 
§ 102(a). Similarly, UK Copyright Act categorizes literary and artistic works as literary, dramatic, musical, and 
artistic works. See Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, art. 1(a). Therefore, the name of the specific category 
that the element of the virtual item belongs to might vary between different jurisdictions.  
344 Infopaq International v. Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-5/08), 2009.  
345 Infopaq International v. Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-5/08), 2009 at paras. 45-47. 
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“If a production is distinctive and reasonably able to stand alone, then it may 
be deemed a work in itself rather than a part of another work. However, if a 
production is dependent upon surrounding materials such that it is rendered 
meaningless or its utility largely disappears when taken apart from the 
context in which it is disseminated, then that component will instead be 
merely a part of a work.”346 

 

The Court highlighted that a work’s copyrightability should be determined in accordance with 

its independency. Is the work able to stand alone on its own or is it only meaningful as a part 

of another context? In the context of virtual worlds, the virtual world developer would have to 

prove that the virtual world is an audiovisual work, and that the virtual items are just a part of 

this work. However, labelling a virtual world, which is far more interactive than a video game, 

as a single work with everything in it is more controversial than categorizing a video game as 

a single work. Besides, such a claim by the virtual world developer might put the individual 

elements on her virtual world at risk of being copied by others. The individual elements would 

most likely constitute a very small part of the whole virtual item. In a scenario where another 

game developer copies these individual elements, the new game would hardly be “substantially 

similar”347 to the original virtual world as a whole. As copying should “[go] so far as to 

constitute improper appropriation”348, and “[s]light or trivial similarities are not sufficient to 

find substantial similarity”349; copying a small part of the virtual world to the new game would 

unlikely result in the new game to be substantially similar to the virtual world as a whole, and 

seen by courts as an infringement.350 

 
346 CCH Canadian Ltd v. Law Society of Upper Canada [2002] 4 FC 213 (CA) at 260 (para. 66).  
347 For more information on substantial similarity, see Jarrod M. Mohler, ‘Toward a Better Understanding of 
Substantial Similarity in Copyright Infringement Cases’, University of Cincinnati Law Review, 68 (2000), 971–
94; Jeannette Rene Busek, ‘Copyright Infringement: A Proposal for a New Standard for Substantial Similarity 
Based on the Degree of Possible Expressive Variation’, UCLA Law Review, 45 (1998), 1777–1803. 
348 Arnstein v. Porter, 154 F.2d 464, 468 (2d. Cir. 1946). 
349 Mohler, p. 979.  
350 See UK Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988. Art. 16(3) of the Act states that “[r]eferences in [ Part 1] to 
the doing of an act restricted by the copyright in a work are to the doing of it in relation to the work as a whole or 
any substantial part of it (emphasis added). While “[copying] a substantial part depends much more on the quality 
than on the quantity of what […] has taken” (See Ladbroke (Football) Ltd. v. William Hill (Football) Ltd., [1964] 
1 W.L.R. 273 at 276), copying a single virtual item would still not be considered as substantial unless it is an 
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However, this does not mean that all virtual items or all individual elements of a virtual item 

are “distinctive and reasonably able to stand alone”351. A virtual item or its individual elements 

might as well be “dependent upon surrounding materials”352 and only constitute a part of another 

work. In this regard, a specific case-by-case analysis is needed to understand whether a virtual 

item or its individual elements can pass the requirements of copyright; in other words, to 

determine whether a work (the sub-element of a virtual item) inside a work (the virtual item) 

inside a work (the virtual world) can exist. 

 

4.3. The Requirement of Originality 

Originality is the fundamental requirement for copyright protection both in common and civil 

law jurisdictions. While a fundamental requirement, originality is termed and conceived 

differently in common and civil law systems. Civil law system generally follows the authors’ 

rights (droit d’auteur) tradition.353 According to droit d’auteur concept of copyright, the author 

must be protected because she created a work, which is her intellectual creation, and, as a 

consequence, the work is bound to her individuality. In contrast, common law system, 

especially the old and traditional US and UK jurisdictions, generally follow(ed) a society-

centric copyright approach. Accordingly, the author’s works must be protected so that there 

will be an incentive to create more work for the public.354  

 

 
important element of the virtual world. However, the CJEU did not establish a test of substantial similarity in 
Infopaq.   
351 CCH Canadian Ltd v. Law Society of Upper Canada [2002] 4 FC 213 (CA) at 260 (para. 66). 
352 CCH Canadian Ltd v. Law Society of Upper Canada [2002] 4 FC 213 (CA) at 260 (para. 66). 
353 Balancing Copyright - A Survey of National Approaches, ed. by Reto M. Hilty and Sylvie Nerisson, MPI Studies 
on Intellectual Property and Competition Law (Heidelberg: Springer, 2012), XVIII, p. 4. 
354 For a comparison of US and French concepts of copyright, see Jane C. Ginsburg, ‘A Tale of Two Copyrights: 
Literary Property in Revolutionary France and America’, Tulane Law Review, 64 (1990), 991–1031. 
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This copyright tradition can be observed even in the earliest copyright acts and legislations. In 

Statute of Anne (1710), known as the first copyright statue in the UK, one of the justifications 

of copyright is “the encouragement of learned men to compose and write useful books”355. 

Similarly, the United States Constitution, in 1787, gave the Congress the power “[t]o promote 

the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors 

the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries”356. The justifications of both 

cases are aimed at encouraging the production of more works and indicate a society-centric 

approach. The traditional approaches of copyright have been altered in the US, the UK and the 

Continental European countries especially through case law and the EU directives. The 

Supreme Court’s Feist357 decision in the US, the enactment of the harmonizing copyright 

directives in the EU and the important CJEU decisions, which started with Infopaq I358 and put 

an end to the originality discussions, especially in the UK, with Football Dataco359 brought 

common and civil law approaches together. Despite their differences, these developments have 

put forward a mid-range approach to originality. Today, neither the US nor the UK or the 

Continental European countries follow a totally author-centric or society-centric approach. 

Although the US and the EU are no longer representatives of two opposite approaches in terms 

of originality, the requirements of originality in these regimes are still different and need 

particular attention. 

 

 

 

 

 
355 8 Anne c. 19 (1710). 
356 U.S. Const. art. 1, § 8, cl. 8. 
357 Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340 (1991). 
358 Infopaq International v. Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-5/08), 2009.  
359 Football Dataco Ltd and others v Yahoo! UK Ltd and others (Case C-604/10), 2012.  
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4.3.1. US Concept of Originality 
 

Before the Supreme Court unified the originality standard in the US with Feist360 in 1991, it 

was possible to find diverse evaluations of originality even within the same timeframe 

throughout the US. Pre-Feist, Courts of Appeals for some Circuits followed the “sweat of the 

brow” doctrine, a relatively more society-centric approach; whereas Courts of Appeals for other 

Circuits followed “creative selection” theory, a relatively more author-centric approach.361 

Accordingly, courts that adhered to the “sweat of the brow” doctrine required the author’s 

“effort”362, while courts that followed the “creative selection” theory looked for author’s 

original input363 in deciding whether a work is copyrightable.    

 

US Supreme Court’s Feist decision ended this duality by siding with the author-centric 

approach, bringing the US concept of originality closer to the traditional civil law concept.364 

In Feist, the Supreme Court decided that Rural Telephone Service Company’s telephone 

 
360 Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340 (1991). 
361 Tracy Lea Meade, ‘Ex-Post Feist: Applications of a Landmark Copyright Decision’, Journal of Intellectual 
Property Law, 2 (1994), 245–78 (p. 247). 
362 For example, see Schroeder v. William Morrow & Co., 566 F.2d 3, 198 U.S.P.Q. 143 (7th Cir. 1977). The Court 
stated that “[t]he validity of plaintiffs' copyright is not disputed […] the bulk of the compilations in plaintiffs' 
directory were made with substantial independent effort and not by merely copying from other sources”. Also see 
Meade, p. 247. 
363 For example, see Cooling Systems and Flexibles, Inc. v. Stuart Radiator, 777 F.2d 485, 228 U.S.P.Q. 275 (9th 
Cir. 1985). The Court stated that “[a]n author can claim to "own" only an original manner of expressing ideas or 
an original arrangement of facts”. Also see Meade, p. 247. 
364 There are earlier US Supreme Court decisions where the concept of originality is discussed. Originality became 
an important issue especially with the invention of photography and the Supreme Court discussed the concept with 
regards to photographs. For example, see Burrow-Giles Lithographic Company v. Sarony, 111 U.S. 53 (1884). In 
the decision, the Supreme Court stated that “literary productions of […] authors […] include all forms of writing, 
printing, engravings, etchings, etc., by which the ideas in the mind of the author are given visible expression” 
(emphasis added). See Burrow-Giles Lithographic Company v. Sarony, 111 U.S. 53, 58 (1884). The Supreme 
Court found the photograph in question to be copyrightable because it is “an original work of art, the product of 
plaintiff's intellectual invention” (emphasis added). See Burrow-Giles Lithographic Company v. Sarony, 111 U.S. 
53, 60 (1884). Similarly, in Bleistein v. Donaldson Lithographing Co., 188 U.S. 239 (1903), the Supreme Court 
stated that a work “is the personal reaction of an individual upon nature. Personality always contains something 
unique. It expresses its singularity even in handwriting, and a very modest grade of art has in it something 
irreducible which is one man's alone. That something he may copyright” (emphasis added). See Bleistein v. 
Donaldson Lithographing Co., 188 U.S. 239, 250 (1903). However, these decisions did not establish a uniformity 
among lower courts with regards to the concept of originality. Courts of Appeals in various Circuits nevertheless 
followed the “sweat of the brow” doctrine, especially for compilations. See Meade, pp. 245, 247.  
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directory cannot be copyrightable because it lacks “creativity”. Apart from stating, as 

mentioned in the introduction, that originality is the “sine qua non of copyright”365 and that it 

is “a constitutionally mandated prerequisite for copyright protection”366, the Court explained 

originality in precise words: “[o]riginal, as the term is used in copyright, means only that the 

work was independently created by the author (as opposed to copied from other works), and 

that it possesses at least some minimal degree of creativity.”367 Thus, according to Feist’s two-

part test, virtual items in WoW and Second Life need to be (1) independently created by their 

authors368 and (2) possess a minimal degree of creativity in order to be copyrightable in the US.  

 

In Feist, the Supreme Court stated that being “independently created” means “[not] copied from 

other works”369. First, this requirement is closely related to the creation process of the work 

rather than the end product. As the Court in Feist states, “[o]riginality does not signify novelty; 

a work may be original even though it closely resembles other works, so long as the similarity 

is fortuitous, not the result of copying. To illustrate, assume that two poets, each ignorant of the 

other, compose identical poems. Neither work is novel, yet both are original and, hence, 

copyrightable.”370 In other words, novelty is not equal to originality. Second, the requirement 

should be evaluated together with the fact that copyright protects the expression of ideas. In this 

regard, Parchomovsky and Stein’s explanation that “[o]riginality subsists in independently 

created expressive elements”371 is insightful. One cannot create an independent work without 

creating an independent expression of her ideas.  

 

 
365 Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 345 (1991). 
366 Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 351 (1991). 
367 Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 345 (1991). 
368 It is important to note here that since this chapter is concerned with users’ rights on virtual items, the term 
author refers to the user.  
369 Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 345 (1991). 
370 Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 345-46 (1991). 
371 Gideon Parchomovsky and Alex Stein, ‘Originality’, Virginia Law Review, 95 (2009), 1505–50 (p. 1516). 
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Examining virtual items in WoW, it is hard to conclude that they are created independently by 

users. As stated in Chapter 3, all virtual items that users can create in WoW are pre-designed 

by Blizzard. Users have no say on the shape, features or any other attribute of the virtual item 

they create. They can only recreate an exact copy of a virtual item that is created by Blizzard. 

This is different than “copying” the nature by creating an original work. For the US jurisdiction, 

“the original” refers to “the nature” as we know it. In this regard, an original work can be created 

by “copying” the nature (for example, by painting the scenes of nature); however, copying the 

“copy” (for example, copying the painting), would evaluated to be unoriginal. This is explained 

in detail in Bleistein, where the US Supreme Court decided whether mere advertisement posters 

can be protected by copyright. The Court specified that everyone is free to “copy” the nature 

by methods such as drawing but they cannot copy another work; 

“But even if they had been drawn from the life, that fact would not deprive 
them of protection. The opposite proposition would mean that a portrait by 
Velasquez or Whistler was common property because others might try their 
hand on the same face. Others are free to copy the original. They are not free 
to copy the copy. The copy is the personal reaction of an individual upon 
nature. Personality always contains something unique. It expresses its 
singularity even in handwriting, and a very modest grade of art has in it 
something irreducible which is one man's alone. That something he may 
copyright unless there is a restriction in the words of the act.”372 (emphasis 
added, citations omitted) 

 

Virtual items created by users in WoW do not contain anything “unique” about the user, and 

there is nothing “irreducible which is [the user’s] alone”. They are copies of copies. Virtual 

items in WoW fail the first test of originality. They are not independently created by users. 

 

In contrast, virtual items in Second Life are diverse and so are their creation processes. As stated 

in Chapter 3, with a few exceptions, all virtual items in Second Life are created by users. Virtual 

items created by users in Second Life are not copied from Linden’s works as there is almost no 

 
372 Bleistein v. Donaldson Lithographing Co., 188 U.S. 239, 249-250 (1903). 
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previous work created by Linden. However, it should be noted that virtual item creation process 

for Second Life can take place outside of the sphere of Second Life. Many complex third-party 

programs can be used to create virtual items, which can then be uploaded to Second Life. In 

Second Life, users have the ability to create virtual items from scratch. In other words, these 

virtual items do not have to be “copied from other works”. Indeed, not all works in Second Life 

have to be “copies of nature”. They can as well be copies of other copies (other previous works) 

and might fail the test of independent creation. The important distinction between WoW and 

Second Life is that while users’ virtual items in Second Life can pass the first test of originality 

if they are not copied from a previous work, WoW users’ virtual items can never pass the first 

test of originality because Blizzard does not give WoW users the ability to create any virtual 

item which is not already pre-created by Blizzard.  

 

Evaluating virtual items in WoW and Second Life within the scope of the second test of 

originality, possessing a minimal degree of creativity, might be more complicated. The degree 

of creativity sought in works is minimal. As long as some creativity, however small, exists in a 

work, the work will pass the second test of originality. As explained by the Supreme Court in 

Feist, “the requisite level of creativity is extremely low; even a slight amount will suffice. The 

vast majority of works make the grade quite easily, as they possess some creative spark, "no 

matter how crude, humble or obvious" it might be”373. Then, can virtual items in WoW and 

Second Life meet the requirement of modicum of creativity?  

 

At this point, it is important to recall that a work needs to pass both the first and second tests of 

originality to be protected by copyright. As WoW users merely copy the copy without any user 

input, it might be argued that there is no room for user creativity and the user-created works 

 
373 Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 345 (1991). 
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will inevitably fail the second test of originality. However, a detailed discussion of the ways in 

which user-created works in WoW fail the second test of originality yields a detailed picture of 

virtual item creation processes of WoW.  As explained in Chapter 3, users can create virtual 

items in WoW by increasing the skill level of their characters to the required level, gathering 

the required materials, and pressing the “create” button (Figures 18, 19). 

 

Figure 18: A user, who has the required materials 

(elementium bar and volatile water) can create 

Ornate Pyrium Bracers by clicking on the “Create” 

button.374 

 

 
374 Image taken from YouTube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_7KOfXd1b0 
(http://i.ytimg.com/vi/Z_7KOfXd1b0/maxresdefault.jpg)  
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Figure 19: Ornate Pyrium Bracers375 

Ornate Pyrium Bracers Features376 

Item Level 339 

Binds when equipped 

Wrist Plate 

35 Armor 

+17 Intellect 

+25 Stamina 

+11 Critical Strike  

+11 PvP Resilience  

Durability 50 / 50 

Requires Level 85 

 

Design and features of the Ornate Pyrium Bracers, created by users by clicking on the “Create” 

button, are already determined by Blizzard. In this case, can virtual items, which are created by 

a single “create” button, and are pre-designed by Blizzard, be considered to feature some 

creativity of users? The mere simplicity of the creation process, clicking the create button, may 

not be enough to declare that virtual items fail the second test of originality. After all, there are 

types of works which are created with the push of a single button: photographs377. Photographs 

 
375 Image taken from: http://www.wowdb.com/items/55079-ornate-pyrium-bracers#model-viewer (using “View 
in 3D” function). 
376 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘World of Warcraft - Game Guide - Items - Armor - Plate - Wrist - Ornate Pyrium 
Bracers’ <http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/item/55079>. 
377 There are District Court decisions in the US where photographs have been found to lack originality. For 
example, see Oriental Art Printing, Inc. v. Goldstar Printing Corp., 175 F. Supp. 2d 542 (S.D.N.Y. 2001). The 
Court decided that the relevant photographs lack originality because of their utilitarian purpose: “it is clear that the 
photographs at issue were not designed with creativity or art in mind. Rather, plaintiffs' photographs serve a purely 
utilitarian purpose: to identify for restaurant customers those dishes on a take-out menu, such that the customers 
may achieve a better understanding of what a particular dish contains. Thus, the Court concludes that plaintiffs' 
photographs lack the originality to be copyrightable”. See Oriental Art Printing, Inc. v. Goldstar Printing Corp., 
175 F. Supp. 2d 542, 547 (S.D.N.Y. 2001). Yet, linking copyright protection to purpose of works is against 
previous US Supreme Court decisions. For example, see Bleistein v. Donaldson Lithographing Co., 188 U.S. 239, 
251 (1903), where it is stated that “[a] picture is nonetheless a picture, and nonetheless a subject of copyright, that 
it is used for an advertisement.” For more information, see Edward Lee, ‘Digital Originality’, Vanderbilt Journal 
of Entertainment and Technology Law, 14 (2012), 919–57 (p. 929). 
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are considered to have a modicum of creativity even if they are taken by push of a button. 

However, in almost all photographs, photographer makes choices – big or small, innovative or 

traditional – which are reflected in the photographs. As stated in Eastern America Trio Prods., 

Inc. v. Tang Elec. Corp., “[t]he necessary originality for a photograph may be founded upon, 

among other things, the photographer's choice of subject matter, angle of photograph, lighting, 

determination of the precise time when the photograph is to be taken, the kind of camera, the 

kind of film, the kind of lens, and the area in which the pictures are taken.”378 Therefore, “no 

photograph, however simple, can be unaffected by the personal influence of the author”379. 

Consequently, while photographs are taken with the push of a button, the choices made by the 

photographer before pushing that button is considered enough to meet the second requirement 

of originality. However, in WoW, the choices made by users before creating a virtual item, such 

as deciding which virtual item to create, when and where to create it, are not choices related to 

creativity. Rather, they are choices related to the user’s game strategy. In other words, users’ 

choices are not reflected upon the end product, the virtual item. Virtual items are pre-created 

by Blizzard and do not contain users’ “personal influence”. Virtual items in WoW fail the 

second test of originality, the necessity to contain a “modicum of creativity”.  

 

As for Second Life, similar to the first test of originality, the diversity in the virtual item creation 

process requires a case-by-case analysis in order to decide whether virtual items pass the second 

test of originality. This analysis should be evaluated with regards to users’ creative choices 

reflected upon them. Feist affirmed that one can have copyright only on the elements of work 

that pass the tests of originality: “copyright protection may extend only to those components of 

a work that are original to the author”380. Accordingly, a user’s copyright on a virtual item may 

 
378 Eastern America Trio Prods., Inc. v. Tang Elec. Corp., 97 F. Supp. 2d 395, 417 (S.D.N.Y. 2000). 
379 Jewelers’ Circular Publishing Co. v. Keystone Publishing Co., 274 F 932, 934 (S.D.N.Y. 1921). 
380 Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 348 (1991). 
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be thin or broad, depending on the level of her input and creative choices. While the issue at 

hand in Feist was compilations, the logic of the Court can be applied to the majority of works. 

In a scenario where a Second Life user creates a basic white box by only selecting its 

dimensions,381 it would be hard to claim that user has copyright on the virtual item since the 

user barely added anything original. 

 

 

Figure 20: A white box created in Second Life 

 

Going a step further, in a scenario where the user has created a textured box382 that passes the 

test of originality, she could have a copyright on the end-product. Nevertheless, this would be 

a thin copyright, meaning that the user could prevent others from copying her work (the textured 

box), but only an exact or similar copy of her work. In other words, the user could not prevent 

others to create boxes with different textures. Copyright could extent to the shape of the box 

 
381 See Figure 20. 
382 See Figure 21. 
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only if the user would create an original shape rather than choosing a generic box shape from a 

menu.  

 

Figure 21: A textured box created in Second Life383 

 

Virtual items in Second Life, which are created by users and not copied from other works, 

would pass the second test of originality, except the ones “in which the creative spark is utterly 

lacking or so trivial as to be virtually nonexistent”384. A shape of box selected from in-world 

building tools of Second Life, or any other simple and pre-created shape selected from another 

third-party software that is used to create virtual items for Second Life would not possess a 

minimal degree of creativity, thus fail the second test of originality. In the box example, if a 

user only chooses the measurements of height, width and depth of a box, and applies a color on 

it by selecting a color from a virtual palette, the resulting virtual item could hardly receive any 

copyright protection.  

 
383 While I used this texture to make an example of a user-created texture, this texture comes preloaded with Second 
Life and I did not create this texture. 
384 Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 359 (1991). 
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There are two important court decisions, which are valuable in further analyzing the minimum 

requirement of creativity. In Darden385, deciding on the copyrightability of a map, Fourth 

Circuit decided that “[a]dditions to the preexisting maps such as color, shading, and labels using 

standard fonts and shapes fall within the narrow category of works that lack even a minimum 

level of creativity”386. Yet, in Mason387, Fifth Circuit decided that Mason had copyright on the 

maps he created even though he based his work on pre-existing maps published by the United 

States Geological Survey. Mason’s maps, which “pictorially portray the location, size, and 

shape of surveys, land grants, tracts, and various topographical features within the county”388, 

“pass muster under Feist because Masons' selection, coordination, and arrangement of the 

information that he depicted are sufficiently creative to qualify his maps as original”389. In 

Darden, Fourth Circuit mentioned the differences between the maps in their case (Darden) and 

the maps in the Mason case, and stated that “Mason, unlike this case, involved the addition of 

more than simple colors and labels to a preexisting map”390. The main difference between the 

maps in Darden and the maps in Mason is the creative choices of the author.  

 

This difference can also be found in user-created items in WoW and Second Life. As seen in 

Chapter 3, WoW users can customize virtual items, even though they are pre-created by 

Blizzard. However, even the customization options are pre-designated by Blizzard. Just like the 

map in Darden, users’ customizations in WoW are only standardized additions to pre-existing 

works. Thus, they “fall within the narrow category of works that lack even a minimum level of 

 
385 Darden v. Peters, 488 F.3d 277 (4th Cir. 2007). 
386 Darden v. Peters, 488 F.3d 277, 287 (4th Cir. 2007). 
387 Mason v. Montgomery Data, Inc., 967 F.2d 135 (5th Cir. 1992). 
388 Mason v. Montgomery Data, Inc., 967 F.2d 135, 136 (5th Cir. 1992). 
389 Mason v. Montgomery Data, Inc., 967 F.2d 135, 141 (5th Cir. 1992). 
390 Darden v. Peters, 488 F.3d 277, 287 (4th Cir. 2007).  
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creativity”391. In contrast, in Second Life, users are given the opportunity to create virtual items 

from scratch and have almost unlimited options for customizations. They can move beyond 

selecting a box shape from the menu and a color from the palette, which, similar to virtual item 

customization in WoW, would lack the minimum level of user creativity. Yet, as an example, 

they can also add a texture, which they create from scratch, on to the box. These original 

additions resemble the creative arrangements of Mason. Users in Second Life can create, 

arrange, and customize virtual items in a way that reflects their own creativity. 

 

4.3.2. EU Concept of Originality 

Copyright protection, and consequently originality (or at least the philosophy of originality), 

have been harmonized in the EU for three main groups of works: computer programs, 

photographs, and databases.392 The directives that harmonize these categories of works393 in the 

EU use a similar language regulating copyright protection. Directive 2009/24/EC of the 

European Parliament and of the Council on the legal protection of computer programs 

(Computer Programs Directive) states that “[a] computer program shall be protected if it is 

original in the sense that it is the author's own intellectual creation. No other criteria shall be 

applied to determine its eligibility for protection”394 (emphasis added). Similarly, the directive 

that harmonizes copyright protection on databases, Directive 96/9/EC of the European 

Parliament and of the Council on the legal protection of databases (Database Directive), states 

that “databases which, by reason of the selection or arrangement of their contents, constitute 

the author's own intellectual creation shall be protected as such by copyright. No other criteria 

 
391 Darden v. Peters, 488 F.3d 277, 287 (4th Cir. 2007).  
392 As of January 2019. 
393 Directive 2009/24/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the legal protection of computer 
programs (Computer Programs Directive), Directive 2006/116/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council 
on the term of protection of copyright and certain related rights (Copyright Term Directive), and Directive 96/9/EC 
of the European Parliament and of the Council on the legal protection of databases (Database Directive). 
394 Computer Programs Directive, art. 1(3).  
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shall be applied to determine their eligibility for that protection”395 (emphasis added). Lastly, 

Directive 2006/116/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the term of protection 

of copyright and certain related rights (Copyright Term Directive) states that “[p]hotographs 

which are original in the sense that they are the author's own intellectual creation shall be 

protected in accordance with Article 1. No other criteria shall be applied to determine their 

eligibility for protection”396 (emphasis added). All three directives agree on the fact that an 

original work should be its author’s own intellectual creation. However, with Recital 17, 

Copyright Term Directive specifies that “[a] photographic work within the meaning of the 

Berne Convention is to be considered original if it is the author's own intellectual creation 

reflecting his personality, no other criteria such as merit or purpose being taken into account” 

(emphasis added). This differentiation, the emphasis on the reflection of author’s personality, 

led some authors to argue that two different standards of originality exist in EU directives: one 

for databases and software, and another for photographs, the latter setting a higher standard.397  

 

In 2009, in Infopaq I, the CJEU specified that “the author’s own intellectual creation” 

requirement applies to the protection of all works under Article 2(a) of the InfoSoc Directive, 

expanding this originality requirement, which had been limited to the protection of works under 

the Computer Programs Directive, the Database Directive, and the Copyright Term Directive. 

The CJEU elaborated on this requirement with subsequent decisions such as Bezpecnostni 

Softwarova Asociace398, FAPL399, Painer400, and Football Dataco401. First, in Infopaq I, while 

 
395 Database Directive, art. 3(1).  
396 Copyright Term Directive, art. 6.  
397 For example, see Elizabeth F. Judge and Daniel J. Gervais, ‘Of Silos and Constellations: Comparing Notions 
of Originality in Copyright Law’, Cardozo Arts & Entertainment Law Journal, 27 (2009), 375–408 (p. 387).  
398 Bezpecnostni Softwarova Asociace – Svaz Softwarove Ochrany v. Ministerstvo Kultury (Case C-393/09), 2011. 
399 Football Association Premier League Ltd. et al. v. QC Leisure et al. and Karen Murphy v. Media Protection 
Services Ltd. (Joined Cases C-403/08 and C-429/08), 2011. 
400 Painer v. Standard Verlags GmbH, Axel Springer AG, Suddeutsche Zeitung GmbH, Spiegel-Verlag Rudolf 
Augstein GmbH & Co KG, Verlag M. DuMont Schauberg Expedition der Kolnischen Zeitung GmbH & Co KG 
(Case C-145/10), 2012.  
401 Football Dataco Ltd and others v Yahoo! UK Ltd and others (Case C-604/10), 2012.  
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discussing whether an 11-word extract of a copyrighted newspaper article constitutes a 

reproduction, the Court discussed the meaning of intellectual creation as follows: 

“Regarding the elements of [newspaper articles] covered by the protection, 
it should be observed that they consist of words which, considered in 
isolation, are not as such an intellectual creation of the author who employs 
them. It is only through the choice, sequence and combination of those words 
that the author may express his creativity in an original manner and achieve 
a result which is an intellectual creation”402 (emphasis added).  

 

According to the Court, the author should “express his creativity in an original matter” to 

produce an “intellectual creation”, and this originality lies in the author’s specific choices. After 

Infopaq I, the Court once again discussed originality in Bezpecnostni Softwarova Asociace, this 

time within the scope of the Computer Programs Directive. The Court ruled that in case where 

technical functions dictate expressions of certain parts of a graphic user interface, then those 

“components of a graphic user interface do not permit the author to express his creativity in an 

original manner and achieve a result which is an intellectual creation of that author”403 

(emphasis added). In other words, choices driven by technical necessities that obliges the author 

to produce a work in a certain manner do not reflect author’s personality or creativity. The 

CJEU also discussed originality within the scope of the Copyright Term Directive in Painer 

when it discussed whether portrait photographs can be used by the press. The Court ruled that 

“an intellectual creation is an author’s own if it reflects the author’s personality”404, and a work 

could reflect the author’s personality “if the author was able to express his creative abilities in 

the production of the work by making free and creative choices”405. By making these choices, 

 
402 Infopaq International v. Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-5/08), 2009 at para. 45. 
403 Bezpecnostni Softwarova Asociace – Svaz Softwarove Ochrany v. Ministerstvo Kultury (Case C-393/09), 2011 
at para. 50. 
404 Painer v. Standard Verlags GmbH, Axel Springer AG, Suddeutsche Zeitung GmbH, Spiegel-Verlag Rudolf 
Augstein GmbH & Co KG, Verlag M. DuMont Schauberg Expedition der Kolnischen Zeitung GmbH & Co KG 
(Case C-145/10), 2012 at para. 88. 
405 Painer v. Standard Verlags GmbH, Axel Springer AG, Suddeutsche Zeitung GmbH, Spiegel-Verlag Rudolf 
Augstein GmbH & Co KG, Verlag M. DuMont Schauberg Expedition der Kolnischen Zeitung GmbH & Co KG 
(Case C-145/10), 2012 at para. 89. 
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the Court ruled, “the author of a portrait photograph can stamp the work created with his 

‘personal touch’”406.  

 

It is argued that this new EU standard of originality, “the author’s own intellectual creation” 

criteria, seeks to unite the traditional British concept of originality and the traditional civil law 

concept of originality. Margoni claims that the selection of the words reflects this effort. The 

first part of this phrase, “author’s own”, emphasizing the need for the work to be originated 

from the author, represents traditional British and Irish understanding of originality. The latter 

part, “intellectual creation”, echoes Continental European understanding of originality.407 

Indeed, historically, civil law tradition emphasizes the fact that the work should reflect the 

personality of the author.  For example, the French Intellectual Property Code, Code de la 

Propriété Intellectuelle, specifies that a work, in order to be protected, should be a “work of the 

mind”408. Similarly, the Italian Copyright Act states that “works of mind having a creative 

character […] shall be protected in accordance with this Law”409. The reference to the “author” 

and her “mind” can also be historically traced in case law in Continental Europe. French courts 

sought for creative choices of the author even for compilations, and the French Supreme Court 

ruled that labor itself was not enough for copyright protection.410 Likewise, a Belgian court 

decided that a work “must be original, that is, it must be distinguished by the personality, the 

 
406 Painer v. Standard Verlags GmbH, Axel Springer AG, Suddeutsche Zeitung GmbH, Spiegel-Verlag Rudolf 
Augstein GmbH & Co KG, Verlag M. DuMont Schauberg Expedition der Kolnischen Zeitung GmbH & Co KG 
(Case C-145/10), 2012 at para. 92.  
407 Thomas Margoni, ‘The Harmonisation of EU Copyright Law: The Originality Standard’, in Global Governance 
of Intellectual Property in the 21st Century: Reflecting Policy Through Change, ed. by Mark Perry (Cham: 
Springer, 2016), pp. 85–105 (p. 92). 
408 French Intellectual Property Code (Code de la Propriété Intellectuelle), art. L111-1 and L112-1. However, the 
Code uses the term “original in character” when regulating titles of works. See French Intellectual Property Code 
(Code de la Propriété Intellectuelle), art. L112-4. 
409 Italian Law for the Protection of Copyright and Neighboring Rights, art. 1. Not all Continental European 
countries necessarily have such regulations in their copyright acts. For example, the Dutch Copyright Act does not 
use the term “author’s own intellectual creation” or any such similar term when regulating works protected by 
copyright. See Dutch Copyright Act (Wet van 23 september 1912, houdende nieuwe regeling van het auteursrecht), 
art. 10. 
410 Judge and Gervais, pp. 379, 380. 
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distinctive stamp, of its author”411. Similar interpretations can be found in case law of other 

Continental European countries such as Germany, the Netherlands, and Austria.412  

 

However, it would be a stretch to argue that these pre-Infopaq decisions in Continental Europe 

are inconsistent with the Infopaq and the subsequent decisions of the CJEU. In fact, in his 

opinion in Football Dataco, the Advocate General stated that “author's own intellectual 

creation” criteria “echoes a formula which is typical of the continental copyright tradition”413. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that the German Copyright Act (Urheberrechtsgesetz), 

historically following a droit d’auteur standard of originality, uses the exact same term of 

“author's own intellectual creation” (persönliche geistige Schöpfungen) when defining 

copyrightable subject matter.414  

 

In this regard, it can be argued that the UK stands out as the only country in the EU, where the 

courts would slightly change their analysis in relation to copyrightable subject matter to make 

it in line with the CJEU’s criteria. In pre-Infopaq I decisions, courts in the UK sought 

contribution of the author in the form of skill, labor, and judgment, though not necessarily 

altogether.415 In one of the early landmark decisions regarding originality in the UK, Walter v. 

Lane416, the House of Lords granted copyright protection to a news report consisting of speeches 

of Lord Rosebery where the work of reporters was limited to taking notes during the speech 

and then transcribing and editing the speeches. In the decision, it was claimed that “literary 

 
411 Google Inc. v. Copiepresse SCRL [Court of First Instance of Brussels] [2007] E.D.C.R. 5. Quoted in Judge and 
Gervais, p. 381. Translated by Judge and Gervais.  
412 Judge and Gervais, pp. 381–84. 
413 Opinion of Advocate General Mengozzi, Football Dataco Ltd and others v Yahoo! UK Ltd and others (Case 
C‑604/10) 2011 at para. 37. 
414 German Act on Copyright and Related Rights (Gesetz über Urheberrecht und verwandte Schutzrechte), sec. II, 
art. 2(2). 
415 Andreas Rahmatian, ‘Originality in UK Copyright Law: The Old “Skill and Labour” Doctrine under Pressure’, 
International Review of Intellectual Property and Competition Law, 44 (2013), 4–34 (p. 12). 
416 Walter v. Lane [1900] A.C. 539. 
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merit and intellectual labor” and “originality either in thought or in language” are not required 

for a work to be granted copyright protection.417 In the decision, Lord James specified that “an 

‘author’ may come into existence without producing any original matter of his own.”418 Despite 

the fact that Walter v. Lane is a decision dated 1900 and the UK Copyright Act introduced the 

term “original” with the Copyright Act 1911, the originality standard followed in Walter v. 

Lane continued to guide courts in the UK until the CJEU horizontally harmonized originality 

standard in the EU.419 However, this does not mean that the historical UK understanding of 

originality guaranteed copyright protection for all kinds of works created with skill. For 

example, in Interlego A. G. v. Tyco Industries Inc.420, when discussing whether the enlarged 

photograph from a positive print or a good copy of a painting could receive copyright 

protection, the British court stated that “skill, labor or judgment merely in the process of 

copying cannot confer originality.”421 With subsequent important decisions such as Express 

Newspapers Plc. v. News (U.K.) Ltd.422, the historical UK understanding of originality’s two-

part test was laid out. Accordingly, 1) the work should be created as a result of the skill, labor 

or judgement of the author, and 2) the work should not be a copy of another work.  

 

This traditional British criterion of originality was specifically discussed and altered by the 

CJEU in Football Dataco423, where it was discussed whether football fixtures were 

copyrightable works. Here, the CJEU directly compared the traditional British understanding 

 
417 Walter v. Lane [1900] A.C. 539 at 548. This was stated by Earl of Halsbury L.C. 
418 Walter v. Lane [1900] A.C. 539 at 554. 
419 Copyright Act 1911 sec. 1(1) states that “copyright shall subsist […] in every original literary dramatic musical 
and artistic work” (emphasis added). The word “original” was not used in Copyright Act 1842, the act that was in 
force at the time of Walter v. Lane decision. Section 2 of the Act of 1842 states that “the Word "Copyright" shall 
be construed to mean the sole and exclusive Liberty of printing or otherwise multiplying Copies of any Subject to 
which the said Word is herein applied”. For more information on the influence of Walter v. Lane, see Nigel P. 
Gravells, ‘Authorship and Originality: The Persistent Influence of Walter v Lane’, Intellectual Property Quarterly, 
3 (2007), 267–93. 
420 Interlego A. G. v. Tyco Industries Inc., [1988] R.P.C. 343. 
421 Interlego A. G. v. Tyco Industries Inc., [1988] R.P.C. 343 at 371.  
422 Express Newspapers Plc. v. News (U.K.) Ltd. [1990] 1 W.L.R. 1320. 
423 Football Dataco Ltd and others v Yahoo! UK Ltd and others (Case C-604/10), 2012.  
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of originality (skill, labor and judgement) with the EU understanding of originality (author’s 

own intellectual creation). In its judgement, the CJEU stated that a significant amount of skill, 

labor and judgement were required to create football fixture lists.424 However, it also noted that 

labor and skill alone cannot justify protection of a work by copyright if there is no expression 

of originality.425  

 

Thus, the pre-Infopaq criterion of skill, labor and judgement in the UK differs from the current 

EU criterion of “author’s own intellectual creation”. However, even so, it is hard to argue that 

this difference will play an important role in practice and will significantly transform the court 

decisions in the UK. Despite the previous different requirements of originality in the UK and 

the Continental European countries, in practice these differences did not significantly change 

copyrightability of works. Rather, these differences were vital in the philosophy of copyright 

protection (why to protect an intellectual creation) and with regards to the moral rights bestowed 

upon the authors. Historically, depending on the type of the work, droit d’auteur countries also 

granted protection to works where the “stamp of the author” can hardly be seen, such as 

computer programs, databases, and compilations. In this regard, it is argued that only borderline 

cases, such as Walter v. Lane, will be affected by this change in originality criterion in the 

UK.426 

 

Evaluating virtual items’ copyrightability with regards to “author’s own intellectual creation” 

criterion of the EU, virtual items in WoW fail the test of originality. Considering that all virtual 

items are pre-designed by Blizzard, they cannot be conceived as users’ own intellectual 

creations. In contrast, in Second Life, a case-by-case analysis is needed to evaluate whether a 

 
424 Football Dataco Ltd and others v Yahoo! UK Ltd and others (Case C-604/10), 2012 at para. 19.  
425 Football Dataco Ltd and others v Yahoo! UK Ltd and others (Case C-604/10), 2012 at para. 46. 
426 Rahmatian, pp. 31, 32. 
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virtual item passes the test of originality, as Linden offers its users the vast opportunities to 

create various virtual items from scratch. Unlike WoW, it is possible for users to make original 

and creative choices and create virtual items that can sustain a copyright in Second Life.  

 

4.3.3. Originality in Terms of Functionality of Virtual Items  

Originality of works is challenged in terms of their functionality. Both in the common and civil 

law concepts of originality, in general, the more functional a work is, the more ground it loses 

for being copyrighted.427 This does not mean that functional works cannot be copyrighted in the 

US or in the EU. It should be examined “whether the aesthetic design elements are significantly 

influenced by functional consideration”428. As the Seventh Circuit in the US noted, “[a] lamp 

may be entirely original, but if the novel elements are also functional the lamp cannot be 

copyrighted.”429 Likewise, the CJEU, when discussing a graphic user interface, stated that 

author’s decisions should not be dictated by functionality of works: “where the expression of 

[the] components is dictated by their technical function, the criterion of originality is not met, 

since the different methods of implementing an idea are so limited that the idea and the 

expression become indissociable.”430  

 

 
427 In Brandir International, Inc. v. Cascade Pacific Lumber Co., Second Circuit, quoting Professor Denicola, 
stated that “copyrightability "ultimately should depend on the extent to which the work reflects artistic expression 
uninhibited by functional considerations."”. See Brandir International, Inc. v. Cascade Pacific Lumber Co., 834 
F.2d 1142, 1145 (2d Cir. 1987). There are many other court decisions that take functionality into account when 
analyzing the originality of the work. For example, in Dow Jones & Company, Inc. v. Board of Trade of the City 
of Chicago, the Court stated: “Due to the effort and judgment exercised in their composition, and the non-
functional purposes to which they are put, Dow's lists are copyrightable” (emphasis added). See Dow Jones & 
Company, Inc. v. Board of Trade of the City of Chicago, 546 F. Supp. 113, 116 (S.D.N.Y. 1982). Similarly, in 
Victor Lalli Enterprises, Inc. v. Big Red Apple, Inc., the Court stated: “In Lalli's charts […] he arranges factual 
data according to "purely functional grids that offer no opportunity for variation." […] Because Lalli's charts do 
not demonstrate the requisite minimal originality, they are not entitled to copyright protection” (emphasis added). 
See Victor Lalli Enterprises, Inc. v. Big Red Apple, Inc., 936 F.2d 671, 673 (2d Cir. 1991). 
428 Brandir Int'l, Inc. v. Cascade Pac. Lumber Co., 834 F.2d 1142, 1146 (2d Cir. 1987). 
429 American Dental Ass'n v. Delta Dental Plans Ass'n., 126 F.3d 977, 980 (7th Cir. 1997).  
430 Bezpecnostni Softwarova Asociace – Svaz Softwarove Ochrany v. Ministerstvo Kultury (Case C-393/09), 2011 
at para. 49. 
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Functionality is a concept discussed mostly within the scope of databases, computer programs, 

and other technical works. However, this might become an issue for virtual items if the virtual 

world dictates functionality for certain categories of items. In other words, as virtual worlds 

simulate real life,431 virtual items might need to be functional, even if this functionality is purely 

virtual.432 For example, just like in real life, the end of the handle of a spoon might have to be 

round or oval otherwise it might not function as a spoon in the virtual world.433 A car might 

need to have wheels and tires, which are round, otherwise it might not move.434 A sword might 

need to be long and sharp in order to damage and wound other avatars.435 However, what 

happens when such a virtual item is a non-functional / non-utilitarian art in the real-world and 

a functional / utilitarian item in the virtual world? As WoW users cannot create any original 

virtual item, this question is specifically directed to Second Life: Does function dictate design 

in creating virtual items in Second Life? If it does, to what extent does functionality affect 

originality of virtual items?  

 

Figure 22: Cutlery sold in Second Life Marketplace. The virtual fork, knife, and spoon look like real-world fork, 

knife, and spoon.436 

 
431 Yet, this simulation does not have to rely on the same physical laws of our own universe. For more information, 
see Chapter 2. 
432 Virtual items do not always have to be functional (even virtually functional). For example, one can create a 
virtual painting in Second Life, which would have no functional feature.  
433 See Figure 22. 
434 See Figure 23. 
435 See Figure 24. 
436 Image taken from: https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Cutlery-full-perm/2182573. 
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Figure 23: A car sold in Second Life Marketplace.437 

 

 

 

Figure 24: A Japanese sword sold in Second Life 

Marketplace.438 

 

 

 
437 Image taken from: https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/SURPLUS-MOTORS-Nardo-v70/7496805. 
438 Image taken from: https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/HB-Minamoto-no-Yoshitsune-tribute-katana-by-
Hanzo-Blades/499703. 
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A quick search in Second Life Marketplace shows that listed virtual items mimic real-world 

objects.439 Yet, the similarity of Second Life virtual items and real-world objects is not dictated 

by the physical laws of Second Life. As seen in Chapter 3, in Second Life, the functionality of 

virtual items is coded by users (authors) by employing the Linden Scripting Language. A lamp 

will light up if the user gives the lamp the comment to light up regardless of the fact whether 

the lamp has a light bulb or not. Similarly, a car will move without wheels, and a spoon will 

hold the soup even if it is flat and not round. Thus, the physics of Second Life does not dictate 

design choices to users. Virtual items in Second Life look similar to real-world objects probably 

because aesthetic concerns or market pressure440 lead authors to design virtual items that look 

like real-world objects. In this regard, making virtual items similar to real-world objects is a 

design choice of the author in Second Life. In Brandir International, Inc. v. Cascade Pacific 

Lumber Co., Second Circuit famously stated that “copyrightability "ultimately should depend 

on the extent to which the work reflects artistic expression uninhibited by functional 

considerations."”441 In Second Life, “artistic expression” is not inhibited by “functional 

considerations”, but rather “functional considerations” are themselves “artistic expressions”. 

 

 

 
439 See Figure 25. 
440 Buyers might be choosing to buy virtual items that look like real-world objects. 
441 Brandir International, Inc. v. Cascade Pacific Lumber Co., 834 F.2d 1142, 1145 (2d Cir. 1987). 
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Figure 25: Various home decorations and furniture sold in Second Life Marketplace that look like real-world home 

decorations and furniture.442  

 

However, there is one category of work in Second Life where user-created works can be 

considered to be functionality dictated: scripts, written by users using the Linden Scripting 

Language.443 These scripts per se are not considered as virtual items within the scope of the 

definition this thesis embraces. However, a script can be tied to a virtual item and consequently 

constitute a part of the item. Source codes of scripts, like computer programs, are protected as 

literary works.444 In this regard, a discussion on functionality in Second Life scripts resembles 

a discussion on functionality of computer programs.   

 

 
442 Image taken from: https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/New-COPYABLE-1-Prim-Unlimited-Decor-In-
Menu-150-Objects-In-Menu-EVERYTHING-YOU-NEED-TO-DECORATE-YOUR-HOME-IN-
MENU/5518559. 
443 While there are technical differences between scripts and programs, where the first is interpreted and the latter 
is executed, these technical differences can be ignored within the scope of copyright discussions. As the US 
Copyright Office states, “script is considered the equivalent of source code.” See United States Copyright Office, 
‘Circular 61: Copyright Registration for Computer Programs’, p. 2 <http://copyright.gov/circs/circ61.pdf>. 
444 The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) article 10 states 
that “[c]omputer programs, whether in source or object code, shall be protected as literary works under the Berne 
Convention (1971).” 
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Both in the US and in the EU, purely functional elements of computer programs are considered 

uncopyrightable. For example, in the US, Ninth Circuit held that “[t]o the extent that there are 

many possible ways of accomplishing a given task or fulfilling a particular market demand, the 

programmer's choice of program structure and design may be highly creative and idiosyncratic. 

However, computer programs […] contain many logical, structural, and visual display elements 

that are dictated by the function to be performed, by considerations of efficiency, or by external 

factors such as compatibility requirements and industry demands.”445 Ninth Circuit denies 

protection to these elements that are dictated by function, efficiency, or other factors such as 

compatibility. Similarly, the CJEU held that “neither the functionality of a computer program 

nor the programming language and the format of data files used in a computer program in order 

to exploit certain of its functions constitute a form of expression of that program and, as such, 

are not protected by copyright in computer programs for the purposes of that directive.”446 

Scripting language of Second Life is another example of a computer programming language. If 

a certain sequence or combination of codes are required to carry out a function, authors might 

inevitably have to use that particular line of code in different virtual items to achieve that same 

function. Therefore, the elements of the script that are dictated by function could be held 

uncopyrightable both in the US and the EU.  

 

4.4. The Requirement of Fixation 

Fixation is a requirement in common law jurisdictions for a work to receive copyright 

protection. US Copyright Act states that “[c]opyright protection subsists […] in original works 

of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression”447 (emphasis added). In this context, 

“[a] work is “fixed” […] when its embodiment in a copy or phonorecord, by or under the 

 
445 Sega Enterprises Ltd. v. Accolade, Inc., 977 F.2d 1510, 1524 (9th Cir. 1992). 
446 SAS Institute Inc. v. World Programming Ltd. (Case C‑406/10), 2012 at para. 46. 
447 Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC § 102(a).  
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authority of the author, is sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to be perceived, 

reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a period of more than transitory duration.”448 In the 

UK, the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 states that “[c]opyright does not subsist in a 

literary, dramatic or musical work unless and until it is recorded, in writing or otherwise”449, 

pointing to a requirement of fixation without specifically defining it. This requirement, which 

can also be seen in copyright acts of other common law countries such as Canada, Australia, 

and New Zealand,450 does not exist in most civil law countries.451 Berne Convention leaves it 

up to signatory countries to designate fixation as a precondition for copyright by stating that 

“[i]t shall […] be a matter for legislation in the countries of the Union to prescribe that works 

in general or any specified categories of works shall not be protected unless they have been 

fixed in some material form.”452 Goldstein argues that the difference between common and civil 

law systems’ approach to fixation stems from the distinct ways in which each system handles 

proof and pleadings as well as their philosophies of copyright.453 While civil law system does 

not generally regulate fixation as a concrete pre-condition for copyright protection, common 

law specifies fixation as a requirement.454  

 

Common law’s emphases on the material form and being written down or recorded indicate 

that the requirement of fixation is relevant especially for certain categories of works such as 

 
448 Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC § 101. 
449 Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, art. 3(2). 
450 Elizabeth Adeney, ‘Authorship and Fixation in Copyright Law: A Comparative Comment’, Melbourne 
University Law Review, 35 (2011), 677–96. 
451 Paul Goldstein, International Copyright: Principles, Law, and Practice (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2001), p. 197. 
452 Berne Convention, art. 2(1). Drawing on this Convention, this thesis employs the terms “fixed” and 
“materialized” synonymously to highlight that a work needs to be embodied in a material form to be considered 
fixed.  
453 Goldstein, p. 197. 
454 Here, it is important to note that, as this section discusses the requirement of fixation within the scope of creation 
of works, it will focus on the common law system. The discussion of fixation within the scope of reproduction of 
works will be made in the next chapter. Hence, the EU approach to this issue, specifically the InfoSoc Directive’s 
regulation of the reproduction right (Article 2), the exceptions and limitations (Article 5), and the related CJEU 
decisions will be discussed in the next chapter.  
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literary, musical, and dramatic works. For example, a poem can be read without being written 

down, a song can be sung or a dramatic work can be performed without being recorded. For 

these categories of works, the “expression” that is protected by copyright can be created by the 

author(s) without being fixed in a medium of expression. Their protection by copyright relies 

on whether fixation is a requirement in the relevant national law. However, in copyright 

protection of artistic works such as pictorial works, graphic works, photographs, and sculptures, 

the requirement of fixation may not be considered as a significant issue, at least for traditional 

non-digital works. Copyright protects expressions and not mere ideas. For artistic works, an 

idea cannot turn into an expression without being materialized. In other words, by their nature, 

if these works are not materialized in a form, then there would be no expression to protect. A 

non-materialized photograph or sculpture could only be an abstract idea, which would not be 

protected by copyright.455  

 

Considering the virtual item conceptualization used in this thesis,456 a virtual item can only exist 

if it is materialized in the virtual world.457 The definition requires a “simulated” item i.e. a 

virtually materialized object appearing in the virtual world. Hence, like other pictorial / graphic 

/ artistic works, virtual items, by their nature, need to be materialized in the virtual world in 

order to “exist” virtually. Therefore, the important question here is whether being materialized 

in a virtual world could meet the requirement of fixation in the real world. This question is 

 
455 Recognizing this fact, legislators in the UK made fixation a requirement for literary, dramatic, and musical 
works by stating that “[c]opyright does not subsist in a literary, dramatic or musical work unless and until it is 
recorded, in writing or otherwise”. See Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, art. 3(2). However, they did not 
introduce such a requirement for artistic works.  
456 “Computer-based simulated items that are utilized as rivalrous, persistent, and interconnected in virtual worlds.” 
For more information, see Chapter 2. 
457 Here, using the word “materialized” for digital work existing in a “virtual” world might seem inconsistent. 
However, it is long accepted that digital works can be considered to be materialized and fixed. See Lionel Bently 
and Brad Sherman, Intellectual Property Law (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), p. 145. Whether virtual 
items in WoW and Second Life can be considered as materialized will be further analyzed in the coming sections. 
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closely tied with the contested nature of medium of expression in digital works. When is a 

computer-assisted digital work considered to be fixed in a medium of expression?  

 

A digital work can be considered to be fixed when it is saved to the hard disk, flash disk, or any 

other non-volatile type of memory of a computer or another medium. Works saved on such a 

medium can be “perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a period of more than 

transitory duration” as the US Copyright Law designates. At the same time, a digital work can 

also be saved in or copied to the random-access memory (RAM), a volatile type of memory, of 

a PC. Considering that RAM keeps its content only when the PC is powered on, and the data is 

re-written automatically and frequently, the discussion of fixation of digital works is more 

controversial when they are copied into the RAM, rather than when they are saved on a hard 

disk.458  

 

Virtual items in Second Life can be created both inside the virtual world with in-world tools 

and outside the virtual world with third-party software, which can then be uploaded to Second 

Life. For virtual items that are created outside of Second Life with third-party software, the user 

first needs to save the work with an appropriate file type that is supported by the virtual world. 

Only then she can upload images in Truevision TGA (.tga), Bitmap (.bmp), Joint Photographic 

Experts Group (.jpg or .jpeg), and Portable Network Graphics (.png) file formats to Second 

Life.459 For 3D objects, users need to have files in COLLADA (.dae) format.460 Similarly, for 

music and sounds, users need to have files in Waveform Audio File Format (.wav),461 and for 

animations, in Biovision Hierarchy (.bvh) format.462 In other words, users need to have a content 

 
458 See sections below and Chapter 5 for contested US court decisions on this issue. 
459 Linden Research, ‘Uploading Assets’. 
460 Second Life Wiki, ‘Mesh/Creating a Mesh’. 
461 Linden Research, ‘Uploading Assets’. 
462 Linden Research, ‘How to Create Animations’ <https://community.secondlife.com/t5/English-Knowledge-
Base/How-to-create-animations/ta-p/700027>. 
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that is saved on the non-volatile memory of their PCs in such formats before they can upload 

works to Second Life. 

 

While the user is creating a virtual item, the third-party software she uses is usually running on 

her own PC. Hence, the work-in-progress would be saved on the RAM of user’s computer while 

she is still working on the item. As soon as the user hits the save button (or in case the software 

saves the work automatically), the work is saved on the hard disk or flash memory of user’s 

computer. There is an important difference between the working mechanisms of RAM and hard 

disk / flash memory, which gives rise to the discussion of fixation of works saved on computer 

RAMs. While hard disks and flash memories are non-volatile, meaning that files can be stored 

and later accessed from the disk or the memory; RAMs are volatile memories, meaning that the 

data stored on RAM will be deleted when RAM is unpowered or new data is written over 

previous data.463 Therefore, a work saved on a non-volatile memory is “sufficiently permanent 

or stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a period of 

more than transitory duration”464. However, it is argued that the volatile nature of RAM may 

not allow works to exist “more than transitory duration”465.  It is technically impossible to 

upload virtual items, which are not saved on the hard disk or flash memory of a computer or 

any other non-volatile type of memory, to Second Life. Therefore, works uploaded to Second 

Life meet the requirement of “fixation” even before they are uploaded to the virtual world.466  

 
463 For more information, see the terms “RAM (Random Access Memory)”, “ROM (Read-Only Memory)”, and 
“flash memory” in Ray Horak, Webster’s New World Telecom Dictionary (Indianapolis, Indiana: Wiley 
Publishing, 2008), pp. 187, 408, 420. 
464 Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC § 101.  
465 Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC § 101. For example, see Aaron Perzanowski, ‘Fixing RAM 
Copies’, Northwestern University Law Review, 104 (2010), 1067–1108. Yet some courts in the US concluded that 
works saved on RAMs could be considered as fixed. For example, see MAI Systems Corp. v. Peak Computer, Inc., 
991 F.2d 511 (9th Cir. 1993). 
466 Yet, it is a plausible scenario where virtual items created with third-party software are “sufficiently permanent 
or stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a period of more than transitory 
duration” (Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC § 101), but do not possess a “minimal degree of creativity” 
(Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 345 (1991)). 
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For virtual items that are created in-world, fixation and the time of fixation of works depend on 

the virtual world server architecture. When a user creates a virtual item using in-world tools, 

her computer needs to copy data into the RAM in order to process it in real-time. However, 

depending on the server-client architecture of the virtual world, once these works are saved, 

they are generally not saved on the non-volatile memory of the user PC but on the non-volatile 

memory of the developer’s servers. As can be seen in figures 26 and 27, virtual world servers 

include databases where data regarding the virtual world, virtual items, and characters are 

saved. Since all client (user) PCs connected to the virtual world should see the same 

information; virtual items, together with all other necessary information, are saved and 

processed on the server-side. From the perspective of the US Copyright Act, when virtual items 

are saved on a non-volatile memory on the relevant server (such as a database server), they may 

be considered as fixed. 

 

 

Figure 26: A virtual world overall architecture described 

and visualized by Richard Bartle.467  

 

Figure 27: A virtual world server cluster architecture 

described and visualized by Ricard Bartle.468 

 
467 Bartle, Designing Virtual Worlds, p. 94. 
468 Bartle, Designing Virtual Worlds, p. 96. 
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However, the duration of existence for works can be an important aspect in deciding whether 

they are fixed. Even if it is saved on a non-volatile memory, can a virtual item that is created in 

or uploaded to the virtual world be considered as fixed if the developer can delete this fixed 

item at any time? Case law can guide us in understanding this question. With regards to fixation 

of digital works, the US courts mostly discuss the issue of RAM copies in relation to the 

reproduction of works. Specifically, they elaborate whether automatically created RAM copies 

can be considered as reproduction. It should be noted here that the important question of 

whether copying works into computer RAMs amounts to a “reproduction” of works will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 5.469 For now, case law will be discussed to understand fixation 

as a requirement for works created in or uploaded to virtual worlds. 

  

MAI Systems Corp. v. Peak Computer, Inc.470 is considered as the first case that discussed RAM 

copies in an appellate court in the US.471 MAI Systems, manufacturer of MAI computers and 

developer of the operating system used in its computers, sued Peak Computer, which was 

offering maintenance services for MAI computers. According to MAI, when a Peak technician 

turns on a MAI computer, MAI operating system is copied into the RAM of the computer. 

Therefore, Peak was accused of copying MAI operating system beyond the scope of the 

operating system license agreement. In response to this, Peak stated that it used MAI’s operating 

 
469 This discussion entails important issues regarding virtual world developers and users. As users have to copy 
the virtual world and virtual items into their computer RAMs in order for their computers to render the necessary 
information, depending on the analysis, by simply using the virtual world, they might be reproducing other author 
users’ virtual items, and developers might be distributing / communicating / making available author users’ virtual 
items to other users. 
470 MAI Systems Corp. v. Peak Computer, Inc., 991 F.2d 511 (9th Cir. 1993). 
471 Melissa A. Bogden, ‘Fixing Fixation: The RAM Copy Doctrine’, Arizona State Law Journal, 43 (2011), 181–
222 (p. 193). District courts have discussed this issue before the MAI case. For example, in 1984, in Apple 
Computer, Inc. v. Formula International, Inc., U.S. District Court for the Central District of California stated the 
following: “Every general purpose computer apparently contains what is called RAM. This is an acronym for 
Random Access Memory. RAM can be simply defined as a computer component in which data and computer 
programs can be temporarily recorded. Thus, the purchaser of a Wong diskette desiring to utilize in his computer 
all of the programs on the diskette could arrange to copy the Applesoft and Autostart programs into RAM. This 
would be only a temporary fixation. It is a property of RAM that when the computer is turned off, the copy of the 
programs recorded in RAM is lost” (emphasis added). See Apple Computer, Inc. v. Formula International, Inc., 
594 F. Supp. 617, 622 (C.D. Cal. 1984).  
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system “to the extent that the repair and maintenance process necessarily involves turning on 

the computer to make sure it is functional and thereby running the operating system”472 and that 

“this loading of copyrighted software does not constitute a copyright violation because the 

"copy" created in RAM is not "fixed."”473. In the case, Ninth Circuit famously decided the 

following: “since we find that the copy created in the RAM can be "perceived, reproduced, or 

otherwise communicated," we hold that the loading of software into the RAM creates a copy 

under the Copyright Act.”474  

 

The decision of the Ninth Circuit has been criticized by legal scholars on the grounds that the 

decision did not balance incentives endowed to the authors and public’s interest to access more 

works.475 Yet, various courts followed the logic of the Ninth Circuit and decided that loading 

of software into the RAM constituted copying.476 One of the courts even decided that copyright 

infringement can take place by simply browsing a website because the content of the website 

is copied into the RAM of the computer and “in making a copy, even a temporary one, the 

person who browsed infringes the copyright”477. These courts did not pay sufficient attention to 

the US Copyright Act’s emphasis on the requirement of exceeding the “transitory duration”478 

in evaluating whether the works in question were fixed. RAMs are volatile memories, meaning 

that information on them is lost when they are powered down or auto-deleted when new data 

has to be re-written. Therefore, in some situations, data on the RAM might only be stored for a 

“transitory duration”, not exceeding it.  

 

 
472 MAI Systems Corp. v. Peak Computer, Inc., 991 F.2d 511, 518 (9th Cir. 1993). 
473 MAI Systems Corp. v. Peak Computer, Inc., 991 F.2d 511, 518 (9th Cir. 1993). 
474 MAI Systems Corp. v. Peak Computer, Inc., 991 F.2d 511, 519 (9th Cir. 1993). 
475 For a discussion of these criticisms, see Bogden, pp. 184, 185. 
476 For several examples, see Perzanowski, pp. 1074, 1075. 
477 Intellectual Reserve, Inc. v. Utah Lighthouse Ministry, Inc., 75 F.Supp.2d 1290, 1294 (D. Utah 1999). 
478 The Act states that a work should be “permanent or stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise 
communicated for a period of more than transitory duration” (emphasis added). 
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Years after the MAI, in Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc.479, Second Circuit 

specifically focused on the duration of copies and decided whether copies saved on the RAM 

for periods of 1.2 seconds and 0.1 seconds constituted a copyright infringement. Cablevision 

offered a service called Remote Storage DVR (Digital Video Recorder) System, which allowed 

customers to record television programs to hard drives housed by Cablevision, and play them 

on demand from their homes.480 Due to the technical structure of the system, Cablevision sent 

the data first to a device called the Broadband Media Router, which held the data for 1.2 

seconds, and then to a server, which held it for 0.1 seconds, before it was saved on the hard 

disk.481 Citing the definition of fixation in the US Copyright Act, Second Circuit stated that 

“this language plainly imposes two distinct but related requirements: the work must be 

embodied in a medium, i.e., placed in a medium such that it can be perceived, reproduced, etc., 

from that medium (the "embodiment requirement"), and it must remain thus embodied "for a 

period of more than transitory duration" (the "duration requirement")”482. The Court ruled that 

“[u]nless both requirements are met, the work is not "fixed" in the buffer, and, as a result, the 

buffer data is not a "copy" of the original work whose data is buffered.”483 In conclusion, the 

Court ruled that while the first requirement of fixation (embodiment requirement) is met in their 

case, the second requirement (duration requirement) is not met. The Court explained that 

“[g]iven that the data reside in no buffer for more than 1.2 seconds before being automatically 

overwritten […] we believe that the copyrighted works here are not "embodied" in the buffers 

for a period of more than transitory duration, and are therefore not "fixed" in the buffers. 

Accordingly, the acts of buffering in the operation of the RS-DVR [remote storage digital video 

recorder] do not create copies, as the Copyright Act defines that term.”484 However, the Court 

 
479 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121 (2d Cir. 2008). 
480 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 124 (2d Cir. 2008). 
481 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 124-25 (2d Cir. 2008). 
482 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 127 (2d Cir. 2008). 
483 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 127 (2d Cir. 2008). 
484 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 130 (2d Cir. 2008). 
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stressed the fact that their inquiry is “fact-specific”485. For example, while discussing whether 

there is a direct liability of Cablevision for creating copies, the Court stated that Cablevision 

does not “volitionally operates [a] copying system to make [a] copy”486, that there is an 

automatic production of copies,487 and that it is the customer who makes the copies.488 The Court 

added that “other factors not present here may alter the duration analysis significantly”489; 

however, did not further explain what these other factors were. Although “fact-specific”, the 

Court found 1.2 seconds a period of time not long enough to exceed a “transitory duration” in 

the relevant case. However, it did not run a timing test for the duration requirement regulated 

in the Copyright Act. If 1.2 seconds is not long enough to exceed a “transitory duration”, would 

1.3 seconds be long enough to exceed it? Or 10 seconds? Or 1 minute? Or 1 hour? Can there be 

an exact or standardized transitory duration for works to be considered fixed?  

 

The duration requirement is significant for virtual items in virtual worlds, where data might be 

reset regularly by the developer. Virtual world reset is a design choice and can be utilized by 

virtual world developers as a strategy to designate or influence users’ engagement with the 

virtual world.490  However, like many of the current developers,491 Blizzard and Linden do not 

feature regular world resets. Considering the fact that WoW and Second Life have been 

persistent for years, once a virtual item is materialized in these worlds by being saved on a non-

volatile memory on the relevant server of the developer, this virtual item can be considered as 

fixed. It would meet both requirements of fixation: the embodiment requirement and the 

duration requirement. However, while all virtual worlds are persistent environments, the 

 
485 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 130 (2d Cir. 2008). 
486 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 131 (2d Cir. 2008). 
487 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 132 (2d Cir. 2008). 
488 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 131-32 (2d Cir. 2008). 
489 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 130 (2d Cir. 2008). 
490 Bartle, Designing Virtual Worlds, pp. 347–50. 
491 Richard A. Bartle, MMOs from the Inside Out: The History, Design, Fun, and Art of Massively-Multiplayer 
Online Role-Playing Games (Berkeley, California: Apress, 2016), p. 198. 
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duration of this persistency might vary. For instance, many of the early virtual worlds reset 

world data frequently with the consequence of all users losing their virtual items with each 

world reset.492 Would the duration requirement be met in a virtual world where virtual item data 

of users are reset every hour or at the end of every day? 

 

This question could depend on the interval of data resets performed by the virtual world 

developer. As stated, courts have been hesitant to run a timing test for the requirement of 

duration.493 Perzanowski states that focusing on the purpose of the fixation requirement can 

guide through the vagueness of the duration requirement.494 According to Perzanowski, fixation 

requirement serves two purposes. First, it has an evidentiary function. It is easier to prove that 

an infringement occurred in a case where the infringing copy is fixed. Second, it ensures that 

copyright protection is in line with the constitutional power of the Congress to “promote the 

progress of science and useful arts”495. Brandriss also discusses this issue and lists five main 

reasons for the requirement of fixation. These range from socio-economic reasons to the claim 

that Congress chose to protect authors’ “writings”496, which should be interpreted to mean that 

a work needs to be in a physical form i.e. fixed in order to be protected.497  

 

 
492 For several examples, see Richard A. Bartle, ‘Reviews - UK’ <http://mud.co.uk/richard/imucg4.htm>. 
493 As stated, in Cartoon Network, the Court found 1.2 second to be not enough to meet the duration requirement. 
Before that, in Advanced Computer Services, the Court made a differentiation between copies that exist for 
“extended periods of time” and copies that exist for “seconds or fractions of a second”; but found it unnecessary 
to designate a timing test for the duration requirement: “It is unnecessary here to decide precisely where along the 
time continuum the line should be drawn between RAM representations of a program that are of a sufficient 
duration to be "fixed" and those that are not.” See Advanced Computer Services of Michigan, Inc. v. MAI Systems 
Corp., 845 F. Supp. 356, 363 (E.D. Va. 1994). 
494 Perzanowski, p. 1093. 
495 U.S. Constitution, art. 1, § 8, cl. 8. See Perzanowski, pp. 1093, 1094. 
496 U.S. Constitution, art. 1, § 8, cl. 8 gives the Congress the power “[t]o promote the progress of science and useful 
arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and 
discoveries” (emphasis added). 
497 Ira L. Brandriss, ‘Writing in Frost on a Window Pane: E-Mail and Chatting on RAM and Copyright Fixation’, 
Journal of the Copyright Society of the U.S.A., 43 (1996), 237–78 (p. 269). 
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Indeed, besides their duration, assessing the function of fixed copies (or making a qualitative 

assessment, as some authors call it)498 might offer a solution in determining whether RAM 

copies should be evaluated as fixed. In CoStar Group, Inc. v. Loopnet, Inc., the Fourth Circuit 

elaborated whether an ISP can be directly liable because its users made copies of copyrighted 

works during which infringing copies passed through ISP’s network. It stated that “[w]hile 

temporary electronic copies may be made in this transmission process, they would appear not 

to be "fixed" in the sense that they are "of more than transitory duration," and the ISP therefore 

would not be a "copier" to make it directly liable under the Copyright Act.”499 After this 

assessment, the Court mentioned the MAI case, and indicated that they “do not hold that a 

computer owner who downloads copyrighted software onto a computer cannot infringe the 

software's copyright”500 and that “[w]hen the computer owner downloads copyrighted software, 

it possesses the software, which then functions in the service of the computer or its owner, and 

the copying is no longer of a transitory nature.”501 Here, the Court uses the term “transitory 

nature” and not “transitory duration”. This is further explained by the Court with its statement 

that “"[t]ransitory duration" is […] both a qualitative and quantitative characterization. It is 

quantitative insofar as it describes the period during which the function occurs, and it is 

qualitative in the sense that it describes the status of transition.”502 In other words, transitory 

duration encompasses both the period and the function of the copy. 

 

In the scenario where the virtual world is reset regularly and frequently by the developer, 

qualitative assessment of fixation of virtual items can be evaluated in two opposite poles. On 

the one hand, it can be argued that the rationale behind the reset is the desire of the developer 

 
498 Perzanowski, pp. 1096–99; Bogden, pp. 199–201. 
499 CoStar Group, Inc. v. LoopNet, Inc., 373 F.3d 544, 551 (4th Cir. 2004). 
500 CoStar Group, Inc. v. LoopNet, Inc., 373 F.3d 544, 551 (4th Cir. 2004). 
501 CoStar Group, Inc. v. LoopNet, Inc., 373 F.3d 544, 551 (4th Cir. 2004). 
502 CoStar Group, Inc. v. LoopNet, Inc., 373 F.3d 544, 551 (4th Cir. 2004). 
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to make possessing virtual items a temporary situation. Hence, virtual items would be embodied 

only for a temporary period. Some of the underlying purposes of the fixation requirement such 

as serving an evidentiary function and promoting the progress of science and useful arts would 

not support regarding these virtual items as fixed works.503 On the other hand, unlike RAM 

copies, these virtual items are not in a transitory situation i.e. they are not being transmitted 

from one place to another. In CoStar Group, Fourth Circuit stressed the fact that the RAM 

copies in the case were automatically created “as part of the transmission function”504. Yet, 

there is no automatic creation of virtual items in this case, and virtual items are not technical 

by-products of another purpose such as transmission of data. Virtual items are end-products 

created in and of themselves.  

 

Perzanowski’s and Brandriss’ discussions of the underlying purpose of fixation are helpful in 

evaluating how courts ought to assess cases regarding fixation. Ninth Circuit in MAI, Fourth 

Circuit in CoStar Group and Second Circuit in Cartoon Network made fact-specific evaluations 

instead of attempting to lay out a set of standardized list of underlying purposes of fixation and 

apply this list to their relevant case. Ideally, courts should make a qualitative analysis by 

evaluating the duration as well as other relevant conditions in their cases with regards to such 

a list. With regards to virtual items in virtual worlds that are reset frequently, as the duration of 

existence of virtual items decreases, the possibility of these items to have evidentiary functions 

or promote the progress of arts also decreases. Hence, it becomes more difficult to regard them 

as fixed works.  

 

 
503 Perzanowski discusses whether skywriting, sandcastles, and ice sculptures can be considered as “fixed” by 
taking into account the underlying purposes of the fixation requirement, and comes into the conclusion that they 
cannot. For more information, see Perzanowski, pp. 1095, 1096.  
504 CoStar Group, Inc. v. LoopNet, Inc., 373 F.3d 544, 551 (4th Cir. 2004). 
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4.5. Conclusion 

The complexity of virtual items, especially in certain virtual worlds, indicates that they may 

include different expressions, which can be protected as literary or artistic works. For example, 

let us remember the hypothetical scenario of Katie. When designing a virtual cuckoo clock for 

Second Life, Katie designs the appearance of the clock, designates its sound, composes a 

melody and attach it to the item, and program its hourly behavior with Linden Scripting 

Language, each of which can be protected by copyright separately. However, in order for these 

elements to be copyrightable, they need to be original, and where necessary, fixed.  

 

Blizzard and Linden designed WoW and Second Life distinctively in terms of users’ ability to 

create virtual items, and this difference reflects on the originality of virtual items created in 

these virtual worlds. Originality points to different requirements according to the US and EU 

regimes of copyright. In the US, a work should be “independently created by the author (as 

opposed to copied from other works), and […] [possess] at least some minimal degree of 

creativity.”505 In the EU, originality is tied to the author’s own intellectual creation. Virtual 

items, created by users in WoW, fail requirements of originality according to both regimes, 

because they are pre-created by Blizzard. In contrast, virtual items in Second Life may pass the 

requirements of originality in both of these regimes, as users are offered the free space and vast 

opportunities to create virtual items from scratch, which possess “some minimal degree of 

creativity” and reflect “the author’s own intellectual creation”. However, a case-by-case 

analysis is needed in order to come to such a conclusion. 

 

Considering the client-server model of virtual worlds, where virtual items are saved on a non-

volatile memory on the relevant server of the developer, it can be concluded that they need to 

 
505 Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 345 (1991). 
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be “fixed” in order to appear in the virtual world. Yet, the same cannot be argued for virtual 

items that are not yet uploaded to a virtual world or saved on a non-volatile memory as fixation 

on RAM copies is still a controversial issue. While WoW and Second Life do not perform 

regular and frequent data resets, the requirement of fixation can be challenging for virtual 

worlds that perform these resets. From the perspective of the logic behind the requirement of 

fixation, virtual items in virtual worlds that perform regular data resets should not be conceived 

as fixed. Still, it is not possible to come to a generalizable conclusion on the matter, as courts 

approach issues regarding RAM copies through fact-specific examinations.  

 

Fixation is not only an issue that should be discussed within the scope of the creation of virtual 

items. In virtual worlds using client-server models, when users access data, they need to copy 

information into the RAM of their PCs in order to see the information on their screens. The 

questions of whether and which rights of the copyright owner can be potentially infringed in 

such a scenario depends on whether this practice is considered as a reproduction. This is a 

question that can only be answered by first determining whether RAM copies of virtual items 

can be considered as fixed. As will be discussed in the following chapter, MAI, CoStar Group 

and Cartoon Network reveal the thorny aspects of this issue and put forward controversial 

argumentations. 
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CHAPTER 5 

COPYRIGHT ON VIRTUAL ITEMS AND ITS 
POTENTIAL VIOLATION IN VIRTUAL 

WORLDS 
 

5.1. Introduction 

Everyday use of virtual worlds amounts to an interaction with virtual items in various ways. 

Users interact with virtual items by creating, using, customizing, exchanging and even simply 

viewing them on their PC screens. All these mundane practices inside the virtual world are 

prone to potential exploitation of right holders’ copyright on virtual items. This is because, as 

the cases of WoW and Second Life indicate, virtual items, or parts of them, are original works 

fixed in a medium of expression, i.e. copyrightable works. Then, what are the exclusive rights 

of copyright owners on virtual items? Can these rights be violated everyday use of virtual 

worlds, and how? This chapter will delineate the rights of copyright owners in virtual worlds in 

terms of reproduction, distribution, and public display / communication to the public of virtual 

items. It will discuss whether and which rights of copyright owners can be potentially violated 

by looking at mundane user and developer practices within the confines and opportunities 

offered by the technical structures of WoW and Second Life. This discussion will draw on the 

legislative systems of the US and the EU to highlight diverse interpretations of copyright and 

its possible violations in virtual worlds.  

 

Rights of copyright owners, including neighboring (related) rights, are regulated in international 

agreements, EU directives, and national laws.506 While termed and grouped differently, 

 
506 At the international level, the Berne Convention, the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual 
Property Rights (TRIPS), the World Intellectual Property Organization Copyright Treaty (WCT), the Rome 
Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations (Rome 
Convention), and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT) are examples of agreements regulating 
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economic rights of copyright owners are regulated similarly in national legislations of countries 

that are parties to these international agreements. Mainly, these rights include reproduction 

(copying), distribution, rental/lending, public performance, adaptation/arrangement, and public 

display / communication to the public. Exploitation of these rights have not yet been discussed 

in courts specifically with regards to virtual items in virtual worlds. Therefore, in this chapter, 

the US and the EU case law on the exploitation of digital works on the internet will be analyzed 

and a parallel will be drawn to the case of virtual items, paying close attention to the technical 

nature of virtual worlds and their differences from the regular digital media platforms. In virtual 

worlds, some economic rights are more relevant than others. Technical nature of virtual worlds 

may not allow users to practice certain economic rights such as public performance, in the first 

place. Therefore, the rights of reproduction, distribution, and public display / communication 

to the public stand out among other rights due to the persistent, social, interactive, and 

immediate character of virtual worlds.507 

 

5.2. Exclusive Rights of the Copyright Owner: Rights in General 

Copyright laws give authors certain exclusive rights over their works. These exclusive rights 

are also called economic rights because they draw the boundaries for infringing activities with 

which one can exploit the work economically. While the practices with which a work can be 

 
rights of copyright owners and neighboring rights. At the EU-level, these rights are covered in directives including 
the Computer Programs Directive, the Database Directive, the InfoSoc Directive, and the Directive 2006/115/EC 
of the European Parliament and of the Council on rental right and lending right and on certain rights related to 
copyright in the field of intellectual property (consolidated) (Rental Directive). 
507 Apart from economic rights, once a work is protected by copyright, the author is also conferred with moral 
rights, which mainly protect non-economic interests of the author. See Bently and Sherman, p. 272. While the 
framework of economic rights is similar in common and civil law jurisdictions, the same cannot be said for moral 
rights. Civil law countries, in line with their author-centric copyright tradition, is considered to provide more 
“rigorous” protection for moral rights than common law countries. See Goldstein, pp. 283, 284. However, moral 
rights, which are regulated in Article 6bis of the Berne Convention, also exist in common law countries even 
though the number of rights and their scope may be less “rigorous” as opposed to civil law countries. Other 
differences also exist between various countries with regards to moral rights, especially within the scope of waiver 
and assignability of these rights. Since particular national jurisdictions are outside the scope of this thesis, the issue 
of exploitation of authors’ moral rights will not be discussed.  
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economically exploited are similar throughout the world, the nature of the exclusive rights vary 

between countries and also between different types of works. Furthermore, a right that is 

regulated as an exclusive right in one country can be regulated as a neighboring right in 

another.508 Agreements at the international level and directives at the EU-level try to harmonize 

such different conceptions of rights. According to the Berne Convention, authors have the 

exclusive rights of translation,509 reproduction,510 public performance,511 communication to the 

public,512 broadcasting,513 adaptation,514 and distribution515 for certain types of works.516 The 

WCT regulates rights of distribution,517 rental,518 and communication to the public519. Similarly, 

the TRIPS, Rome Convention, and the WPPT further harmonize economic and neighboring 

rights of authors and right owners.  

 

At the EU level, most economic rights are harmonized; yet, in many instances, only for specific 

types of works. For example, the Computer Programs Directive harmonizes the rights of 

reproduction,520 adaptation,521 distribution,522 and rental523 only for computer programs. 

Similarly, the Database Directive harmonizes the rights of reproduction,524 adaptation,525 

distribution,526 and public communication527 for databases, and the Rental Directive is mainly 

 
508 Goldstein, pp. 247, 248. 
509 Berne Convention, art. 8.  
510 Berne Convention, art. 9 and 14.  
511 Berne Convention, art. 11, 11ter (public recitation), and 14. 
512 Berne Convention, art. 11, 11ter, and 14. 
513 Berne Convention, art. 11bis. 
514 Berne Convention, art. 12. 
515 Berne Convention, art. 14. 
516 While some of these articles regulate certain economic rights in all types of literary and artistic works; some, 
like the right of distribution, is only regulated within the scope of certain types of works. 
517 WCT, art. 6. 
518 WCT, art. 7. 
519 WCT, art. 8. 
520 Computer Programs Directive, art. 4(a). 
521 Computer Programs Directive, art. 4(b). 
522 Computer Programs Directive, art. 4(c). 
523 Computer Programs Directive, art. 4(c). 
524 Database Directive, art. 5(a). 
525 Database Directive, art. 5(b). 
526 Database Directive, art. 5(c). 
527 Database Directive, art. 5(d). 
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concerned with harmonizing rights of neighboring rights owners. One of the most important 

directives with regard to the harmonization of the copyright owner’s rights in the EU is the 

InfoSoc Directive. The InfoSoc Directive does not regulate a specific type of work but rather 

tries to harmonize copyright owner’s rights for all authorial works. Namely, the Directive 

harmonizes the rights of reproduction,528 public communication,529 making available to the 

public,530 and distribution531 for authorial works. 

 

These topics raised in international agreements and EU directives reflect on copyright issues in 

WoW and Second Life. Three exclusive rights of the copyright owner (users who create 

copyrightable virtual items in virtual worlds, i.e. author users) come to the fore in these virtual 

worlds as they may potentially be exploited by others (non-author users and developers): the 

rights of distribution, reproduction, and public display / communication to the public. The other 

exclusive rights, namely public performance, rental, and adaptation, fall outside the scope of 

everyday functioning of WoW and Second Life. Blizzard and Linden do not allow their users 

to rent virtual items. Likewise, virtual items in WoW and Second Life cannot be publicly 

performed or adapted due to their very nature. Therefore, it is not possible for the interaction of 

users and developers with user-created virtual items to violate these rights. 

 

The right of distribution refers to issuing copies of a work to the public. It is primarily concerned 

with putting tangible copies (or the original) of a work into circulation. For example, recital 28 

of the InfoSoc Directive highlights that the copy of the work should be in a tangible form.532 

However, virtual world developers or users do not distribute tangible copies of virtual items. 

 
528 InfoSoc Directive, art. 2. 
529 InfoSoc Directive, art. 3(1). 
530 InfoSoc Directive, art. 3(1). 
531 InfoSoc Directive, art. 4(1). 
532 The recital states that “[c]opyright protection under this Directive includes the exclusive right to control 
distribution of the work incorporated in a tangible article”.  
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Virtual items are merely hosted as digital data on virtual world servers. Therefore, at first 

glance, the right of distribution seems to be unrelated with the interaction of users and virtual 

items. Yet, in UsedSoft GmbH v. Oracle,533 the CJEU explicitly stated that “[i]t makes no 

difference […] whether the copy of the computer program was made available to the customer 

by the rightholder concerned by means of a download from the rightholder’s website or by 

means of a material medium such as a CD‑ROM or DVD.”534 This interpretation is similar to 

the current doctrine followed by US courts, which claim that “[w]hat matters in the marketplace 

is not whether a material object "changes hands," but whether, when the transaction is 

completed, the distributee has a material object.”535 In this regard, are virtual items distributed 

from developers’ servers to users’ PCs? How can we conceive the right of distribution in virtual 

worlds?  

 

In WoW and Second Life, the mere use of virtual worlds may amount to copying of virtual 

items into the RAM of client computers. Could this act be evaluated within the scope of the 

right of reproduction? If so, who is reproducing whose work? Similarly, if a user creates a work 

in Second Life or uploads a work to the virtual world, would it lead to “making [the work] 

available to the public […] in such a way that members of the public may access them from a 

place and at a time individually chosen by them”536? If so, who is making the work available to 

the public, the user or Linden? These questions shed light on thorny issues related to the rights 

of distribution, reproduction, and public display / communication to the public.  

 
533 UsedSoft GmbH v Oracle International Corp. (Case C‑128/11), 2012. 
534 UsedSoft GmbH v Oracle International Corp. (Case C‑128/11), 2012 at para. 47. 
535 London-Sire Records, Inc. v. Doe, 542 F.Supp.2d 153, 174 (D. Mass. 2008).  
536 InfoSoc Directive, art. 3(1). 
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5.3. The Right of Reproduction 

The right of reproduction is “[t]he first and best-known right given to copyright owners”537 and 

the “oldest of the rights granted to owners of copyright”538 Reproduction is the first right 

mentioned among exclusive rights of the copyright owner in many countries’ copyright acts.539 

The context of reproduction is relatively straightforward for copying tangible works. Reprinting 

physical copies of books, for example, is considered as reproduction and is therefore controlled 

by the copyright owner. However, copying tangible copies and digital copies of works require 

different methods and degrees of efforts. One can copy an e-book by simply selecting “copy” 

and “paste” icons on her computer screen. More importantly, one can “copy” an e-book by 

simply opening it on a computer as the content of the e-book has to be copied into the RAM of 

the computer in order for the e-book to be displayed. This situation brings a complicated picture 

with regards to the right of reproduction on digital works.  

 

5.3.1. Reproduction of Virtual Items According to the US Law 

The US Copyright Law states that a work is not “created” unless it is “fixed”. While fixation is 

regulated as a condition for creation of works,540 hence applied to original copies of works; it is 

also considered to apply to reproductions of works. In other words, the reproductions (copies 

of the original copy) should also be fixed as there would be no work to protect unless they are 

fixed. However, does a reproduction of a work also need to be fixed in the same way as the 

original copy i.e. do the same standards of fixation apply for original works and reproductions? 

This question is important especially for digital works, RAM copies, and therefore, virtual 

 
537 Bently and Sherman, p. 143. 
538 Bently and Sherman, p. 143. 
539 For example, see Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC § 106(1), UK Copyright, Designs and Patents 
Act 1988, art. 16(1).  
540 Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC § 101. Creation of work is defined as follows: “A work is "created" 
when it is fixed in a copy or phonorecord for the first time”.  
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items. In virtual worlds that employ client-server architecture, including WoW and Second Life, 

when a user walks around the virtual world, the relevant world data (including virtual items) 

that is present on the developer’s server, are copied into the RAM of the user’s PC. In such a 

case, if RAM copies of virtual items are considered as fixed, it might be argued that there is a 

potential violation of copyright owner’s reproduction right. By examining the relevant 

regulation and the case law, this section will discuss if and when copying digital works, and 

their RAM copies, amount to reproduction of works and compare similar examples in the case 

law with actual and potential practices in WoW and Second Life.   

 

Curiously, the requirement of fixation in reproductions of digital works is not widely discussed 

in scholarly literature or case law but rather accepted as a given. Brandriss is one of the few 

scholars who questions the requirement of fixation in reproductions of digital works. He states 

that “[t]he real issue is whether, in the digital age, the very demand of fixation as a condition of 

reproduction has the same meaning as it has as far as creation, or, indeed, whether it has any 

meaning at all.”541 Brandriss argues that since “copy” means both the original and the 

reproductive copy in the US Copyright Law, the requirement of fixation applies to both of them 

in equal measure.542 Accordingly, if an original RAM copy is considered to be permanent or 

stable enough to be accepted as fixed, then, as the same standard applies, a reproductive RAM 

copy is also considered to be permanent or stable enough to be accepted as fixed. This logic 

dictates that if creating a work in RAM amounts to creation, copying a work into the RAM 

would amount to reproduction. Brandriss’ argument is followed by the US courts. No court 

discussed a potential difference between the requirements of fixation in creating and 

reproducing works. As seen in Chapter 4, for those who discussed fixation in reproduction of 

 
541 Brandriss, p. 240. 
542 Brandriss, p. 246. 
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works, there was no consistency in their decisions with regards to fixation of RAM copies, 

mostly due to the courts’ insistences on making fact-specific evaluations.  

 

Recalling Chapter 4, the court in MAI ruled that RAM copy was fixed when a technician turns 

on the computer and the operating system is automatically copied into the RAM. In contrast, 

courts in CoStar and Cartoon Network ruled that RAM copies in their cases were not fixed 

because they were created during a transmission process. The status of data played an important 

role in the analyses of these courts. The definition of fixation in the US Copyright Law, which 

all three courts discussed, reads as follows: “A work is "fixed" in a tangible medium of 

expression when its embodiment in a copy or phonorecord, by or under the authority of the 

author, is sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise 

communicated for a period of more than transitory duration.”543 In MAI, the first case of the 

three, the court did not discuss “transitory duration” requirement in detail. It simply held that 

the reproduction in their case meets the requirements of fixation.544 Fourth Circuit in CoStar 

built upon this decision and stressed the importance of the status of data and transmission. When 

evaluating the issue of “transitory duration”, the court looked for a “qualitative” element, which 

“describes the status of transition”.545 In CoStar, the case was related to automatic RAM copies 

made by an ISP (LoopNet), when end-users uploaded copyrighted photographs to the ISP’s 

system. Fourth Circuit emphasized two interconnected facts: 1) the reproduction of copyrighted 

 
543 Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC § 101. 
544 The court decided that “MAI has adequately shown that the representation created in the RAM is "sufficiently 
permanent or stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a period of more than 
transitory duration."” See MAI Systems Corp. v. Peak Computer, Inc., 991 F.2d 511, 518 (9th Cir. 1993).  
545 CoStar Group, Inc. v. LoopNet, Inc., 373 F.3d 544, 551 (4th Cir. 2004). The Court further explained the 
qualitative element as follows; “when the copyrighted software is downloaded onto the computer, because it may 
be used to serve the computer or the computer owner, it no longer remains transitory. This, however, is unlike an 
ISP, which provides a system that automatically receives a subscriber's infringing material and transmits it to the 
Internet at the instigation of the subscriber.” See CoStar Group, Inc. v. LoopNet, Inc., 373 F.3d 544, 551 (4th Cir. 
2004).  
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photographs had not been initiated by LoopNet, 2) LoopNet was only transmitting data in 

response to the user's request. Specifically, Fourth Circuit stated;  

“When an electronic infrastructure is designed and managed as a conduit of 
information and data that connects users over the Internet, the owner and 
manager of the conduit hardly "copies" the information and data in the sense 
that it fixes a copy in its system of more than transitory duration. Even if the 
information and data are "downloaded" onto the owner's RAM or other 
component as part of the transmission function, that downloading is a 
temporary, automatic response to the user's request, and the entire system 
functions solely to transmit the user's data to the Internet. […] While 
temporary electronic copies may be made in this transmission process, they 
would appear not to be "fixed" in the sense that they are "of more than 
transitory duration"”.546 

 

Fourth Circuit clearly underlined that, in their specific case, there was a “transmission process” 

and download / reproduction of data was a “part of the transmission function”. Importantly, 

these reasons asserted by the Court in CoStar are not applicable to the situation of reproduction 

of virtual items in RAMs of user PCs. First, distinctly from the case in CoStar, it is end-users 

(virtual world users), who are copying works (virtual items) into the RAM of PCs and not a 

third-party company such as LoopNet. Second, while the copying process is initiated by end-

user like the case in CoStar; the RAM copies are not made during a transmission period like in 

CoStar, where LoopNet was making RAM copies in order to transmit the copied data to the 

end-user. In the case of virtual items, data (virtual item) is not transmitted anywhere after it is 

copied into the RAM of the user PC. The “transmission function”, mentioned by the Court in 

CoStar, is not present in the case of virtual items.  

 

Similar to the case in CoStar, in Cartoon Network, the last of the three decisions, the case was 

related to RAM copies saved on service provider’s (Cablevision’s) servers before it was saved 

in an HDD i.e. while the data was in transit. In the case, Second Circuit built upon the decisions 

 
546 CoStar Group, Inc. v. LoopNet, Inc., 373 F.3d 544, 550-51 (4th Cir. 2004). 
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of MAI and CoStar, and explained that the definition of fixation in the US Copyright Law points 

to two requirements: the embodiment requirement (being “placed in a medium such that it can 

be perceived, reproduced, etc., from that medium”) and the duration requirement (being 

“embodied "for a period of more than transitory duration"”).547 Second Circuit found the RAM 

copy in their case to be embodied in the buffer, meeting the first requirement of fixation.548 

However, the Court found that the embodiment did not last “for a period of more than transitory 

duration”549 because “unlike the data in cases like MAI Systems, which remained embodied in 

the computer's RAM memory until the user turned the computer off, each bit of data here is 

rapidly and automatically overwritten as soon as it is processed.”550 This shows that the reason 

asserted by Second Circuit in Cartoon Network, which is similar to the reasoning of the Fourth 

Circuit in CoStar, is also not applicable to reproduction of virtual items. Virtual item data is not 

“automatically overwritten as soon as it is processed”, and remains in user’s computers as long 

as they remain logged in to the virtual world, see the relevant virtual items, and possibly even 

more until new data is over-written or the RAM is powered down.   

 

One of the main differences between these cases was the status of data, specifically whether it 

was in transit or at its final location. The analysis of both Fourth and Second Circuits emphasize 

the fact that the data was in transit to its final location. Both courts evaluated a work in transitory 

duration to indicate a work being transmitted from one place to another. This evaluation is also 

evident in the courts’ claims that their conclusions are consistent with MAI. Both courts 

highlighted the fact that the case at their hands were different than the case in MAI.551 Fourth 

 
547 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 127 (2d Cir. 2008). 
548 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 129 (2d Cir. 2008). 
549 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 129 (2d Cir. 2008). 
550 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 129-30 (2d Cir. 2008). 
551 For example, in Cartoon Network, the Court specifically stated that “the duration requirement, by itself, was 
not at issue in MAI Systems and its progeny […] The MAI Systems court referenced the "transitory duration" 
language but did not discuss or analyze it […] the court therefore had no occasion to address it. This is not 
surprising, because it seems fair to assume that in these cases the program was embodied in the RAM for at least 
several minutes.” See Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 127-28 (2d Cir. 2008). 
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Circuit’s explanation for the meaning of “transitory nature” in CoStar explains this distinction 

clearly:  

 “"Transitory duration" is thus both a qualitative and quantitative 
characterization. It is quantitative insofar as it describes the period during 
which the function occurs, and it is qualitative in the sense that it describes 
the status of transition. Thus, when the copyrighted software is downloaded 
onto the computer, because it may be used to serve the computer or the 
computer owner, it no longer remains transitory. This, however, is unlike an 
ISP, which provides a system that automatically receives a subscriber's 
infringing material and transmits it to the Internet at the instigation of the 
subscriber”552 (emphasis added). 

 

This explanation is not viable for MAI or the case of virtual items in WoW and Second Life. 

Among these three decisions, MAI is the only one related to the copies made in the RAM of 

end-users’ PCs while a copyrighted software is loaded. Therefore, it is the most relevant to the 

case of virtual items. Both CoStar and Cartoon Network are decisions related to RAM copies 

made by third parties while the relevant data is eventually being transferred to the end-user. In 

the case of virtual items in WoW and Second Life, when users access the virtual world and see 

a virtual item on their computer screen (hence when the virtual item is copied into the RAM of 

the user PC), the virtual item is not in a “transitory” status (meaning it is not being transmitted 

from the user’s PC to another PC/server). The RAM of the user PC is the final destination of 

the virtual item and data is not being sent anywhere from the RAM. The phases of a virtual item 

from its creation to its final destination is shown below in Figure 28. In Second Life, a virtual 

item is usually created in the author user’s PC (stage 1), which she then uploads to Linden’s 

servers that hold virtual world and virtual item data (stage 2). When another Second Life user 

 
Similarly, in CoStar, Fourth Circuit decided that “[i]n concluding that an ISP has not itself fixed a copy in its 
system of more than transitory duration when it provides an Internet hosting service to its subscribers, we do not 
hold that a computer owner who downloads copyrighted software onto a computer cannot infringe the software's 
copyright. When the computer owner downloads copyrighted software, it possesses the software, which then 
functions in the service of the computer or its owner, and the copying is no longer of a transitory nature” (citations 
omitted). See CoStar Group, Inc. v. LoopNet, Inc., 373 F.3d 544, 551 (4th Cir. 2004).  
552 CoStar Group, Inc. v. LoopNet, Inc., 373 F.3d 544, 551 (4th Cir. 2004). 
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accesses the virtual world and sees this virtual item, the item is copied into the RAM of her PC 

(stage 3).      

 

 

The same logic applies to virtual items that are “sold” by author users and “bought” by other 

users. In the client-server model of Second Life, virtual items always remain in the non-volatile 

memory of Linden’s servers. In other words, if a user “buys” a virtual item from another user 

in Second Life, that item is not transferred to the non-volatile memory of her PC even if she 

possesses that item in the virtual world. The item remains in Linden’s server and data is only 

copied into the RAM of her PC when she logs into the virtual world and sees the virtual item 

on her PC. Technically, the virtual items that a user sees when wondering in Second Life and 

virtual items that a user “owns” in the virtual world are treated in the same way. 

 

The case of virtual items is better captured in Intellectual Reserve553, where a US District Court 

discussed whether simply browsing a website amounts to a reproduction of the content on that 

 
553 Intellectual Reserve, Inc. v. Utah Lighthouse Ministry, Inc., 75 F. Supp. 2d 1290 (D. Utah 1999).  

PC used by the Author 
User

An author user creates a virtual 
item and uploads it to the virtual 

world.

(Stage 1)

Virtual World Server
The virtual item, created by the 
author user, is uploaded to the 

server, ready to be disseminated 
to client PCs that connect to the 

virtual world.

(Stage 2)

PC used by the Virtual 
World User 
(Client PC)

A virtual world user accesses 
the virtual world and sees the 
virtual item (hence the virtual 

item is copied into the RAM of 
the user).

(Stage 3)

Figure 28: Upload of virtual items to virtual world servers, and their dissemination to client PCs. 
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website. Intellectual Reserve’s copyrighted material (in this case, a handbook) was posted, 

without permission, to a website operated by Utah Lighthouse Ministry. Intellectual Reserve 

argued that the defendants directly infringed their copyright. They also accused them of 

contributory infringement because internet users, who browse the defendants’ website, also 

infringe their copyright as their copyrighted work is copied into the RAM of their PCs. In 

discussing this allegation, the Court distinguished “viewing” from “copying” by stating that 

“[c]entral to this inquiry is whether the persons browsing are merely viewing the Handbook 

(which is not a copyright infringement), or whether they are making a copy of the Handbook 

(which is a copyright infringement).”554 Following this distinction, the Court stated that one 

cannot simply “view” a copyrighted content on a PC without “copying” it and hence ruled that; 

“When a person browses a website, and by so doing displays the Handbook, 
a copy of the Handbook is made in the computer's random access memory 
(RAM), to permit viewing of the material. And in making a copy, even a 
temporary one, the person who browsed infringes the copyright.”555 

 

Accordingly, it is simply impossible just to view content on a PC. One has to reproduce it to 

view. This claim indicates that identification of reproduction relies on the particular phase of 

data. In other words, data that is being transmitted from one place to another is not considered 

as fixed during this transmission; whereas data that is in its final location is considered as fixed 

even if it is reproduced in the RAM for a transitory duration. Thus, according to the current 

RAM copy doctrine followed by the US courts, virtual items copied into the RAM of PCs would 

be considered as fixed. Hence, US courts would evaluate viewing virtual items in WoW and 

Second Life on a PC as a reproduction of copyrighted material. 

 

 
554 Intellectual Reserve, Inc. v. Utah Lighthouse Ministry, Inc., 75 F.Supp.2d 1290, 1294 (D. Utah 1999). 
555 Intellectual Reserve, Inc. v. Utah Lighthouse Ministry, Inc., 75 F.Supp.2d 1290, 1294 (D. Utah 1999). 
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Scholars seem to focus on the final decisions of these US courts rather than their analyses and 

how they discussed and interpreted fixation in their specific cases. While scholars mainly 

criticize the final decision of the Ninth Circuit in MAI,556 scholarly analyses for the Fourth and 

Second Circuits are limited with criticisms that highlight the courts’ strict adherence to fact-

specific conclusions, which do not completely resolve the debates on fixation of RAM copies.557 

However, the analyses that lead to these fact-specific conclusions should be subject to critical 

analysis as well. Both Fourth and Second Circuit’s interpretations of “transitory duration” 

(transmission of data from one place to another) are flawed. The courts conceive transition as 

status of the work rather than status of the duration. To understand this problem better, it is 

useful to remember how the US Copyright Law defines fixation; 

“A work is “fixed” in a tangible medium of expression when its embodiment 
in a copy or phonorecord, by or under the authority of the author, is 
sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or 
otherwise communicated for a period of more than transitory duration.” 

 

In this definition, the transitory adjective describes the duration and not the state of the work. 

Accordingly, a work / digital data can remain in a transitory duration not only when it is 

transmitted from one place to another but also when it rests at its final destination and is 

automatically overwritten such as the case of data copied into the RAM of end-users’ PCs. In 

other words, the data is not in a transitory state because it is not transmitted from one place to 

another. Yet, since it can only exist as long as the RAM on which it is written remains powered, 

or as long as it is not overwritten by new data, it can only exist for a period of transitory 

duration.  

 

 
556 For several examples, see Bogden, p. 184. 
557 For example, see Perzanowski, p. 1087. 
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The courts’ interpretation is inconsistent with both the text of the law and the underlying 

purposes of the requirement of fixation. The evidentiary function, proving the existence of a 

work, is the most cited function of the requirement of fixation.558 However, with regards to this 

evidentiary function, there is no difference between RAM copies created on a PC and RAM 

copies created as a result of data transfer. When comparing their case with MAI, Second Circuit 

in Cartoon Network stated that “[n]o bit of data remains in any buffer for more than a fleeting 

1.2 seconds. And unlike the data in cases like MAI, which remained embodied in the computer's 

RAM memory until the user turned the computer off, each bit of data here is rapidly and 

automatically overwritten as soon as it is processed.”559 However, data does not necessarily 

have to remain in computer RAM until the user turns the computer off, and data in transit does 

not necessarily remain in buffer RAM for short periods of time like 1.2 seconds. How long the 

data remains in RAM depends on many additional factors. First, a high capacity buffer RAM 

can hold data for longer periods of time than a low capacity PC RAM of an end-user. Second, 

apart from memory capacity of the RAM, the size of data that is processed may also be 

important. When dealing with high volume data, a RAM with low capacity might need to 

overwrite data more frequently than a RAM with high capacity. Therefore, a PC RAM may 

also have to hold data for only short periods of time, which might diminish the evidentiary 

function of the fixation requirement.560  

 

 
558 For example, VerSteeg states that “[o]ne of the most important reasons for requiring fixation in a more or less 
permanent form as a condition precedent to copyright protection is to ensure that a copyright claimant will be able 
to provide a court documentary evidence of the copyrightable subject matter.” See Russ VerSteeg, ‘Jurimetric 
Copyright: Future Shock for the Visual Arts’, Cardozo Arts & Entertainment Law Journal, 13 (1994), 125–37 (p. 
132). Also see Douglas Lichtman, ‘Copyright as a Rule of Evidence’, Duke Law Journal, 52 (2003), 683–744 (pp. 
730–34). Similarly, in Guide to the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, WIPO 
explains the rationale behind the requirement of fixation as follows: “Fixation is not a formality within the meaning 
of Article 5(2) of the Convention […] it proves the existence of the work.” See WIPO, Guide to the Berne 
Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (Paris Act, 1971) (Geneva: WIPO, 1978), p. 18. 
559 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 129-30 (2d Cir. 2008). 
560 There are other functions of the requirement of fixation such as “the social-economic perspective that every 
property needs boundary lines to define it” (See Brandriss, p. 269.) or helping ensuring that the Congress promotes 
the progress of science and arts (see Perzanowski, p. 1094.). These reasons also do not require a distinction between 
transmitted and non-transmitted copies of works.  
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In this regard, Fourth Circuit’s interpretation that equates data in “transitory duration” with data 

being transmitted from one place to another is problematic. However, its claim that 

“"[t]ransitory duration" is […] both a qualitative and quantitative characterization”561 is 

significant. Qualitative and quantitative factors should determine whether a certain work meets 

the requirements of fixation. By focusing on the function of the RAM copy, a qualitative 

assessment can determine whether the RAM copy is the “functional equivalent of a longer 

lasting copy”562. In order to determine that, a case-by-case analysis is required, as both the 

Second Circuit and Fourth Circuit decided. Such case specific analyses may lead to different 

court decisions with regards to the fixation of RAM copies, and this does not necessarily mean 

that there is an inconsistency with the decisions. This was also highlighted by the US Supreme 

Court. In Cartoon Network, content providers filed for certiorari due to the varying decisions 

given in the cases of MAI and Cartoon Network. The Supreme Court denied the request with 

the argument that the courts in two cases “distinguished, rather than disagreed with”563 each 

other.  

 

In both Second Life and WoW, virtual world data (including virtual item data) is copied 

automatically into the RAM of user PCs so that related information can be processed and 

displayed to the user. On the other hand, the copy on the developer’s servers are saved on a 

non-volatile memory and opened to the public so that users of the virtual world can connect to 

the server and access the data. In this regard, the function of the RAM copy on user PCs and 

the function of the fixed copy on the virtual world servers are different. The RAM copy of 

virtual world data on the side of users is an automatic process that enables users to display the 

information on their PCs. It is not created to save the data for long periods of time or disseminate 

 
561 CoStar Group, Inc. v. LoopNet, Inc., 373 F.3d 544, 551 (4th Cir. 2004). 
562 Triad Systems Corp. v. Southeastern Express Co., 31 U.S.P.Q.2d 1239 (N.D. Cal. 1994). 
563 Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae at 9, CNN, Inc. v. CSC Holdings, 129 S. Ct. 985 (U.S. 2009). 
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data to other users. In WoW and Second Life, the RAM copy of a virtual item is not the 

“functional equivalent of a longer lasting copy”564 and should not be regarded as a fixed copy. 

This finding is a result of the client-server architecture utilized by both Second Life and WoW.  

 

This situation would be different if WoW or Second Life used another system. For example, 

P2P architecture, another option to build a virtual world, can handle virtual world and virtual 

item data differently by employing various models. For example, the developer may still use a 

central server to keep and distribute virtual item data from the server, and, at the same time, use 

the peers to distribute information on avatars.565 In this scenario, the virtual item would still be 

fixed in developer’s server. However, different models of P2P architecture may eliminate the 

need for a central server or may not store any virtual item data on a central server. For instance, 

a P2P virtual world may “use peers in a P2P network to store objects of the virtual-world 

[where] [e]ach peer is assigned the responsibility for some regions of the virtual-world and for 

any objects that are within that region.”566 In such a scenario, the virtual item data would be 

stored on and distributed from a user’s PC rather than a central server. If a user moves her avatar 

to another part of the virtual world, which is assigned to another user, her virtual items would 

be transferred to and stored in that other user’s PC. This situation could be seen as similar to 

the RAM copy case in client-server models, because the storage areas of items change from one 

peer to another and may not be stored for long periods of time. However, there is a significant 

distinction between this P2P model and RAM copies of users in client-server model. First, as 

the data in P2P model is saved on a non-volatile memory of the user (peer) PC, it can be 

considered as fixed on the user PC. Second, the functions of the RAM copy and the copy in the 

 
564 Triad Systems Corp. v. Southeastern Express Co., 31 U.S.P.Q.2d 1239 (N.D. Cal. 1994). 
565 Erica Naone, ‘Peer-to-Peer Virtual Worlds’, MIT Technology Review, 2008 
<https://www.technologyreview.com/s/409912/peer-to-peer-virtual-worlds/>. 
566 Egemen Tanin and others, ‘Building and Querying a P2P Virtual World’, GeoInformatica, 10 (2006), 91–116 
(p. 94). 
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peer PC are distinct. The RAM copy’s function is to render information and display it to the 

user, whereas the peer copy’s function is the dissemination of content so that other users can 

connect to the peer user and download the necessary information. Each peer PC functions like 

a small part of a central server, reducing the developer’s need for bandwidth and processing 

power required in client-server architectures. These advantages, also discussed by many 

scholars,567 may lead P2P architecture models to become mainstream in the future, especially 

when developers find ways to tackle with the negative consequences of utilizing this 

architecture such as cheating of users.568 

 

The client-server architecture, utilized by virtual world developers, also makes it easier to 

discuss the developer’s position with regards to the fixed copies of works. Accordingly, virtual 

items created by users must be saved on the non-volatile memory of developers’ servers. These 

items are not saved for a transitory duration and they are not in a transitory state. They are fixed 

copies of works, saved on non-volatile memories on developers’ servers so that users can access 

them when they login to the virtual world. In other words, they are “sufficiently permanent or 

stable to permit [them] to be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a period of 

more than transitory duration”. In addition, developers also regularly take backups of virtual 

world data, meaning they reproduce virtual world data, including the virtual items, as backups. 

From a practical point of view, the reproduction of the developer is important because in case 

of copyright infringements, right owners may choose to go after service providers rather than 

individual users, who may be hard to identify, costly to individually ask for damages, and lack 

 
567 For examples, see Shun-Yun Hu and Guan-Ming Liao, ‘Scalable Peer-to-Peer Networked Virtual 
Environment’, in Proceedings of the 3rd Workshop on Network and System Support for Games (presented at the 
Netgames, ACM, 2004), pp. 129–33; Romain Cavagna, Christian Bouville, and Jerome Royan, ‘P2P Network for 
Very Large Virtual Environment’, in Proceedings of the ACM Symposium on Virtual Reality Software and 
Technology (presented at the VRST, ACM, 2006), pp. 269–76; Matteo Varvello, Christophe Diot, and Ernst 
Biersack, ‘P2P Second Life: Experimental Validation Using Kad’, in Proceedings of the IEEE International 
Conference on Computer Communications (presented at the INFOCOM, IEEE, 2009), pp. 1161–69. 
568 As the relevant data is saved on virtual world users’ PC, it is easier for users to change this data and cheat. See 
Naone. 
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the necessary resources to compensate any damage in the first place. The liability of the 

developers will be further discussed in the next chapter, taking into account the license 

agreements, everyday use of virtual items, and the potentially infringing actions of the 

developers with regards to the virtual items. 

 

In a nutshell, according to the current RAM copy doctrine followed by the US courts, virtual 

items copied into the RAM of user PCs in WoW and Second Life would be considered fixed. 

The current doctrine dictates that users do not have to own or possess a virtual item in order to 

reproduce it; they can reproduce a virtual item by just seeing it on their computer screen as the 

virtual item would have to be copied into the RAM of their PCs. Yet, analyzing the purposes 

of the requirement of fixation, in a virtual world that employs server-client architecture, virtual 

items copied into the RAM of user PCs should not be regarded as fixed. They are not “functional 

equivalent of a longer lasting copy”569. However, in line with the US courts’ insistence on 

making case-specific analyses for RAM copies, reproduction of virtual items should be 

contextually analyzed, because many types of variables, including the underlying technical 

architecture of the virtual world, can alter our evaluation and conclusion. For example, this 

finding could be different in a virtual world, which utilizes a P2P or other distributed application 

architecture, requiring the peers and not a central server to save and reproduce data.  

 

5.3.2. Reproduction of Virtual Items According to the EU Law 

The RAM copy doctrine followed by the US courts is similar to how the EU’s InfoSoc Directive 

outlines the right of reproduction under Article 2. In the article, the Directive states that 

“Member States shall provide for the exclusive right to authorize or prohibit direct or indirect, 

 
569 Triad Systems Corp. v. Southeastern Express Co., 31 U.S.P.Q.2d 1239 (N.D. Cal. 1994). 
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temporary or permanent reproduction by any means and in any form, in whole or in part”570 

(emphasis added). The Explanatory Memorandum of the Directive shows that the Directive 

regulates the reproduction right comprehensively and draws wide boundaries for this right; 

“the second element (temporary/ permanent) is intended to clarify the fact 
that in the network environment very different types of reproduction might 
occur which all constitute acts of reproductions within the meaning of this 
provision. The result of a reproduction may be a tangible permanent copy, 
like a book, but it may just as well be a non-visible temporary copy of the 
work in the working memory of a computer. Both temporary and permanent 
copies are covered by the definition of an act of reproduction.”571 

 

This emphasis on both indirect and temporary reproductions separates the Directive from US 

courts’ interpretation of “transitory duration”. US courts indicated that RAM copies in CoStar 

and Cartoon Network were not fixed because they were transferred from one place to another, 

hence were not in a “transitory” status. The wording of the Directive, as the Explanatory 

Memorandum also explains, covers all temporary reproductions “in the network environment”. 

Therefore, distinct from the US courts’ interpretations, the Directive covers cases similar to 

both MAI (where RAM copy is created at its final destination) and CoStar and Cartoon Network 

(where RAM copy is created in a transitory situation). This puts reproductions made in buffer 

RAMs (which are not considered as fixed reproductions within the scope of US Copyright Law) 

as well as reproductions made in end-user PCs within the scope of Article 2 of the Directive. 

Therefore, like other indirect and temporary reproductions, RAM copies of virtual items created 

by using WoW and Second Life fall within the scope of the article and can be regarded as 

reproductions.  

 

 
570 InfoSoc Directive, art. 2.  
571 Explanatory Memorandum to the Proposal for a European Parliament and Council Directive on Harmonization 
of Certain Aspects of Copyright and Related Rights in the Information Society, COM(97) 628 final, Brussels, 
1997, pp. 24, 25.  
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However, Article 5 of the Directive introduces exceptions and limitations to the reproduction 

right referred to in Article 2. Specifically, Article 5(1) states that; 

“[t]emporary acts of reproduction referred to in Article 2, which are transient 
or incidental [and] an integral and essential part of a technological process 
and whose sole purpose is to enable: (a) a transmission in a network between 
third parties by an intermediary, or (b) a lawful use of a work or other subject-
matter to be made, and which have no independent economic significance, 
shall be exempted from the reproduction right provided for in Article 2.”572  

 

Unlike the US Law, which underlines that in order for the work not to be fixed, the work should 

be in a “transitory” duration; the InfoSoc Directive states that an exemption for the right of 

reproduction applies if a work is in a transient or incidental situation. Incidental copies can be 

briefly explained as copies of works made during the lawful use of a copyrighted work with no 

independent purpose, and are created as a part of the technological process. This phrase is also 

noted in CJEU’s Meltwater573 decision. In the decision, CJEU specifically stated that copies do 

not necessarily have to be transient as long as they are incidental. When discussing whether 

RAM copies fall within the scope of the exceptions listed in Article 5 of the InfoSoc Directive, 

the Court stated that “it is not necessary that [cached] copies be categorized as ‘transient’ once 

it has been established that they are incidental in nature in the light of the technological process 

used”574. While there is no scholarly analysis of this article with regards to virtual items, many 

assert that Article 5 should apply to RAM copies made as a result of browsing a website.575 

Recital 33 of the InfoSoc Directive supports this analysis. According to the Recital, the 

exceptions introduced in Article 5 “should include acts which enable browsing as well as acts 

 
572 InfoSoc Directive, art. 5(1). 
573 Public Relations Consultants Association Ltd v Newspaper Licensing Agency Ltd and Others (Case C-360/13), 
2014.  
574 Public Relations Consultants Association Ltd v Newspaper Licensing Agency Ltd and Others (Case C-360/13), 
2014 at para. 48. 
575 For example, see David L. Hayes, ‘Advanced Copyright Issues on the Internet’, 2016, pp. 86, 87 
<https://www.fenwick.com/FenwickDocuments/Advanced-Copyright-Issues-on-the-Internet-2016.pdf>. 
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of caching to take place”576. However, even if RAM copies of virtual items are incidental 

reproductions, this does not guarantee for enjoying the exemptions of Article 5(1). To be 

classified under the article, RAM copies of virtual items need to be either 1) created in transit 

or 2) created to enable lawful use of another work and have no economic significance on its 

own. For the case of virtual items, RAM copies are created at end-users’ PC; and therefore, 

they are not in transit. For this reason, to understand whether they meet the latter criterion of 

exceptions, we should analyze whether they “have no independent economic significance” and 

whether their purpose is to enable “a lawful use of a work or other subject-matter to be made”.  

 

The advocate general in Infopaq I577 discussed the condition of having “no independent 

economic significance” in detail. The advocate general stated that; 

 “[e]conomic significance means that the temporary act of reproduction must 
involve an economic advantage for the person who carries it out […] The key 
issue in determining whether that economic significance is independent is in 
my opinion whether the economic advantages stem from the temporary acts 
of reproduction”578.  

 

This issue is further elaborated by the CJEU in Infopaq II579. The court explained that the 

economic advantage gained from the temporary reproduction “must not be either distinct or 

separable from the economic advantage derived from the lawful use of the work concerned and 

it must not generate an additional economic advantage going beyond that derived from that use 

of the protected work”580. Thus, the CJEU states that the temporary reproduction should 

provide an additional advantage that is distinct and separable from the advantage gained from 

the work. In WoW and Second Life, RAM copies are created automatically enabling users to 

 
576 InfoSoc Directive, recital 33.  
577 Infopaq International A/S v Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-5/08), 2009.  
578 Opinion of Advocate General Trstenjak, Infopaq International A/S v Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-
5/08), 2009 at paras. 124, 125.  
579 Infopaq International A/S v Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-302/10), 2012. 
580 Infopaq International A/S v Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-302/10), 2012 at para. 50. 
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see the virtual world data on their computer screens. Users do not gain any economic advantage 

from the RAM copies of virtual items they simply see. However, there might be situations 

where RAM copies might have independent economic significance. This could especially be 

applicable in situations where the work was in transit and the intermediary company profited 

from the transient RAM copies of unlawfully reproduced works.  

 

Furthermore, the purpose of RAM copies should be to enable “a lawful use of a work or other 

subject-matter to be made”. In other words, what is at stake is whether the RAM copy enables 

(hence, is created as a result of) the lawful use of a work, rather than whether the RAM copy 

itself constitutes a lawful reproduction.581 As Rosati explains, “[a]rticle 5.1(b) also extends [the 

exception] to “lawful use”. This covers use of work subject to copyright, whether or not 

authorized by the copyright owner, provided it is not restricted by legislation. This necessarily 

includes use of the work by an end-user browsing the internet.”582 Similarly, the CJEU in 

Infopaq II discussed whether drafting of a summary of newspapers was an unlawful activity 

within the scope Article 5(1). The CJEU stated that while this practice was not authorized by 

right holders in their case, it was nevertheless not an activity restricted by the EU legislation, 

hence cannot be considered as unlawful.583 From this perspective, creation of RAM copies of 

virtual items by users of WoW and Second Life cannot be considered as unlawful as long as 

users use WoW and Second Life (hence, view the virtual items) lawfully.  

 

 
581 The advocate general in Infopaq I explained this issue thoroughly: “the condition of lawful use of a work cannot 
be interpreted as meaning that the temporary acts of reproduction must constitute in themselves a lawful use of the 
work; that condition must on the contrary be understood as meaning that the temporary acts of reproduction must 
enable another use of the work which must itself be lawful.” See Opinion of Advocate General Trstenjak, Infopaq 
International A/S v Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-5/08), 2009 at para. 107.    
582 Eleonora Rosati, ‘Breaking News: UK Supreme Court Refers NLA v Meltwater to CJEU’ 
<http://ipkitten.blogspot.com.tr/2013/04/breaking-news-uk-supreme-court-refers_17.html>. 
583 Infopaq International A/S v Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-302/10), 2012 at paras. 42-46. 
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Considering the InfoSoc Directive, the CJEU decisions, and the scholarly debate together, it 

can be argued that automatically created RAM copies of virtual items constitute a 

reproduction,584 but fall under the scope of exceptions listed in Article 5(1). Technically, 

wandering around in a virtual world and seeing virtual items on a computer screen is similar to 

wandering around on the internet with a web browser and seeing copyrightable works on a 

website. Like RAM copies created during web browsing, RAM copies of virtual items in WoW 

and Second Life are “incidental”, “an integral and essential part of a technological process”, 

“needed to enable lawful use of a work”, and “have no independent economic significance”; 

thus fall within the scope of Article 5(1) of the InfoSoc Directive.  

 

However, to avoid excessive use of this exemption, Article 5(5) of the InfoSoc Directive 

restates Berne Convention’s famous three step-test, and asserts that the exceptions and 

limitations shall only be applied (a) “in certain special cases”, (b) “which do not conflict with 

a normal exploitation of the work or other subject-matter” and (c) “do not unreasonably 

prejudice the legitimate interests of the rightholder”. As ruled by the CJEU, the requirement for 

application of exceptions listed in Article 5(1) should be applied cumulatively. In Infopaq I,585 

the Court specifically stated that “those conditions are cumulative in the sense that non-

compliance with any one of them will lead to the act of reproduction not being exempted 

pursuant to Article 5(1) of Directive 2001/29 from the reproduction right provided for in Article 

 
584 There is a scholarly consensus on this issue with regards to the InfoSoc Directive. Scholars argue that Computer 
Programs Directive also follows the footsteps of the InfoSoc Directive and regulates the issue similarly. For 
example, Bing states the following; “Processing a work by a computer implies numerous instances of copying. In 
order to examine a text on a computer screen, the text has to be communicated from a storage medium, typically 
a magnetic disk, to the central processing unit of the computer, where the representation is used to control the 
properties of the screen so that an image of the text appears. This representation in the CPU is short-lived, the 
storage cache has a limited capacity (but may in modern systems be of several gigabytes), and will be overwritten 
by the operating system if necessary […] There was disagreement as to whether these short-lived representations 
qualified as copies. The Copyright Directive would seem to have put an end to that disagreement, and the Computer 
Programs Directive uses the same terms in defining a reproduction. It must therefore be held that all these examples 
qualify as reproductions.” See Jon Bing, ‘Copyright Protection of Computer Programs’, in Research Handbook 
on the Future of EU Copyright, ed. by Estelle Derclaye (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2009), pp. 401–26 (p. 413).  
585 Infopaq International A/S v Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-5/08), 2009. 
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2 of that directive.”586 In Meltwater, Article 5(5) was discussed within the scope of web 

browsing. The CJEU held that on-screen and cached copies created as a result of web browsing 

constitute a special case as they are created only for this occasion. The Court further stated that, 

even if web browsing and copies created as a result of web browsing, in principle, might allow 

users to access works without the authorization of right holders, “the copies do not unreasonably 

prejudice the legitimate interests of those rights holders.”587 Lastly, the Court underlined the 

fact that “creation of the on-screen copies and the cached copies does not conflict with a normal 

exploitation of the works”588. The CJEU did not discuss the three step-test in detail in Infopaq 

I or in Infopaq II.589 In Infopaq I, the Court stated that there was no need to further discuss 

whether the activity in their case passed the three step-test. In Infopaq II, the Court specified 

that since the acts of reproduction in their case fulfil all the conditions of Article 5(1), “it must 

be held that they do not conflict with the normal exploitation of the work or unreasonably 

prejudice the legitimate interests of the rightholder”590. Even then, the findings and rulings of 

the Court are applicable to the case of RAM reproductions of virtual items in WoW and Second 

Life. Similar to on-screen and cached copies created as a result of web-browsing, RAM copies 

of virtual items in WoW and Second Life fulfill the conditions of Article 5(1) and are created 

“in certain special cases”, “do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work or other 

subject-matter”, and “do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the rightholder”.  

 
586 Infopaq International A/S v Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-5/08), 2009 at para. 55. 
587 Public Relations Consultants Association Ltd v Newspaper Licensing Agency Ltd and Others (Case C-360/13), 
2014 at para. 56.  
588 Public Relations Consultants Association Ltd v Newspaper Licensing Agency Ltd and Others (Case C-360/13), 
2014 at para. 60. 
589 Though, in Infopaq I, the Court stated that Article 5(1) should be interpreted strictly: “ For the interpretation of 
each of those conditions in turn, it should be borne in mind that, according to settled case-law, the provisions of a 
directive which derogate from a general principle established by that directive must be interpreted strictly. This 
holds true for the exemption provided for in Article 5(1) of Directive 2001/29, which is a derogation from the 
general principle established by that directive, namely the requirement of authorisation from the rightholder for 
any reproduction of a protected work.”. See Infopaq International A/S v Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-
5/08), 2009 at paras. 56. 57. For more information on CJEU interpretation of the three step-test, see P. Bernt 
Hugenholtz and Martin R.F. Senftleben, ‘Fair Use in Europe. In Search of Flexibilities’ (Amsterdam Law School 
Legal Studies Research Paper No. 2012-39, 2011), pp. 24–26. 
590 Infopaq International A/S v Danske Dagblades Forening (Case C-302/10), 2012 at para. 56. 
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In short, the case law in the US diverges from the InfoSoc Directive and the case law in the EU 

with regards to RAM copies. According to the current US RAM copy doctrine, virtual items 

copied into the RAM of WoW and Second Life users’ PCs would be fixed. Hence, users 

reproduce copies of works (virtual items) when they login to virtual worlds. In the EU, similar 

to legally browsing a website, even if this act constitutes a reproduction, it falls within the scope 

of exceptions regulated in Article 5(1) of the InfoSoc Directive.  

 

5.3. The Right of Distribution  

As noted in Chapter 4, users can create virtual items on their PCs and upload them to Second 

Life or directly create virtual items inside the virtual world. These items are hosted in the 

developer’s servers and users that connect to the virtual world access this information to see the 

relevant virtual item on their PC screens.591 Here, the important question is whether a virtual 

world developer or the world’s users distribute / publicly display content when others access 

the virtual world. In the digital age, activities such as content streaming and downloading from 

the internet challenge traditional economic rights such as distribution and public display / 

communication to the public. It is important to discuss which of these rights, if any, correspond 

to the usage of virtual worlds. 

 

In the US Copyright Law, the term “distribution” is not defined. Rather, the right of distribution 

can be found under the regulation of exclusive rights in copyrighted works: “to distribute copies 

or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, 

or by rental, lease, or lending”592. The Act says that in order to distribute a work, one has to 

 
591 See above figure 28 for more information. 
592 Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC § 106(3).  
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have a “copy” of it. In other words, the distribution right is not directly related to the work but 

to the copy of the work, which is defined in the Act as follows;  

“"Copies" are material objects, other than phonorecords, in which a work is 
fixed by any method now known or later developed, and from which the work 
can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or 
with the aid of a machine or device. The term "copies" includes the material 
object, other than a phonorecord, in which the work is first fixed”593 
(emphasis added). 

 

The Act defines copy as a material object in which a work is fixed. Hence, considering the 

language of the Act alone, the right of distribution can only be relevant in cases where one 

distributes material objects in which a work is fixed. The US Copyright Law’s emphasis on the 

material object requirement makes defining copies in the digital age challenging and blurs the 

line between the rights of distribution and public display. Before the internet and online 

transmission of digital content, this line was clearer. For example, if one wanted to distribute 

songs, one had to fix the songs on a material object such as a compact disk or cassette and 

distribute the material object. Naturally, it was impossible to distribute songs without 

distributing a material object. Thus, distributing CDs or cassettes were evaluated within the 

scope of distribution right. However, if one was displaying them without getting them fixed in 

a material object, like telecasting, then she was displaying / performing works publicly. 

 

In the digital world, this interpretation is challenged with the distribution of works without the 

material object. Therefore, courts have been giving contradicting decisions on whether 

distribution or public display right applies in cases of internet transmission. For example, in 

Perry594, the defendants put the plaintiff’s copyrighted photographs on their website, which was 

not authorized by the license agreement signed by the defendants and the plaintiff.  The Court 

 
593 Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC § 101. 
594 Wayne J. Perry v. Sonic Graphic Systems, Inc., 94 F. Supp. 2d 616 (E.D. Pa. 2000). 
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ruled that the defendants’ use of plaintiff’s photographs on their website “was not authorized 

by the Licensing Agreement”595 and, therefore “violates Plaintiff's exclusive rights under 17 

U.S.C. § 106(1)-(3).”596 The exclusive rights under 17 U.S.C. § 106(1)-(3) are reproduction, 

preparing derivative works,597 and distribution. Hence, the Court did not mention the right of 

public display. However, in a case before Perry, a US District Court discussed whether the 

defendant, who operates a bulletin board service (BBS), infringed plaintiff’s rights by 

distributing plaintiff’s copyrighted works.598 The Court, quoting the House Report for the 

Copyright Law, stated the following; 

“[T]he "display" rights of PEI have been infringed upon by Defendant Frena. 
The concept of display is broad. It covers "the projection of an image on a 
screen or other surface by any method, the transmission of an image by 
electronic or other means, and the showing of an image on a cathode ray tube, 
or similar viewing apparatus connected with any sort of information storage 
and retrieval system." The display right precludes unauthorized transmission 
of the display from one place to another, for example, by a computer 
system.”599 (citations omitted) 

 

Here, by highlighting the broad nature of the concept of display, the Court specifically 

mentioned the right of public display for dissemination of copyrighted works via a BBS. The 

House Report, cited by the District Court, discusses the scope of public display right in detail 

as follows; 

“In addition to the direct showings of a copy of a work, "display" would 
include the projection of an image on a screen or other surface by any 
method, the transmission of all image by electronic or other means […] The 
definition of "transmit" - to communicate a performance or display "by any 
device or process whereby images or sound are received beyond the place 
from which they are sent" - is broad enough to include all conceivable forms 
and combinations of wired or wireless communications media, including but 

 
595 Wayne J. Perry v. Sonic Graphic Systems, Inc., 94 F. Supp. 2d 616, 621 (E.D. Pa. 2000). 
596 Wayne J. Perry v. Sonic Graphic Systems, Inc., 94 F. Supp. 2d 616, 621 (E.D. Pa. 2000). 
597 The defendants also prepared derivative works based upon the copyrighted works of the plaintiff. 
598 Playboy Enterprises, Inc. v. George Frena, 839 F. Supp. 1552 (M.D. Fla. 1993). Transmission of works from 
BBS works similar to transmission of works from web browsers. While BBS preexists the public internet, the 
protocols and methods utilized by BBS and the internet does not play a significant role in our legal analysis in this 
case.   
599 Playboy Enterprises, Inc. v. George Frena, 839 F. Supp. 1552, 1556-57 (M.D. Fla. 1993). 
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by no means limited to radio and television broadcasting as we know them. 
Each and every method by which the images or sounds comprising a 
performance or display are picked up and conveyed is a "transmission," and 
if the transmission reaches the public in my form, the case comes within the 
scope of clauses (4) or (5) of section 106”600 (emphasis added). 

 

In the House Report, the terms “display” and “transmit” cover internet transmissions. Some 

courts and scholars follow this line of thought. Reese, in 2001, evaluated internet transmission 

of works within the scope of distribution and public display rights601 and highlighted the courts’ 

evaluation of transmissions over computer networks as violations of copyright owner’s 

distribution right. He stated that such an interpretation of the distribution right is against both 

the wording and the aim of the US Copyright Law and is problematic when being applied to 

digital works.602 Reese further argued that it is the public display right which should be applied 

to transmission of copyrighted works over the Internet.603 Reese based this argument on his 

claim that “a transfer of a material object is the essence of the exclusive right to distribute copies 

of a copyrighted work as stated in § 106(3).”604 Similarly, Goldstein lists the distribution right 

under exploitation of copyrighted works in tangible form,605 and the public display right under 

exploitation of copyrighted works in intangible form.606  

 

The debate on whether distribution or public display right applies for digital transmission of 

works was partially solved by the US Supreme Court’s Tasini607 decision in 2001. Tasini was 

 
600 House of Representatives, Report No. 94-1476, 1976, p. 64. 
601 R. Anthony Reese, ‘The Public Display Right: The Copyright Act’s Neglected Solution to the Controversy 
Over Ram “Copies”’, University of Illinois Law Review, 2001 (2001), 83–150. 
602 Reese, ‘The Public Display Right: The Copyright Act’s Neglected Solution to the Controversy Over Ram 
“Copies”’, p. 122. 
603 Reese, ‘The Public Display Right: The Copyright Act’s Neglected Solution to the Controversy Over Ram 
“Copies”’, p. 92. 
604 Reese, ‘The Public Display Right: The Copyright Act’s Neglected Solution to the Controversy Over Ram 
“Copies”’, p. 128. 
605 Goldstein, p. 249. 
606 Goldstein, p. 262. 
607 New York Times Co., Inc. v. Tasini, 533 U.S. 483 (2001). 
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primarily concerned with copyright in collective works and the individual works in collections. 

In Tasini, freelance authors contributed to periodicals, which were collective works. Later, the 

individual articles were put into three databases under an agreement made by database 

companies and the publishers. The Supreme Court ruled that the copyrights of the freelance 

authors have been infringed “because the databases reproduce and distribute articles standing 

alone and not in context”608. When discussing which rights of the authors have been infringed, 

the Court stated that “UMI, by selling those CD–ROMs, and LEXIS/NEXIS, by selling copies 

of the Articles through the NEXIS Database, "distribute copies" of the Articles "to the public 

by sale," § 106(3)”609. According to the Court, both the sale of CD-ROMs (material objects) 

and sale of copies over the internet through a database constitute distribution. The Court did not 

mention public display right among violated rights of the authors. In fact, the Court explicitly 

stated that there was no need to discuss whether public display right is an issue at this case even 

though the Register of Copyrights has argued otherwise; 

“Satisfied that the Publishers exercised rights § 106 initially assigns 
exclusively to the Author, we need resolve no more on that score. Thus, we 
do not reach an issue the Register of Copyrights has argued vigorously. The 
Register maintains that the Databases publicly "display" the Articles, § 
106(5); because § 201(c) does not privilege "display," the Register urges, the 
§ 201(c) privilege does not shield the Databases.”610  

 

The Supreme Court interpreted § 106(3) in a way to cover internet transmission of works even 

if the article covers only distribution of copies (material objects). While the Supreme Court was 

content that the actions of the publishers fell within the scope of the distribution and not the 

public display right, they did not discuss why they “need[ed] resolve no more on that score”.   

 

 
608 New York Times Co., Inc. v. Tasini, 533 U.S. 483, 488 (2001). 
609 New York Times Co., Inc. v. Tasini, 533 U.S. 483, 498 (2001). 
610 New York Times Co., Inc. v. Tasini, 533 U.S. 483, 498-99 (2001). 
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The interpretation of the Supreme Court was followed by the Ninth Circuit and various district 

courts in subsequent decisions, which can shed light on why distribution right is applied in 

certain internet transmission scenarios. In Perfect 10,611 Ninth Circuit discussed whether 

Google’s certain activities such as indexing and hyperlinking constitute copyright infringement. 

The Court first discussed what it means to be a “copy” of a work and stated that “[t]he image 

stored in the computer is the "copy" of the work for purposes of copyright law”612. Hence, while 

the US Copyright Law states that “copies are material objects […] in which a work is fixed”; 

the Court specified that a work that is fixed in a material object is also a copy of the work. 

Furthermore, by interpreting the Supreme Court’s Tasini decision, the Court stated that “in the 

electronic context, copies may be distributed electronically.”613 With this interpretation, the 

Court found that the website publisher distributed copies of works by transmitting images 

electronically, which the user can afterwards download or print.614  

 

The US District Court for the District of Massachusetts discussed distribution vs. public display 

in electronic transmission of works in detail in London-Sire Records615. Here, one of the main 

issues was whether unauthorized P2P transfer of song files constituted an infringement of the 

distribution right of record companies. The Electronic Frontier Foundation and other movants 

in the case argued that distribution right only extended to tangible objects, and therefore, 

transfer of digital files could not be evaluated within the scope of the distribution right as no 

physical object is being exchanged.616 Against this argument, the Court stated that the 

distribution right can be extended to P2P transfer of files. In line with Ninth Circuit’s Perfect 

10 decision, the Court specified that a material object should not necessarily exist throughout 

 
611 Perfect 10, Inc. v. Amazon.com, Inc., 508 F.3d 1146 (9th Cir. 2007). 
612 Perfect 10, Inc. v. Amazon.com, Inc., 508 F.3d 1146, 1160 (9th Cir. 2007). 
613 Perfect 10, Inc. v. Amazon.com, Inc., 508 F.3d 1146, 1162 (9th Cir. 2007). 
614 Perfect 10, Inc. v. Amazon.com, Inc., 508 F.3d 1146, 1162 (9th Cir. 2007).  
615 London-Sire Records, Inc. v. Doe, 542 F.Supp.2d 153 (D. Mass. 2008). 
616 London-Sire Records, Inc. v. Doe, 542 F.Supp.2d 153, 172 (D. Mass. 2008). 
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the entire transaction because “[w]hat matters in the marketplace is not whether a material 

object "changes hands," but whether, when the transaction is completed, the distributee has a 

material object.”617 After the transfer of a digital file, the file is fixed in the HDD of the 

downloader, which is a material object. By taking this into account, the Court concluded that 

electronic file transfers should be regarded within the definition of distribution.618     

 

However, as discussed by the Court in London-Sire Records, distribution right requires both a 

material object / work to be distributed and sale / transfer of ownership or rental / lease / lending 

of the object.619 In this regard, it is also important to analyze whether such a transfer / lease / 

lending took place in each case to determine whether distribution right is infringed. In London-

Sire Records, the Court stated that a transfer of ownership does not necessarily require the 

transferor to give up her right of ownership but requires the transferee to hold this right after 

the distribution of the work.620 In other words, the Court concluded that electronic transfer of 

digital files can constitute a transfer of ownership even though the transferor does not lose her 

own ownership rights after the distribution of the file is completed.621  

 

This analysis is championed by Menell. Menell argues that if one downloads a digital work, 

this means that the downloader has a copy on her computer, meaning that the requirement for 

tangibility has been met.622 Here, Menell’s interpretation is similar to Ninth Circuit’s analysis 

in Tasini, which evaluates a work that is fixed in a material object as a copy of the work. Menell, 

however, diverges from the District Court’s evaluation in London-Sire Records, which stated 

 
617 London-Sire Records, Inc. v. Doe, 542 F.Supp.2d 153, 174 (D. Mass. 2008).  
618 London-Sire Records, Inc. v. Doe, 542 F.Supp.2d 153, 174 (D. Mass. 2008).  
619 17 USC § 106(3): to distribute copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the public by sale or other 
transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending. 
620 London-Sire Records, Inc. v. Doe, 542 F.Supp.2d 153, 173 (D. Mass. 2008). 
621 London-Sire Records, Inc. v. Doe, 542 F.Supp.2d 153, 174 (D. Mass. 2008). 
622 Peter S. Menell, ‘In Search of Copyright’s Lost Ark: Interpreting the Right to Distribute in the Internet Age’, 
Journal of the Copyright Society of the U.S.A., 59 (2012), 201–67 (p. 221). 
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that a transfer of ownership occurs when a digital file is sent from a computer to another and is 

fixed in the latter. Menell says that sending digital files and even offering them can be evaluated 

within the scope of lending. He bases his argument on the dictionary definition of “lending” on 

the Webster’s Dictionary. Curiously, rather than using the first definition in the dictionary (“to 

give into another’s keeping for temporary use on condition that the borrower return the same 

or its equivalent”), he prioritizes and selects the second definition (“to give the assistance or 

support of”), which supports his interpretation, and claims that “[t]he latter definition is broader 

and could encompass making copyrighted works available to others”623.  

 

It is interesting to note that, when they want to extent the scope of the language of the Act, the 

court in London-Sire Records and Menell rely not only on what they claim is the “true” intent 

of the Congress (hence the underlying aim of the Act) but also the dictionary definitions of the 

terms in the Act.624 In London-Sire Records, after concluding that “electronic file transfers fit 

within the definition of "distribution" of a phonorecord”625; in the footnote, the Court explained 

relying on the dictionary definition of “distribution” as follows:  

“The reading is not a stretch. The dictionary definition of "to distribute" 
includes, inter alia, "to disperse through a space ...; spread; scatter[;] to 
promote, sell, and ship or deliver ... to individual customers ... [;] to pass out 
or deliver ... to intended recipients." Random House Unabridged Dictionary 
572 (2d ed.1993). An electronic file transfer fits comfortably within each.”626  

 

 
623 Menell, p. 255. It is important to note here that Menell argues that making works available to others should be 
evaluated within the scope of the distribution right. 
624 A throughout examination of statutory interpretation in common law is outside the scope of this thesis. 
Therefore, I do not intend to discuss whether the statutory interpretations of the Ninth Circuit and other courts with 
regards to dissemination of digital works is a stretch or whether they are consistent with the law-making system 
and traditions of common law and the US. I wish to discuss these interpretations to their own ends, meaning 
whether they are consistent in their own rights and whether they are products of well-made analysis.  
625 London-Sire Records, Inc. v. Doe, 542 F.Supp.2d 153, 174 (D. Mass. 2008). 
626 London-Sire Records, Inc. v. Doe, 542 F.Supp.2d 153, 182 (D. Mass. 2008). 
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Menell, too, relies frequently on dictionary definitions to prove his case and even discusses 

earlier understandings of words and their Latin roots.627 As discussed, he also argues that one 

of the definitions for the word “lending” encompasses making works available to others even 

if the primary definition of the word does not support this claim. 

 

Selective use of dictionary definitions lead to self-fulfilling prophecies. Relying on dictionary 

definitions might be problematic if one gives definitions of certain words and not the others, 

and if one selects the definition that supports her claim over other definitions of the word 

without giving an explanation. Both London-Sire Records’ court and Menell discuss dictionary 

definitions of the word “distribute”. However, in order for the distribution right to apply, one 

has to distribute “copies or phonorecords”, both of which the Act says are “material objects”.628 

Looking at the Webster’s Dictionary, also used by Menell, the word “material” is defined as (1) 

“relating to or made of matter” or (2) “physical rather than spiritual or intellectual”.629 Similarly, 

the definition of the word “object” is “a thing that you can see and touch and that is not alive”.630 

From this perspective, a digital work cannot relate to or be made of matter, cannot be physical, 

and certainly is not something one can see and touch. Combining this definition with the Act, 

which says that copies and phonorecords are material objects in which a work is fixed, one can 

state that a copy can be a physical object made of matter, like a CD or a book, in which the 

intellectual work is fixed. Reading the Act literally and combining it with dictionary definitions, 

one can argue that, within the scope of dissemination of digital works, it is the hard disk that is 

a “copy”. The hard disk is the physical object made of matter, in which the digital work is fixed.  

 

 
627 For example, when evaluating the word “publish”, he discusses the 18th century understanding of the word and 
its Latin roots. See Menell, p. 234. 
628 17 USC § 101. 
629 http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/material. 
630 http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/object. 
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In this regard, both the District Court and Menell make two mutually exclusive arguments. 

First, they state that reading words and terms literally impairs the true aim of the Congress and 

the Act. In London-Sire Records, against the movants’ and the Electronic Frontier Foundation’s 

claim that electronic distribution involves neither distribution of material objects nor a transfer 

of ownership or rental / lease / lending, the Court stated that “[e]ach of those arguments relies 

on an overly literal definition of "material object"” and overlooks the true aim of the article. 

According to the Court, the true aim of the article is giving the copyright owner control over 

the distribution of her works and, therefore, it does not matter whether the distribution takes 

place electronically or physically.631 Similarly, Menell points out to the fact that at the time that 

the Congress prepared the article about the right of distribution (between 1961 and 1965), 

digital distribution of works did not exists. Therefore, it might be dangerous to read the statute 

literally, especially in the face of rapid technological changes.632  

 

Second, after stating the dangers of reading the Act literally, both the District Court and Menell 

rely on dictionary definitions of certain terms and read them literally in order to prove their 

points. Therefore, these biased and selective interpretations are not consistent within 

themselves. Focusing on the “true” intent of the Congress and the need to interpret the law 

broadly in order to include new forms of works and transmissions might be a more effective 

way in arguing that distribution right covers digital transmissions made over the internet. Even 

then, one should not forget Reese’s claim that public display right might cover dissemination 

of digital works over the internet and the House Report’s statement that “display” includes “the 

transmission of all image by electronic or other means”633.  

 

 
631 London-Sire Records, Inc. v. Doe, 542 F.Supp.2d 153, 170 (D. Mass. 2008). 
632 Menell, p. 255. 
633 House of Representatives, p. 64. 
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This debate is important for the practices that might lead to legal problems in WoW and Second 

Life, such as dissemination of virtual items from Blizzard and Linden’s servers. Similar to other 

digital works on the internet, virtual items are disseminated electronically without a “material 

object”. Since RAM copies in final destinations are considered fixed according to the US RAM 

copy doctrine, virtual items are considered as fixed works in user PCs’ RAMs. However, 

looking at the specific incidents discussed in Tasini, Perfect 10, and London-Sire Records, one 

can immediately see that some aspects of these incidents are different than the virtual items in 

WoW and Second Life. All these three cases relate to situations where the end-users download 

digital work to the non-volatile memory of their PCs. In Tasini, end-users download 

copyrighted works of authors to their PCs from the NEXIS database; in Perfect 10, end-users 

download copyrighted photos to their PCs; and in London-Sire Records, end-users download 

copyrighted music to their PCs with a P2P transfer. In the case of virtual items in WoW and 

Second Life, users do not download them to their PCs. These virtual items are downloaded 

from the server to the client PC in order for the items (and other virtual world information) to 

be processed in the RAM of users’ PCs so that users can view the virtual items and the virtual 

world on their PC screens. Therefore, the virtual items are fixed only in the volatile memory of 

user PCs and not in a non-volatile memory such as a HDD. In London-Sire Records, the Court 

explained that only digital files, which are fixed in a medium can be considered as a copy within 

the framework of the Copyright Act. When discussing whether electronic files can be 

considered as material objects, the Court stated the following; 

“The sole purpose of the term "material object" is to provide a reference point 
for the terms "phonorecords" and "fixed." […]  Thus, any object in which a 
sound recording can be fixed is a "material object." That includes the 
electronic files at issue here. When a user on a peer-to-peer network 
downloads a song from another user, he receives into his computer a digital 
sequence representing the sound recording. That sequence is magnetically 
encoded on a segment of his hard disk (or likewise written on other media.) 
With the right hardware and software, the downloader can use the magnetic 
sequence to reproduce the sound recording. The electronic file (or, perhaps 
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more accurately, the appropriate segment of the hard disk) is therefore a 
"phonorecord" within the meaning of the statute.”634 

 

In Perfect 10, the Ninth Circuit made a similar analysis when discussing what a copy means. 

According to the Court, “[a] photographic image is a work that is "'fixed' in a tangible medium 

of expression," for purposes of the Copyright Act, when embodied (i.e., stored) in a computer's 

server (or hard disk, or other storage device). The image stored in the computer is the "copy" 

of the work for purposes of copyright law.”635 Both courts state that, in order for the distribution 

right to apply, the receiving computer must have a “fixed” work stored in its memory at the end 

of the transmission. According to the analysis of the courts, if virtual items copied into the RAM 

of users PCs are not considered fixed, then distribution right would not apply as there would be 

no “copy” transmitted from the virtual world server to the user PC. As discussed in the previous 

section, according to the current US RAM copy doctrine, virtual items copied into the RAM of 

PCs could be found fixed. In this situation, virtual items would pass the requirement of being a 

“copy” in the memory of user PCs. However, dissemination of virtual items should also be 

considered within the scope of the second requirement of the distribution right (selling / 

transferring ownership / renting / leasing / lending works). In Tasini, Perfect 10, and London-

Sire Records, the subject matter is the distribution of individual or distinguishable files (text 

files in Tasini, photography files in Perfect 10, and music files in London-Sire Records). In the 

case of virtual items, according to the server-client model utilized by WoW and Second Life, 

individual virtual item files are not disseminated from the server to user PCs. Rather, the related 

virtual world data (including related virtual item data) is disseminated from the server to the 

user PC so that that data can be processed in the RAM of the user PC to show the user the 

virtual world (including related virtual items). In this situation, when users access the virtual 

 
634 London-Sire Records, Inc. v. Doe, 542 F.Supp.2d 153, 171 (D. Mass. 2008). 
635 Perfect 10, Inc. v. Amazon.com, Inc., 508 F.3d 1146, 1160 (9th Cir. 2007).  
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world, a sale, transfer of ownership, rental, lease or lending of virtual items does not take place. 

Distinct from the cases of individual file transfers, the transfer of virtual world data is not related 

to users’ possession of individual virtual items. A transfer of ownership or any possessory right 

or rental / lease / lending of individual virtual items does not take place when the user accesses 

the virtual world and sees the relevant virtual items on her PC screen. The situation of 

dissemination of data in server-client model of virtual worlds is unique and considerably 

different than downloading individual files of copyrighted works. Different from having an 

individual work copied into the non-volatile memory of a PC, where one can enjoy benefits 

arising from her ownership, a virtual world user has limited control over works copied into the 

RAM of her PC. Unlike the operators in Tasini, Perfect 10, and London-Sire Records, Linden 

itself does not distribute copies of infringing works to the public.  

 

In a nutshell, according to the current doctrine followed by the US Supreme Court, a material 

object does not need to change hands in order for the distribution right to apply. A digital file 

transfer from a server to a PC can constitute distribution of a copy. However, as a transfer of 

ownership or rental / lease / lending of distinct virtual items (from the virtual world developer 

to the users) is required, connection to a virtual world and seeing virtual items on a computer 

screen do not fall within the scope of distribution right. Linden or users do not automatically 

distribute virtual items when Second Life users connect and see those items in their computer 

screens. However, other than the relationship between the developer and the user, another 

scenario could take place when a particular infringing virtual item is transferred from one user 

to another. Selling virtual items for Linden Dollars or giving them away for free to other users 

is possible inside Second Life or via the Second Life Marketplace. Such practices among users 

are more similar to the cases in Tasini, Perfect 10, and London-Sire Records. Yet, there is one 

crucial difference between these cases and the exchange of virtual items between users in 
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Second Life. As previously explained, in Second Life, the new possessor of an infringing virtual 

item does not possess the item in her non-volatile memory because the item is not transferred 

from the seller’s PC to the buyer’s PC. Technically, the virtual item does not leave Linden’s 

servers even if it is virtually exchanged between users inside Second Life. In contrast, in Tasini, 

Perfect 10, and London-Sire Records, the infringing item was transferred to the non-volatile 

memory of the new possessor. Hence, the new possessor had means to exploit these works in 

many different ways such as reproduction, re-distribution, publicly display, and modification. 

In Second Life, the new possessor’s means to exploit her virtual items is still designated by 

Linden, which shapes the ways in which virtual items can be created, used, and otherwise 

exploited by Second Life users. This situation in Second Life reflects on a wider issue that 

should be investigated further in a future study: “distribution” of digital works in the cloud 

without actually transferring electronic files.  

 

Similar to the US Copyright Law, the InfoSoc Directive in the EU states that distribution right 

only applies to original or copies of works.636 InfoSoc Directive regulates this right similar to 

the WCT, which states that “[a]uthors of literary and artistic works shall enjoy the exclusive 

right of authorizing the making available to the public of the original and copies of their works 

through sale or other transfer of ownership”637 (emphasis added). The Explanatory 

Memorandum of the InfoSoc Directive further clarifies the scope of the distribution right. The 

Memorandum indicates that “[t]he expressions "copies" and "originals and copies", being 

subject to the distribution right, refer exclusively to fixed copies that can be put into circulation 

 
636 Article 4(1) of the Directive states that “Member States shall provide for authors, in respect of the original of 
their works or of copies thereof, the exclusive right to authorize or prohibit any form of distribution to the public 
by sale or otherwise” (emphasis added).   
637 WCT, art. 6(1).  
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as tangible objects”638 (emphasis added). The Memorandum specifically states that the 

distribution right covers tangible objects, which could exclude digital works, hence, virtual 

items. However, the CJEU’s interpretation of distribution, at least with regards to computer 

programs, is similar to the US Supreme Court’s interpretation. In Usedsoft v. Oracle639, the 

CJEU discussed whether distribution right relates only to tangible property. Highlighting that 

online transfer of a work functionally corresponds to the supply of a material object,640 the CJEU 

noted that “the exhaustion of the distribution right […] concerns both tangible and intangible 

copies of a computer program”641. As the case involved software licenses, the CJEU discussed 

the case within the scope of the Computer Programs Directive and not the InfoSoc Directive. 

Contrary to the InfoSoc Directive, the Computer Programs Directive does not specify that 

distribution right refers only to works incorporated in tangible articles. “[A]ny form of 

distribution to the public”642 falls within the scope of rights of the copyright holder. The CJEU 

elaborated on the meaning of this article and concluded that the Directive does not distinguish 

between tangible and intangible forms of copies of computer programs with regards to the 

exhaustion of the right of distribution.643  

 

In this regard, the Computer Programs Directive and the InfoSoc Directive draws distinct 

boundaries for the distribution right. While the right holder can exercise her right to distribution 

for both tangible and intangible forms of works for computer programs, she can exercise her 

right only for tangible forms for other copyrightable works. In Usedsoft v. Oracle, the CJEU 

held that “the concepts used in Directives 2001/29 and 2009/24 must in principle have the same 

 
638 Explanatory Memorandum to the Proposal for a European Parliament and Council Directive on Harmonization 
of Certain Aspects of Copyright and Related Rights in the Information Society, COM(97) 628 final, Brussels, 
1997, p. 27. 
639 UsedSoft GmbH v Oracle International Corp. (Case C‑128/11), 2012.  
640 UsedSoft GmbH v Oracle International Corp. (Case C‑128/11), 2012 at para. 61.  
641 UsedSoft GmbH v Oracle International Corp. (Case C‑128/11), 2012 at para. 59. 
642 Computer Programs Directive, art. 4(1).  
643 UsedSoft GmbH v Oracle International Corp. (Case C‑128/11), 2012 at para. 55. 
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meaning”644; however, also stated that the scope of the distribution right can be delineated 

differently for computer programs as they are regulated in a special directive, drafted solely for 

computer programs.645 

 

Drawing a parallel with computer programs, some scholars argued that dissemination of all 

digital works via the internet should constitute a distribution and that the distribution right 

regulated in InfoSoc Directive should encompass copies in intangible forms as long as they are 

disseminated in digital form via the internet.646 However, this interpretation has been rejected 

by many scholars and courts on the grounds that the Computer Programs Directive is lex 

specialis to the InfoSoc Directive.647 Exclusion of works in an intangible form does not 

necessarily mean that right holders cannot exercise any right with regards to dissemination of 

digital works on the internet. Drafters consciously exclude intangible works in the InfoSoc 

Directive because in the EU, the right of communication to the public already covers this kind 

of dissemination.648 This view has been upheld by the CJEU in Tom Kabinet649. In the case, the 

CJEU discussed whether the supply by downloading of e-books on the internet falls within the 

scope of the distribution right or the right of the communication to the public. The Court started 

its discussion by stating that the meanings of “communication to the public” and “distribution 

 
644 UsedSoft GmbH v Oracle International Corp. (Case C‑128/11), 2012 at para. 60. 
645 The CJEU stated that “[t]he provisions of Directive 2009/24, in particular Article 4(2), thus constitute a lex 
specialis in relation to the provisions of Directive 2001/29, so that even if the contractual relationship at issue in 
the main proceedings or an aspect of it might also be covered by the concept of ‘communication to the public’ 
within the meaning of Article 3(1) of the latter directive, the ‘first sale … of a copy of a program’ within the 
meaning of Article 4(2) of Directive 2009/24 would still give rise, in accordance with that provision, to exhaustion 
of the right of distribution of that copy” See UsedSoft GmbH v Oracle International Corp. (Case C‑128/11), 2012 
at para. 51. 
646 For example, see Shi Xu, ‘A Comparative Law Perspective on Intermediaries’ Direct Liability in Cloud 
Computing Context – A Proposal for China’ (unpublished S.J.D. Thesis, Indiana University, 2016), p. 187. 
647 For more information, see Xu, pp. 187, 188. 
648 Hayes states that “although use of the phrase “any form” of distribution might suggest that all online 
transmissions of copyrighted works would fall within the distribution right of the European Copyright Directive, 
the comments limit the distribution right “to fixed copies that can be put into circulation as tangible objects.” It 
seems that the drafters of the European Copyright Directive intended the right of communication to the public, 
rather than the right of distribution, to cover online transmissions of copyrighted works”. See Hayes, p. 194. 
649 Nederlands Uitgeversverbond and Groep Algemene Uitgevers v Tom Kabinet (Case C-263/18), 2019. 
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to the public” must be interpreted in line with the WCT,650 and that according to the WCT, 

distribution right “refer[s] exclusively to fixed copies that can be put into circulation as tangible 

objects”651. After mentioning the UsedSoft case and stating that the Computer Programs 

Directive is lex specialis to the InfoSoc Directive, the Court argued that the EU legislature 

wanted to make a clear distinction between electronic and tangible distribution of copyrighted 

works when preparing the InfoSoc Directive.652 Hence, the Court decided that the supply by 

downloading of e-books on the internet is covered by the right of communication to the public. 

From this perspective, one could argue that, even though distribution right is not relevant to 

virtual items copied into the RAM of user PCs, the right of communication to the public might 

play an important role. In the next section, we will examine whether copyright holder’s right of 

communication to the public with regards to virtual items is violated in virtual worlds.  

 

5.4. The Right of Public Display / Communication to the Public 

Public display right is named differently in various jurisdictions and international agreements. 

For example, in the WCT, public display is regulated under the right of communication to the 

public. InfoSoc Directive also uses the term “right of communication to the public” as do the 

acts of many EU countries.653 The US Copyright Law uses the term “public display” instead of 

“communication to the public”.  

 

 
650 Nederlands Uitgeversverbond and Groep Algemene Uitgevers v Tom Kabinet (Case C-263/18), 2019 at para. 
39. 
651 Nederlands Uitgeversverbond and Groep Algemene Uitgevers v Tom Kabinet (Case C-263/18), 2019 at para. 
40. 
652 Nederlands Uitgeversverbond and Groep Algemene Uitgevers v Tom Kabinet (Case C-263/18), 2019 at para. 
56. 
653 For example, the UK Copyright, Designs and Patents Act uses the term “communication to the public”. See 
UK Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, art. 16(1). The German Copyright Act also uses the same term, 
Recht der öffentlichen Wiedergabe - right of communication to the public. See German Act on Copyright and 
Related Rights (Gesetz über Urheberrecht und verwandte Schutzrechte), art. 15.   
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A review of the US court decisions regarding internet transmissions of works shows that the 

right of public display is not discussed by the courts in detail, even if it is a relevant right with 

regards to digital works.654 Therefore, any case law examination with regards to the application 

of public display right to transmission of digital works over the internet is bound to be limited.655 

It is mainly deliberated together with other exclusive rights, especially reproduction and 

distribution.656 One of the main reasons for the limited scope of such discussions stems from 

the fact that, in many situations, RAM copies can be considered as fixed copies of works in the 

US. Therefore, in cases where RAM copies of digital works are created, copyright owners rely 

on infringement of reproduction and distribution rather than public display. The rich case law 

on these two forms of infringements overshadow discussions on public display.  

 

As previously discussed, distribution right does not apply to RAM copies of virtual items as a 

transfer of ownership or rental / lease / lending of individual virtual items does not take place 

when one logs in to the virtual world and sees the relevant virtual item on the screen of her PC. 

Therefore, it is important to analyze the current limited case law in the US to understand 

whether public display right might be more relevant with regards to utilization of virtual items 

in WoW and Second Life. Even though courts discussed more cases about the infringement of 

reproduction and distribution rights rather than public display right with regards to transmission 

of digital works, their analyses can shed light on the scope of the public display right. For 

 
654 Contrary to the distribution right, a transfer of ownership or rental / lease / lending of distinct virtual items is 
not required. 
655 Other scholars also point out there is an insufficient number of court decisions for a throughout and detailed 
analysis of public display right in case law. For example, in one of his articles, Hansen stated that “[b]ecause public 
display is so little discussed in legal disputes or legal policy documents, the conclusions [in this article] are 
necessarily inferred from an uncomfortably thin record of case law”. See David R. Hansen, ‘The Public Display 
of Digital Library Collections’, North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology, 14 (2012), 145–201 (p. 162). Also, 
in 2001, Reese stated that public display right is “neglected” by courts, but, in fact, can be a “solution to the 
controversy over RAM copies”. See Reese, ‘The Public Display Right: The Copyright Act’s Neglected Solution 
to the Controversy Over Ram “Copies”’.   
656 Hansen states that from 1978 until 2012, “only a handful” decisions discussed public display right without 
discussing reproduction or distribution rights. See Hansen, p. 168. 
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example, in Perfect 10, where Ninth Circuit discussed whether Google’s indexing and 

hyperlinking constitute copyright infringement, the Court stated that, based on the wording of 

the Copyright Act, one displays a photographic image when she sees that image on her 

computer screen, and that “Perfect 10 has made a prima facie case that Google's communication 

of its stored thumbnail images directly infringes Perfect 10's display right”657.  

 

There are three main questions that needs to be tackled with in order to understand whether 

public display right applies to the server-client model employed by WoW and Second Life: 1) 

Do Blizzard, Linden, or users display copies of the works (virtual items)? 2) Do Blizzard, 

Linden, or users display these copies? 3) Can the user-base of WoW and Second Life be 

considered as the public?  

 

The first question was answered in Chapter 4. Virtual world data, including virtual items, are 

fixed and processed on developers’ servers. Hence, in the server-client architecture utilized by 

WoW and Second Life, virtual items are “fixed” in the non-volatile memories of virtual world 

servers; and consequently, are considered as “copies” according to the US Copyright Law. As 

long as they meet the requirements of originality, they are considered as copies of work both in 

the US and the EU. With regards to the second question, as discussed in Perfect 10, the Ninth 

Circuit ruled that showing copyrighted images on the internet is a display. Within the US 

context, placing works on a website on the internet may amount to public display of those 

 
657 Perfect 10, Inc. v. Amazon.com, Inc., 508 F.3d 1146, 1160 (9th Cir. 2007). However, after considering that 
“Google does not […] display a copy of full-size infringing photographic images for purposes of the Copyright 
Act when Google frames in-line linked images that appear on a user's computer screen” (Perfect 10, Inc. v. 
Amazon.com, Inc., 508 F.3d 1146, 1160 (9th Cir. 2007)), Ninth Circuit stated that while “Perfect 10 has succeeded 
in showing it would prevail in its prima facie case that Google's thumbnail images infringe Perfect 10's display 
rights” (Perfect 10, Inc. v. Amazon.com, Inc., 508 F.3d 1146, 1163 (9th Cir. 2007)), as Google did not use full-
sized images and only thumbnails, “Google's use of Perfect 10's thumbnails is a fair use” (Perfect 10, Inc. v. 
Amazon.com, Inc., 508 F.3d 1146, 1168 (9th Cir. 2007)). 
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works.658 The EU, following the footsteps of the WCT, regulates the right of communication to 

the public even more broadly than the public display right regulated in the US Copyright Law. 

The WCT and the InfoSoc Directive state that communication to the public right includes any 

form of communication made “by wire or wireless means” and covers all communications 

where members of the public “access these works from a place and at a time individually chosen 

by them”.659 These indicate that the right of communication to the public covers online display 

of digital works, which can be extended to the display of virtual items in virtual worlds.  

 

Technically, display of virtual items in virtual worlds is similar to the display of audio-visual 

works on web pages. Reese explains display of works on webpages as follows; 

“A web page that provides access to, for example, a New Yorker cartoon 
transmits a display of a copy of that cartoon to everyone who accesses that 
web page. […] When a user accesses the cartoon on the website, the 
information in that file is transmitted to the user’s computer, which can 
interpret the information in order to make the cartoon visible on the user’s 
screen. The website has thus transmitted a display of its copy of the cartoon 
to the end user.”660 

 

This technical background is similar in the case of virtual items. In both situations, a work is 

saved on a server: in the case of virtual items, this is the server of the virtual world developer; 

whereas in the case of web pages, this is the server where the website is hosted. In both 

situations, users access these works from their PCs and display those works on their screens. In 

fact, this process is the same for almost all transmissions of digital audio-visual works made 

over the internet, excluding distributions made over distributed application architectures such 

as P2P networks. Therefore, some scholars argue that, once a work is on the internet, it is simply 

 
658 Dan Hunter and Dennis Patterson, ‘Copyright’, in The Oxford Introductions to U.S. Law: Intellectual Property 
(Oxford Scholarship Online, 2015), p. 26. 
659 WCT, art. 8 and InfoSoc Directive, art. 3(1). 
660 Reese, ‘The Public Display Right: The Copyright Act’s Neglected Solution to the Controversy Over Ram 
“Copies”’, pp. 114, 115. 
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impossible to view it without engaging with copyright’s owner display right. For example, Cate 

holds that; 

“networked digital expression cannot be viewed on a computer monitor or 
heard over computer speakers without violating the exclusive right to display 
or perform the work publicly. Although the location of the computer may not 
be open to the public, because other people can display or perform the 
expression obtained from a network, no matter where they are located or 
when they receive it, the display or performance meets the statutory 
definition of "public."”661 

 

This brings us to the third question of whether the userbase of WoW and Second Life can be 

considered as the public. In order for the public display right to apply, displays should be made 

to “the public”.  The US Copyright Law defines public display as follows; 

“To perform or display a work “publicly” means— 

(1) to perform or display it at a place open to the public or at any place where 
a substantial number of persons outside of a normal circle of a family and its 
social acquaintances is gathered; or 

(2) to transmit or otherwise communicate a performance or display of the 
work to a place specified by clause (1) or to the public, by means of any 
device or process, whether the members of the public capable of receiving 
the performance or display receive it in the same place or in separate places 
and at the same time or at different times.”662 

 

While Clause 1 indicates the gathering of peoples in a physical place open to the public such as 

a movie theater or a museum, Clause 2 covers transmissions over the internet in addition to 

other methods such as broadcasting. Looking at virtual items in light of the latter clause, the 

users of WoW and Second Life can receive the display (of virtual items) in separate places 

(from their client PCs) and at the same time or at different times (depending on when they login 

to the virtual world). For example, when a user in Second Life designs a car and uploads this 

 
661 Fred H. Cate, ‘The Technological Transformation of Copyright Law’, Iowa Law Review, 81 (1996), 1395–1466 
(p. 1433). 
662 Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC § 101.  
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work to the virtual world server, other users can see this car when they move to the (virtual) 

place where the car is located. Different users would receive the display (of the same virtual 

item – the car) in separate (real world) places as they would login from different (real world) 

places. They would also receive the display at different times because they would move to the 

(virtual) place where the car is located at different (real world) times. 

 

This situation aligns with the InfoSoc Directive’s definition of communication to the public. In 

line with Article 3, users of WoW and Second Life access virtual items “from a place and at a 

time individually chosen by them”.663 This requirement, the CJEU believes, should be on-

demand. In C More Entertainment AB v Linus Sandberg664, the CJEU stated that “‘making 

available to the public’, for the purposes of Article 3 of the directive, is intended to refer to 

‘interactive on-demand transmissions’ characterized by the fact that members of the public may 

access them from a place and at a time individually chosen by them”665. This is parallel to how 

users receive the display of virtual items in WoW and Second Life. In these virtual worlds, 

contrary to broadcast transmissions, there is no direct and linear communication of a work 

where recipients cannot choose what to receive and when. Similar to websites which transmit 

works online, the virtual worlds act as platforms for accessing works. Distinct from works 

hosted on web servers, in virtual worlds, to receive a work, users need to go to a certain virtual 

location in a virtual world instead of typing the address of a website on their internet browsers.666 

Technically, in both situations, users access a work, on-demand, hosted on a server, from a 

remote location. Accessing works in virtual worlds may require additional conditions. For 

 
663 Article 3(1) of the InfoSoc Directive states that “Member States shall provide authors with the exclusive right 
to authorize or prohibit any communication to the public of their works, by wire or wireless means, including the 
making available to the public of their works in such a way that members of the public may access them from a 
place and at a time individually chosen by them.”  
664 C More Entertainment AB v Linus Sandberg (Case C‑279/13), 2015.  
665 C More Entertainment AB v Linus Sandberg (Case C‑279/13), 2015 at para. 26. 
666 This would be different if the virtual item was in the possession of the user. In this situation, the user might not 
need to travel to a certain virtual location; it would be enough for the user to login to the virtual world and see her 
virtual item.  
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example, a virtual item might be displayed in the virtual world only when the possessor of the 

item is logged in and present in the virtual world. Observed both in WoW and Second Life, the 

virtual item might be bound up with the virtual character of the user; and the character, together 

with the virtual item, might disappear when the user logs off from the virtual world. However, 

this difference between websites and virtual worlds does not change the fact that virtual items 

created by users can be accessed only on-demand by others. 

 

Since virtual world users have to travel to certain locations to find and view particular virtual 

items, only a handful people among millions using the virtual world can actually access these 

user-created items. In a similar vein, considering the vast arena of virtual worlds, there might 

be even cases where such items are accessed by no one other than the author-user. As of 

September 2019, the total area of the Second Life Main Grid is roughly the equivalent of a real-

world 1595 square km.667 Considering that Amsterdam covers an area of 165 square km,668 the 

land area of Second Life is relatively large, more than nine times that of Amsterdam. As it is 

absurd to think that a car parked somewhere in Amsterdam would be seen by all residents in 

the city, it is also absurd to think that a car uploaded to Second Life would be displayed to all 

logged in users. In reality, only a fraction of Second Life’s users would travel near the location 

of the car and see it. This means that while there are potentially millions of users that can see 

the car, only a small amount of them actually see it.  

 

However, as long as a virtual item is located in a public area in a virtual world, it is potentially 

accessible by all the users of the virtual world. The US case law suggests that the number of 

actual recipients is not important in deciding whether the recipients constitute a part of the 

public. The Court in On Command clearly stated that “whether the number of hotel guests 

 
667 For up-to-date numbers, see http://www.gridsurvey.com.  
668 Encyclopedia Britannica, ‘Amsterdam’ <https://www.britannica.com/place/Amsterdam>. 
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viewing an On Command transmission is one or one hundred, and whether these guests view 

the transmission simultaneously or sequentially, the transmission is still a public performance 

since it goes to members of the public.”669 This interpretation is in line with CJEU rulings. In 

several decisions, the CJEU stated that in order to understand whether the right of 

communication to the public is infringed, it is important to evaluate whether the works are 

intended to be received by the public.670 Also, in determining whether a work is communicated 

to the public, “account must be taken of the cumulative effects of making works available to 

potential audiences”671 (emphasis added). A similar interpretation can be made for virtual items 

which are potentially accessible by virtual world users but actually been accessed by a handful 

or no one.  

 

This established rule on the potential public is informative and intriguing when considering the 

unique natures of WoW and Second Life. In Second Life, one can purchase and restrict access 

to a private region.672 These private regions can be set up as areas to which only people with 

specific access rights can enter. Therefore, display of virtual items in these areas would not be 

considered as public display as these areas would not be open to the public. The level-restricted 

zones in WoW pose a similar challenge. Several areas in WoW can only be accessed by users 

who reach a certain level in the virtual world. Users below this level may not be able to enter 

these areas.673 This could result in a situation where only few WoW users could enter a certain 

area, which would be inaccessible to the rest. In this case, the number of users who can access 

 
669 On Command Video Corporation v. Columbia Pictures Industries, 777 F.Supp. 787, 790 (N.D.Cal. 1991).  
670 For example, see Mediakabel BV v Commissariaat voor de Media (Case C‑89/04), 2005 at para. 28; Lagardere 
Active Broadcast v SPRE and GVL (Case C-192/04), 2005. It should be noted here that most of these cases are 
about broadcasting, hence relate to the Satellite and Cable Directive (Directive 93/83/EEC) or the Television 
without Frontiers Directive (Directive 89/552/EEC). These Directives define “communication to the public by 
satellite” and “television broadcasting” as signals/programmes “intended for reception by the public”.  
671 Phonographic Performance (Ireland) Limited v Ireland (Case C‑162/10), 2012 at para. 35.  
672 Linden Research, ‘Buying Private Regions’ <https://community.secondlife.com/t5/English-Knowledge-
Base/Buying-Private-Regions/ta-p/700045#Section_.6>. 
673 For a list of zones by levels, see Wowpedia, ‘Zones by Level’ <https://wow.gamepedia.com/Zones_by_level>.  
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a work displayed in this level-restricted area could dramatically decrease. However, even in 

such a scenario, the items would still be accessible by everyone who reached this level, making 

the items in these areas potentially accessible by everyone at a particular level.  

 

In the US and the EU several different factors come into play when deciding whether a group 

of individuals can be considered as the public. In the US, as “the public” is not defined in the 

Copyright Law, its definition is debatable. In 2014, the Supreme Court defined “the public” in 

its famous Aereo674 decision, a controversial 6-3 decision. The Supreme Court stated that “the 

public consists of a large group of people outside of a family and friends”675. This statement 

highlights two immediate requirements for a mass to be viewed as the public: size and 

proximity. From this perspective, worldwide user-base of WoW and Second Life certainly 

makes a “group of people outside of a family and friends”, and therefore, concurs with the latter 

requirement. Also, considering that each virtual world has millions of users, their user-base is 

considerably “large”, much larger than many instances where US courts have held that public 

performance / public display right of copyright owners have been infringed.676 However, size 

and proximity are not the only requirements for a group to be considered as the public. In Aereo, 

in defining the public, the Supreme Court also discussed the relationship between the work and 

the recipient party. This relationship is another key element in determining whether the 

audience that receives the work is a part of the public. Before Aereo, this relationship was 

discussed in the famous On Command677, where the Court considered whether a movie viewing 

 
674 American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. v. Aereo, Inc., 573 U.S. 431 (2014). 
675 American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. v. Aereo, Inc., 573 U.S. 431 (2014).  
676 For example, in Aereo, the US Supreme Court ruled that Aereo performed copyrighted works publicly. See 
American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. v. Aereo, Inc., 573 U.S. 431 (2014). After the court decision, the service 
eventually shut down. Just before the shutdown, Aereo had around 80.000 subscribers. See Peter Kafka, ‘Here’s 
How Many Subscribers Aereo Had Last Year’ <https://www.recode.net/2014/7/21/11629036/heres-how-many-
subscribers-aereo-had-last-year>.     
677 On Command Video Corporation v. Columbia Pictures Industries, 777 F.Supp. 787 (N.D.Cal. 1991).  
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system, which transmits movies to hotel rooms when a guest requests a particular movie, 

infringes copyright owner’s public performance right. The Court ruled that; 

 “[h]otel guests watching a video movie in their room through On 
Command's system are not watching it in a "public place" but they are 
nonetheless members of "the public." […] This is because the relationship 
between the transmitter of the performance, On Command, and the audience, 
hotel guests, is a commercial, "public" one regardless of where the viewing 
takes place”678.  

 

Similarly, in Aereo, the Supreme Court ruled that “the subscribers to whom Aereo transmits 

constitute "the public" under the Act. This is because Aereo communicates the same 

contemporaneously perceptible images and sounds to a large number of people who are 

unrelated and unknown to each other.”679 The Supreme Court further stated the following on 

the importance of the relationship between the receiver and the work; 

“Neither the record nor Aereo suggests that Aereo’s subscribers receive 
performances in their capacities as owners or possessors of the underlying 
works. This is relevant because when an entity performs to a set of people, 
whether they constitute “the public” often depends upon their relationship to 
the underlying work. […] an entity that transmits a performance to 
individuals in their capacities as owners or possessors does not perform to 
“the public,” whereas an entity like Aereo that transmits to large numbers of 
paying subscribers who lack any prior relationship to the works does so 
perform.”680 

 

In the case of virtual items, this corresponds to the relationship between the non-author recipient 

users and the virtual items. Users of virtual worlds are not already “owners” or “possessors” of 

virtual items created by other users. They simply view them on the screen of their computers. 

Similar to the case in On Command, the relationship between the transmitter and the audience 

 
678 On Command Video Corporation v. Columbia Pictures Industries, 777 F.Supp. 787, 790 (N.D.Cal. 1991). 
679 American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. v. Aereo, Inc., 573 U.S. 431 (2014).  
680 American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. v. Aereo, Inc., 573 U.S. 431 (2014).  
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is “a commercial, "public" one”. Also, similar to the case in Aereo, the virtual items are 

transmitted “to a large number of people who are unrelated and unknown to each other”.  

 

The CJEU follows a slightly different path than US courts in defining the public and drawing 

the boundaries of communication to the public. In SGAE681, referring to the Recital 23 of the 

InfoSoc Directive,682 the Court stated that communication to the public must be interpreted 

broadly.683 While it did not specifically define what the public is, the Court stated that “in the 

context of this concept, the term ‘public’ refers to an indeterminate number of potential 

television viewers”684. Afterwards, in SCF v Marco Del Corso685, the CJEU focused on the 

relationship among the recipients themselves in defining the public. When discussing the 

concept of the public, the CJEU referred to WIPO glossary’s definition of communication to 

the public and stated that “it means ‘making a work … perceptible in any appropriate manner 

to persons in general, that is, not restricted to specific individuals belonging to a private 

group’.”686 And citing previous decisions such as Mediakabel687, Lagardere Active Broadcast688, 

and SGAE689, the Court stated that “public” should consist of “a fairly large number of 

 
681 Sociedad General de Autores y Editores de Espana (SGAE) v Rafael Hoteles SA (Case C-306/05), 2006.  
682 Recital 23 of the InfoSoc Directive reads as follows: “This Directive should harmonize further the author's right 
of communication to the public. This right should be understood in a broad sense covering all communication to 
the public not present at the place where the communication originates. This right should cover any such 
transmission or retransmission of a work to the public by wire or wireless means, including broadcasting. This 
right should not cover any other acts.” 
683 Sociedad General de Autores y Editores de Espana (SGAE) v Rafael Hoteles SA (Case C-306/05), 2006 at para. 
36. The need to interpret the rights of the copyright owner broadly in the EU is not limited to the right of 
communication to the public. Recital 9 of the InfoSoc Directive states that “Any harmonisation of copyright and 
related rights must take as a basis a high level of protection, since such rights are crucial to intellectual creation.” 
For more information, see Stefan Kulk, ‘Internet Intermediaries and Copyright Law’ (unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, 
Utrecht University, 2018), pp. 61, 62. 
684 Sociedad General de Autores y Editores de Espana (SGAE) v Rafael Hoteles SA (Case C-306/05), 2006 at para. 
37.  
685 Societa Consortile Fonografici (SCF) v Marco Del Corso (Case C‑135/10), 2012.  
686 Societa Consortile Fonografici (SCF) v Marco Del Corso (Case C‑135/10), 2012 at para. 85. 
687 Mediakabel BV v Commissariaat voor de Media (Case C‑89/04), 2005. 
688 Lagardere Active Broadcast v SPRE and GVL (Case C-192/04), 2005. 
689 Sociedad General de Autores y Editores de Espana (SGAE) v Rafael Hoteles SA (Case C-306/05), 2006.  
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people”690. According to the CJEU, the public should consist of “an indeterminate number of”691 

people, and there should be a certain minimum threshold of people, excluding small or 

insignificant groups of individuals.692 Considering the user-base of WoW and Second Life, 

consisting of millions of persons from all around the world, users of these virtual worlds are 

not “specific individuals belonging to a private group” or a “[group] of persons which are too 

small, or insignificant”693.  

 

5.5. Conclusion 

All in all, this chapter addressed the issue of exclusive rights of the copyright owner on virtual 

items and their potential infringement. Although this issue has not been widely discussed by 

the courts as yet, extensive use of virtual worlds will inevitably lead to legal conflicts on 

copyright with regards to virtual items. At the same time, the unique character of virtual items 

and technical structure of virtual worlds broaden our horizons in understanding the issue of 

copyright in digital works. Therefore, this chapter drew a parallel to the controversial and 

contested case law and scholarly debate on the rights of reproduction, distribution, and public 

display / communication to the public on digital works and their violation. In the case of virtual 

items, copyright owner’s right of reproduction is exploited by other users in virtual worlds. 

From the perspective of the US RAM copy doctrine, when a user logs into WoW or Second 

Life, the automatically created RAM copies of virtual items on her PC are regarded as 

reproductions because the reproductive copies are considered as fixed. In the EU, this falls 

within the scope of exceptions listed in Article 5(1) of the InfoSoc Directive.  

 

 
690 Societa Consortile Fonografici (SCF) v Marco Del Corso (Case C‑135/10), 2012 at para. 84. 
691 Sociedad General de Autores y Editores de Espana (SGAE) v Rafael Hoteles SA (Case C-306/05), 2006 at para. 
37.  
692 Societa Consortile Fonografici (SCF) v Marco Del Corso (Case C‑135/10), 2012 at para. 86. 
693 Societa Consortile Fonografici (SCF) v Marco Del Corso (Case C‑135/10), 2012 at para. 86.  
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The distribution of digital works on the internet is a controversial issue and the current court 

decisions and scholarly debate are not consistent within themselves. For the US courts, 

distribution includes dissemination of digital works even if a material object is not exchanged 

during the dissemination. However, the case law about distribution of digital works relates to 

works which are distributed publicly and downloaded by users into their non-volatile memories. 

This is significantly different in the case of dissemination of virtual items in WoW and Second 

Life. In the client-server model of these worlds, virtual items are stored in non-volatile 

memories of the developers. They are not publicly distributed by developers because users 

cannot download them into their own non-volatile memories. The data for these items is 

temporarily stored in the RAM of users’ PCs. Hence, different from the case of US courts’ 

interpretation of distribution of digital works, a transfer of ownership from the developer to the 

users does not take place in WoW and Second Life. In the EU, distribution of digital works is 

still debated. The CJEU states that copies of computer programs can be distributed digitally. 

However, this interpretation falls within the scope of the Computer Programs Directive and 

scholars argue whether it applies for distribution of all works within the scope of the InfoSoc 

Directive. 

 

Despite the differences between the US and the EU case law with regards to the interpretation 

of public display / communication to the public right, in both situations, virtual items in WoW 

and Second Life fall within the scope of public display / communication to the public right. 

This finding does not change even if in reality only a handful of users access a certain virtual 

item as long as other users can potentially access this item. However, in a case where a virtual 

item is located in a private region in Second Life with access restricted to others, this virtual 

item would no longer be potentially accessed by other users (the public).   
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What does this tell us in practice? For example, in the aforementioned scenario of Katie, when 

Katie designs a home décor product and uploads it to Second Life, Linden reproduces her works 

because it takes backups of the virtual world data. Likewise, users reproduce these items when 

they see them in Second Life as they would need to make RAM copies of these items in order 

to view them. This reproduction, however, falls under the scope of exceptions listed in Article 

5(1) on the InfoSoc Directive in the EU. Similarly, any user, who makes copies of these items 

reproduce them. Katie’s items are also publicly displayed / communicated to the public 

according to both the US and the EU laws, as long as they are not specifically placed in a private 

region. 

 

As Katie’s example also indicates, the interactive and the dynamic nature of virtual worlds, 

where users constantly create, use, transform, and exchange virtual items, gives us a more 

complicated picture than the conventional case of uploading and downloading digital works on 

the internet. Even the simple case of visiting a virtual world triggers exploitation of certain 

rights of the copyright holder, and the scenario gets more complex as users interact with each 

other and the virtual world more. Users and developers need to have an understanding of which 

practices constitute potential violation of the rights of the copyright holders. Developers need 

to design their virtual world and prepare their user agreements accordingly. More importantly, 

both users and developers need to be aware of who is liable in a potential case of violation of 

these rights, which will be discussed in the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER 6 

DEVELOPERS’ AND USERS’ LIABILITIES 
WITH REGARDS TO THE INFRINGING USE OF 

VIRTUAL ITEMS 
 

6.1. Introduction 

There are three main prerequisites that lead to issues around liability, the responsibility for the 

infringing use of a work. First, copyrightability of a work needs to be identified. Chapter 4 

argued that virtual items are copyrightable works when they are original and fixed expressions 

of ideas. Second, liability arises when exclusive rights of the copyright owner are infringed. 

Chapter 5 outlined the ways in which reproduction and public display / communication to the 

public rights of right holders are potentially exploited in mundane use of WoW and Second 

Life. Third, liability relies on the governance mechanisms through which a work is created and 

used. Chapter 3 highlighted these mechanisms utilized by developers in WoW and Second Life, 

namely code and user agreements. These discussions form the basis of this chapter, which 

focuses on the liable parties for potential infringement of copyrighted works. 

 

Developers’ and users’ liabilities and the issues that affect liability (such as restricted and fair 

uses, primary and secondary liabilities, safe harbors designated for information society service 

providers) vary between the US and the EU regimes. In this regard, looking at the cases of 

WoW and Second Life, this chapter focuses on which actors in virtual worlds could be held 

liable in cases where the rights of the copyright owners are violated. The chapter dwells more 

on Second Life, where the liability regime is more complex than WoW. In WoW, users are not 

given the technical means to infringe other users’ works. In contrast, Second Life users create 

virtual items, which are hosted in Linden’s servers and disseminated to the public from these 
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servers. This difference requires analyzing Linden’s role to understand whether it can be held 

liable for the infringing activities of its users or whether it can benefit from the safe harbors 

entitled to service providers in the US and the EU.    

 

6.2. Liability in WoW  

The issue of liability in the infringement of reproduction and public display / communication 

to the public rights is relatively straightforward in WoW. Like in many other virtual worlds, in 

WoW, virtual items are reproduced in two destinations. First, by backing up virtual world and 

item data, Blizzard reproduces virtual items on its servers. Second, from the perspective of the 

US RAM copy doctrine, users reproduce virtual items when they access the virtual world and 

see the related items. Blizzard, as the sole creator of all of the virtual items, reproduces its own 

creations when it takes backups of the virtual world data. Users can legitimately reproduce 

virtual items on their RAMs as long as they have a license to use WoW. Blizzard prohibits users 

to reproduce its software or any content except for installing WoW to computers and using it 

for personal and non-commercial purposes.694 In this regard, users’ liability for infringement 

does not arise as the RAM reproductions are legitimate and do not cause an infringement of the 

copyright holder’s reproduction right. Similarly, what are publicly displayed / communicated 

to the public in WoW are Blizzard’s copyrighted works. Since users cannot create or upload 

potentially infringing works to the virtual world, Blizzard’s or users’ liabilities do not arise for 

a potential violation of this right of the copyright owner. 

 

 
694 Blizzard Entertainment, ‘Blizzard End User License Agreement’, sec. 1(B) <https://www.blizzard.com/en-
us/legal/fba4d00f-c7e4-4883-b8b9-1b4500a402ea/blizzard-end-user-license-agreement>. 
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6.3. Liability in Second Life 

In Second Life, the situation is more complicated. What is at stake is not virtual items created 

by the developer but rather items created by author users. Analyzing the legitimacy of the 

reproduction and public display / communication to the public of these items both by Linden 

and Second Life users requires a review of Second Life user agreements. Chapter 3 outlined 

the various agreements that users have to agree before they can create an account and upload 

content to Second Life. As of January 2020, there are 19 documents in the forms of policies, 

terms, standards, or guidelines, to create an account in Second Life.695 In these documents, users 

grant specific rights to Linden and other Second Life users with regards to the virtual items they 

create. For example, in section 2.3 of the Linden Lab Terms of Service, users grant Linden 

broad rights for the content they create; 

“you hereby grant to Linden Lab, and you agree to grant to Linden Lab, the 
non-exclusive, unrestricted, unconditional, unlimited, worldwide, 
irrevocable, perpetual, and cost-free right and license to use, copy, record, 
distribute, reproduce, disclose, modify, display, publicly perform, transmit, 
publish, broadcast, translate, make derivative works of, and sell, re-sell or 
sublicense (through multiple levels)(with respect to each Product or 
otherwise on the Service as permitted by you through your interactions with 
the Service), and otherwise exploit in any manner whatsoever, all or any 
portion of your User Content (and derivative works thereof), for any purpose 
whatsoever in all formats, on or through any media, software, formula, or 
medium now known or hereafter developed, and with any technology or 
devices now known or hereafter developed, and to advertise, market, and 
promote the same.”696 

 

This license covers any form of virtual item reproduction and public display by Linden, 

including backing up virtual world data. By agreeing this license, users grant authorizations to 

 
695 These documents are titled Second Life Terms and Conditions, Linden Lab Terms of Service, Linden Lab 
Privacy Policy, Intellectual Property Infringement Notification Policy, Community Standards, Content Guidelines, 
Second Life Maturity Ratings, Second Life Brand Center, Second Life Trademark Guidelines, Snapshot and 
Machinima Policy, Second Life Fee Schedule, Second Life Billing Policy, Second Life Marketplace Fee and 
Listing Policies, Second Life Mainland Policies, Gambling Policy, Skill Gaming Policy, Banking Policy, Age Play 
Policy, and Policy on Third-Party Viewers.  
696 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 2.3. For more information, see Chapter 3. 
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Linden as well as to other users to use the virtual items they create. In Second Life Terms and 

Conditions and Linden Lab Terms of Service, users are reminded that a virtual item located in 

a public place in Second Life can be seen and interacted with by others:  

“You agree that by uploading, publishing, or submitting any Content to any 
publicly accessible areas of the Service, you hereby grant other users of that 
aspect of the Service a non-exclusive license to access the User Content 
through the Service, and to use, reproduce, distribute, prepare derivative 
works of, display, and perform the Content on the Service solely as permitted 
by you through your interactions with the Service under these Terms.”697 

 

In short, copyright owners agree that if they submit a virtual item to a publicly accessible area 

in Second Life, other users can see this item and have the right (the license) to use this item. At 

the same time, author users can assign different permissions to the virtual items they create.698 

They can determine whether other users can reproduce and display these items or whether 

potential future owners of these items can modify them. According to the Linden Lab Terms of 

Service, a user may create a virtual item and allow others to reproduce the item by selecting 

“Allow anyone to copy” in the Permissions window of the virtual item. In such a case, the 

author user automatically grants other users a non-exclusive license to reproduce her work.699  

 

Linden specifies that it is the responsibility of the author user to keep her items private and not 

accessible by other users: 

“If you do not wish to grant users of Second Life a User Content License, 
you agree that it is your obligation to avoid displaying or making available 
your Content to other users. For example, an island or estate holder may use 
Virtual Land tools to limit or restrict other users' access to the Virtual Land 
and thus the Content on the Virtual Land.”700 

 
697 Linden Research, ‘Terms of Service’, sec. 2.4. 
698 For more information, see Section 3.2.2 in Chapter 3.  
699 See Figure 16 in Chapter 3 for the Permissions window.  
700 Linden Research, ‘Second Life Terms and Conditions’, sec. 1.4 <https://www.lindenlab.com/legal/second-life-
terms-and-conditions>. 
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This means that, when a user submits a virtual item to a publicly accessible place in Second 

Life, she allows others to see and interact with this item, which includes reproducing them on 

the RAM of their PCs. If an author user further determines the properties of her item in the 

permissions windows by checking the “modify”, “copy”, “resell / give away” buttons, then she 

would be considered to give appropriate licenses that would allow future owners to reproduce 

the work, prepare derivative works of the work, and display the work publicly.  

 

There may also be cases where exploitation of works by non-author users might fall outside the 

scope of the license. An author user can create a work, display it in a public place in Second 

Life, and choose restricting any modification or reproduction of her work in the permission 

settings. In such a scenario, because the item is displayed in a public place, other users can see 

this item and the consequent automatic RAM reproduction falls within the scope of the license 

granted by the author user. However, copying the design of this item or reproducing it could be 

an infringement because the author user granted license to other users only for seeing the item, 

and not for copying or modifying it. Another interesting case would be the unauthorized access 

to works in non-public places. In a scenario where a Second Life user accesses a private area 

without authorization by either hacking the area-access system of Second Life or using a bug 

in the virtual world, simply seeing a virtual item placed in the private area might cause an 

unauthorized reproduction of the work. The Linden Lab Terms of Service and the Second Life 

Terms and Conditions state that copyright owners have to grant the related license to other users 

when they submit the work “to any publicly accessible area” and that they may submit the 

content to a private area if they “do not wish to grant users of Second Life a User Content 

License”. According to the US RAM copy doctrine, users accessing a private area could be held 

liable for copyright infringement because access to the work in a private area of Second Life is 
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not authorized by the copyright owner. Hence, the RAM copy created as a result of this 

unauthorized access could be deemed as unauthorized reproduction of a work.  

 

In the EU, this requires an evaluation of unauthorized access within the scope of Article 5 of 

the InfoSoc Directive, which identifies the kinds of temporary reproductions that are exempted 

from the reproduction right. In order for a temporary act of reproduction to benefit from these 

exceptions, the sole purpose of the RAM copy of the virtual item should be enabling the lawful 

use of a work.701 Virtual items placed in public and private areas of Second Life creates an 

interesting situation that brings together lawful and unlawful uses of virtual items. On the one 

hand, RAM copies of virtual items in public places of Second Life are created to enable the 

lawful use of Second Life and virtual items. Since they also meet the conditions listed in Article 

5(5) of the Directive, they should be considered as an exception within the scope of Article 

5(1). On the other hand, placing an item in a private area means that the mere display of this 

item by other users is not authorized by the copyright owner. Recalling the Advocate General’s 

remarks in Infopaq I, the temporary reproduction should enable the lawful use of a work. It 

does not matter whether the temporary reproduction itself is authorized by the right owner. 

Therefore, stumbling upon infringing works while wondering around Second Life (where the 

temporary RAM reproduction itself would be unauthorized by the copyright owner but the 

purpose of RAM copies would be enabling lawful use of a work) and intentionally hacking 

area-access system of Second Life to reach a work in a private area could be evaluated 

differently. In Filmspeler,702 the CJEU held that temporary copies made while streaming 

infringing content could not benefit from the exceptions in Article 5(1). The Court reached this 

conclusion because Filmspeler’s device, which contains pre-installed add-ons, connects to 

 
701 The exception of “a transmission in a network between third parties by an intermediary” is not an issue in our 
case because this concerns buffer RAMs. 
702 Stichting Brein v Jack Frederik Wullems (Case C‑527/15), 2017.  
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websites that host infringing content and buyers “deliberately and in full knowledge of the 

circumstances”703 access unauthorized copies of copyrighted works. Therefore, the purpose of 

the temporary copies made in the device cannot be considered enabling lawful use of a work. 

Since access to restricted areas is forbidden by Linden through its user agreements, and the 

copyright owner does not grant related licenses for works in restricted areas, it could be argued 

that the purpose of a RAM copy in such a situation is not enabling lawful use of a work. In 

other words, accessing a private area in Second Life without authorization would not only be 

against the codes of conduct of the virtual world, but it could also be a copyright infringement, 

leading to liability of users, depending on whether there is a copyrightable virtual item in that 

private area.    

 

When a user creates an infringing virtual item in Second Life or uploads it to the virtual world, 

the user would be directly the infringing party.704 However, there are two kinds of liabilities 

arising in a copyright infringement. The direct infringers (such as users who create or upload 

infringing virtual items) are the primarily liable party when an infringement takes place. Yet, 

both in the EU and the US, secondary liability of another party might arise in different forms 

such as vicarious liability or contributory liability, if she contributes to the infringement in 

various ways.705 In the EU, in contrast to the highly harmonized primary liability in copyright, 

secondary liability received limited harmonization. This inevitably affects the liability of online 

service providers, in cases where they do not primarily infringe rights of the copyright owner 

but rather their users utilize their services to commit copyright infringements. Second Life is 

an example for such a service. At this point, (to what extend) can Linden be held liable for the 

 
703 Stichting Brein v Jack Frederik Wullems (Case C‑527/15), 2017 at para. 69.  
704 The primary liability of service providers is a controversial issue, especially in the EU. There have been many 
cases in the EU where service providers were found to be primarily liable for infringing content taking place in 
their servers. More discussion on the liability of service providers will be made in the coming pages.   
705 See Section 6.3.2. for a more detail discussion of secondary liability in the US. 
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infringing activities in Second Life with regards to the US and the EU regimes, at least for being 

the party whose service enables others to reproduce / publicly display the infringing virtual 

item?  

 

In the limited EU harmonization, the E-Commerce Directive is the main regulation with regards 

to the liability of service providers.706 The E-Commerce Directive draws “a legal framework to 

ensure the free movement of information society services between Member States”707. The 

Directive defines an (information society) service provider as “any natural or legal person 

providing an information society service”708. “Information society service” was already defined 

in the amended version of the Directive 98/34/EC. This definition is repeated in Recital 17 of 

the E-Commerce Directive, which states that an information society service “covers any service 

normally provided for remuneration, at a distance, by means of electronic equipment for the 

processing (including digital compression) and storage of data, and at the individual request of 

a recipient of a service”.  

 

Here, the emphasis on the requirement of remuneration is significant, especially with regards 

to virtual worlds. Today, many virtual worlds offer free services to their users and earn money 

through the sale of premium memberships with additional benefits or in-world items. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, Linden offers two choices for Second Life users: premium membership 

(provided in exchange for a monthly fee) and basic membership (provided for free). There are 

almost nine times more basic users than premium users in total.709 Would this prevent Linden 

 
706 Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain legal aspects of 
information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market (Directive on electronic 
commerce).  
707 E-Commerce Directive, recital 8. 
708 E-Commerce Directive, art. 2(b).  
709 Wagner James Au, ‘Second Life Now Has About 60,000 Premium Subscribers: Up 3000 From 2017 Low Point, 
But Still Below 2012’S Peak Of 70,000’, New World Notes, 2019 <https://nwn.blogs.com/nwn/2019/05/sl-
premium-subscriptions-linden-lab-tyche.html>; Wagner James Au, ‘Second Life Mainland Survey: Ownership & 
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from being considered as an information society service provider? Recital 18 of the E-

Commerce Directive clarifies the issue of remuneration and explains that information society 

services cover free services as long as they “represent an economic activity”. In addition, the 

CJEU explained this requirement in Papasavvas710, and stated that remuneration should not 

necessarily be provided by the recipients of the service. Thus, the fact that roughly nine out of 

ten users of Second Life receive the service for free does not prevent Second Life from being 

an information society service. 

 

The E-Commerce Directive does not build an overarching immunity regime for service 

providers. A service provider does not automatically become immune from all liabilities once 

it fits the definition of “service provider” in the Directive. The service provider must meet the 

conditions specified in articles 12, 13 and 14 of the Directive: 1) being a mere conduit that 

transmits the data,711 2) automatically caching third parties’ data,712 or 3) merely hosting third 

parties’ data.713 Here, the actual practices of the services providers, rather than the categories of 

 
Premium Subscriber Rates Remained Flat In 2017: About 9% Of The Regular User Base Of 600K’, New World 
Notes, 2018 <https://nwn.blogs.com/nwn/2018/01/sl-mainland-land-tyche-linden-lab-2017-census.html>. 
710 Sotiris Papasavvas v O Fileleftheros Dimosia Etaireia Ltd and Others (Case C-291/13), 2014. 
711 Article 12 of the E-Commerce Directive requires further conditions in order for the service provider to be 
immune from liabilities. The article states that the information society service provider should not “initiate the 
transmission”, “select the receiver of the transmission”, and “select or modify the information contained in the 
transmission”. 
712 Article 13 of the E-Commerce Directive requires further conditions in order for the service provider to be 
immune from liabilities. The article states that storage of the information should be “automatic, intermediate and 
temporary”, and “performed for the sole purpose of making more efficient the information's onward transmission 
to other recipients of the service upon their request”, and that the information society service provider should not 
“modify the information” or “interfere with the lawful use of technology, widely recognized and used by industry, 
to obtain data on the use of the information”, and that it should “[comply] with conditions on access to the 
information”, “[comply] with rules regarding the updating of the information, specified in a manner widely 
recognized and used by industry”, and “[act] expeditiously to remove or to disable access to the information it has 
stored upon obtaining actual knowledge of the fact that the information at the initial source of the transmission has 
been removed from the network, or access to it has been disabled, or that a court or an administrative authority has 
ordered such removal or disablement”.  
713 Article 14 of the E-Commerce Directive requires further conditions in order for the service provider to be 
immune from liabilities. The article states that the related information should be “stored at the request of a recipient 
of the service”, and that the service provider should “not have actual knowledge of illegal activity or information 
and, as regards claims for damages, not [be] aware of facts or circumstances from which the illegal activity or 
information is apparent” and “upon obtaining such knowledge or awareness, [act] expeditiously to remove or to 
disable access to the information”.  
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service providers, matter. Hence, each activity of the service provider should be examined 

individually to understand whether the service provider can benefit from the safe harbors.714 

 

From this perspective, Linden does not provide any services as a “mere conduit”, where it 

transmits data like an internet access provider. Linden’s activities also do not fall under Article 

13 (caching), which specifically targets proxy-servers.715 Yet, for some of its practices, Linden 

might be considered as a hosting provider, even though these practices do not totally match 

with practices of the now “traditional” hosting providers such as YouTube and eBay. Similar 

to Google’s position with regards to YouTube videos, Linden hosts potentially infringing user-

uploaded works on its servers. As in e-Bay, virtual items can also be categorically listed in 

Second Life Marketplace, even on the web, accessible to everyone.716 Despite similarities, 

Linden, as a virtual world developer, is in a unique position. For example, in eBay, users list 

pictures and specifications of physical items which they sell to other users. In Second Life 

Marketplace, users list pictures and specifications of works which they license to other users. 

In this regard, the question of service provider liability revolves around trademark 

infringements in eBay because of the counterfeit products that are listed and sold. In Second 

Life, what is more at stake is copyright infringement.  

 

One of the main issues behind the limited harmonization in the EU is that the E-Commerce 

Directive does not specify when the service provider can be held liable for copyright 

infringement on its servers. The Directive’s negative definition of liability offers only the 

minimum instances where the service providers cannot be held liable for the infringements 

 
714 Christina Angelopoulos, ‘European Intermediary Liability in Copyright: A Tort-Based Analysis’ (unpublished 
Ph.D. Thesis, University of Amsterdam, 2016), p. 46. 
715 Patrick Van Eecke and Maarten Truyens, ‘Liability of Online Intermediaries’, in EU Study on the Legal Analysis 
of a Single Market for the Information Society: New Rules for a New Age?, 2009, pp. 14, 15 
<http://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=835>. 
716 https://marketplace.secondlife.com/. For more information, see Section 3.2.2 in Chapter 3.  
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taking place on their services. This means that any service provider acting outside the scope of 

the above-mentioned activities regulated in the E-Commerce Directive might be held liable or 

be immune to any liability claims, depending on the secondary liability regulations of the 

particular Member State. Accordingly, several Member States such as Spain, Portugal, Austria 

and Liechtenstein, have regulations which extend the scope envisioned in the Directive and 

provide additional safe harbors to service providers.717 In other words, if Linden can benefit 

from the safe harbors of the E-Commerce Directive, it cannot be held liable in any Member 

State. However, depending on the national law of secondary liability, Linden can still be 

immune to liability even if it does not benefit from the safe harbors of the Directive.  

 

Regulating only the minimum instances for the liability of service providers leaves an 

ambiguous space to Member States for the regulation of secondary liability. However, the 

application of even this limited harmonization is not straightforward and clear. Dinwoodie cites 

various national court cases across Europe, and concludes that “even in supposedly harmonized 

schemes of immunity (such as in the implementation of the E-Commerce Directive in the 

Member States of the European Union), there has been variation in interpretation of who comes 

within the definition (or the safe harbor, which will be a more fact-specific question and vary 

from case to case).”718 

 

For the CJEU, applying this limited harmonization and benefiting from safe harbors rely on the 

extent to which the service provider is active/neutral in providing its services. This approach 

derives from Recital 42 of the E-Commerce Directive, which reads as follows; 

 
717 Martin Husovec, ‘Accountable, Not Liable: Injunctions Against Intermediaries’ (unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, 
Tilburg University, 2016), p. 51. 
718 Graeme B. Dinwoodie, ‘A Comparative Analysis of the Secondary Liability of Online Service Providers’, in 
Secondary Liability of Internet Service Providers, ed. by Graeme B. Dinwoodie (Heidelberg: Springer, 2017), pp. 
1–72. 
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“The exemptions from liability established in this Directive cover only cases 
where the activity of the information society service provider is limited to the 
technical process of operating and giving access to a communication network 
over which information made available by third parties is transmitted or 
temporarily stored, for the sole purpose of making the transmission more 
efficient; this activity is of a mere technical, automatic and passive nature, 
which implies that the information society service provider has neither 
knowledge of nor control over the information which is transmitted or 
stored.” (Emphasis added). 

 

Drawing on this requirement, in the EU, courts tend to evaluate how active or neutral a service 

provider is in order to determine whether it can be exempted from liability. For example, in 

Google France,719 when assessing whether Google can be exempted from liability for the 

display of advertisements for counterfeit versions of Louis Vuitton products in Google searches, 

the CJEU stated that “in order to establish whether the liability of a referencing service provider 

may be limited under Article 14 of [the E-Commerce Directive], it is necessary to examine 

whether the role played by that service provider is neutral, in the sense that its conduct is merely 

technical, automatic and passive, pointing to a lack of knowledge or control of the data which 

it stores”720 (emphasis added). While the Court left it to the national court to examine the active 

/ passive role of Google, it made an important analysis. The Court first acknowledged the fact 

that “Google processes the data entered by advertisers and the resulting display of the ads is 

made under conditions which Google controls […] thus [it] determines the order of display 

according to, inter alia, the remuneration paid by the advertisers”721. Afterwards, the Court 

stated that “the mere facts that the referencing service is subject to payment, that Google sets 

the payment terms or that it provides general information to its clients cannot have the effect of 

 
719 Google France SARL and Google Inc. v Louis Vuitton Malletier SA (Case C-236/08), Google France SARL v 
Viaticum SA and Luteciel SARL (Case C-237/08), Google France SARL v Centre national de recherche en 
relations humaines (CNRRH) SARL and Others (Case C-238/08), 2010.  
720 Google France SARL and Google Inc. v Louis Vuitton Malletier SA (Case C-236/08), Google France SARL v 
Viaticum SA and Luteciel SARL (Case C-237/08), Google France SARL v Centre national de recherche en 
relations humaines (CNRRH) SARL and Others (Case C-238/08), 2010 at para. 114.  
721 Google France SARL and Google Inc. v Louis Vuitton Malletier SA (Case C-236/08), Google France SARL v 
Viaticum SA and Luteciel SARL (Case C-237/08), Google France SARL v Centre national de recherche en 
relations humaines (CNRRH) SARL and Others (Case C-238/08), 2010 at para. 115.  
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depriving Google of the exemptions from liability provided for in [the E-Commerce Directive]” 

and that “concordance between the keyword selected and the search term entered by an internet 

user is not sufficient of itself to justify the view that Google has knowledge of, or control over, 

the data entered into its system by advertisers and stored in memory on its server”.722 In other 

words, the CJEU holds that providing paid services or sorting the order of displays (of 

infringing goods) on a website in accordance with these payments does not necessarily indicate 

that a service provider’s role goes beyond neutral.  

 

This view has been upheld by the CJEU in later decisions too. In the subsequent and famous 

case, L’Oreal v eBay723, the CJEU discussed whether eBay can rely on the exemption in the E-

Commerce Directive for the infringing items listed on its website. In the decision, the Court 

acknowledged that eBay sets the terms and conditions for the display of offers on its website, 

only manages data created by its seller users, and further helps them in optimizing and 

promoting their products for sale.724 In line with the Louis Vuitton case, the CJEU first stated 

that offering paid services or setting terms and conditions for its services cannot deprive eBay 

of the exemptions from liability.725 However, the Court highlighted that eBay’s role might go 

beyond this neutral position: 

“Where, by contrast, the operator has provided assistance which entails, in 
particular, optimizing the presentation of the offers for sale in question or 
promoting those offers, it must be considered not to have taken a neutral 
position between the customer-seller concerned and potential buyers but to 
have played an active role of such a kind as to give it knowledge of, or control 
over, the data relating to those offers for sale. It cannot then rely, in the case 
of those data, on the exemption from liability referred to in Article 14(1) of 
[the E-Commerce Directive].”726 (Emphasis added).   

 
722 Google France SARL and Google Inc. v Louis Vuitton Malletier SA (Case C-236/08), Google France SARL v 
Viaticum SA and Luteciel SARL (Case C-237/08), Google France SARL v Centre national de recherche en 
relations humaines (CNRRH) SARL and Others (Case C-238/08), 2010 at paras. 116, 117. 
723 L’Oreal SA and Others v eBay International AG and Others (Case C‑324/09), 2011.  
724 L’Oreal SA and Others v eBay International AG and Others (Case C‑324/09), 2011 at para. 114.  
725 L’Oreal SA and Others v eBay International AG and Others (Case C‑324/09), 2011 at para. 115. 
726 L’Oreal SA and Others v eBay International AG and Others (Case C‑324/09), 2011 at para. 116. Similar 
analyses are seen in national courts in the EU. For example, in 2012, the French Supreme Court ruled that eBay 
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In essence, the CJEU asks whether the service provider play such a role, which gives it 

knowledge of or control over data, which the E-Commerce Directive does not specifically 

define. This limits the discussion within the scope of the active/neutral tests carried out by the 

CJEU, which takes into account whether a “diligent economic operator” could have “identified 

the illegality in question”.727 Unlike the DMCA, the E-Commerce Directive does not 

specifically identify how knowledge of illegal activity can be obtained by the service providers. 

In this case, any activity which generates the knowledge of the service provider could be 

deemed sufficient. As stated by the CJEU in L’Oreal v eBay, “if the rules set out in Article 

14(1)(a) of [the E-Commerce Directive] are not to be rendered redundant, they must be 

interpreted as covering every situation in which the provider concerned becomes aware, in one 

way or another, of such facts or circumstances”728. 

 

As pointed out by Husovec, the interpretation of the CJEU might equate neutrality to technical 

noninteractivity. Considering that current business models of service providers usually go 

beyond the situation of technical noninteractivity, this interpretation runs the risk of excluding 

many service providers from the safety of safe harbors.729 From this perspective, in L’Oreal v 

eBay, the interpretation of the CJEU could be read in a way where they distinguished the activity 

of storing the data of the eBay user (the state of technical noninteractivity) and promoting the 

sale of the user goods by running an internal advertisement program (going beyond the state of 

technical noninteractivity).  

 

 
could not benefit from safe harbor provided for hosting providers under Article 14 of the E-Commerce Directive 
because it was too active in assisting sellers. See Cass.com., May 3, 2012, Bull. civ. IV, No. 89 (Fr.) (eBay Inc. v. 
LVMH, Parfums Christian Dior). 
727 L’Oreal SA and Others v eBay International AG and Others (Case C‑324/09), 2011 at para. 120. 
728 L’Oreal SA and Others v eBay International AG and Others (Case C‑324/09), 2011 at para. 121. 
729 Husovec, pp. 55, 56. 
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What does this analysis say for Linden’s position? Does Linden have knowledge of or control 

over the virtual items in Second Life? Does it optimize or promote the sale of virtual items in 

Second Life Marketplace? Linden’s position resembles both that of YouTube and that of eBay. 

While the Second Life service itself is similar to YouTube where users upload potentially 

infringing works to developer’s service, Second Life Marketplace resonates eBay where users 

list potentially infringing items they want to sell. Since Linden does not hold a single position, 

its services Second Life and Second Life Marketplace should be considered separately.  

 

6.3.1. Linden’s Position with regards to Second Life 

A European Commission Report, commissioned by the Information Society and Media 

Directorate-General, specifically discussed the position of Second Life and WoW within the 

scope of liability of service providers: 

“A considerable amount of courts will not consider operators of virtual 
worlds (such as Second Life) and multiplayer online games (such as World 
of Warcraft) to meet the conditions of the special liability regime, as storage-
related facilities only constitute a small part of the service offering. Some 
courts may, however, sub-divide the service into various sub-services.”730 

 

The report argues that the hosting service constitutes only a small part of the whole virtual 

world service because users are offered the “software to build characters and environments, 

chat facilities, programming tools, currency exchange, etc.”731. Yet, from this perspective, 

almost no popular information society service could benefit from safe harbors because they are 

complex systems bringing together many sub-services. For example, YouTube is not a mere 

platform for uploading videos. With Google’s words, YouTube is a place to “share and build 

community”732. It is a social media platform with features such as YouTube TV, YouTube Red, 

 
730 Van Eecke and Truyens, p. 35. 
731 Van Eecke and Truyens, p. 35. 
732 https://www.youtube.com/yt/about.  
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Community tab, and more. Similarly, Facebook combines various services where video and 

photo upload by its users constitute only a part of the whole service. In such information society 

services, where various services are combined, each sub-service should be evaluated on its own 

right and immunity of the service provider should be identified accordingly, i.e. with regards to 

the sub-service it offers. As Dinwoodie argues, what is at stake is not whether information 

society service providers fit in the definition of “service provider,” but whether the conditions 

for immunity exist in the present case.733  

 

In order for the “conditions for immunity” to exist, Linden should be a neutral service provider 

with regards to Second Life itself and other sub-services. Second Life relies so much on the 

user-created virtual items that the sum of these items, together with other user-created content, 

constitute the Second Life service itself. In other words, Second Life is not a simple file storage 

service, where the provider has no knowledge of or has limited control over the hosted content. 

On the contrary, Linden has a broad license to exploit (including using, copying, distributing, 

reproducing, modifying, displaying, selling etc.) all the works uploaded to or created in Second 

Life by its users. For Leistner, neutrality means that “the service of the host provider as such is 

independent from the contents of the hosted or carried information and does not involve any 

direct interest of the provider as regards the specific contents of the carried or hosted 

information”734. From this perspective, considering that Linden provides the user-created 

content as the Second Life service to the users, it is not a neutral service provider and is much 

more active compared to traditional online file storage providers. 

 

 
733 Dinwoodie, p. 5. 
734 Matthias Leistner, ‘Structural Aspects of Secondary (Provider) Liability in Europe’, Journal of Intellectual 
Property Law & Practice, 9 (2014), 75–90 (p. 77). 
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6.3.2. Linden’s Position with regards to the Second Life Marketplace 

Second Life Marketplace is another sub-service that should evaluated separately. The 

Marketplace is an arena where seller users list their virtual items for sale. In the Marketplace, 

sellers can buy “enhancements” for their listings for 7-day, 15-day or 30-day periods. With 

these enhancements, sellers can list their virtual items on the Homepage, Category Landing 

Page, Checkout Receipt Page, or L$0 Cart Checkout Ads Page for various fees paid in Linden 

dollars, which can be converted into USD by LindeX exchange.735 These categories prioritize 

sellers’ advertisements and enable more users to see and consequently buy their virtual items. 

This can potentially give rise to a situation similar to eBay v L’Oreal, where the CJEU ruled 

that eBay did not take “a neutral position between the customer-seller concerned and potential 

buyers but […] played an active role of such a kind as to give it knowledge of, or control over, 

the data relating to those offers for sale.”736 Although Linden does not interfere with the virtual 

items that are sold in Second Life Marketplace (the content itself), it does control how they are 

promoted and sold by the seller users. In other words, there is no absolute technical non-

interactivity between Linden and the user-created content.  

 

However, not every technical interactivity necessarily means that the service provider goes 

above the limit of neutrality. The immunity bar that is set by the CJEU in eBay v L’Oreal is 

arguably high. As highlighted by the Court, storing offers for sale on servers, setting the terms 

of the service, being remunerated for the service, and providing general information to 

customers are examples of practices which cannot deprive a service provider from the safety of 

the safe harbors.737 Linden’s practices do not only include these examples, but go beyond them. 

Just like in eBay v L’Oreal, some of the activities of Linden in Second Life Marketplace, 

 
735 For more information, see Linden Research, ‘SL Marketplace Fees and Commissions’ 
<https://marketplace.secondlife.com/listing_guidelines#fees-and-commissions>. 
736 L’Oreal SA and Others v eBay International AG and Others (Case C‑324/09), 2011 at para. 116.  
737 L’Oreal SA and Others v eBay International AG and Others (Case C‑324/09), 2011 at para. 115. 
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specifically selling promotion services to seller users, prevents Linden to take “a neutral 

position between the customer-seller concerned and potential buyers”. This causes Linden to 

go beyond the bar set by the CJEU and become an active service provider that cannot benefit 

from the safe harbors.738 

 

The immunity bar is set even higher in the US. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) 

and case law on secondary liability regulate the immunity and liability of service providers in 

the US. Similar to the E-Commerce Directive in the EU, the DMCA introduced safe harbors 

for certain service providers. There are several differences between these two regulations. The 

DMCA regulates policy and procedures that should be implemented by service providers in 

detail; whereas, the E-Commerce Directive leaves it up to the member states. Naturally, this 

difference stems from the fact that while the DMCA is a national (federal) act, E-Commerce 

Directive is a union-wide directive that does not interfere with the national procedures of the 

member states. The scope of application of these two regulations is also different. The DMCA 

only applies to copyright infringements whereas the E-Commerce Directive applies to all 

relevant infringements such as trademark disputes and defamation.739   

 

Like in the EU, Linden’s position with regards to the DMCA should be discussed within the 

scope of the immunity regime regulated for the hosting providers, specifically those who 

“[store] at the direction of a user […] material that resides on a system or network controlled 

 
738 In April 2019, the DSM Directive (Directive 2019/790 of the European Parliament and of the Council on 
copyright and related rights in the Digital Single Market and amending Directives 96/9/EC and 2001/29/EC) was 
enacted. It added a new dimension to liability of service providers by requiring certain online content-sharing 
service providers to show the best effort in ensuring the unavailability of infringing works on their services. 
Whether virtual world developers can be considered as online content-sharing service providers and the new 
requirements as well as possible liability scenarios arising from the Directive constitute an exciting issue to be 
further analyzed. 
739 Arno R. Lodder and Nicole S. van der Meulen, ‘Evaluation of the Role of Access Providers: Discussion of 
Dutch Pirate Bay Case Law and Introducing Principles on Directness, Effectiveness, Costs, Relevance, and Time’, 
Journal of Intellectual Property, Information Technology and E-Commerce Law, 4 (2013), 130–41 (p. 132). 
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or operated by or for the service provider”740. There are several additional requirements that 

need to be fulfilled by the service provider if it wants to benefit from the safe harbors. The 

Copyright Law states that the service provider can benefit from the immunity if it; 

“does not have actual knowledge that the material or an activity using the 
material on the system or network is infringing; in the absence of such actual 
knowledge, is not aware of facts or circumstances from which infringing 
activity is apparent; or upon obtaining such knowledge or awareness, acts 
expeditiously to remove, or disable access to, the material; does not receive 
a financial benefit directly attributable to the infringing activity, in a case in 
which the service provider has the right and ability to control such activity; 
and upon notification of claimed infringement […], responds expeditiously 
to remove, or disable access to, the material that is claimed to be infringing 
or to be the subject of infringing activity.”741 

 

The Law also requires the service provider to designate an agent to receive notifications for the 

claimed infringements.742 According to the US Copyright Law, Linden can only benefit from 

safe harbors and become immune to liability claims if it meets all of these requirements 

together.  

 

In the US, before the enactment of the DMCA, only primary liability for IP infringements was 

regulated by the US Copyright Law. Secondary liability was developed through case law. 

Therefore, even before the DMCA, service providers were not held primarily liable for the 

infringing activity taking place on their servers / networks because they were not volitionally 

infringing copyright owners’ rights. Service providers were found to be liable for indirect 

infringement rather than direct infringement. Two kinds of secondary liabilities have been 

developed in US case law: contributory liability and vicarious liability.743 In general, 

 
740 Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC § 512(c).  
741 Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC § 512(c).  
742 Copyright Law of the United States, 17 USC § 512(c).  
743 A third kind of secondary liability, inducement liability, has developed as a separate doctrine in non-copyright 
related areas such as patent law. For more information, see Salil K. Mehra and Marketa Trimble, ‘Secondary 
Liability of Internet Service Providers in the United States: General Principles and Fragmentation’, in Secondary 
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contributory liability occurs in situations where the defendant is aware of the infringement and 

contributes to this infringement in various ways such as inducement or encouragement, and 

vicarious liability takes places when there is a higher degree of control on the part of the service 

provider and the provider supervises this activity and gains financial benefit from it.744  

 

The difference between the statutory regime (DMCA) and the common law secondary liability 

regime is important for assessing Linden’s liability with regards to the infringing virtual items 

in Second Life. In order to be liable for indirect infringement, “the defendant need only have 

known of the direct infringer's activities, and need not have reached the legal conclusion that 

these activities infringed a copyrighted work”745. However, according to the US Copyright Law, 

the defendant can benefit from the safe harbors if it “does not have actual knowledge that the 

material or an activity using the material on the system or network is infringing”746 and “in the 

absence of such actual knowledge, is not aware of facts or circumstances from which infringing 

activity is apparent”747. In other words, with the DMCA, the immunity of service providers is 

extended because a service provider can benefit from the safe harbors if it knows that an activity 

is taking place but does not specifically know that this activity is infringing. 

 

The meaning of having “actual knowledge” has been subject to dispute and discussed in various 

courts. According to the current interpretation, also embraced by the Second Circuit, having 

actual knowledge “requires knowledge or awareness of specific infringing activity”748. The 

 
Liability of Internet Service Providers, ed. by Graeme B. Dinwoodie (Heidelberg: Springer, 2017), pp. 93–108 
(pp. 94, 95).  
744 For more information on contributory and vicarious liability, see Dan Hunter, The Oxford Introductions to U.S. 
Law: Intellectual Property (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), pp. 61–64; Mehra and Trimble. 
745 Paul Goldstein, Goldstein on Copyright § 8.1, at 8:9 n.1 quoted in R. Anthony Reese, ‘The Relationship between 
the ISP Safe Harbors and the Ordinary Rules of Copyright Liability’, Columbia Journal of Law & the Arts, 32 
(2008), 427–44 (p. 433). 
746 Copyright Law of the United States, 17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(1)(A)(i).  
747 Copyright Law of the United States, 17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(1)(A)(ii). 
748 Viacom International, Inc. v. YouTube, Inc., 676 F.3d 19, 30 (2d Cir. 2012).  
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Ninth Circuit supports this view, stating that actual knowledge requires “specific knowledge of 

particular infringing activity”749. In UMG v. Shelter750, the Ninth Circuit decided that “merely 

hosting a category of copyrightable content […] with the general knowledge that one's services 

could be used to share infringing material, is insufficient to meet the actual knowledge 

requirement under § 512(c)(1)(A)(i)”751. Hence knowing that some infringing activity is taking 

place in the service is not enough to make the service provider liable for the copyright 

infringement. As stated by the court in UMG v. Veoh752, “if investigation of "facts and 

circumstances" is required to identify material as infringing, then those facts and circumstances 

are not "red flags"”753. In other words, the service provider cannot be held liable unless it has 

all the related specific knowledge of a particular infringing activity.  

 

Given that the service provider does not have the knowledge of a particular infringing activity, 

it should also not be “aware of facts or circumstances from which infringing activity is 

apparent” to benefit from the safe harbors. In Perfect 10 v CCBill,754 the Ninth Circuit elaborated 

on what it means to be aware of an infringing activity: 

“Perfect 10 alleges that CCBill and CWIE were aware of a number of "red 
flags" that signaled apparent infringement. Because CWIE and CCBill 
provided services to "illegal.net" and "stolencelebritypics.com," Perfect 10 
argues that they must have been aware of apparent infringing activity. We 
disagree. When a website traffics in pictures that are titillating by nature, 
describing photographs as "illegal" or "stolen" may be an attempt to increase 
their salacious appeal, rather than an admission that the photographs are 
actually illegal or stolen. We do not place the burden of determining whether 
photographs are actually illegal on a service provider.”755 

 

 
749 UMG Recordings, Inc. v. Shelter Capital Partners LLC, 667 F.3d 1022, 1037 (9th Cir.2011). 
750 UMG Recordings, Inc. v. Shelter Capital Partners LLC, 667 F.3d 1022 (9th Cir.2011). 
751 UMG Recordings, Inc. v. Shelter Capital Partners LLC, 667 F.3d 1022, 1038 (9th Cir.2011). 
752 UMG Recordings, Inc. v. Veoh Networks, Inc., 665 F.Supp.2d 1099 (C.D. Cal. 2009).  
753 UMG Recordings, Inc. v. Veoh Networks, Inc., 665 F.Supp.2d 1099, 1108 (C.D. Cal. 2009). 
754 Perfect 10, Inc. v. CCBill LLC, 488 F.3d 1102 (9th Cir. 2007).  
755 Perfect 10, Inc. v. CCBill LLC, 488 F.3d 1102, 1114 (9th Cir. 2007). 
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Clearly, the court requires the defendants to know that an illegal activity is taking place rather 

than placing the “burden” on the defendant and stating that they should have known. This has 

also been underlined by a district court in Corbis756; 

“In determining whether a service provider is "aware of facts or 
circumstances from which infringing activity was apparent," the question is 
not "what a reasonable person would have deduced given all the 
circumstances.". Instead, the question is "whether the service provider 
deliberately proceeded in the face of blatant factors of which it was aware." 
As articulated by Congress, apparent knowledge requires evidence that a 
service provider "turned a blind eye to `red flags' of obvious 
infringement."”757 (citations omitted).  

 

Both courts underlined the importance of determining whether a service provider has the 

necessary knowledge of an infringing activity. In this regard, the DMCA extends the protection 

for service providers and makes them exempt from liability even if they were aware of their 

customer’s activities but did not actually know that these activities were infringing. In Tiffany 

v. eBay758, the Second Circuit decided that even though eBay had general knowledge of 

counterfeit Tiffany products sold on its website, this knowledge was not enough to hold eBay 

responsible for these infringing activities. In order to be responsible, eBay should have had 

“some contemporary knowledge of which particular listings are infringing or will infringe in 

the future”759. Farano argues that the US courts set such a high bar for being “aware of facts or 

circumstances from which infringing activity is apparent”, it amounts to actual knowledge.760 

In practice, the service providers can benefit from the safe harbors unless they can be proven to 

have demonstrated “willful blindness”. It is long established that willful blindness amounts to 

 
756 Corbis Corporation v. Amazon.com, Inc., 351 F. Supp. 2d 1090 (W.D. Wash. 2004).  
757 Corbis Corporation v. Amazon.com, Inc., 351 F. Supp. 2d 1090, 1108 (W.D. Wash. 2004). 
758 Tiffany Inc. v. eBay Inc., 600 F.3d 93 (2d Cir. 2010) 
759 Tiffany Inc. v. eBay Inc., 600 F.3d 93, 107 (2d Cir. 2010). 
760 Beatrice Martinet Farano, ‘Internet Intermediaries’ Liability for Copyright and Trademark Infringement: 
Reconciling the EU and U.S. Approaches’ (TTLF Working Papers No. 14, 2012), p. 80 
<https://law.stanford.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/default/files/publication/300252/doc/slspublic/farano_wp14-
4.pdf>. 
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knowledge in the US copyright law.761 To be willfully blind, a service provider should have 

known of a high probability of an infringing activity but should have looked the other way in 

order not to confirm the infringement. However, as noted by the Second Circuit, willful 

blindness “cannot be defined as an affirmative duty to monitor”762. Accordingly, Angelopoulos 

argues that, in the US, the liability of a service provider only occurs if the provider has actual 

knowledge of a specific infringing activity, which can be acquired by a notification from a third 

party, or if it takes the necessary steps to avoid receiving these notifications.763  

 

From this perspective, Linden, as a service provider, benefits from the safe harbors introduced 

with the DMCA unless (1) it knows that a Second Life user’s specific activity is infringing but 

nevertheless allows the activity to take place or (2) takes the necessary steps to avoid receiving 

notifications for infringing uses in its virtual world.764 If Linden takes the procedural 

requirements designated in Article 512(c) of the US Copyright Law, it will not be liable with 

regards to the infringing use on its servers. Within the scope of these procedural requirements, 

Linden has an Intellectual Property Infringement Notification Policy765 and a system that can 

be used by right owners to notify Linden of intellectual property infringements in Second Life. 

Therefore, “upon obtaining such knowledge or awareness” if Linden acts “expeditiously to 

remove, or disable access to, the material”, it will benefit from the safe harbor protection of the 

DMCA.  

 

 
761 Viacom International, Inc. v. YouTube, Inc., 676 F.3d 19, 35 (2d Cir. 2012). 
762 Viacom International, Inc. v. YouTube, Inc., 676 F.3d 19, 35 (2d Cir. 2012). 
763 Angelopoulos, p. 53. 
764 Secondary liability regime is broad and determining a service provider’s liability for contributory or vicarious 
infringement requires additional analysis, such as determining whether the service is capable of “substantial 
noninfringing use”. As this section of the thesis aims to briefly analyze the statutory regime for virtual world 
developers’ liability, we will not analyze secondary liability regime in the US in detail.   
765 Linden Research, ‘Intellectual Property Infringement Notification Policy’ 
<https://www.lindenlab.com/legal/intellectual-property-infringement-notification-policy>. 
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6.4. Conclusion 

All in all, this chapter discussed the liability regime with regards to the reproduction and public 

display / communication to the public of virtual items in WoW and Second Life through the US 

and the EU regulation and case law. In WoW, liability in the infringement of reproduction and 

public display rights are straightforward because Blizzard is the sole creator of all virtual items. 

Virtual items in WoW are reproduced by Blizzard on its servers, and by users on the RAM of 

their PCs. According to the license and user agreements of WoW, both of these reproductions 

are legitimate. The same is true for liability in the infringement of public display right in WoW. 

Since all virtual items are created by Blizzard, the nature of WoW does not allow users to create, 

change or upload any new virtual item, which may potentially infringe other users’ or third-

parties’ rights.  

 

Users’ active role in creating virtual items in Second Life makes the issue of liability 

complicated for Linden. This is visible considering the hypothetical scenario of Katie, whose 

virtual home décor items are copied and sold by users in Second Life Marketplace and used 

inside Second Life. First of all, when Katie designs and uploads her wall clock design to Second 

Life, it is inevitably reproduced by Linden on its servers and by other users on the RAM of their 

PCs. Linden has the necessary licenses to reproduce this wall clock for various reasons, 

including taking back-ups of virtual item data. Similarly, users have the required licenses to 

reproduce this wall clock on the RAM of their PCs as long as it is located in a public area in 

Second Life because author users grant licenses to other users for viewing their items in public 

areas. If Katie or the user who purchased her wall clock, placed the item in a private region in 

Second Life, simply viewing this work without permission by hacking the area-access system 

of Second Life would not only be against the rules and conducts of the virtual world, but could 

also be considered as a copyright infringement. As Katie can determine the properties of the 
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wall clock she created, acting against these properties and copying or modifying the wall clock 

without permission would also be a copyright infringement.  

 

Potential infringing uses in Second Life may lead to secondary liability of Linden as the 

provider of the service. This liability can be evaluated differently according to the US and the 

EU safe harbor regimes, which vary in terms of protecting service providers. Linden’s liability 

can be examined by dividing its services into two categories: Second Life and Second Life 

Marketplace. As in the case of Katie, in Second Life, even if Linden did not create any 

infringing virtual item, it hosted Katie’s unlawfully copied wall clock, which was disseminated 

from its servers. Before entering the virtual world or uploading any virtual item, Linden requires 

users to grant a broad license which enables the exploitation of user-created works by Linden 

in various ways. In this sense, Linden is more than a neutral hosting provider whose services 

are independent from the content it hosts. Linden offers these user-created items (such as 

Katie’s home décor items) as the Second Life service itself owing to the licenses agreed by all 

users. Evident in Katie’s hypothetical case, in Second Life Marketplace, users selling 

potentially infringing virtual items can get Linden’s promotion services for listing their items 

on the Marketplace homepage or other prioritized pages. According to the CJEU case law and 

in light of its decisions on “traditional” hosting service providers such as eBay, Linden’s 

position in its Marketplace service can be considered to be too active to benefit from the safe 

harbors of the E-Commerce Directive. In the Marketplace, Linden actively offers its seller users 

the option to promote their items for sale, which moves it beyond the position of a neutral 

service provider.  

 

In contrast to the EU regime, the DMCA and the US case law protect service providers 

comprehensively. Service providers can benefit from safe harbors, given that they do not have 
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the knowledge of the specific infringing activity or are not aware of the apparent conditions that 

lead to this infringing activity on their servers. The condition of being aware is interpreted so 

narrowly by the courts that it amounts to the requirement of actual knowledge. In addition, the 

US system sets out procedural requirements for service providers to benefit from safe harbors 

such as designating an agent to receive infringement notifications. In the case of Katie’s copied 

wall clock, in the US, Linden would not be held liable for the infringing activity taking place 

in Second Life and the Second Life Marketplace as long as it did not volitionally infringe 

Katie’s rights, took the necessary steps after knowing / becoming aware of the infringing 

activity (for example, after being notified by Katie), and took the other necessary procedural 

measures listed in the DMCA.  

 

This difference between the DMCA and the E-Commerce Directive reflects on the broader 

tendencies of the US to protect and promote business and the EU to protect citizens’ rights.766  

This variation is significant with regards to current and future developments of virtual worlds. 

Currently, four of the five most popular MMORPGs (by total active users) have been developed 

by US companies. Out of the ten most popular MMORPGs, only one (RuneScape) has been 

developed by an EU company.767 This statistic may speak for the relatively free space in the US 

for promoting business and innovation in the digital world.768  

 

 
766 This is especially evident in data protection regulations of the US and the EU. In the US, there is no general 
and federal data protection law. Instead, this issue is regulated through state laws and other federal and sectoral 
regulations that concern specific types of data such as health, finance, or communication data. In contrast, the EU 
protects the privacy of its citizens through the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), one of the strictest 
regulations on privacy in the world. This high level of protection brings additional requirements for intermediaries. 
For example, in certain circumstances, EU citizens have the right to ask search engines to remove the links to 
websites that contain personal information about them. This right, also known as the right to be forgotten, is now 
codified in the GDPR as the right to erasure.  
767 See https://twinfinite.net/2018/05/most-popular-mmorpgs/. 
768 If this trend continues, US companies, with relatively more moderate regulation, can be the pioneers of next-
generation virtual worlds. We can already see this trend in VR (virtual reality) worlds. Almost all next-generation 
VR virtual worlds, including Sansar and AltspaceVR, developed to be used with a VR headset, are developed by 
US companies. For more information, see https://virtualrealitytimes.com/2017/03/13/full-list-of-virtual-reality-
worlds/.  
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 
 

7.1. Revisiting the Research Aim, Questions, and Methodology  

In light of the growing economic and social significance of virtual items and virtual worlds, 

potential legal disputes around virtual items are likely to diversify and become more 

widespread. Recalling the hypothetical scenario of Katie, such disputes around copyright are 

likely to extend beyond the boundaries of virtual worlds. In Katie’s case, her virtual home décor 

items were copied in four different realms: (1) in Second Life where Katie ran her virtual shop, 

(2) in another non-GOVW called IMVU, (3) on the world wide web, on a website called Etsy, 

and (4) in the real world, in a home décor shop in London. Within these realms, diverse 

exclusive rights of the copyright owner, including reproduction and public display / 

communication to the public, are infringed, arising the liabilities of different stakeholders. Not 

only the copycats in Second Life who reproduced Katie’s wall clocks and mirrors, but also the 

IMVU users who sold Katie’s items in another virtual world, the Etsy users who sold GIMP 

template files featuring Katie’s designs, and even the real-world designer who created the exact 

same vase Katie designed in Second Life two years ago, might be held primarily liable for the 

violation of Katie’s rights. As this thesis also illustrated, the liable parties are not necessarily 

limited to those who directly infringed Katie’s exclusive rights. Linden goes beyond the role of 

a neutral service provider by promoting the sale of infringing virtual items. In this scenario, 

according to the EU regime, Linden might be held liable for being too active in providing the 

means for the sale of infringing items through the Second Life Marketplace.769  

 
769 In contrast, within the scope of the protectionist US regime, Linden could benefit from the safe harbors 
designated for service providers. Furthermore, the natural/active role of Etsy should be further analyzed to 
understand its position as an intermediary service provider and conclude whether it can benefit from safe harbors 
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As evident, a simple act of creating a virtual wall clock in Second Life might have far reaching 

legal consequences for different stakeholders due to the ways in which Linden governs Second 

Life through code and user agreements as well as the interactions of users and other persons 

with this item. This thesis tackled with such issues around virtual items in virtual worlds in light 

of the two main copyright regimes, the US and the EU. It is implausible to enact specific laws 

and regulations for each newly developing technology and work. History shows us examples 

of new technologies challenging and adapting to the existing regulations and creating legal 

ambiguities. For example, in the 19th century, the invention of photography created disputes 

over whether photographs were original creations. Through case law and regulations, this has 

been settled with the argument that photographs are copyrightable works. Today virtual items 

and virtual worlds pose a similar challenge to the current copyright laws. In this light, this thesis 

explored copyright issues on virtual items, navigating through the legal uncertainties in the 

application of the current US and EU copyright regimes to the case of virtual items. In this 

thesis, the challenges arising from virtual items and virtual worlds were formalized around the 

following questions:  

- What are virtual items and virtual worlds? 

- How are virtual items governed by virtual world developers?  

- Are virtual items copyrightable works?  

- Which rights of the copyright owner are potentially exploited in everyday use of 

virtual worlds?  

- Who is liable for a potential infringement of these rights? 

 

 
in the EU or the US. The liability of a real-world shop, selling infringing items, might constitute an interesting 
research question as well.  
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These questions constituted parts of the main research question of this doctoral thesis: “how do 

copyright laws apply to virtual items in virtual worlds?” In the scholarly literature, virtual items 

and virtual worlds are mainly conceived through the lens of property rights, focusing on the 

ownership aspect of virtual items, just like tangible products in the real world. Referring to the 

economic significance of virtual items, studies draw a parallel between owning real-world 

property and owning virtual items, and discuss whether classical theories of property such as 

Lockean labor theory, personality theory, and utilitarianism justify having property rights on 

virtual items.770 However, unlike tangible objects, virtual items are digital creations. They are 

easy to reproduce, publicly display, and distribute both in virtual worlds and on other platforms. 

The technical structure of virtual worlds may complicate the issue further and render the act of 

simply viewing a virtual item as an unauthorized form of reproduction of a work due to its 

server-client model, whereby users reproduce virtual items created by others on the RAM of 

their PCs. Therefore, a sole focus on ownership and property rights for understanding virtual 

items may fall short of capturing the processes of creating and using virtual items. These 

processes are intricately related with copyright issues on virtual items, i.e. the focus of this 

research. 

 

The aim of this thesis was not to offer theoretical justifications of protecting virtual items or 

suggesting new and better regulations for the unique nature of virtual items and protect them 

accordingly. Instead, the thesis explored the usage of virtual items in virtual worlds and how 

current copyright laws could be applied to the utilization of virtual items. More precisely, it 

focused on the processes of creating, using, and exchanging virtual items and discussed the 

consequences of these practices with regards to the two mainstream approaches to copyright: 

the US and the EU copyright regimes. The differences and similarities between these two 

 
770 For example, see Westbrook; Horowitz; Kennedy; Anil and others. 
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regimes were detectable in distinct aspects of copyright: copyrightability, rights of the copyright 

owner, infringement, and liability. This thesis brought these together in its analysis of copyright 

on virtual items in virtual worlds. It delineated the risks and opportunities that virtual world 

users, developers, and third parties might face when utilizing virtual items according to these 

two different jurisdictions.  

 

This thesis focused on the two cases of WoW and Second Life to address the aforementioned 

issues around copyright on virtual items. These two worlds stood out among over 1000 

currently active virtual worlds, and they respectively exemplified GOVWs and non-GOVWs. 

Their distinct virtual item systems opened up space for discussing diverse copyright scenarios. 

In WoW, users cannot create any original virtual item and are limited to creating items that are 

pre-designed by Blizzard. On contrary, in Second Life, almost everything inside the virtual 

world is created by users. Apart from creation, the usage of virtual items is also managed 

differently in these virtual worlds. Blizzard prohibits any interference of the real-world with its 

virtual world and virtual item system; whereas Linden embraces the real world and takes pride 

in the amount of USD its users earn by selling virtual items.771 In this sense, these two cases 

showed the ways in which real world and virtual world practices may diverge and overlap, 

giving rise to different copyright issues.  

 

In both cases, participatory and documental research were employed to address the research 

questions of this thesis. Active participation both in WoW and Second Life enabled me to 

navigate through the confines and prospects of creating, using, customizing, selling, buying, 

and exchanging different virtual items in these virtual worlds. These experiences gave me an 

insight about how virtual worlds were governed. Building on this personal experience, 

 
771 See Chapter 3. 
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hypothetical scenarios on copyright of virtual items were created. In addition, official 

documentation including user agreements, websites and patch notes, and unofficial documents 

including user guides, forums, and informational websites, were examined to have a more 

detailed understanding on virtual item creation and usage, and to see how developers govern 

virtual worlds through user agreements. The collected data was analyzed through a comparative 

and holistic approach that compared and brought together the cases of WoW and Second Life 

through the perspectives of the US and the EU copyright regimes.  

 

7.2. Key Findings  

The substantive chapters of this thesis explored the conceptualization, governance, 

copyrightability, infringement, and liabilities concerning virtual items in virtual worlds. Each 

resultant argument built on one another in addressing the main research question of how 

copyright laws apply to virtual items in virtual worlds. 

 

What are Virtual Worlds and Virtual Items?  

There is no scholarly consensus on what a virtual item or a virtual world is. Virtual worlds have 

been defined to include different services such as GOVWs, non-GOVWs as well as Web 2.0 

services such as Facebook. As this thesis illustrated, virtual worlds need to be distinguished 

from (1) regular Web 2.0 services and (2) video games. Web 2.0 services, such as social media 

platforms (e.g. Facebook, Twitter or Instagram), provide the necessary tools for users to 

communicate and socialize with each other. They are extensions of the real world. Virtual 

worlds, however, offer users a life-like experience in a simulated environment through avatars, 

and do not necessarily mimic the real world. Although regular video games are also avatar-

mediated and have simulated environments, virtual worlds are distinct. Virtual worlds do not 

cease to exist when users log off from the simulated environment. While this is also true some 
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multi-player games such as Quake and Counter Strike, they still cannot be considered as 

persistent as they last only through game sessions. For this reason, this thesis conceptualized 

virtual worlds as “persistent, social, interactive, immediate, avatar-mediated, and computer-

based simulated environments”.772 Virtual worlds have gained these characteristics as a result 

of the wider technological and non-technological historical developments in the areas of 

computer hardware and software, internet, role-playing games, and video games.  

 

Within this scope, virtual items are not mere game elements. In fact, scholars conceive virtual 

items as virtual property not only due to their property-like character, but also due to the 

significance of owning them just like tangible objects. This moves the discussion to whether 

users should have ownership rights on virtual items as end-products. However, focusing on 

ownership bypasses the processes of creating, using, customizing, and exchanging virtual items. 

For this reason, this thesis employed the term “virtual item” rather than “virtual property” and 

discussed the nature of virtual items as digital creations without assuming that users should own 

what they possess in the virtual world. This thesis defined virtual items as “computer-based 

simulated items that are utilized as rivalrous, persistent, and interconnected in virtual worlds”.773 

This definition includes virtual chattels such as clothing and virtual real estate such as buildings. 

 

How are Virtual Worlds and Virtual Items Governed? 

Although this description of virtual items applies to all virtual worlds, their creation process 

and their usage, including how they are accessed in virtual worlds, are different, and mostly 

dependent on the governance mechanisms built by the developers. Developers use two main 

mechanisms, code and user agreements, to govern virtual world and virtual items. Like natural 

laws, code in virtual worlds constructs the virtual reality, determining what can and cannot 

 
772 See Chapter 2. 
773 See Chapter 2. 
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happen inside these simulated environments. In this regard, code of virtual worlds differs from 

code of Web 2.0 services such as Facebook. Lessig argues that “code is law”, meaning the 

regulation of behavior in cyberspace is maintained mostly through code. Accordingly, not only 

codes of the real-world (regulations) but also codes of the services are significant to achieve 

liberty in the cyberspace. However, distinct from Web 2.0 services, code of virtual worlds 

regulates two practices: (1) the real-world activities of users with regards to virtual worlds as 

end-products, hence real-world users’ behavior, and (2) the virtual activities of avatars inside 

virtual worlds by constructing the virtual reality inside these worlds. Lessig’s argument on code 

is law can explain the liberties of virtual world users with regards to the virtual world as a real-

world end-product. Yet, it does not take into account the practices inside the virtual reality, 

which are also created through code. Developers use code to determine the virtual item system 

of their virtual worlds and how users can create, customize, use and transfer virtual items inside 

these worlds. Blizzard and Linden created two distinct virtual worlds by using code. In WoW, 

users cannot create any new virtual item and are limited “creating” items that are already 

designed by Blizzard. In addition, Blizzard does not give users the opportunity to sell their 

virtual items inside WoW in exchange for a real-world currency. In contrast, in Second Life, 

Linden allows users to create virtual items from scratch. Through third-party software, users 

can also create virtual items outside of Second Life and upload them to the virtual world. 

Besides creation, Linden allows and encourages its users to sell such virtual items in exchange 

for USD thanks to the Second Life Marketplace and the LindeX exchange services.  

 

User agreements, the second instrument used by developers, work as supplements of the code. 

There may be times when developers cannot ensure their control by code alone. For example, 

in WoW, Blizzard does not run a service similar to the Second Life Marketplace or LindeX and 

makes it impossible for users to sell / purchase virtual items in WoW in exchange for a real-
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world currency. However, as users can transfer virtual items to each other, they can still 

exchange the items inside WoW (the area that is controlled by Blizzard) and the real-world 

money outside of WoW (the area outside of the control of Blizzard) and achieve transfer of 

virtual items in exchange of real-world money. Blizzard cannot interfere with the exchange of 

money between people outside of WoW. Instead, it prohibits this activity in its user agreement 

and bans any user that embarks on such an activity. In its user agreements, Blizzard specifies 

that WoW is a game, licensed to users holistically and for non-commercial entertainment 

purposes only, and retains all intellectual property rights on everything inside the virtual world. 

Therefore, the case of WoW stands in stark contrast to the case of Second Life, whereby Linden 

indicates that users retain all intellectual property rights on the items they create.  

 

Code and user agreements of WoW and Second Life show that governance of virtual worlds 

and virtual items can be diverse. Developers can identify their virtual worlds as a game and 

keep real-world elements outside of it as much as possible (the case of WoW) or define it as a 

virtual world and embrace the real-world elements including trade (the case of Second Life). 

The ways in which developers govern their virtual worlds determine how virtual items can be 

created and used, influencing whether virtual items can be copyrightable works, whether 

copyright of right owners are / can be infringed in virtual worlds, and who might be held liable 

for such an infringement. 

 

Are Virtual Items Copyrightable Works? 

Code enables developers to control and tweak the diverse ways in which virtual items can be 

created as original works or fixed on a medium of expression. Developers may designate that 

users can design complex digital creations from scratch, can only design basic creations, can 

heavily or lightly customize virtual items, or cannot create / customize anything in the first 
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place. This may be conceived as an imaginary slider controlled by the developer designating 

the extent to which virtual items can or cannot be created. The virtual items created by users 

should be original, and where necessary fixed, expressions of ideas to be protected by copyright. 

While the US and the EU regimes coined and approached originality differently, in both 

regimes, depending on the tools and means provided by the developer, virtual items created by 

users can be considered as copyrightable works. Blizzard, in line with its construction of WoW 

as an entertainment-only game product, does not offer its users the tools to create any original 

virtual item. In contrast, Linden stands out as a developer providing the necessary means for 

creating virtual items in Second Life. This does not mean that all virtual items created in Second 

Life are original works. Discussing the copyrightability of virtual items requires a case-by-case 

analysis. For example, pressing a generic box shape in the item creation menu in Second Life 

would hardly lead to the creation of a work that possess “a minimal degree of creativity” (in the 

US) or be considered as “the author’s own intellectual creation” (in the EU). At the same time, 

in Second Life, virtual items can be so complex that they may consist of separate parts, each of 

which can be a copyrightable work on its own. The yacht example provided in Chapter 3, 

included separate works such as pianos, tables, chairs, carpets, and various home décor items, 

each of which could be subject to copyright. 

 

In some jurisdictions, mainly in common law jurisdictions, fixation is another requirement for 

a work to receive copyright protection. Digital works are considered as fixed when they are 

saved on a non-volatile memory. In the US, this requirement is considered to be met even for 

works saved on a volatile memory, depending on the transitory status of the data. In the client-

server model employed by almost all currently active virtual worlds, including WoW and 

Second Life, virtual items must be saved on non-volatile memory of developer’s servers so that 

they can be accessed by users of the virtual worlds (clients). Therefore, when a virtual item is 
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created in-world by WoW or Second Life users, or uploaded to the virtual world, the item would 

be considered as fixed since it would be saved on the non-volatile memory of the developer, 

highlighting the persistent character of virtual worlds. 

 

Do the Exclusive Rights of the Copyright Owner Potentially Violated in Everyday Use of 

Virtual Worlds? 

Original and fixed virtual items are subject to copyright. In this case, (how) are the rights of the 

copyright owners on virtual items (potentially) exploited in everyday use of virtual worlds? 

Users and developers may potentially exploit three exclusive rights of the author users 

(copyright owners): distribution, reproduction, and public display / communication to the 

public. In WoW and Second Life, users cannot download, or, in any other way, transfer virtual 

items from the developers’ servers into their own PCs. This means that a transfer of virtual item 

data from the developer’s server to the non-volatile memory of a user is not possible due to the 

technical infrastructure of these virtual worlds. At the same time, because of the client-server 

model of these virtual worlds, when users access virtual world data from their PCs, data is 

reproduced on the RAM of their PCs. This form of reproduction is approached differently in 

the US and the EU regimes. According to the US Copyright Law, works that are reproduced 

only for a period of transitory duration are not considered as fixed. The US case law interprets 

the criteria of transitory duration as transitory status (of the work), and states that works that 

are reproduced on the RAM of PCs would be considered as fixed if they are not transmitted 

from one place to another.774 Considering that RAM copies of virtual items are not transmitted 

from the users’ PC, “transitory duration” criteria would be inapplicable.  Therefore, according 

to the US case law, every time someone logs in to a virtual world and views virtual items on 

the screen of her PC, she reproduces those items on the RAM of her PC. The EU regime presents 

 
774 See MAI Systems Corp. v. Peak Computer, Inc., 991 F.2d 511 (9th Cir. 1993). 
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a broader scope for defining exceptions to the right of reproduction. While Article 2 of the 

InfoSoc Directive states that exclusive rights of the copyright owner cover all kinds of 

reproductions, including “direct or indirect, temporary or permanent” reproductions, Article 5 

brings an exception for “transient or incidental” one which are “an integral and essential part 

of a technological process”. This means that RAM copies which are not transmitted from one 

place to another can still meet this criterion as long as they are incidental reproductions.775  

However, Article 5 of the Directive brings further requirements by stating that the incidental 

copy should be “created to enable lawful use of another work and have no economic 

significance on its own”. Since RAM copies of virtual items cannot be economically exploited 

by users, RAM reproductions of virtual items would fall under this exception as long as users, 

who view the virtual items, use WoW and Second Life lawfully. 

 

Both in the US and the EU, it is long accepted that some digital works can be distributed without 

the need for a material object to actually change hands. In the case of virtual worlds, when users 

view virtual items on the screen of their PCs, electronic files are transferred from one place 

(virtual world developer’s servers) to another (virtual world users’ PCs) without the exchange 

of a material object. However, such a transfer is not the only requirement for the distribution 

right to apply. According to the US Copyright Law, a transfer can be seen as a form of 

distribution only when there is a transfer of ownership / possessory right over the work or a 

rental / lease / lending of the work. For example, in Tasini, users downloaded articles from 

LEXIS/NEXIS servers into their non-volatile memories, hence a transfer of ownership over 

individual files from LEXIS/NEXIS to the downloaders took place. Yet, the transfer of files in 

the case of virtual items is different. When users login to a virtual world and see virtual items, 

the items are only copied onto the RAM of their PCs. Users cannot exercise ownership rights 

 
775 Public Relations Consultants Association Ltd v Newspaper Licensing Agency Ltd and Others (Case C-360/13), 
2014.  
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or rights bound to rental / lease / lending of works over the virtual items they view. In the EU, 

the InfoSoc Directive requires a work to be “incorporated in a tangible article” in order for the 

distribution right to apply. However, the Computer Programs Directive does not specifically 

designate such a requirement, and the CJEU states that works can be distributed digitally within 

the scope of this Directive. Whether this interpretation applies to all kinds of works was still a 

controversial issue until the CJEU, in Tom Kabinet, stated that, within the scope of the InfoSoc 

Directive, distribution right can only apply to fixed works put into circulation as physical 

objects. 

 

In the EU, transmission of works on the internet is protected through the right of communication 

to the public. The InfoSoc Directive states that communication to the public right includes any 

communication made “by wire or wireless means” and covers all communications where 

members of the public “access these works from a place and at a time individually chosen by 

them”. According to the CJEU, this right should be interpreted broadly. In contrast, in the US, 

it is hard to find a rich body of case law that discusses electronic dissemination of works within 

the scope of the public display right. This makes it difficult to evaluate the usage of virtual 

items within the scope of the public display right. In order for the public display / 

communication to the public right to apply, a “copy” of a work should be “displayed” / 

“communicated” to “the public”. However, what constitutes a “copy”, what constitutes a 

“display” / “communication”, and what constitutes “the public” are regulated and handled 

differently in the US and the EU. Notwithstanding the differences between the two regimes, 

virtual items in public places in virtual worlds are communicated to the public / publicly 

displayed according to both regimes.  

 

Who is Liable for a Potential Infringement of the Exclusive Rights of the Copyright Owner? 
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The ways in which the rights of the copyright owner may be potentially exploited in virtual 

worlds bring forth the question of liability. To what extend developers or users can be held 

liable for a potential infringement of copyright in virtual worlds? Blizzard takes a protectionist 

approach and minimizes – and even prevents – any potential copyright infringement that might 

take place in its virtual world using code and user agreements. It draws the boundaries between 

real-world and in-world practices, and inhibits the creation of any original virtual item. In this 

way, potentially infringing user-created virtual items cannot be created in / uploaded to WoW 

in the first place. Such user-created items are not disseminated from Blizzard’s servers, are not 

reproduced on the RAM of user PCs, and are not sold by users or Blizzard. There are two parties 

involved in the reproduction of virtual items created by Blizzard. First, Blizzard itself 

reproduces these items when it backs-up the virtual world data. Second, users reproduce these 

items on the RAM of their PCs when they access the virtual world. This reproduction by users 

is lawful as long as they use WoW legitimately. The same holds true for the potential 

infringement of the public display right as Blizzard is the sole creator of all the virtual items in 

WoW. In other words, there is no liable party in WoW, because Blizzard does not leave any 

space for copyright infringement that could take place in its virtual world with regards to virtual 

items.  

 

By bringing together real-world and in-world practices, Linden chooses a different path. Second 

Life users can create and upload potentially infringing virtual items to the virtual world, which 

can then be disseminated from Linden’s servers, and reproduced on the RAM of user PCs. 

These practices can potentially violate right holders’ reproduction and public display / 

communication to the public rights. In Second Life, users, as creators of the virtual items, can 

determine whether other users can reproduce or modify the virtual items they create. Use of 

these items by their future owners in line with these permissions would be deemed within the 
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scope of the license agreements that author users must agree before creating / uploading any 

content to Second Life. Another license that author users must grant is a license for other users 

to lawfully view (hence reproduce on the RAM of their PCs) any virtual item in a public area 

in Second Life. In a nutshell, author users are the primarily liable party when they create any 

infringing virtual item in Second Life or upload it to the virtual world. The interaction of non-

author-users with virtual items would be lawful as long as they use Second Life lawfully and 

interact with virtual items within the scope of permissions set by the author users.  

 

What about Linden? Could Linden be held liable for the infringing activities in Second Life? 

These questions are bound by the liability regimes regulated for service providers in the EU 

and the US. The E-Commerce Directive is the center of (the limited) harmonization in the EU 

with regards to the liability of service providers. The CJEU asserts that, according to Recital 42 

of the E-Commerce Directive, being an active or a neutral service provider is decisive in 

determining whether the service provider can be exempt from liability. If a service provider 

“has neither knowledge of nor control over the information which is transmitted or stored”, then 

it can be considered neutral. Leistner argues that, in order for a service provider to be neutral, 

the hosting service offered to users should be independent from the hosted information, and the 

provider should not have any direct interest as regards to the specific hosted content.776 This is 

hardly the case for Linden. The Second Life service consists of user-created virtual items, 

places, and in-world activities; therefore, it cannot be independent from the hosted information. 

Similarly, Linden goes beyond the position of a neutral service provider with regards to its 

Second Life Marketplace service, whereby seller users are offered various paid enhancements 

for prioritizing and promoting their listings. In fact, Linden acts similar to eBay, meeting the 

arguably high bar set by the CJEU in L’Oreal v eBay, where the CJEU decided that eBay acted 

 
776 Leistner, p. 77. 
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as an active service provider by optimizing the presentations of the offers for sale and promoting 

the offers of the seller.   

 

This immunity bar is set even higher in the US, where service providers are protected more 

comprehensively. In the US, service providers can benefit from safe harbors if they do not have 

the actual knowledge of a specific infringing activity or are not aware of the apparent conditions 

that lead to the infringing activity on their servers. The requirement of actual knowledge is 

interpreted strictly and requires the service provider to know the specifically infringing activity 

taking place on its service. For the second condition (being aware of facts or circumstances 

from which infringing activity is apparent), US courts set such a high bar that, in practice, it 

amounts to actual knowledge of the specific infringing activity. In light of this, for both Second 

Life and Second Life Marketplace services, Linden can benefit from the safe harbors of the 

DMCA as long as it takes the procedural requirements designated in Article 512(c) of the US 

Copyright Law, and “upon obtaining such knowledge or awareness, [acts] expeditiously to 

remove, or disable access to, the [infringing] material”. 

 

7.3. Main Arguments 

These findings speak for two main arguments concerning (1) the role of the governance of 

virtual worlds, and (2) the role of different jurisdictions in understanding copyrightability, 

infringement, and liability arising from the utilization of virtual items. First, although 

representatives of the two distinct regimes of game-oriented and non-game oriented virtual 

worlds, the cases of WoW and Second Life pinpoint how everything depends on the governance 

of virtual worlds by the developer through code and user agreements. Going beyond Lessig’s 

famous “code is law” argument; code in the virtual world acts as the primary source of 

governance and determines the virtual reality inside the virtual world as well as the working 
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mechanisms of the virtual world as an end-product in the real world. Designing the virtual world 

as an end-product, code designates the real-world user’s ability to create any copyrightable 

virtual item or upload it to the virtual world by giving or withholding the necessary tools. By 

determining the ways in which users can interact with the virtual items, code also determines 

whether users’ utilization of virtual items does / does not – can / cannot infringe rights of the 

copyright owner. Finally, how the developer designs its virtual world as an end-product 

determines the users’ and its own liability with regards to these infringing uses. User 

agreements act as supplements of this code and are utilized by the developer where code alone 

cannot dictate user behavior in the virtual world.  

 

Linden’s tendency to merge and Blizzard’s tendency to separate the real world and the virtual 

world have different consequences. The more the developer designs its virtual world as an 

entertainment-only game product (like WoW), the less the chances are for creating 

copyrightable real-world work, infringing any real-world exclusive right of a copyright owner, 

and leading to any liability of users or the developer. In contrast to this approach, the developer 

may choose to embrace blurring the boundaries between the real and the virtual worlds. 

However, in doing so, the developer turns in-world practices into extensions of the real-

world.777 As in the case for Linden, allowing users to create copyrightable virtual items or 

uploading them to the virtual world, opening up the space for users to sell their virtual items, 

permitting and encouraging users to convert their in-world currencies into real-world currencies 

are all practices that blur these boundaries. This, in turn, increases the possibilities of real-world 

 
777 As Lodder stated, “the more freedom players have to create, the more likely it is that players consider what has 
been created their intellectual property, and others may consider the creation an infringement on either a real world 
right or a virtual world right.” See Arno R. Lodder, ‘Conflict Resolution in Virtual Worlds: General Characteristics 
and the 2009 Dutch Convictions on Virtual Theft’, in Virtual Worlds and Criminality, ed. by Kai Cornelius and 
Dieter Hermann (Heidelberg: Springer, 2011), pp. 79–94 (p. 84).  
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infringement of copyrightable works and endows users and developers with potential liabilities 

due to these infringing uses.  

 

Second, such infringements and liabilities are approached differently in the US and the EU 

jurisdictions. Although they have historically different legal traditions, some aspects around 

copyright, such as copyrightability, have been converging in recent years. The post-Feist 

concept of originality in the US and the “author’s own intellectual creation” criteria followed 

by the CJEU in the EU point to similar requirements for originality. The differences in the legal 

traditions also do not play a significant role with regards to the potential infringement of the 

rights of the copyright owner, except for the situation of RAM copies of virtual items. These 

RAM copies would be evaluated within the scope of the reproduction right of the copyright 

owner in the US but would fall under the exceptions in the EU. Liability is the most apparent 

area where the US and the EU copyright regimes diverge, especially when discussing the 

liability of service providers. While in the EU, service providers playing an active role are found 

liable for the infringing activities on their services; in the US, they are protected more 

comprehensively and are exempt from liability as long as they do not have actual knowledge 

or awareness of a specific infringing activity. The “activeness” test run by the CJEU and how 

it will be further interpreted by the court does and will play an important role with regards to 

the innovation of service providers in the EU. Innovation might be hindered if service providers 

are found active (hence, potentially liable) every time they go beyond the role of a traditional 

hosting provider. In contrast, in the US, the comprehensive protection endowed to service 

providers has the potential to boost the development of new services as companies can innovate 

without the risk of being liable for the potentially infringing activities on their services.    
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Although virtual worlds cut across national boundaries, the governance strategies employed by 

the developers might have different legal consequences in different jurisdictions. A strictly 

controlled GOVW would most likely be exempt from potential issues around copyright on 

virtual items. Rather, the developer of such a virtual world would encounter copyright issues 

on its virtual world as an end-product software, i.e. the unlicensed use of its software. In 

contrast, non-GOVWs with vague boundaries between virtual and real-world activities are 

prone to the different real-world jurisdictions. Developers of such virtual worlds may face legal 

consequences concerning not only copyright on their virtual world as an end-product but also 

copyright on virtual items inside their virtual worlds. These developers open the way for users 

to create copyrightable works, allow users to benefit from their creations economically, and 

they themselves benefit from user-created works. In other words, they are no longer just 

licensing an entertainment end-product to users. They are running a platform where 

commercially exploitable works can be created, modified, transferred, and sold in exchange for 

real-world currency. At this point, different infringement and liability scenarios arise due to the 

utilization of these commercially exploitable copyrightable works, i.e. the virtual items.  

 

7.4. Further Research Questions 

This thesis did not aim to make any policy recommendations for the lawmakers or governance 

recommendations for the developers. However, it provided insights for users and developers on 

how different governance mechanisms of virtual worlds might affect the issues around 

copyright on virtual items in virtual worlds, namely copyrightability, infringement, and 

liability. It also sheds light on further research questions. 

 

In Chapter 3, user agreements were discussed as a governing mechanism utilized by the 

developer. These user agreements regulate the relationship between the developer and the user 
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and specifies the extent to which the user can use the virtual world as an end-product. In some 

virtual worlds such as Second Life, these agreements also require the author user to grant 

copyright licenses to the developer and other users with regards to the virtual items they create 

in / upload to the virtual world. Recalling the Linden ToS, users agree to grant Linden and other 

users a license to “use, reproduce, distribute, prepare derivative works of, display, and perform” 

any work they create in or upload to Second Life. The validity of such terms is an interesting 

issue to uncover. In some jurisdictions, it is not legally possible for an author to grant a 

copyright license to someone else with regards to a work which has not yet been created.778 In 

Second Life users grant these licenses when they install the virtual world before creating any 

virtual item. In this case, to what extend are the license agreements of virtual worlds legally 

binding for the users? What would be the consequences of the non-validity of these terms? 

Would developers and other users be considered to be exploiting copyrighted works without 

having the necessary licenses?  

 

The issue of copyright in virtual worlds extends beyond virtual items. Users may create not 

only virtual items, but also other artistic works. For example, a user might write a poem in a 

virtual world, which is a traditional literary work protected by copyright. Would the user own 

copyright on the poem, created outside the context of the virtual world?779 This issue becomes 

thornier for other user-led practices, even in GOVWs such as WoW. For example, users can 

create unique game strategies, such as a specific way to attack a group of monsters or a unique 

and effective way to level-up their characters. Or they may create scenarios with rich stories, 

which are then played by other users. Could these strategies or scenarios be considered as 

 
778 For example, according to Article 48(3) of the Turkish Law on Intellectual and Artistic Works, copyright license 
agreements on transfer of exclusive rights are considered to be void and invalid if they are made before the work 
is created. 
779 Greg Lastowka, ‘Copyright Law and Video Games: A Brief History of an Interactive Medium’, 2013, p. 25 
<http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2321424>. 
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copyrightable works? Works created by users can be so complex that users can create games 

inside games. For instance, Darklife was an adventure role playing game created by users in 

Second Life and could only be played in-world.780 Then, was Darklife a copyrightable work?  

  

These questions shed light on the increasing significance and complexity of copyright issues in 

the digital world and virtual worlds. While protectionist approaches of the developers confine 

the limits of creativity for virtual world users and draw distinct boundaries between real and 

virtual worlds, non-GOVWs create limitless opportunities for user creation. These will bring 

new questions on copyrightability of virtual items and pose challenges to the current copyright 

regimes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
780 For more information, see https://darklifehq.wordpress.com/about/. 
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